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Chronology of Mari Sandoz's Life and Major Works

early 1880s-~Old Jules arrives in Nebraska.

Old Jules

marries Estelle Thompson.
1884--01d Jules settles in the Nebraska sandhills.
1887--01d Jules marries Henriette Lyonette.
early 1890s--Old Jules marries Emilia Paret.
1895--Old Jules marries Mary Fehr, Sandoz's mother.
May 1896--Sandoz born in the Nebraska sandhills.
1897--Sandoz's brother Jule born.
1899--Sandoz's brother James born.
1903--Sandoz's brother Fritz born.
1907- -Sandoz's sister Flora born.
1908- -Sandoz publishes "The Broken Promise,"

short story,

in Omaha Daily News.
1910--Sandoz's sister Caroline born.
1914--Sandoz marries Wray Macumber.
1919--Sandoz divorces Macumber.
1923--Sandoz settles in Lincoln, Nebraska.
1926--"Fearbitten" receives Honorable Mention in the
Harper's Intercollegiate Short Story Contest.
1935--01d Jules (biography), Little, Brown.
1937--Slogum House (novel), Little, Brown.
v

1939--Caoital City (no''el) , Little, Brown.
1942- -Crazy Horse:

The Strange Man of the Oalalas

(biography), Alfred A. Knopf.
1943- -Sandoz moves to New York.
1947--The Tom-Walker (novel), Dial Press.
1953- -Cheyenne Autumn (biography), McGraw-Hill.
1954- -The Buffalo Hunters:

The Story of the Hide Men

(history), Hastings House.
1955- -Miss Morissa:

Doctor of the Gold Trail (novel),

McGraw-Hill.
1958--The Cattlemen:

From the Rio Grande across the Far

Marias (history), Hastings House.
196C--Son of the Gamblin' Kan:

The Youth of an Artist

(novel),Clarkson N. Potter.
1961--These Were the Sioux (nonfiction), Hastings House.
1961- -Love Song to the Plains (nonfiction), Harper and Row.
1962- -The Storv Catcher (novel), Westminster Press.
1964--The Beaver Men:

Spearheads of Empire (history),

Hastings House.
1966--The Battle of the Li vale Bighorn (history), J. B.
Lippincott.
March 1966--Sandoz dies in New York.

Source:

Stauffer, Helen.

the Plains.

Lincoln:

Mari Sandoz:

Story Catcher of

U of Nebraska P, 1982.
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PREFACE
Much of the source material for this study comes from
personal papers and notes in The Mari Sandoz Collection in
the University Archives Special Collections at the
University of Nebraska--Linccln (UNAL).

The list of

references at the end of the study has identified the papers
according to the cataloguing used in the Special Collections
which has separatee
I

hem into sections, boxes, and files.

have chosen t: > use the term Indians rather than

Native Americans sir. e it reflects Sandc-z's work more
directly.

The term, whenever used, refers to American

Indians.

vn

ABSTRACT
This study explores the theme of the hero and community
in the works of Mari Sandoz.

The hypothesis is that Sandoz

believed in the concept of a world community so that her works
are centered around the hero as community builder.

Using the

Lakota concept of the sacred hoop as the controlling metaphor
for the study, I have asserted that Sandoz has illustrated in
her novels, biographies, and histories that true heroes try to
build and maintain the sacred hoop of community,
efforts

are

continually

thwarted

by

the

but their

weaknesses

in

themselves and society.
The

study

biographies,

is

organized

histories,

and

around

the

novels

that

three

genres

of

uses

in

Sandoz

developing the theme of heroes as community builders.

In her

two biographies of community builders, Old Jules and Son of
the Gamblin' Man, Sandoz describes the efforts of Jules Sandoz
and

John

Cozad,

respectively,

to

build

homes

families and for others on the Nebraska plains.

for

their

Old Jules is

the creative community builder who can work for others but
cannot establish sound relationships with his own family and
friends, and John Cozad is the ambitious developer who wants
to help others, but whose aloofness prevents him from being a
true part of the community.
v m

In her histories, Crazy Horse and Chevenne Autumn, Sandoz
uses the Plains tribes to represent v/hat the true community
should be and how the visionary hero unites teat community.
The ultimate

destruction of both

the hero and the Indian

community are a result of the overwhelming forces of greed and
power

represented by the

fragmented white

community which

seeks individual rather than communal gratification.
In Sandoz's four novels, Slocum House, Capital City, The
Tom-Walker, and Mis: Morissa, she illustrates how greed and
will-to-power are th- forces that thwart the hero who seeks to
build or to restore community.
others

Only when heroes work with

in a communal, act can they successfully defeat the

selfishness that places the individual before the community.

IX

T

Chapter I:

Introduction

In The Story Catcher, Mari Sandoz's fictional account
of the development of a Sioux tribal historian, a Sioux
elder describes the main character:
"Our cousin Lance, the son of Good Axe, is something
very hard to find, as hard to find as the sweet plums
in the blizzard moons.

He is a watcher, with eyes like

the eagle . . . With no hunger for honors and no fear
for himself in his heart, he can see all that is done,
and now he has started to catch *-.hese things in the
pictures for those to come after us, when we here are
all grass."

(173-74)

This description is appropriate for Sandoz herself, who,
like Lance, draws pictures of the times and places from
which she arose and in which she says that readers can
encounter the history of humanity.
Sandoz's literary milieu is the Great Plains from the
1860s to the post-World War II era of the late 1940s.

What

she does with that environment is to provide a description
of the process through which the Great Plains passed from
the hands of the Indians, who see all of creation, including
the land and themselves, as melded together in a universal
v/hole, to the hands of whites who at first consider the land
as a place on which to b.ild communities, but then, as land
and power are acquired, see the land as only a metaphor for
their own power.
1

2

Such a viewpoint differs from that of previous Great
Plains writers such as Hamlin Garland, Ole Rolvaag, and
fellow Nebraskan Willa Cather.

Like Sandoz, both Garland

and Rolvaag draw upon their personal experiences on the
Plains as the source for their works.

However, Garland's

concern is focused on the physical toll the Great Plains
exacts from the farmers and their families who homestead the
region, while Rolvaag places his emphasis on the loss of the
immigrants' culture as they are absorbed into the American
world.

Although Sandoz also expresses these concerns in her

works, she does so on a broader basis that includes both the
settlers and the Indians with whose culture she is as
concerned as Rolvaag is concerned v/ith the Norwegians'.
Cather, with whom Sandoz is most often compared, also
uses the Great Plains in many of her works, but her purpose
is different.

Rather than tell the history of human

involvement on the Plains, Cather uses the region as a
metaphor for one of the greatnesses i:i which her characters
enrich themselves, or as Sharon O'Erien says,

“Most of the

heroic protagonists in Gather's novels find happiness in
this fashion, devoting their iives and energies to something
larger than the self:

the land, the family, art, religion"

(3) .
In a fashion, Sandoz agrees with Cather that the Great
Plains are a source of greatness, but she finds that
greatness dependent upon individuals' abilities to share

3

their lives and energies with others in the formation of
communities.

Sandoz, who admired Cather and called her the

"finest literary artisan Nebraka [sic] has produced," also
felt that Cather's approach was escapist because it tended
"to divide the world too simply into good & evil . . . "
(Typed notes.

Research Files, box 21).

Sandoz

oversimplifies Cather's approach, but she does so to her own
purpose which is to elaborate on her own belief in how the
complex interaction of good and evil in individuals impeded
the ability of them to share their happiness with others.
Sandoz disliked escapism because she saw it as isolating
individuals from others.

Where Cather says "that is

happiness; to be dissolved into something complete and
great"

(My Antonia 18), Sandoz would say that happiness lies

in a "Moses working the soil of his Promised Land"

(Old

Jules 406).
Such a comparison between Antonia, Cather's earth
mother, and Old Jules, the tyrannical community builder,
exemplifies the differences between Cather and Sandoz.
Cather's Antonia is by far the more preferable character
since, unlike Old Jules, she is not prone to violent tempers
and family abuse, but Sandoz might argue that Antonia is an
escape from reality just as dissolving into the greatnesses
of life is a form of escape.

For Sandoz, the reality is Old

Jules, who would like to dissolve into the greatnesses of
his dream, but the evil within him--and which exists in all
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humans--prevents such escape.

In other words, we can

neither escape into the greatnesses nor avoid the reality of
the Old Juleses.
Sandoz takes another turn from Gather, Garland, and
Rblvaag in the variety of her subject matter.

Rather than

concentrating solely on the white inhabitants of the Great
Plains, Sandoz also uses the native Americans, particularly
the Sioux and the Cheyennes, in exploring her study of
humanity.

Gather, Garland, and Rolvaag, may refer in

passing to the Indians, but their concentration is on how
the white settlers developed their relationship to the
Plains.

Another Plains author, John Neihardt, whose

influence on her Sandoz acknowledges (Stauffer, Mari Sandoz
5), focuses on the Plains Indians rather than the white
settlers.

Thus, none of the other major writers of the

period uses both cultures as Sandoz does in her literary
studies of the Plains and its inhabitants.
For Sandoz, the Indians serve as the key link in her
analysis of human relationships to time and place because to
look at the Plains without understanding the Indians is to
look at only a partial picture of the place.

They were the

first builders on the land, and Sandoz uses their belief in
a symbiotic relationship among time, place, and inhabitants
as the central image for what a community builder should be.
Sandoz biographer Helen Stauffer says that "Sandoz's mythic
vision was predominantly that of the Indian rather than that
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of the white man of 'manifest destiny'"
Western Biography" 10).

("Mari Sandoz and

Thus, not only is Sandoz describing

both the white and the Indian culture on the Plains, but she
is also comparing them and finding the Plains Indian culture
superior in its perception of the importance of community.
Although there had been little critical study of Mari
Sandoz's writing up to 1975, the trend has been changing.
Helen Stauffer has done some excellent work on Sandoz with
her biography and critical articles, such as the one
analyzing Sandoz's work as a biographer.

Laverne Harrell

Clark has also done biographical work on Sandoz,
particularly on Sandoz's relationship with the Indians.
Scott L. Greenwell lias written about Sondoz's .life and her
works with his articles on her development as a writer and
on her attacks on fascism in Old Jules and Slogurn House.
Melody Greulich's article on gender rolea in o 1.1 >in ir»a
provides an analysis of Sandoz's relationship with her
parents and how that relationship affected her
ilh erpretat>on of her father as a hero.
What is significant about the above lint Is that nearly
all of this material has been written in the last fifteen
years.

Prior to this time, critical material on Sandoz was

limited to book reviews and a few articles on her life in
Nebraska.

However, the passage of time since her death in

1966 and a renewed interest in literature about the settling
of the west has

brought Sandoz to the attention of the
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academic world.
One particular influence that has affected Sandoz
studies is the recent revisionist interpretation of the
history of the American west.

The previous interpretation

that the west began with the establishment of white
civilization has been largely replaced by a more
comprehensive interpretation that the history of the west
began with the arrival of humans to the hemisphere tens of
thousands of years ago.

Historians and anthropologists have

recognized that these people had a well-developed culture
which may even have antedated the settlement and cultural
development of Western Europe from whence came the white
invaders to the Western Hemisphere (Lauter et al, eds. 4).
As a result, the region known as the American west is formed
in a collision of the white and Indian cultures as the
whites eliminate the Indians by appropriating their land and
erasing their culture (White 4).

The white settlement of

the west then becomes a story of economic encroachment, as
the power struggles over land, mineral and water rights
leave the country largely in the hands of rich corporations
seeking to plunder the independent land owners and the
environment (White 270-296).
This new historical approach is precisely Sandoz's
interpretation written decades earlier.

That she is now

being reread and re-evaluated critically is .indicative not
only of a new perspective on her given by time, but also of
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a change in historical interpretation that supports Sandoz's
analysis.

Thus, for Sandoz to become a part of the literary

history of the American west is a recognition of the
validity of her rather dark picture which reveals how much
was lost in humanity's inability to work together.
Mari Sandoz is not finished.

Recent historical events,

such as the growing right-wing movement represented by David
Duke and Pat Buchanan, expand Sandoz's importance as an
interpreter of history as they reflect the kind of right
wing uprising she describes in Capital Citv and The TomWalker.

Just as her history of the Great Plains has been

validated by recent historical interpretations, so her
prophecies are being validated by recent historical
occurrences.

Therefore, to read Mari Sandoz now is to read

not only the past as it should be read, but also to see the
present and the future.
The Cheyennes believed that whatever happened in a
place continued to happen for all time.

Mari Sandoz has

shown us that whatever happened in humanity continues to
happen for all time.

Chapter II:

The Formation of the Hoop

" [T]he Power of the World always works in circles, and
everything tries to be round.

In the old days when we -were

a strong and happy people, all our power came to us from the
sacred hoop of the nation, and so long as the hoop was
unbroken, the people flourished"

(Neihardt 164) .

Black

Elk's words describe the ideal for his Lakota people--the
sacred hoop which balanced his people's way of living so
that everything worked in harmony.

When the white men came,

the hoop was broken and harmony was destroyed:
Once we were happy in our own country and we were
seldom hungry, for then the two-leggeds and the fourleggeds lived together like relatives, and there was
plenty for them and for us.

But the Wasichus [whites]

came, and they have made little islands for us and
other little islands for the four-leggeds, and always
these islands are becoming smaller, for around them
surges the gnawing flood of the Wasichu; and it is
dirty with lies and greed.

(Neihardt 8)

The greed of the whites demanded the Lakota land, and
through superior power and numbers, the land was taken and
the Lakota were sent to the reservations while the buffalo
were deliberately slaughtered.

The sacred hoop was broken,

and the Lakota declined in power and in numbers:
ation's hoop is broken and scattered.
.my longer . . .

(Neihardt 230).
8
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the

There is no center
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Mari Sandoz grew up in the Nebraska sandhills which saw
the Lakota in their decline as the hoop was finally broken
and the people scattered.

Her father, Jules Sandoz, settled

near Fort Robinson where Crazy Horse, the great Lakota
leader about whom Sandoz would write one of her greatest
books, was killed oven after ho tried to make peace with the
whites.

Old Jules also went to Wounded Knee on the day

following the massacre, about which Black Elk says,

"...

something else [besides the people] died there in the bloody
mud, and was buried in the blizzard.
there.

It was a beautiful dream"

A people's dream died

(Neihaidl. ":li)| .

dole's

Sandoz agreed, as his daughter notes in her biography of her
father when she describes the scene of the massacre lying
before him:

"There was something loose in the world that

hated joy and happiness as it hated brightness and color,
reducing everything to drab agony and gray"

(Old Jules 131).

Thus, Mari Sandoz knew of the great hoop of the Lakota
people, and she knew of its breaking.
The sacred hoop is an image to the Lakota of the unity
of all creation.

Paula Gunn Allen explains it as a concept

"of singular unity that is dynamic and encompassing,
including, as it does, all that is contained in its most
i

essential aspect, that of life" (5).

Although Sandoz makes

no direct mention of the hoop in her description of Lakota
religion in These Were the Sioux, she provides an image of
what the hoop meant to the Lakota in Bad Arm's description

•

|V •

'* '

■ ■ 'rW
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of the harmony of the Great Powers:
are one:

"'In them all things

the rock, the cloud, the tree, the buffalo, the

man,' Bad Arm used to say, ending with the sign for the All-the flat right hand moving in a horizontal circle, high as
the heart"

(These Were the Sioux 118).

This image of encompassing harmony can serve as a
metaphor for the central purpose in Mari Sandoz's works.
The image works on a secular basis for Sanuoz, who had no
expressed faith in God (letter to Reverend A. Heckel), and
did not, as the Lakotas did, believe in the unifying force
of the Great Powers that spiritually united all things.
However, she did believe in the idea of a united world where
everyone works together in a community devoid of nationalism
and prejudice (Greenwell,

"Fascists in Fiction" 140).

But

Sandoz was also a realist and understood that such a world
community was unlikely because of each individu 1 's innate
selfishness.

As a result, she centers her works on the

destructiveness of human selfishness which has broken the
sacred hoop that should bind all humanity.

She sees that

humanity's center has become not the symbolic ideal that
includes everyone, but rather a selfishness which seeks
power and material goods, forces that dominate human
relationships and work against reconciliation.
In presenting her message of the destructii i of the

1

’' u !

genres:

ji

ij

L

l1 -

.

iutiu..

duudoz employs .titicu

biographies, novels, and histories.

In her two
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biographies of community builders, Old Jules and Son of the
Gamblin' Man, Sandoz describes the efforts of Jules Sandoz
and John Cozad, respectively, to build homes for their
families and for others on the Nebraska plains in opposition
to those forces represented by the large ranchers who seek
to keep the plains open for the free run of their cattle.
In her works about the Plains Indians, Crazy Horse and
Cheyenne Autumn. Sandoz uses the Plains tribes and their
destruction to represent what the true community should
resemble and how easily this community can be broken because
of the overwhelming forces of greed, power, and unbridled
ego.

Finally,

in her four novels, Sloourn House. Caoi ta I

Ci.tv, The Tom-Walker, and Miss Morissa, Sandoz illustrates
how greed and the will-to-power are continually seeking to
thwart individuals seeking to build or to restore community.

Mari Sandoz grew up in an area that represented both
the )/iil Iding mid Ilie bierd', inu »if th«
community.

&nni

ml b'K.p i<r

Her father Jules Sandoz settled as a farmer in

the sandhills of Nebraska and devoted himself not only to
creating a working farm for himself but in settling other
farmers in the area as well.

Married four times and

divorced three times, Jules and his last wife Mary had five
children, of whom Mari was the oldest.

She and the other

four children and their mother did most of the farm work
while Jules spent his time settling others and fighting the
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large ranchers who sought to keep the land open for cattle
grazing.

Jules won his battle with the ranchers, but he did

so at the cost of the affection of his wife and children who
saw in him a brutal rage that lashed out at whoever crossed
Jules or his dreams.
As Mari Sandoz matured, she observed both the
constructive and destructive sides of her father's
temperament.

She admired his tenacity in fighting the

larger, richer forces of the ranchers and his consideration
as he sought to find homes for people who needed them, but
she could not ignore the brutal side of his nature, the ego
demanding complete subservience of his family and which
drove neighbors, often the people that he had settled, to
fight against him and his often unreasonable demands.

In

her father, Mari Sandoz could see the human forces both
building and destroying the human relationships that are
necessary for the construction and maintenance of a
community.

Thus, it is from Old Jules that Sandoz develops

the dominant theme for her writing.
There are, of course, other elements which contribute
to Sandoz's central theme.

She was married for a short

time, but for reasons which Sandoz has never made clear, the
marriage failed.

Her divorce was on the grounds of extreme

cruelty, but Sandoz hinted to friends that Jules had wanted
her out of the house and had coercea her into a marriage for
which she was not prepared (Stauffer, Mari Sandoz 39).

Such
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personal failure in marriage occurs repeatedly in Sandoz's
works, particularly when she is illustrating marriages that
occur for reasons other than the mutual affection and
respect of each party, qualities she sees as also necessary
for a sound community.

Scott Greenwell notes that the

period of marriage and divorce is instrumental in Sandoz's
career because this period was when "the author established
the independence which came to characterize her career, and
developed the determination to live life as a responsible,
mature adult"

("Literary Apprenticeship" 252).

When Sandoz left the sandhills, she moved to Lincoln
where she attended the University of Nebraska for several
courses (but no degree) which helped form her research
techniques and writing style when she determined that she
would be a writer.

From her history professor, Fred Morrow

Fling, Sandoz learned the necessity of separating fact from
gossip and the need for accuracy in historical depiction.
From Fling's teaching, Sandoz developed her research methods
which involved keeping elaborate files with cross-references
so that she could evaluate the accuracy of the material and
also determine the truth from "conflicting and contradictory
eyewitness accounts"

(Stauffer, Mari

idoz 50).

Sandoz also took a variety of English composition
courses, as well as several in literature.

On

)f these

courses was taught by Louise Pound, a distinguished linguist
instrumental in opening up American literature ac- a

1-1

legitimate subject of study in the United States.

Pound

felt that Sandoz was "a writer to bear watching'1 and
encouraged her to use the sandhills vernacular in her
writing and to abandon the formal English rhetoric which was
inconsistent with her subject matter (Stauffer, Mari Sandoz
64) .
In her development as a writer, Sandoz took in from
friends, teachers, critics, and publishers what she thought
she needed to complete her writing, but predominantly she
relied on her own style and beliefs.
writing, Sandoz stated,

In commenting on her

"'. . . young writers should accept

the criticisms offered by their friends with a polite
indifference.

Friendly advice is not always the safest

thing to rely upon.

Personally, I never pay any heed to

what friends say about my work.
is the essential thing'"

. . . Confidence in oneself

(MacCampbell 406).

For Sandoz.

being popular was not her most important goal; what was of
primary importance was her stated purpose as a writer:

"'to

understand as much as possible about man, shaped by, and
shaping his world'"

(Clark, "The Closer Second Look* 4).

To pursue this purpose, Sandoz drew upon the subject
matter that had shaped her.

In notes for her lectures on

writing given at the University of Wisconsin, Sandoz states,
"By the time I was 20 I decided to make a study of modern
man ’s incumbency on the great or high plains--the region of
my birth.

I had a feeling for much of it, from the Texas
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trailer around the ranchers to the old Indians and French
traders from up in Montana"
47).

(handwritten notes, GSF, VIII,

What Sandoz saw in this encroachment of modern man

onto the Plains was what she saw in the history of humanity,
a corruption as humanity succumbed to the lure of material
wealth.

Her intention was to write a seven-volume study of

the Great Plains with the seventh volume "'to illustrate the
rise of Plains-rooted power that grasps for wealth anywhere
in the world and often molds the nation's foreign policy,
reversing the era when the Plains were the prey of empires .
. .

(Lowe 24-25).

Sando2 believed that the Plains

inhabitants, which she saw as the pawns of Eastern
interests, would eventually learn the lessons of
exploitation so well that that region would produce those
will-to-power individuals who destroy human community for
the sake of their own egos.
In Sandoz's use of biography, novels, and histories,
she particularly emphasizes the role of individuals as they
both are shaped by and shape the course of their
environments.

In developing her characters, Sandoz depicts

their strengths and weaknesses, believing that the one is
necessary to enhance the other.
technique, Sandoz says,

"...

In commenting on this
Shakespeare's characters are

great probably because he dared give them great flaws as
well as great virtues.

In fact, virtue alone becomes

nothing more than an idea of a character; it's the
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weaknesses that give flesh and blood to the idea"
William Raoul).

(letter to

Sandoz believed that for individuals to be

heroic, they must not only triumph over their environments,
but also they must be able to triumph over themselves and
their own weaknesses.

Thus, her books chronicle the

successes and the defeats of her characters, both real and
fictional, as they battle with their own weaknesses and
others' as well.
Characters' conflicts with their weaknesses are played
out against the wider background of the society in which the
characters are placed.

Because the manner in which

characters interact with their environment is so integral in
her overall theme, how characters affect their societies is
the chief evaluative instrument Sand z uses in determining
the level of the characters' heroism.

Scott Greenwell says

about Sandoz and her books that Sandoz "was concerned with
external rather than internal conflicts"
Apprenticeship" 268).

("Literary

For example, the characters'

weaknesses that are most profoundly negative are those
weaknesses which particularly disrupt or destroy the sense
of community.

Thus, extreme materialism and cruelty are the

worst weaknesses since they are the most destructive to
human relationships.

Stubbornness, violent temper, and

impulsiveness are also characteristics that Sandoz regards
as destructive since these characteristics are egotistical
ones that work toward the individual's aggrandizement rather
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than the construction of the community.

A person such as

George Armstrong Custer is an example of a Sandoz villain in
that not only did he seek to destroy the Lakota people for
his own self-aggrandizement, but also he sacrificed his own
soldiers' lives for his personal goals.
Strengths are measured in the characters' ability to
relate constructively to others.

Thus, those characters who

are most heroic display qualities of consideration,
sacrifice, and dedication to the community.

Doctors are

particularly heroic for Sandoz because they are healers.
People like Jules Sandoz and John Cozad are heroic because,
despite their individual weaknesses, they sought to build
communities and homes for their families and for others.
Crazy Horse, who stands in sharp contrast to Custer, is a
true Sandoz hero in that he put the preservation of the
Lakota people before his own life and reputation as a
warrior.
Sandoz however did not want readers to see her heroes
as communal clones who conformed strictly to society’s
norms.

Rather she believed strongly in rugged

individualists who saw for themselves what needed to be done
and went out and did it.

For Sandoz, individuals could not

work for the community unless they could think for
themselves.

If society were to progress, individuals had to

be able to rise above the common masses and provide for
themselves.

However, what the individuals were not to do
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was to exploit others in their moves forward.

Such

exploitation is the true source of evil.
Thus, Sandoz's history of the Great Plains becomes the
history of the rugged individual's rise and fall as
materialism becomes the controlling factor in society.

When

materialism and the drive for power usurp the drive for
self-realization and individuals' places in the community,
society itself becomes fractured.
The same criteria that Sandoz applied to the characters
in her books she also applied to writers, including herself.
She believed that -writers, as noted above, should not allow
themselves to be swayed by outside criticism; in other
words, she wanted writers to be as independently rugged as
she expected her heroes to be.

However, she also believed

that authors must write about society and not about their
individual unconscious.

Her greatest complaint against

twentieth century writers was the emphasis on surrealism and
stream-of-consciousness works that dealt more with
individuals' relationships with themselves rather than with
others.

For Sandoz, reality lay in the workings of the

individual in society.

Sandoz agreed with Bernard DeVoto,

whose passage from The Literary Fallacy she included in her
personal papers on writing:
"Writers have ceased to be voices of the people . . .
Preponderantly, our literature of the last quartercentury has been the expression of self-conscious
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intellectuals who do not even wish to be voices of the
people.

Some of these writers have labored for the

people; they have fought valiant fights for social
justice.
people.

But their perceptions have not been of. the
. . . the literary mind of our time is sick.

It has lost its roots in the soil of mankind . . . "
Sandoz saw such surrealistic works as "novels that seem only
painted figures on gauze or perhaps even exquisite chiffons,
but transparent, lifeless save for the wind [stirred by] the
author's agitation"

(letter to Frank Dodd).

Sandoz considered herself a realist because she
believed the purpose of a writer was to make society face
itself and its problems.

One of the criticisms she makes

about modern society is that it provided too many escapes
from reality so that people did not have to deal with social
problems.

In a letter that answered criticism of her

realism in Old Jules. Sandoz says, "Reality in literature is
disturbing to the sheltered mind and is therefore bad for
our whole scheme we seem to be trying to build up.

As the

hull is taken from our foods the hull should also be taken
from any food for the mind"

(letter to Mrs. 0. W. Adams).

Sandoz addresses the issue of reality throughout her writing
as the need for ail individuals to face reality to keep the
greedy powerful from dealing with society as they wish.
Thus, her works are meant not just as historical accounts or
stories but as "food for the mind."
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Nevertheless Sandoz's four major novels test the
definition of realism through her own assertion that these
are allegories rather than representations of reality
(letter to Russell Gibbs).

Rather than representing

individual lives in a specific environment, as she does in
her biographies, Sandoz seeks in her novels to depict
universal types in settings that cannot be tied to specific
geographical locations.

Although this intention runs

counter to her stated purpose of writing "a seven-volume
study of the Great Plains,"

she aims to have her characters

act as extended metaphors with meaning lying beyond the
specific character or place.
However, Sandoz's use of the term "allegory" is
problematic.

An allegory, according to Thrall and Hibbard,

is defined as
A form of extended metaphor in which

objects and

persons in a narrative . . . are equated with meanings
that lie outside the narrative itself.

Thus it

represents one thing in the guise of another--an
abstraction in that of a concrete image.

The

haracters are usually personifications of abstract
qualities, the action and the setting representative of
the relationships among these abstractions.

Allegory

attempts to evoke a dual interest, one in the events,
characters, and setting presented, and the other in the
ideas they are intended to convey or the significance
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they bear.

The characters, events, and setting may be

historical, fictitious, or fabulous; the test is that
these materials be so employed in a logical
organization or pattern that they represent meanings
independent of the action described in the surface
story.

(7-8)

Such a definition fits the classical allegorical forms of
Spenser's The Faerie Queene or Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress
and even the more modern, and less moralistic, Gulliver's
Travels.

In those works, the characters have a specific,

abstract counterpoint, which is readily identifiable by the
controlled manner in which the author directs the narrative
to that abstraction.
The difficulty in Sandoz's use of the term is that her
narrative does not specifically direct the reader toward an
abstract meaning.

Northrop Frye points out, " . . .

any

thematic criticism of a work of fiction will turn it into an
allegory (though it may and does allegorize . . .).

Genuine

allegory is a structural element in literature; it has to be
there, and cannot be added by critical interpretation alone"
(54).

Although Sandoz stated openly that her novels were to

be read as allegories, that intention is not clearly
represented in the works themselves.

Rather than

allegorical, the works are more thematic in nature in that
there is a clear theme throughout the novels, but the theme
arises out of the critical interpretation of the realistic
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narrative rather than out of an authoritatively-controlled
allegorical reading.
Robert Scholes and Robert Kellogg, in their discussion
of the difference between history and historical allegory,
state that both genres have higher and more abstract
intentions than a novel, but they differ in the manner in
which the author through direct authorial intervention moves
from individual characters to character types (374) .

They

elaborate in their distinction between the two by stating
that illustrative, or allegorical,

"characters are concepts

in anthropoid shape or fragments of the human psyche
masquerading as whole human beings.

Thus we are not called

upon to understand their motivation as if they were whole
human beings but to understand the principles they
illustrate through their actions in a narrative framework”
(376).

As an example, Scholes and Kellogg use the

characters of Mammon from The Faerie Oueene and from
Paradise Lost.

In the former, Mammon is a specific

illustration of acquisitiveness with only a temporary role
as actual character.

In Paradise Lost, however, Mammon is a

representation of a character obsessed with material goods
and not an abstract illustration of greed (Scholes and
Kellogg 376-77) .

In other words, in Milton, Mammon is a

representative individual, whereas in Spenser,. Mammon is
only an abstract illustration.
Because Sandoz seeks to write fiction • ich is both
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realistic and allegorical, her characterizations are along
the lines of Milton's Mammon.

The characters are not simple

illustrations of an abstraction, but instead represent types
of a character who may be dominated by a single quality,
such as obsession with power or wealth.

Yet, they are also

so intricately involved in their environments that they
cannot be analyzed as single abstractions, but must be
analyzed as individuals with their own motivations,
relationships, and psyches.

Thus, any abstraction that

arises out of the characters and the work as a whole is, as
mentioned above, more from thematic analysis than from
actual authorial manipulation.

For example, in an

explanation of her first novel Slogum House, Sandoz,
although not intentionally refuting her assertion that the
work is allegorical, refers to theme rather than
abstraction:
I dealt with the universal theme of a driving will-topower and the means always employed in its fulfillment,
whether the ambitious one be a Guila figure, a
Rockefeller or a Hitler.
is purely accidental.

That the locale is Nebraska

Had I been as closely identified

with, and familiar with, any other state the story
would have been laid there, with appropriate changes in
the actual weapons in the ruthless drive for power.
The steps are the same in all cases, and the results
upon the victims.

(letter to Martin Nelson)

1
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The key term, aside from her mention of thematic
intention, is "driving will-to-power" which refers not to
just a single abstract characteristic in humanity, but to a
complex character type with all the concomitant motives
implied in the word "driving.”

if Sandoz's intent is to

illustrate the will-to-power individual, then she must go
beyond the individual element of greed, for example, to the
interrelated qualities of greed, ambition, egoism, and moral
transvaluation.

The result is not an allegorical figure,

but a representation of the motives and qualities that are
combined within the will-to-power figure.

Although Sandoz

claims that she does not want her setting and characters to
be taken literally, they are representatives of the human
situation, which Sandoz saw as the story of civilization's
continual battle with selfishness and megalomania.
Thus, if we are to apply the term "allegory" to
Sandoz's works, it must be applied in some fashion that is
less orthodox than the traditional limitations applied to
the allegory.

Sandoz helps us in doing this when she states

that her allegorical form is "one of a new variety, which
arrives or attempts to arrive at social criticism through
the graphic, the concrete, the realistic"
Gibbs).

(letter to Russell

Therefore, such a definition more readily fits the

Scholes and Kellogg description of representative fiction.
Sandoz's use of realism to present a universal theme
can be applied to her biographies and historical narratives
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Old Jules, for example, is

depicted realistically with all his flaws, but he is also
representative of the community builder whom Sandoz saw as
so necessary for society.

Even more universally thematic is

her characterization of Crazy Horse who stands as the truly
heroic individual who puts the community ahead of his own
personal goals.

Sandoz does not sacrifice reality in the

description of these historical characters; however, she
extends her depiction beyond the historical moment of the
character and into the larger realm of universal
significance because her purpose is not to describe simply
the broken hoop of the Lakota nation, but the broken hoop of
all of mankind.
Sandoz also applies this combination of realism and
universal representation in her description of herself as a
writer.

As noted above, Sandoz's purpose in her works was

to use the history of the region to parallel human history.
To fulfill this purpose meant that she would use the actual
history of the region to represent the history of all
mankind.

She said in a letter to an editor,

"I am . . .

first of all an historian, and an historian not of dates or
wars but of man's fumbling through this life . . . "

(letter

to Collier Young).
The chronicling of humanity's fumbling through life
began with her biography of her father's conquering of the
sandhills and extended all the way to her last work on
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Custer's defeat at the battle of the Little Big Horn.

In

these various works, Sandoz moves from individual to the
world in explaining how the undefeated are not conquerors
but individuals who continue to dream and build, despite
their own weakr.esses and the forces within their
environments which are determined to obstruct those dreams.
In a description of her work on Old Jules. Sandcz describes
all her work:
As I worked with the material [on Old Jules] . . .

it

gradually dawned upon me that here was a character who
embodied not only his own strengths and weaknesses but
those of all humanitv--that his struggles were
universal struggles and his defeats at the hands of
environment and his own insufficiencies were those of
mankind; his tenacious clinging to his dream the symbol
of man's undying hope that over the next hill he will
find the green pasture of his desire which he has never
yet deserved.

I looked around me m

life and in

history and literature and I saw that there were two
kinds of men, the defeated and the undefeated and that
surely the last were first.

(letter to Adams)

In her depictions of the characters who build or break
communities, Sandoz makes herself a part of that unifying
hoop that links humanity.

Like the young Lakota she

describes in The Story Catcher. Sandcz draws her stories of
human hopes and frailties as she binds her characters to the
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whole of humanity.

In Cheyenne Autumn, Sandoz describes the

Cheyenne concept of the unity of time and place.

In

becoming the unifier in her writing, Sandoz herself becomes
a hero who draws time and place together as she catches the
stories of Old Jules, John Cozad, Crazy Horse, the
Cheyennes, Gulla Slogum, and the others in her collective
hoop that draws author, characters, and reader together at
least for the time that all pass through her ‘
works as one
traveller.

Chapter III:

The Community Builders

Mari Sandoz's biographies can be divided into two
categories:

one category includes the two biographies of

community builders, Old Jules, the biography of her father,
and Son of the Gamblin' Man, the biography of John Cozad,
founder of Cozad, Nebraska, and father of artist Robert
Henri.

The second category includes her Native American

biographies, Craz, Horse:

Stranae Man of the Ocrlalas and

Chevenne Autumn, a historical account of the escape from
Indian Territory of the Northern Cheyennes.

Both categories

illustrate Mari Sandoz's definition of the hero:

people

whose concern is more with the community than with their own
aggrandizement.

However, the two categories differ in that

the biographies of the white settlers and community builders
Jules Sandoz and John Cozad describe the success of men
whose accomplishments could only come through the demise of
the subjects of the second category, the Indians who had to
be eliminated from the land in order for the country to be
opened to white settlements.
Although the two biographies in the first category have
similar subject matter--community builders, the works differ
greatly in Sandoz's approach to her subjects.

Her biography

of her father Jules Sandoz is intended to draw a historical
picture of her father as he really was.

She seeks as Thrall

and Hibbard say, "to interpret the facts of the life in such
a way as to offer a unified impression of the character,
28
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mind, and personality of the subject"

(55;.

However, her

biography of John Cozad and his son Robert Henri is less
characteristic of a

biography in that the book is as much a

novel centered around the historical characters John Cozad
and his son as it is a biography of the community builder
and Robert H e n r i .
Although the two biographies differ in style, they are
similar in characterization in that in both, Sandoz
describes the development of the creative individual,
whether that individual be community builder or artist.
What Sandoz does in her description is to explain how
creative individuals in seeking to formulate a new reality
for themselves and the environment must battle with their
own weaknesses and the hostile elements in the environment.
Although the heroes may succeed or fail, having constructive
dreams for others as well as for themselves makes their work
heroic.

Reality for the heroes may not always be

manipulated to fit the heroes' dreams for themselves and for
others, but to see the potential for constructive change and
to work toward that potential are the heroic act.
As noted in the previous chapter, Sandoz's biographies
are not just biographies, but a representative type of
literature in which she seeks to present through the
historical character a particular type of human.

Thus,

Jules Sandoz, John Cozad, and Robert Henri are not just
their historical selves in Sandoz's works; they are also
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representative of human types:

in Jules Sandoz, the

creative community builder who can build for others but
can't establish sound relationships with his own family; in
John Cozad, the ambitious developer who wants to help
others, but whose aloofness prevents hi*, from being a true
part of the community; and in Robert Henri, the developing
artist, who is formed out of the combination of his being
both a part of the community and John Cozad's son.
Part of Sandoz's purpose then is to present the
conflict of individuals versus their environment as it
actually was lived by historical characters, as Sandoz
comments on Old Jules:
I . . . [do not] authenticate it as a biographical
novel or whatever those things are called.
present form it can well go as a novel.

In its

...

My

ambition was to write a novel that gave a true picture
of a time and a type of life in a late frontier
community, with the push and throb and conflict of
life.

(letter to Frank C. Hanigher)

Sandoz's intention is that we are not to see the biography
as only her father's story (or in the case of Son of the
Gamblin' Man, Cozad's and Henri's stories), but we are also
to see her works as stories of the time and place in which
they occur and of human conflict as history reveals it.
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1
U.
When Sandoz first declared that she wanted to be a
writer and showed some success by winning a short storyaward, her father told her,

"'You knov' I consider artists

and writers the maggots of society'"

(Old Jules 419).

Later, when Sandoz came to the bedside of her father as he
was dying, his attitude toward his daughter's career had
changed, and he asked her,
some time?'"

"'Why don't you write my life

(letter to Joseph Conrad Fehr).

This mercurial

attitude toward his daughter's writing exemplifies Old
Jules's attitude toward his family and all intimate
acquaintances and, consequently, their attitude toward him.
Thus, when Sandoz writes her biography of her father, we are
given a picture of a man who, like many people, both insults
and respects, rejects and accepts, and hates and loves the
individuals who share his life.
In accepting her father's challenge to write his life
story, Sandoz recognized that she must try to deal with a
man whom she had always respected but had seldom loved.
Thus, to give an objective picture, she had to divorce
herself as much as possible from her personal feelings about
Old Jules.

Her method for doing so lay in two areas:

first, she threw herself into detailed research of Jules's
time and place; secondly, she saw her story of Jules as not
just his story, but a story of the whole region and of the
people who populated that country.

When Sandcz set about
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researching her father's life, she turned to countyhistorical records, interviews with his fellow settlers, and
interviews with her mother (Stauffer, Mari Sandoz 74-78) .
This research pulled her story of Jules outside of her own
subjective relationship to him and put him in a historical
context that would allow her to deal with the history of the
entire area and not just her father.

Such a tactic was

particularly necessary to Sandoz for her to keep her own
story out of her father's life and also to make him a larger
figure than just her father.
This latter method of handling her father in history
became Sandoz's overriding purpose as she dealt more and
more with the material.

At first she had planned a novel in

which her father was to be the leading character but which
was to be a "fictionalized history and biography, on the
development of Western Nebraska from 1884 to 1928, covering
the struggles with the wilderness, the Indians, cattlemen,
sheepmen, drouth, isolation, and lawlessness.

. . . There is

romance, drama, and comedy in plenty here, and I hope to
remain objective and impartial throughout"
Houghton Mifflin).

(letter to

However, as she worked more with the

material and with the interviews from Jules's
contemporaries, she abandoned the idea of the novel and
returned to her fatner's request that she write the actual
story of his life, but with the additioral object of making
that story an element in the history of the region.

In her
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letter of submission of he: book to the non-fiction contest
of The Atlantic Monthly Press, .:ondoz refers to this dual
intention of creating both a biograjby of her father and of
the region in which he lived,

"And now for the manuscript:

I have tried to make Home on the Running Watr->- [later
renamed Old Jules] the biography of a community, '-he upper
Niobrara country in western Nebraska, and of a man, my
father, Jules Ami Sandoz."

In doing so, Sandoz can use her

research not only to examine her own relationship v/ith her
father, but also to objectively see her father as an
important figure among the many who settled that particular
region.
Consequently Sandoz's biography is a picture of her
father from two different angles:

an objective angle which

places him in the historical background as a settler and
community builder in northwestern Nebraska and a more
subjective angle which involves the foreground of her
father's stormy relationships with those people around him,
his family, his friends, and his enemies.
Sandoz's initial picture of her father in Old Jules
places him first in the context of time and place.

She

opens with a description of the country to which Old Jules
is coming, a land that, like her protagonist, is both savage
and beautiful, promising and threatening:
. . . the monotonous yellow sandhills unobtrusively
soaked up the soggy patches of April snow.

Fringes of
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yellow-green crept down the south slopes or ran
brilliant emerald over the long, blackened strips left
by the late prairie fires that burned unchallenged
until the wind drove the flames upon their

o v .t i

ashes,

or the snow fell.
All winter the wind had torn at the fire-bared
knolls, shifting but not changing the unalterable
sameness of the hills that spread in rolling swells
westward to the hard-land country of the upper Niobrara
River, where deer and antelope grazed almost
undisturbed except by an occasional hunting party.

(3)

Like Old Jules, the country has a dichotomous character:

it

is hard, monotonous, and open to violence, but it also
..
'
contains the germs of great possibility within it. The land
soaks up the April snow, responds with new growth, and
harbors the animal life that lives within it.

The land can

both destroy and nurture.
The subsequent picture of the time in which Sandoz
opens her novel underscores the dichotomies which prevail
throughout the work.

The time, the late nineteenth century,

like the land, is filled with promise and with danger:
But now the grass was started.

Out of the East

crawled the black path of the railroad.

Colonies of

homeseekers in covered wagons pushed westward.

From

the plains of Texas a hundred thousand head of cattle
came, their feet set upon the long trails to the free
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range lands.

In the deep canyons of the Niobrara,

wolves and rustlers skulked, waiting, while ch* :'
■
or four ranchers already in the hills armed themselves
for the conflict.

(3)

The railroad and homeseekers, representing growth, are
counterpointed by the images of destruction in the form of
the wolves, rustlers, and armed ranchers, who have been the
early homeseekers and now are determined to protect what
they have already claimed. Into this complex environment of
'' ■
•
•’_
promise, danger, and conflict, Sandoz brings Old Jules who
arrives "out of the East . . .
driving hard"

a lone man in an open wagon,

(3).

Sandoz's introduction of her father as a lone man,
driving hard is indicative of her interpretation of who her
father was and why he was so complex.

That she would

describe him as a "lone" man is not just telling the reader
that Old Jules came to the country alone, but it also
indicates his singular character which was often alo’->e
because Jules made himself so difficult.

Juxtaposed with

his difficult personality is his intensity, as indicated by
the "driving hard."

The phrase also points to two meanings,

one literal and one figurative.

Old Jules is, of course, in

the picture moving his team quickly, but his hard driving
also represents his determination to fulfill his dreams.
Thus, Sandoz in the sentence introducing her father
physically into the scene is also introducing the two
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strongest characteristics of her father:

his separation

from fellow human beings because of his difficult character
and his intense motivation to find a home for himself and
others.
Having set up the place, the time, and the character,
Sandoz now brings the three together, thus reinforcing the
complexity of the relationship among them, as the three
elements continually reflect each other.

Quite literally

Jules moves into the scene and takes it as his own:

"His

Swiss-made map showed the sandhills a wilderness with many
small lakes and streams, remote, uninhabited--wild fruit,
game, and free land far from law and convention.

There a

man could build a home, hunt and trap in peace, live as he
.liked" (4) .

The singular man, the hard driver, sees in the

wilderness not only the beauty of the wild country which
would not bind him, but he also sees in the country the
possibility of a home, which would bind him, but for which
he also expresses a similar desire.

In such a way, Sandoz

introduces the first of her qualities for the hero--the
rugged individualist who also seeks the civilized idea of
home.
Sandoz follows this description of Jules as the pioneer
who wants both wilderness and home with a physical
description that also underscores the complexity of his
character.

In a series of contradictions, Sandoz

illustrates how Old Jules even physically represents the
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complex combination of philosopher, frontiersman, and semi
misanthrope :
Little about this dark-bearded young man in ragged
camp-stained clothing suggested the dapper student- who
swaggered the streets of Zurich three years before,
whose shave was as necessary as breakfast.

An old cap,

greasy and scorched from service in pan lifting, sat
low upon eyes as strange and changing as the Jura that
towered over his homeland.

They were gray, and glowed

at a lusty story well told, withdrew in remote
contemplation of the world and the universe, or flashed
with the swift anger and violence of summer lightning.
(4)
In the description of his eyes is Old Jules:

sensual,

philosophical, and violent, a combination which makes Jules
both a creator and a destroyer because what he builds is
always in constant threat of his anger at its not satisfying
his preconceived ideal.
In juxtaposing the description of Old Jules coming to
the sandhills with the description of him in Switzerland,
Sandoz illustrates what happens when reality and Jules's
ideals conflict.

When Jules's family refuses to accept

Jules's choice of Rosalie whose family lacked the prestige
of the Sandoz family, rather than compromising himself,
Jules rejects his family and country completely.

As a

result he turns from his Swiss world, where appearance is as
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much a part of living as sating, and to the wilderness where
he can recreate a new world in which to fulfill his dream of
a life with Rosalie.

In doing so, Jules illustrates that

characteristic trait of his which is to decide that the
world represented by his family in Switzerland is at fault
for his lost dreams, and instead of trying to change that
world to meet his dream, he throws that reality away,
thinking he can always create a new one that will meet his
ideal.

Thus, the ragged cap and the greasy clothes become a

symbol of the new Jules in a new land seeking a new reality
to fulfill his dream of a home with Rosalie, who for Jules
is the ideal woman.
In these opening descriptions of Old Jules, Sandoz has
created the picture of the dreamer, a quality which Sandoz
recognizes is necessary for the home builder.

Were Old

Jules not a dreamer, someone seeking to create a reality
that will meet his ideal, he would not have become the
community builder that he did.

For Jules, reality has a

Platonic dimension about it in that there exists in his
dreams an ideal home and family.

His community building is

an attempt to fulfill that ideal by creating a world in this
image.

Sandoz says of her father that he was an "idealist,

a visionary who dreamed mightily of Utopia"
62).

(“Marlizzie"

He rejects Switzerland as too confining for his

purposes and turns to the new world where he sees time and
place as still flexible enough for the creator.

Sandoz
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believes that .tor her £acher-~or any builder--to have this
rebellious, creative combination requires the kind of fire
which Old Jules possesses:

” ...

a man of less impatience

and less violence could not have come from his sheltered and
safe environment and stood alone, cap to his brows, gun
across his forearm, against his '.ntire little world.
ego, such courage is given to but few of us"

Such

(letter to

Herbert Cushing).
Although Sandoz emphasizes Old Jules's being alone when
he comes to the sandhills, she also em phasizes his intention
to make the wilderness into a home by often referring to him
as a "homeseeker."

As stated above, Old Jules has an ideal

image of this home, an image that includes Rosalie, a
family, and neighbors.

When Jules first finds the

particular land on which he wishes to homestead, he dreams
of a future community:
There, close enough to the river for game and wood, on
the hard land that must be black and fertile, where
corn and fruit trees would surely grow well, Jules saw
his home and around him a community of his countrymen
and other homeseekers, refugees from oppression and
poverty, intermingled in peace and contentment.

There

would grow up a place of orderliness, with sturdy women
and strong children to swing the hay fork and the hoe.
(19)
In his finest moments, those times when Sandoz most
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respects her father, Jua^s is the creative homeseeker, the
man who wants to build a home for himseJ f and for others,
the man who wishes to rescue people from poverty and
oppression.

However, tne difficulty for Jules in creating

this home is the basic conflict within Jules's character:
he wants people around him, but he also has sc much ego that
these individuals can rarely meet his expectations, so he
ends up driving people from him as much as he ends up
attracting them to him.

Thus, Jules's relationships with

his wives, his children, his fellow settlers, and v/ith his
enemies are continually in flux between his compassionate
concern for others and his anger when these others do not
meet his idealistic and egotistical expectations.

Melody

Graulich says that Sandoz "recognizes a competing side to
her father, who cannot l.i.-e 'in pease and contentment' with
anyone . . . " (6) .
Jules's relationships with his wives--he marries four
times--are based upon his unfulfilled relationship with
Rosalie, his first love and his reason for leaving
Switzerland.

When he first comes to Nebraska, his intention

is to have Rosalie join him.

When she refuses, he marries

other women but continues to maintain his hope of attaining
Rosalie.

His dreams of her, however, are dreams of the

ideal woman he creates out of his brief relationship with
Rosalie.

(They worked "rgether for three months.)

Even

though the yea '' oaSs a:.1 he and Rosalie both must age, he
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always sees her as the young woman with whom he took walks
through the Swiss countryside, a woman who talked lovingly,
dressed well, and had white skin and soft hands.

When

Rosalie dies in her and Jules's old age, Jules can only
think,

"It did n't seem possible that one so young, with

such soft hair at the nape of a white neck, could die”
(373).

Because their relationship is never consummated in

marriage, Rosalie never has to deal with Jules as a husband
and he never has to treat her as a wife; thus, she remains
the ideal woman for him.
However, Rosalie is not the ideal wife for Jules.

For

one reason, she lacks his dreams, as she tells Jules when
she hears of his fourth marriage and informs him of her
marriage.

"She did not wish to face a lonely old age.

Perhaps everything was better so.

She preferred the

smaller, the more familiar things, while her Jules saw only
the far, the large, the exalted canvas"

(191) .

A second

reason is that Jules doesn't really want a Rosalie; she is
small, delicate, and urbanized, while Jules has left that
life in favor of one that demands a strong woman willing to
face the loneliness and hard work of frontier life.

When

Jules and the other men are talking about women, Jules says
that a good wife must be one who fulfills four roles for
him:

“'I could use four [wives] myse-lf--one to cook my

breakfast, one to chop weeds, one to carry home the game I
shoot, and one to sleep with'” (82).

Graulich notes that
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men on the frontier believed that a woman's individuality
was unimportant because "women are to be used and
controlled” (7).

Thus, Rosalie, who continually remains the

idealistic individual in Jules's imagination, is really
contrary to his true desire:

a woman who will do what he

wants, when he wants, and not complain about her having to
do it.
Jules marries his first v/ife Estelle because Rosalie
refuses to join him in Nebraska and Estelle is "the first
woman that would have him"

(5).

The marriage doesn't last

long (Sandoz never specifies the length) because Estelle
refuses to comply with Jules's orders, and when she "refused
to build the morning fires, to run through the frosty grass
to catch up his team, Jules closed her mouth with the flat
of his long, muscular hand, dumped their supply of flour and
sugar to the old sow and pigs" and left (5) .
Jules's second marriage lasts longer, but not because
Jules has changed his expectation of what a wife should do
for him and how she should behave.

Henriette comes to Jules

upon the recommendation of Jules's sister Elvina whom Jules
consults when Rosalie again refuses to join him.

Henriette,

a Swiss schoolmate of Elvina, has been working as a
governess in Boston when Elvina writes her in glowing term s
about "'her beloved brother Jules who is postmaster in
Nebraska, etc., etc., but is so lonesome ctway from people of
his own kind'"

(96).

Henriette is an independent-thinking,
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educated woman, tired of caring for rich people's children,
and drawn to the picture of an educated, adventurous
homebuilder in the West.
The reality, however, is far from Henrietta's
expectations.

Jules cleans up before he greets her at the

depot on the very day that they are married, and instead of
taking her to his dirty, sod dugout--"Later, Henriette would
clean it" (98)--he arranges for them to spend their wedding
night in a borrowed shack.

The next morning, when Jules is

forced to chop the wood, build the fire, and make breakfast
because Henriette is unable to stop crying after a rainstorm
soaks the house, the bed, and her clothing, he warns
Hr-ariett 3 -that he was not the man to wait on a woman"

(99).

The honeymoon is over, and Henriette marks the occasion by
tearing up and burning Elvina's letter that praised Jules.
Henriette's real position becomes clear to her when she
realizes that Jules is not a worker but a planner.

When

Sandoz describes Jules's idealistic picture of the women and
children working in the fields, she knows that J '.ies
believes literally in that picture.

Thus, when Henriette

realizes that if there is to be any money in the house, she
will have to do the farm work, so she buys livestock and
plants a garden, believing that Jules will help her.
However, her demands only incite Jules's wrath:
"I got to rest after breakfast.

I must think.”

"You rest--after sleeping the night.

How does that
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come?

And think, think.

Why not do, do?"

Jules was up . . . "Shut your mouth!" he roared.

His

hand shot out, and the woman slumped against the bench.
( 102 )

Lr.ch violence when he is defied characterizes their entire
marriage, and eventually Henriette can tolerate no more and
leaves Jules to live on her own land.

Graulich points out

that such a marriage is characteristic of frontier marriages
which erase a woman's identity, changing women like
Henriette, once refined and cultured, into either drudges,
destroyed by the hard work, or into "one of the
neighborhood's numerous crazy ladies, mocked by the
children"

(9).

Henriette eventually does go insane and dies

in a mental institution.
Jules's third marriage is even briefer than his first.
When Rosalie again refuses to come to America, Jules marries
Emilia, a fashionable dressmaker and milliner, who was
coming from Switzerland to marry Jules's brother William,
who married another before Emilia left for America.

Emilia

too is misled by Jules who unintentionally gives a beautiful
but misleading picture of his home and land, not because he
purposely sought to deceive Emilia, but because ”he wrote of
things as he imagined them to be"

(162).

Sandoz's

description of Emilia's response to Jules's description
indicates both the kind of woman Emilia is and what she
erroneously expects:

"...

she understood perfectly how to
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maintain the place of a mistress in a fine and prosperous
home and how to receive in good company.

In order to make

herself loved by her husband she would be all obedience.
That would be her entire aim in life"

(162) .

However, when

Emilia discovers that obedience to Old Jules means total
subservience and social isolation,

"'I don't stand for any

damned running around!' he had warned her when she smiled
down upon his acquaintances who stopped him on the way home"
(166), she leaves within two weeks and tells him when he
pesters her to return,

"'I do not want to know anything more

about you'" (168) .
In her description of Jules's marriages to Henriette
and Emilia, Sandoz illustrates that dichotomy in Jules's
character which makes him both attractive and repellent to
women.

As a dreamer, he sees and describes his country as a

place of beauty and promise where the homes become palaces
and the inhabitants fine ladies and gentlemen.

He attracts

Henriette and Emilia with his dreams which resemble their
own dreams of having a beautiful home with an educated and
refined husband.

However, Jules cannot fulfill these dreams

for himself or for his wives because the other side of his
character, dominated by an egotistical temper which will
brook no opposition, makes him so difficult to live and work
with that he drives the women away.

Jules cannot accept the

idea that these women need an identity outside of himself,
and when they work to create a world in which they have
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identity and power, Jules lashes out at them for their
rebellion.

The real core of the problem with Jules and

women is that Jules does not understand that he is doing
anything wrong in his treatment of these women.

His ego is

such that he believes they should serve him and be obedient
to his every whim, and when they do rebel, he sees it only
as a revolt against his natural authority and never as a
result of his own malfeasance.
When Sandoz set about to write her father's story, she
knew that she was writing about a different kind of dreamer.
The romantic concept of the dreamer would be of a man who
finds the woman, loses her for awhile because he must work
so hard to fulfill his dream that he ignores her, but who
eventually wins her back with the glorious fulfillment of
his vision.

However, Sandoz announced that she was writing

a realistic story, even though the main character is an
idealistic dreamer.

Thus, in describing Jules's violent and

domineering treatment of his wives, Sandoz is fulfilling
what she wrote about her father to E. E. Sturgeon, an old
friend of Jules:

"I have no particular illusions about

anything or anyone and no patience with sugary eulogies."
Despite the possibility of romance in her writing the story
of a dreamer in a country that had the possibility of great
beauty and wealth, Sandoz cannot romanticize Old Jules
because to do so would be to deviate from her purpose of
writing about humanity which she sees as being as full of
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brutalities as it is of dreams.
As a result of her intention to write about humanity,
Sandoz would acknowledge that it is not only his inherent
human traits that have given Jules this domineering
attitude.

The patriarchal society from which Jules hails is

also responsible.

When Jules discusses women with the other

Swiss men, his attitude is not much different from theirs.
Sandoz tells about Black Tissot who "was the sort who jerked
a peasant girl's head back by her thick braids and pressed
his kisses upon her"

(41).

Graulich argues that one reason

Sandoz does not dwell on her own father's cruelty is that
Sandoz knows that such brutality isn't so much personal as
arising from "causes . . . embedded in the fledgling
society's attitudes about women and marriage, many imported
from the Old World"

(13).

Glenda Riley, in The Female

Frontier, a study of white women on the Great Plains,
reiterates Graulich's assertions by pointing out that
"Family structure was, after all, patriarchal, with its
attendant implications of the male's right to dominate a
female, control her, and coerce her” (96).

When Richard

White refers to Mari Sandoz in his revisionist history of
the American West, he uses her to support his contention
that "Western men--often with their other premodern virtues
intact--become brutal and violent wife beaters who dominate
women not by moral force . . . but by brute force"

(629).

Having matured in such a society, Sandoz would recognize
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that her father's dominance of his wives is part of the
brutalities inherent in a society that gave an individual so
much power by virtue of his gender.

As Sandoz shov/s

throughout her literature, the individual and society are
constantly influencing each other.

Thus, Jules's ego is

exacerbated by the power which society has given him, and
he, in turn, increases that patriarchal power through his
attempts to subjugate his wives and eventually his children.
Jules's fourth wife is Mary, Mari Sandoz's mother.
Like Henriette and Emelia, Mary is also a city-bred Swiss
woman.

However, unlike the previous two, Mary does not come

west purposely to marry Jules.

She comes to meet her

brother who is coming to settle near Jules, and when her
brother doesn't appear, she marries Jules who tells her,
"'Marry me and you always have a good home'"

(185) .

Mary

agrees because she has nowhere else to turn with her brother
having disappeared, her alcoholic father having left the
family destitute in Switzerland, and her culture having
raised her to be subordinate to men.

Like Henriette and

Emelia before her, Mary also is drawn to Jules and his
dreams.

She spends more time with him before marriage (one

or two days as compared to Henriette's and Emelia's one or
two hours), and in that time has a chance to analyze who
Jules is:
He seemed old to ner twenty-eight years, graying,
nearing forty.

His restless hands annoyed her, and the
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foot he moved a great deal.

But .if his eyes v/ere

fanatically piercing when he spoke of his enemies,
those who worked against him, mere often they twinkled
as he related stories of his hunts and of the early
days,

. . . And sometimes his eyes were pleading as

those of an unhappy dog, almost brown, and lost,
hungry.

(186)

What Mary sees is really much of what Jules is:

a man who

is harsh with his enemies, a creative dreamer and builder,
but also someone who is lonely and searching for a home.
Mary learns soon after her marriage that Jules may be a
lonely man looking for a home, but he is also a rough,
demanding husband who expects his wife to serve him
continually.

She also has told Jules that she will never

marry a drunkard or divorced man; Jules tells her the truth
when he says that he isn't a drunkard, but he lies about his
marital status.

Mary's discovery that the crazy old woman

who lives across the river is Jules's ex-wife Henrietta
drives Mary to despair and she determines to leave him on
the day she learns about Henriette.

However, visitors

arrive and Mary must tend to them; then Jules takes her for
a walk to show her how beautiful the country is and how much
he loves it.
together,

Finally, the two go back to the house

"But the hour of violent tears in the currant

patch was still there, in a dark, hidden place in the
woman's memory, to be added to the other resentments, the
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dirt, the bedbugs, and the many, many things to come.

The

next time Mary felt that she could not stay it was too late
to go" (191) .
There is a difference between Sandoz's description of
Jules's earlier marriages and her description of his
marriage to Mary, her mother.

Sandoz has no emotional ties

to Estelle, Henriette, or Emelia, but she does love her
mother while at the same time respecting her father for his
determination to dream and to build.

Thus, whenever she

describes Jules's harsh treatment of Mary, she does so as
objectively as possible, but with an undercurrent of
bitterness at having seen her own father's viciousness and
her mother's suffering.

In agreeing to write about her

father and his work in building a home and community, Sander,
is acknowledging his worth as a creator both for the
community and for herself, the author.

However, when she

has to describe his cruelty to his family, she is also
attacking that force which has been her own creative source.
Thus, Sandoz is continually pulled between the need to
present that side of Jules which makes her the story-teller
and that side of Jules which makes her story-telling so
painful.
Mary realizes that she is truly trapped when the
children start to come.

Even if she wanted to escape with

the children, she has no place to go, so she stays and tries
to live in peace as much as possible with a man who believes
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her rcle is to care for him, do the farm work, and give him
children.

Jules's attitude toward Mary is not unlike that

of other men who

believed that women's role in the home was

tc work and have children, although other men were more
likely to do their share of the hard work.

Jules, however,

feels that his role is to plan and to take care of outside
interests, to be a thinker and a builder, not a drudge in
the fields and pastures.

Thus, Mary tries to carry on by

herself as much as possible, and when the children get old
enough to do any kind of work, they join her in the fields,
while Jules continually roams the countryside helping others
to find homes, politicking for power against the cattlemen,
and occasionally hunting.
Although Sandoz tries to maintain objectivity in
describing her parents, the sympathy for her mother comes
through.

In one of the most powerful scenes illustrating

the despair to which Jules drives Mary, Sandoz takes the
reader along with her mother and the children into the hell
of living with Jules:
Mary avoided crossing him or bothering him for help in
anything she could possibly do alone.

But there were

times when she must have his help, as when the roof
leaked or the calves were to be castrated.

It took

•weeks of diplomatic approach to get him to look after
the two bull calves before they were too big for her to
handle at all.

And when she could n't hold the larger
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one from kicking, Jules, gray-white above his beard,
threw his knife into the manure and loped to the back
door.

"I learn the goddamn balky woman tc obey me when

I say 'hold him.'" . . .
[The children and Mary's mother] heard the banging of
the gate, Jules's bellow of curses.

Then Mary ran

through the door, past the children and straight to the
poison drawer.

. . . Her face furrowed in despair,

blood dripping from her face and her hand where she had
been struck with the wire whip, the woman snatched up a
bottle, struggled v/ith the cork, pulling at it with her
teeth.

. . .

Jules burst in.

"Wc's the goddamned woman?

I learn

her to obey me if I got to kill her!"
"You!" the grandmother cried, shaking her fist 5
against him.

"For you there is a place in hell!"

With the same movement of her arm she swung out,
knocking the open bottle from the woman's mouth.

It

rolled over the floor, strewing the white crystals of
strychnine in a wide fan.

Then she led Mary out of the

house and to the brush along the river.

. . .

And hidden far under the bed the three children
cowered like frighteneu little rabbits, afraid to cry'.
(230-31)
Sandoz's description of her mother's attempted suicide is a
kind of turning point in the book for Sandoz.

There are no
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further, detailed descriptions of Jules's brutality or the
results of that brutality.

The other references to his

temper and anger are presented much more obliquely, with the
children more the recipient of his lashings than Mary.
However, Sandoz could not write the story of her father's
life without the above description.

It is the other side of

the dreamer, the nightmare side which destroys rather than
fulfills his dreams and the dreams of others.
Jules's relations with his five children are as
problematic as his relations with his wives.

Jules believes

that his children, like his wives, are his to command.
Their roles are to carry on his name and to fulfill his
plans by working hard and building up his farm.

As a

result, the children are never really fond of their father.
They fear him much more than they love him because when they
do not work as hard as he wants or when they bother him by
being noisy or crying, he beats them.

When Sandoz is two

months old, her crying awakens Jules, and he becomes so
angry that he beats her until Mary can grab her and run from
the house (Stauffer, Mari Sandoz 22).

Once an Eastern

hunter out with Jules comments on how Sandoz and her brother
Jule are better than hunting dogs at retrieving Jules's
game,

"'I learn my kids to obey instantly or I lick hell out

of them,' Jules chuckled"

(284).

For Jules, there is pride

in his beating his children into submission; for the
children, there is fear.
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In writing about the children, Sandoz tries to divorce
herself as much as possible from the story.

She never

refers to herself in the first person and makes her role in
the story no more important than that of the other children.
When she does make reference to Marie (her childhood
name)1, she only touches briefly on the child, however,
with always some pointed reference about her childhood and
her relationship with her father.

For example, one

Christmas when friends send the children gifcs--not a
practice Jules indulges in, Sandoz's description of her
gifts indicates the dual nature of her childhood:
The next morning there were presents for all of them.
Some blocks for castles, bridges, and churches with
towers for Jule; a nested set of picture-box blocks for
James; a doll for Marie that reminded her of watching
babies and diapers.

But there were picture books too,

and these she wore out in a little while.

She asked

everyone to read the stories to her until she knew them
by heart and could read them to herself as she lay on
her stomach on the floor.
"Ach, she is like Jules--her nose always in a book,“
the

mother complained.

(241)

Because Mary must spend so much of her time taking care of
'Sandoz changed her name from Marie to Mari at the urging of
her first agent Margaret Christie who said, *'Mari Sandoz is by
long odds the best writing name.'” The name Mari "is the European
version of Mary, the way her father pronounced the name" (Stauffer,
Mari Sandoz 1 2 ) .
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the farm, Sandoz, as the oldest child, is given the care of
her brothers and sisters from the time they were born.
Therefore, her dislike of the doll and her mother's
complaining about Sandoz's preference for books, a luxury of
time that Mary cannot accept, is understandable.

Also

within that passage is a description of the writer waiting
to be born out of a love of books and an imaginative nature
inherited from her father.
Sandoz is very consciou;

that her father is responsible

for her being a writer, although he is neither aware of his
responsibility nor would he have cared if he had been aware.
Because of her recognition of Jules's importance to her
formation as an artist, Sandoz's attitude toward her father
is very ambivalent.

As noted, she is very frightened of

him, but she also respects him a great deal for being a
dreamer and a builder, qualities she also sees in herself as
a writer.

In her letter submitting the book to Tne Atlantic

Monthly Press, Sandoz describes her relationship with her
father and his role in her formation as an artist:
Although there was apparently no affection between us,
my father somehow talked more sincerely to me,
particularly when we went hunting, than was his custom.
During these stories he never looked at me--almost as
though he were talking to himself, without feeling any
compunction to "throw in another grizzly."

Perhaps it

was because of my cringing cowardice from ridicule

I
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. , . lie could bo certain .! would not lough.
In the above description, Sandoz presents that dichotomy
which characterizes her relationship with her father.

She

sees him as the seminal source of her literary inspiration,
but as with all things, even this relationship is colored by
Sandoz's fear of Jules.
Old Jules is not Sandoz's literary inspiration through
only his stories and his passing on to her a love for
literature and story-making.

Jules also serves as the

central metaphor for Sandoz's literary theme of the
importance of the community builder in society and the need
for the builder to be an individualist who sees beyond
himself to the needs of others.

In growing up in a

household dominated by Old Jules, Sandoz experiences life
with a dreamer, someone who can see the possibility in
things rather than the limitations.

As a result, Jules is

able to turn the dry sandhills, considered appropriate only
for cattle raising, into farmland which produces crops
abundant enough not only to feed the farmers but also to
provide them with income from which they can expand their
operations and improve their standards of living.

At the

same time, Jules is the egocentric tyrant who either forces
his family and friends to carry out his dreams for him or
alienates anyone who does not participate in his dreams.
is, in short, the prototype fer Sandoz's later heroes, who
try to build for others, but are impeded by their own

He
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characters' shortcomings.

And like Jules, they are often

unaware of their shortcomings or refuse to recognize them
because to do so would impede their dreams.

For Sandoz,

these people represent both the strength and the weakness in
the hoop.
The other five Sandoz children have a similar, if not
such a literary tie, to their father.

The three boys, Jule,

James, and Fritz, and the two other girls, Caroline and
Flora, all are afraid of their father because, as he says,
"'I teach my kids to obey me!'” (365), but they also are
aware of his prestige as a community builder and, later, as
a horticulturist who develops various hardy crops that can
grow in the dry sandhills.

This complex mixture of fear and

respect is illustrated when at sixteen Jule leaves home
after his father blames him for destroying a peach tree and,
as Jule says,

"He told me there was no longer anything on

che place for me, to get out and not come back"
Jule 84).

(Sandoz,

Jule stays away for two years and returns a much

more mature man who learns to get along with his father
because, as he tells Mary,
on the Flats.

"'I was surprised when I got up

Even people who don't have much use for Dada

think he's a big man--crazy maybe, but big'"

(Old Jules

398) .
Jules's relations with his children change as he ages,
but not necessarily because he softens or changes his
opinion that they are there to serve him.

Rather such
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changes occur because the children grow physically strong

-c

than Jules, and he can no longer beat then and also because
the children come to understand better Ju' -s's
accomplishments.

Like young Jule, the otuer children

recognize that although Old Jules has been difficult as
father and husband, he still has been a great man in the
community.

When he is dying, Sandoz is called back from

Lincoln to join at his bedside the rest of the children,

all

of whom have achieved a measure of success through Old
Jules2 who has physically abused them but also taught the-::i
how to survive.

At this moment of his death, Sandoz

describes her father's life and, in doing so, his family's
relationship with him:
The sight [of her dying father] shook the eldest
daughter.

From such a being, helpless, without

personality, without fire, a man had grown as from a
tiny cloud a storm spreads, to flash and thunder and
roar and bring rain to the needy earth, in the end to
disintegrate, to drift in a pale shred of nondescript
cloud.

(422)

Sandoz recognizes that her father, who has become as weak as
a baby and who now "watched that they did not leave him
alone” (422), still controls them despite his physical

2Jule, James, and Fritz Sandoz became successful farmers in
the sandhill region with Jule taking over Jules's homestead. Flora
and Caroline both married.
Caroline is still living
in
northwestern Nebraska.
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state.

He has been a storm in their lives, but he also has

been rain as well to lead them into a strong adulthood.
This storm and rain are also descriptive of Jules's
relations with the rest of the community.

He seeks to build

a place where the poor can find homes and prosperity, and he
succeeds in doing so; but he also succeeds in driving so
many of those people he has helped away from him through his
own need to dominate them once he has helped them find
homes.

Jules has his own beliefs about nearly everything,

and he isn't willing to compromise on anything, even when
compromising is the only means of keeping the peace.

Thus,

Jules is both the admired community builder and the feared
locus of dissension.
Jules's relations with the large cattlemen in the area
are indicative of his being both admired and feared by the
people around him.

When Jules first comes to the sandhills,

the common belief is that the land is only good for cattle
raising.

Because of the lack of rain and the sandy nature

of the soil, few people believe that crops will grow.

As a

result, the prevailing belief is that of Walter Prescott
Webb who writes, at the same time that Sandoz is writing Old
Jules, that "the cattle kingdom is the most logical thing
that has happened in the Great Plains, where, in spite of
science and invention, the spirit of the Great American
Desert still is manifest"

(206).

The reasoning behind

Webb's statement is that the land is best left to native
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prairie grasses which can support large cattle herds

f they

are left to range where they must in order to sustain
themselves (Webb 226-27).

Thus, when Old Jules arrives in

1884, the land, swept nearly free of Indians, is used
primarily for cattle, who roam freely.

Old Jules, an

iconoclast by nature, who looks upon the land as farmland to
support many settlers thus becomes embroiled in the classic
confrontation between cattleman raisers, who want their
cattle to range freely, and farmers, who wants the range
closed so the cattle can't wander so freely through their
crops and hayland and even over the roofs of their houses.
Jules's settling in the sandhills is particularly
upsetting to the cattlemen because Jules isn't interested in
land for only himself; he encourages and helps settle other
farmers, almost a hundred before he has been in the country
a year.

Consequently, when the cattlemen discover Jules's

activities, they try to run him out.

They threaten him,

shoot through his house, terrorize his wife and children,
and continually take him to court where he fights back, as
can be expected of anyone who has the courage to settle
himself and others in what can only be considered hostile
country.

Sandoz calls their home "an armed camp. . . . For

weeks at a time plain clothes men haunted our home, for the
hired killer was not unknown in much less provocative cases"
(letter to The Country Gentleman).
Jules's methods of fighting back vary according La the

attack.

As an expert marksman, Jules scares off the cowboys

who are sent to terrorize him by demonstrating his ability
to hit a sand spot on a hill a quarter of a mile

aw ay.

V Ih e r.

he is taken to court, Jules counterfiles against the
prosecuting party and ties up the case in court for months,
often until the other party drops the suit.

However,

Jules's main tactic for fighting the cattlemen is in
continuing to help people find settlements so that the
cattlemen's range is continually reduced.
What particularly affects Sandoz's attitude toward
cattlemen are their vast claims on the land necessary to
support the large cattle herds requisite for the cattle
raising business to be profitable.

In her book The

Cattlemen, Sandoz describes the tactics the large ranchers
used to gain as much of the open range as possible.

One

method was to control as much of the available water as
possible, since, particularly in the dry plains, control of
water means control of the success of anyone trying to make
a living off the land.

To gain control of the water, the

large owners filed on their own homesteads, then established
tree claims and Desert Act claims, which allow homesteaders
in dry areas to claim 640 acres rather than the normal 160
acres.

To supplement his own claims, the rancher adds "such

filings as he could talk his cowboys into making, trying to
select those who could get no ranching notions of their own"
(Cattlemen 252-53), plus the schoo1 sections and maybe some
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railroad land for sale.

While accumulating this land, the

ranchers, whom Sandos refers to as "range hogs," keep others
away by talking about the worthlessness of the land and
warning off those settlers who aren't convinced that the
land isn't good (Cattlemen 251).

The cattlemen hope to tie

up ownership until the settlers get tired of fighting the
fraudulent claims and leave.
Jules, however,

is no normal settler, and he openly

fights to have these arranged claims thrown out as illegal.
His success is measured in his being instrumental in the
conviction of Bartlett Richards in the most famous landfraud case in the sandhills at the time.

When Jules and

fellow settlers instigated an investigation by the Theodore
Roosevelt administration Richards, whose ranch borders on
Jules's land, was found guilty, and his vast holdings
eventually dispersed to several settlers (letter to David E.
Smiley).

That Sandos sees such battles as heroic is

indicated by her rhetoric in describing Jules's work against
the cattlemen:
Father agitated against cattlemen land steals, was
instrumental in securing governmental investigation
which ended in the Rooseveltian troop invasion with
wire clippers.

The trials dragged over years but

finally convictions were secured in several cases ar.d
the cattle kings went to jail, where one of the owners
of the Spade ranch died.

. . . The result of all this
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was the wholesale cancellation of fictitious and
fraudulent filings and the country was opened up for
bona fide settlers.

(letter to The Country Gentleman)

Jules's work is establishing settlers of "good faith,’
people who will live and work the land rather than turn it
over to the trampling of cattle.
Jules's intentions for his settlements, however, do not
mean that Jules is a hero to those people whom he does
settle.

Jules has very subjective standards of performance,

and when his fellow settlers do not come up to his
standards, he turns against them.

For example, when Jules

locates several German settlers on land illegally fenced in
for pasture by the ranchers, a friend -warns him about the
danger.

Jules's response to his friend's concern is "'You

working against me too now!
thieves!'"

(228).

Sticking in with the land

When Jules's own brother Smile, who has

been friendly with cattlemen, is accused of burning a
settler's lumber, Jules never allows his brother in his
house again.

When Emile is shot by a killer hired by the

cattlemen, Jules presses the lawsuit against the killer, but
he plans no revenge when the killer is convicted of
manslaughter:
. . . Emile chose to side with the enemy against his
brother.

That he patronised the post office Jules

believed Carl Schwarts stole from him.

That when Jules

came to find out about the burning of Surber's lumber.
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he drove him off.

Emile, his brother believed, got

what he bargained for.

(326)

Such reactions to people who would be his friends and
family are characteristic of the fiery independence of
Jules's nature.

He builds for people, but then he expects

them to live and think as he does, and when they don't, when
they fall short of his expectations, he lashes out against
them.

His favorite phrase to describe anyone v/ho does not

fulfill his expectations or rebels against him even in small
ways is that the person is "'working against me'"

(102).

As

a creator, Jules sees all the world as his own; thus, when
his created world doesn't obey his commands, he sees them as
sinners v/ho have turned against their god the creator--and
Jules is not a forgiving god.
When Emile is killed, the settlers' faith in Jules
comes into conflict with Jules's anger over Emile's having
"worked against" him.

The settlers see Emile's murder as a

result of the conflict between the farmer and the cattleman,
but Jules sees it more personally, as a conflict between
himself, the father-figure, and Emile, the child, whom Jules
has helped find a home.

Thus, the settlers are frightened

when Jules does nothing because he has been for them that
father-figure, the caretaker who has made it possible for
them to establish a life in the forbidding climate of the
sandhills and the cattleman's ranges;
There were people who looked for action from Jules to
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the last.

Just what, none could say, but something.

He had never failed his community.

He fought drouth,

cold, hunger, and loneliness for them.
in as penniless homeseekers,

He brought them

. . . helped them to stay.

When the Schwartz sheep threatened them he brought in
German farmers, enough to cover the tillable land of
the entire range, driving out the last ewe.

He

disposed of Freese and showed the Rushville bankers a
trick about skunk skinning.

He backed Green against

the combined cattlemen about him, got three post
offices against the government's verdict that he was
unfit to have one.

He it was who helped open the range

and put the cattlemen and their agents under
indictments,

into the penitentiary.

(325-26)

In reciting this litany of praise for her father, Sandoz is
describing the community-builder, the hero, who not only
finds homes for people but also helps them keep them.
However, that this praise is coterminous with a description
of Jules's refusal to forgive his dead brother for turning
against him reveals Sandoz's understanding that heroes are
human with all-too-human prejudices and angers.
Jules's relations with his brother result from his
brothers' friendliness to the cattlemen with whom Jules is
in perpetual conflict.

Jules does not dislike the cattlemen

because they raise cattle--Jules also raises cattle--but
because the cattlemen allow their cattle to roam over the
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countryside and ruin what Jules sees as good farmland,

ouch

an attitude is a part of Jules's relations with the
settlers3 in the sandhills, many of whom he helps to locate
land.

Sandoz says about this relationship,

"The settler Old

Jules did locate he tried to instil [sic] with a love for
the land and a sense of permanency in his new home.

He

discouraged them from breaking up the low knolls that were
sure to blow and tried to keep them farming away from
fences.

But all these things were often futile"

W. M. Heckler).

(letter to

Jules cannot control his settlers despite

his belief that they should follow his advice--advice that
is usually good.

Settlers plow the country, overplant it to

wheat, and when the droughts come and the country begins to
blow away, they leave, causing Jules to mutter about
everybody turning against him.
However, most stay and acknowledge Jules's role in
helping them.

Many turn to cattle raising after the range

lands are closed and become successful, but even then, they
know that without Jules's work in fighting the cattlemen, in
going to court, in facing the dangers of hired killers and
angry cowboys, they would never have the homes that they
occupy.

When the land fraud cases against the cattlemen are

being tried, the cattlemen hire gunmen against the settlers,

3Such settlers were referred to as Kinkaiders and their
settlements as Kinkaids since the land was opened for settlement
through the 1904 Kinkaid Act which allowed every settler 640 acres
of free land for a filing fee of $14.
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but Jules protects his people:
Now and then a settler left between suns or v/as hauled
out of the hills like a log rolled in a tarp in the
back of his wagon, his widow driving.

But there was

always a lawyer-proof plea of self-defense for the
killer.

Yet nothing like this had ever happened among

Jules's settlers, and. perhaps it never would.

Still,

every so often well-meaning meddlers warned Mary that
sooner or later government vigilance would be lowered
and the cattlemen would strike.

But it would be a

dangerous undertaking--attacking Jules.

Besides, if

anything happened to hirn just now it would go hard with
the ranchers.

(298)

Jules's reputation as a crack shot is important, but what is
more important is Jules's reputation as a builder and
fighter for his community.

In 1911 when the Kinkaiders

organize to keep the cattle off their crops and more
importantly to get a rail line to the sandhills, Jules,
despite his open objections to joining organizations, is
asked to join them because "They needed him and his
reputation"

(349).

Jules plays an important part in the end of the cattle
kingdom.

Although many settlers

.
’ho do stay see that the

cattlemen are making money and begin to raise cattle, they
have enough respect for Jules not to run them freely over
the range.

When Jules establishes anotner home and orchard
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in an even less settled part of the sandhills, his move
signals that the last of the range is closing to the
cattlemen.

Sandoz illustrates Jules's role in that closing

in a scene depicting the last big roundup in the sandhills:
. . . strings of bawling Herefords trotted through the
passes into the big West Flat, south of Jules's
Kinkaid.

The strings thickened to tongues, to wide,

flowing streams of dusty red and white; they met,
whirled into a milling mass co fill the two-mile
valley.

. . .

At the edge of a blowout, on a clean yellow spot
above the turmoil sat Old Ju.es, his shotgun between
his knees, his pockets full of young grouse.

He had

seen many roundups, but none so large as this. . . .

He

would never see another, for this was the passing of
the cattlemen.
At last he rose stiffly, using his gun as a cane
until his ankle limbered.

Or.ce he looked back over his

shoulder towards the gray rags of dust blowing into the
hills.

Then, talking to himself and gesturing as

boldly with his long left hard as he did in the dugout
on Mirage Flats, he limped into his valley.

(371-72)

In a scene rife with metaphor representing Jules's victory,
Sandoz presents the heroic Jules who stands above his
enemies and commands his own kingdom with the sweep of his
hand.
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The respect Jules has earned is not limited to only the
people he has helped to homes.

His horticultural work in

developing hardier strains of fruit and vegetables for the
dry sandhills wins him several awards at the horticultural
fairs in Lincoln.

His work as an unofficial doctor to the

settlers earns him their gratitude and praise.

Shortly

after his arrival in the sandhills, he delivers a baby whom
the grateful couple names after him.

He saves lives, builds

homes, and brings growth and prosperity to the area, and
despite his paranoia, grudges, and tantrums, behavior which
causes local cattleman Al Modisett to say that Old Jules
"'ought to be locked up'"
community.

(406), he is the true hero of the

Sandoz answers Modisett's charge by quoting the

county clerk who recognizes Jules's worth to the land he has
developed:
"Perhaps you never noticed his hand on the twig of a
half-grown pear," she told [Modisett] pityingly.

"You

never saw him lean over his shotgun on the hill
overlooking the Running Water and his orchard.

His

daughter took me up to him, resting there after a hunt.
He pointed out what he saw in the country the day he
came.

There was something of the prophet in him, a

prophet who remains to make his word deed.

He is

rooted in a reality that will stand when the war and
its hysteria are gone, a sort of Moses working the soil
of his Promised Land."

(406)
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The passage emphasizes Sandoz's belief that prophets must be
eccentric or they would not be able to escape the normative
behavior of the rest of society and see what possibilities
the world can hold.

Without his stubbornness, Old Jules

would give up on the sandhills and the community.

But he

sees the possibility of homes, families, and growth for the
area, and he makes them happen.

In describing the heroic

quality of her father, Sandoz says, "It was frontiersmen
like he who conquered the wilderness, and nothing less would
have done"

(letter to Alice Brown).

When Old Jules is dying, his family, friends, and even
old enemies came to his hospital room to pay their respect
to this man who has so affected their lives.

Johnny Jones,

a longtime friend of Jules, says to Jules that he could have
done even more, gone to the legislature or the Senate if he
had so chosen,

"'You had ability and courage.

You knew a

trick or two, and where v/as the man among us who would n't
have followed you through hell if you had only let him?'"
(421)

Jules, however, does lead them into hell and out

again by brxru .ng them to the hard life of the sandhills and
helping them find prosperity.

He doesn't want the

legislature or the Senate; he wants a country filled with
homes and people and growth.
However, as Old Jules's family is very aware, he has
not been an easy man to live with.

He has been difficult to

get along with, destructive at times with his wives and
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children, even violent with his unfounded suspicions that
people are consciously working against him.

But he knows

what he wants--land and community, and by force of his will,
he attains them both for himself and for others.

Jules's

last words are a compendium of this nature which prohibits
real affection but which is determined to build so much:
"'The whole damn sandhills is deserted.
broke, the settlers about gone.

The cattlemen are

I got to start all over-

ship in a lot of farmers in the spring, build up--build-build--'"

(424).

For Old Jules, the hoop is never quite

complete, often because he has broken it himself.

However,

he can never give up on the hoop, and even while dying, he
thinks of building it again.

2
Sandoz's other biography of the community builder
describes a man much like Old Jules--someone who wants to
provide a place for others to find homes and community, but
a man so proud and determined that his own drive impedes the
process of building.

In Son of the Gamblin' Man, Sandoz

tells the story of two individuals--John Cozad, the gambler
who founded and nourished Cozad, Nebraska, and Robert Cozad,
his son, who became the famous artist Robert Henri.
Sandoz's purpose is to illustrate the development of the
artist Henri from his work with his father who is also a
creator, much as Sandoz herself has become the artist
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through her relationship with Old Jules.
A significant difference between the two biographies is
in Sandoz's approach.

Her biography of her father is based

much more on hard evidence than is the Cozad story because
she lived with Old Jules and heard his stories and even his
thoughts, as she indicates when she remarks on how he often
talked more to himself than to her when they were together.
However, since much of the biography is based on dialogue,
her biography of Old Jules must also contain fictional
elements.

Helen Stauffer says that such a technique is

consistent with biographers since "at some point they simply
have no alternative but to use imagination to recreate a
situation as it must have been . . . "

("Mari Sandoz and

Western Biography" 9).
Although Sandoz uses fictional techniques more often in
the story of the Cozads, whose lives were far less familiar
to her than that of her father, her intention in Son of the
Gamblin' Man is still biographical as she notes when she
said that she is presenting "a step-by-step development of
the painter Robert Henri in a family and locale where such a
talent was almost unheard of." (letter to Mary Abbott) .
Sandoz considered her intricate combination of the
biographical and fictional forms in one work as a variation
on the biographical genre in that she sought in Son of the
Gamblin' Man to approximate an Henri painting that used "a
large, dark, and undefined background, with a sort of mystic
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naturalism for the figures in the foreground"
Mary Abbott).

(letter to

The biographical data serve as this dark,

undefined background because so much of the information
about the Cozads is unexplained and disconnected.

The

foreground figures are the narratives which emerge from
Sandoz's interpretation of the biographical facts as she
uses them to limn the characters within the narrative.
Consequently, the characters are not so much factual
depictions of the historical characters as they are Sandoz's
representations of those characters as they fit into her
theme of individuals who seek to cover their dark pasts with
the brightness of a new community in which they and their
families can find a future undimmed by the blackness which
lurks in the background.
Sandoz's technique grew largely out of the difficulty
she had in writing the book.

A.lthough

she has ardently

researched the subjects and their milieu and tries to remain
faithful to the natures of the historical characters to whom
she refers in her book, her research could only take her so
far.

When Sandoz was approached in 1942 by Dr. Robert

Gatewood, nepnew of John Cozad, and asked to write the story
of the artist and his father, she agreed and began research
which led her to the town of Cozad, Nebraska, where Sandoz
found a reluctance among its inhabitants to talk about the
town's gambler founder and his artist son.

In researching

outside of Cozad, Sandoz found less reluctance to talk about
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John Cozad, the community builder, but there was not much
about Cozad, the faro player, who was so successful that he
was barred from some gambling establishments (Sandoz,
Preface to ^on of the Gamblin' Man ix).

Consequently,

Sandoz had insufficient knowledge to use in creating an
actual biography of tne Cozaas.

Thus, she switched her

intention from writing a biography to writing ”a 'novel'
that was wholly true to fact" because she felt that “by
keeping only to the facts that she knew, she eliminated the
possibility of creating scenes for their dramatic value, or
of establishing motives for the characters' actions, as a
novelist could do"

(Stauffer, Mari Sandoz 230-31).

What happens in the Cozad story is a transition from
the biography of the community builder in Old Jules to the
story of the community builder in Son of the Gamblin' Man.
Helen Stauffer notes that Sandoz, in describing her
reactions to the latter book, recognized how much Cozad
resembled her fcither:

"Both were community builders, both

had raging tempers, both alienated others with their
absolute certainty of their own importance"
231).

(Mari Sandoz

Old Jules, however, is successful with his community.

Despite his temper and paranoia, he di-^s having been
recognized as a respected community builder ar.d farmer.
John Cozad does not have this success.

In him, Sandoz shows

the dream gone awry, not so much because o* Cozad's temper
and paranoia, which are never more severe than Old Jules's,
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but because the community itself refuses to see Cozad for
the builder he is.

For Old Jules, the community sees the

strengths of the man as more important than the weaknesses;
for Cozad, the community sees weaknesses rather than
strengths.
In John Cozad, Sandoz creates an ambiguous hero who is
both gambler and builder as illustrated in her introduction
to a man whose acknowledged profession as gambler entails
his taking from others, while his new profession as
community builder calls for him to give.

In her first

description of Cozad, Sandoz emphasizes the physical
trappings of the gambler as he searches for the site for his
new community:
The sun beat down on the frock coat and tall silk hat
of the

man striding westward across the prairie.

It

glinted on the gold head of the cane he carried as
jauntily as though he were moving through a
thousand watching people.

But there was no one to

see him, or to know that the man's special squarecut diamonds were gone from his cravat and his
fingers, tucked carefully away.

(3)

The diamonds, the gold-headed cane, the silk hat and frock
coat are part of the outward John Cozad.

They represent his

need to play a role that belies his youth, when he wore the
dungarees, work shoes, and flannel shirts indicative of the
farm youth, sweating away in his father's Ohio hay fields.
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His desire to escape the hard work and the dirtiness led him
to the peripatetic life of the gambling boats in Cincinnati
where a gambler befriended the young man and taught him to
play cards.

When Cozad discovered that he had a real talent

for cards, he dispensed with the hard work of farming and
donned, the dress of the gentleman.
However, adopting the dress of a gentleman does not
mean that Cozad can adopt the reputation of a gentleman.

He

is a gambler, and despite his fine clothes, upper-class
Virginia-born wife, and fine home in Cincinnati, he is seen
as someone who makes his money off the unluckiness of
others.

This reputation's effect on his family is what has

brought him to Nebraska and where Sandoz introduces the
inward John Cozad who wishes to take his family out from
under his shadowy reputation and "build a vigorous new
community for them, free from so many things that he, the
father, had to see"

(5).

When Old Jules comes to Nebraska, it is to build a home
for himself and for others around him, a community which
will reflect his powerful desire just to build.
Cozad, the motive is less direct.

For John

Cozad's life has been

tainted by his reputation as a gambler, an occupation he has
not found unpalatable and unsuccessful.

However, he has

also found himself and his family outside of norms of a
society which looks upon gambling as a less-than-honorable
profession for an honest man.

Gambling is also a dangerous
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pursuit because it is not entirely within the law, and if
losers become distraught over their losses and resort to
violence, the gambler does not have ready access to the law
to redress his wrongs.

Thus, to change society's perception

of him, John Cozad seeks to find an element in his life
which is counter to his profession and reputation:

rather

than be a destroyer of fortunes, he seeks to build others'
fortunes, and rather than be a man whose very figure induces
hostility, he wishes to be a man whose presence produces
camaraderie and social goodwill.

As in an Henri painting,

there is the dark gambler background on which the mystic
community builder strains to stand out.
Old Jules also has a love for the country which he
settles.

Such feeling for the land itself is not a part of

Cozad's nature as Sandoz describes it.

His desire is to use

the land for a community to restore his reputation and
provide a home for himself and his family.

He does not see

the land as having meaning outside those goals.

Thus, when

Sandoz describes the excitement that stirs within him as a
looks out over the prairie, it is an excitement within at
the prospects of what he can do with the land, not at its
beauty:
Gradually a quivering rose in the man, swelling until
it seemed as powerful as the gusts of wind that shook
the shaggy old willows at the river and ran over the
great spreading cottonwoods standing alone out on the
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bottoms.

But it was mostly inside, like the eagerness

of a bird dog at a brush patch or the excitement that
ran through the gambler when a good prospect for the
faro box came up the plan at Memphis, or when cattle
drovers appeared, their pockets arrogant with the heft
of fat new beef money that had not yet taken time to
root.

(10-11)

Such ambitions are reflected in Cozad's choice for the
location of his nev; community:
the West began"

(10) .

"The 100TH MERIDIAN.

Here

He chooses a site that represents his

looking forward into the West and not back into the East.
Likewise, as he plans his community, he looks forward to the
bright new future where gamblers are unknown:
He felt that this day, at this sign, marked a sort of
hundredth meridian in the life of John Cozad too, and
eventually in that of hundreds, thousands of others. .
. . There would be factories, flour mills, and a
packing plant, with greenhouses and a spreading nursery
off at the far outskirts for the trees his city must
have.

...

To each side in a sort of arc would be

pleasant buildings of brick and stone, including
stores, schools, churches, even the county courthouse
eventual]-/ . . .

And just a little above it all would

be that great white house of John J. Cozad, community
builder, and nowhere in all the city would even one
gambling spot be tolerated.

(11)
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Sandoz's description is a literary version of Henri's
technique:

the idealistic quality of the town stands out in

mystical proportions as Cozad attempts to put the dark
background of his gambling past completely out of the
picture.

Still the dark background cannot be obliterated?

it is there and the mystic town only serves to highlight its
darkness.
In developing an ideal picture of v/hat he wants his
community to be, Cozad is seeking to erase his past
experience in community building.

For the same reasons that

he has come to Nebraska, Cozad also tried to develop a
community, Cozaddale, near Cincinnati.

But because

Cozaddale is too close to Cincinnati, soon the larger city
swallowed up Cozad's first venture.

Cincinnati is also

where Cozad first made his fame as a gambler, and so it is
very difficult for Cozad to keep gambling out of Cozaddale
and out of his life.

For John Cozad, Cozaddale is locaced

in a part of the country that is too old and settled to
provide the freshness he wants for his community and for his
and his family's own new start.
However, the failure of Cozad in Ohio is not entirely
because the town was too close to Cincinnati or even too
close to his reputation as a gambler.
hinges on John Cozad himself:

The destruction also

there is within him a

violence that erupts instantaneously and which can destroy
in a moment what he has so carefully built up over a time.
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Cozad is a proud man, as Old Jules is, and when someone
challenges him, he responds angrily as at a personal insult.
Unable to bring himself to meet people as equals, his pride
affronts others, who respond by opposing him only to bring
him down to their level.

Thus, when some of the settlers in

Cozaddale challenge Cozad, he loses control and lashes out
violently.

When Cozad and his family are on the way to

Nebraska, Traber Gatewood, Cozad's brother-in-law, hopes
"Jo h n

w o u ld

m ntinue

h im

<d f

of that new stuff, dynarm

bnt;i

not

b lo w

up

l i k e

a

fli.-u g n

. or build up animosities and

opposition all around him by' his big-bugging ways"

(48).

Cozad is also a very proud man whose profession,
nonetheless, is one that leaves him open to personal attacks
as someone who earns his living by 1

ally divesting others

of their money through his greater expertise at cara games.
As a result, Cozad is particularly sensitive about his
profession and the attacks, real or imaginary, on his
character.

For example, when the new bridge over the Platte

is to be dedicated and there is talk of gamblers setting up
a tent, Cozad is determined not to go because the dealer
brought in for faro is dirty and disreputable.

Cozad and

his wife "agreed that this, even more than the open drinking
and prostitution, was not for the eyes of their sons"

(31).

Cozad prefers to see his profession as "orderly, pleasant
games of chance for a man of parts"

(29), and for his sons

to see the questionable types in his profession is for him
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also to face these people, and his pride refuses to allow
him to do so.

When Traber Gatewood refers to Cozad's "'big-

bugging ways,'" he is describing Cozad's pride, which leads
to an arrogance that attempts to cover up his own insecurity
over his profession.

That he refuses to allow gambling in

his "perfect community" reveals that he knows it is
disreputable, but his own pride also demands that he
separate himself from what is disreputable in gambling by
adopting an outer appearance that is respectable and turning
himself to a legitimate kind of gambling--community
building.

Sandoz illustrates this transference through her

use of free indirect discourse as Cozad contemplates the
Guide to the Union Pacific Railroad Lands and muses,

"A

mighty fine come-on, this was, a mighty fine shill--but in
this game every sucker would get his money's worth and
nobody needed to copper his bet"

(46).

T. S. Eliot in Murder in the Cathedral writes about the
sin of pride and how pride is both the doing and the undoing
of the individual.

As Cozad works harder and harder to

build his community, his pride grows greater and greater in
his accomplishment and separates him more and more from the
very people whom he is seeking to help.

Thus, with Cozad's

temper and with his great pride, the possibility of a fall
grows larger and larger, as people resent his polished
manners, his gold cane, and a pride that what he sees before
him in Cozad is his creation and not the work of others as
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well.
With her description of the character of. John Cozad,
Sandoz has set up the essential conflict for the communitybuilder between his dreams, which are good dreams, and his
own flawed character, which points to the difficulty in
fulfilling those dreams, at least for himself and his
family.

Cozad is an admirable man.

He wants a good life

for his family, for the settlers, and for himself.

He is

willing to sacrifice to make his dreams come true for
others; when the settlers come to Nebraska, he pays their
train fare and filing fees for the land.

He travels all

over the country to find people to build the necessity
businesses in his new community.

He does whatever he can to

make his venture successful for everyone involved.

However,

as with Old Jules, Cozad's violent temper and his pride make
working with him so difficult that his commendable efforts
for others are often defeated by his own inability to work
with the very people he strives to help.
When Cozad first advertises his new community, there
are many positive responses from people who are looking for
an escape from the depressed economy of the 1870s.

Cozad is

particularly seeking these people because he knows that if
they have nothing to go back to, they will be more likely to
stay despite the hardships which the country offers.

Thus,

he is willing not only to find land for them, but also to
help them financially get started.

His first group of
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homeseekers includes, besides members of his wife Theresa's
family, people who fit his description of the settlers for
whom he is seeking to build his community:
Several of his excursionists had been cleaned out by
the panic and bank failures.

These had come on time,

on tick, owing him the fare, the men needing to save
the little hard money they have for the $14 government
filing fee on a homestead because they lacked even the
small down payment on railroad lands.

The five-year

homestead residence requirement didn't worry these.
They wanted a place to reside, to live.

(47-48)

Cozad provides them the chance for a good future; he is a
kind of savior to them as he leads them proudly into the
promised land.

As they draw near the hundredth meridian

sign, Cozad's face glows at "this new venture, the newest,
the most ambitious of the Cozad colonies"

(48).

Cozad's pride grows even more as he returns to
Cincinnati to recruit even more settlers.

The first groups

find early success as the rains come and the crops grew.
Word filters back to the people they left in Ohio, and even
as Cozad walks down the street, people accost him to inquire
about the "'This New Canaan of the West,' as one minister
called it from his pulpit"

(62).

However, as Sandoz notes,

Cozad's pride is not appropriately placed.

The people are

more interested in the country and the idea of future homes
than in Cozad's own accomplishments or "the new importance
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the man was giving himself"

(62).

Cozad's dual intentions

of providing a new community for others and providing
himself with a new and more valid source of pride must come
into conflict with each other because Cozad ties the future
of the community in with his own pride in having founded it.
What he doesn't understand is that the population of the
community is responsible for its own successes or failures,
and his own efforts are merely secondary in the process.
Like Old Jules, Cozad is setting himself up with too much
importance, so that when others fail, he sees such failure
as a personal affront to his own pride in having founded the
community.

For Sandoz, building the community is one thing,

but assuming the sole credit for the construction and
maintenance of the community is letting the ego take
precedence over social responsibility.

When the community

builder's own importance and pride take precedence over the
community, then resentment and anger against that builder
will follow because the population's own efforts are negated
by the builder's ego.

Thus, Cozad's belief that his

community building will negate his reputation as a gambler
doesn't hold up to his expectations because "with this
enlarged reputation came resentment, too, at least John
Cozad seemed to be the victim of more spite than he ever was
as a gambler . . ." (63).
Cozad's pride is particularly destructive in his
relations v/ith the settlers he brings to Nebraska.

When
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grasshoppers r* .n the settlers' first promising crop, Cozad
returns to Nebraska from Cincinnati just as the settlers are
giving up and moving back east.

His reaction is anger and

resentment against the land, the settlers who are leaving,
and even his own family for not telling him how bad
conditions are.

Therefore, in an effort to salvage both his

pride and his settlers' homes, Cozad resolves to build a
bridge over the Platte because "'It will encourage those
over south to stay and bring their business here, instead of
goinn to the Plum Creek bridge.
any

Furthermore, I won't have

my colony needy, starving'"

(80).

Consistent with

his original reasons for building the colony, Cozad's
so] tion is not just to help those needy, starving people,
but it is also important for his pride that what he has
built does not fail.
Because Cozad is a proud man and displays his pride so
outwardly, his intentions are open to misinterpretation,
even when he is also honestly seeking to help others.

For

example, when Cozad pays the settlers to build the bridge,
he dumps the money in a large wheelbarrow, rather than
handing it out individually to the men.

The workers see his

manner as an ostentatious show of wealth, and despite how
desperately they need the money, they resent his manner of
paying them.

The son of one of the workers wrote Sar.doz to

give his father's description of the incident:

"...

Cozad

dumped the gold and silver in a scoop shovel to show off his
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Father objected, because many of the

workers had families at home practically starving and this
display of wealth [sic] uncalled for"

(Handley).

However,

Sandoz does not necessarily agree with Handley that Cozad is
purposefully displaying his wealth.

Instead, she sees his

manner as being consistent with his intensely proud nature.
When one worker insults Cozad and leaves without having been
paid, Cozad becomes furious at the denunciation and turns
the job of paying the men over to his father-in-law.
What Sandoz is interested in is not Cozad's wealth, but
in his inability to overcome his pride and to openly _hare
his concern about the settlers with them.

As a gambler,

Cozad is trained to keep his emotions to himself to avoid
letting his opponents read the quality of his hand of cards
through his facial expressions.

Such training combined with

his need to appear proud and important to offset the
notoriety of his profession makes it very difficult for him
to connect emotionally with the very people he is trying to
help.

Thus, when Cozad uses his wealth to help the

settlers, his proud manner in doing so, his inability to
display an emotional connection to them, alienates the
people he is aiding more than his helping them establishes a
connection to them.
Cozad never really does become a part of the community
he is trying to build, despite his efforts to keep it going.
He works tirelessly to bring new people to the country, not
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only farmers, but also doctors and merchants to help the
town grow.

He gets the Union Pacific to drop off extra coal

during a particularly cold winter, and he hires men whenever
crop failures mean there will be little money for the men to
support their families.

He loans money to pay for homestead

fees and rarely pushes for repayment.

He tries to keep the

town free of gambling and prostitution and violence.
However, his efforts do not earn him the respect he is so
desperately seeking because his manner of helping the town
is always offset by his proud demeanor and violent temper
that appears whenever he sees insult, even if the insult is
unintended.

Once he lashes out at two miners talking about

lynching a road agent in Rapid City and forces them out of
his buggy by hitting them with his buggy whip.

In another

instance, he gets info an argument with the depot agent and
shoots at the man's feet, not even realizing that he has
drawn his gun.

Such incidents overshadow his altruism

because people are more ready to accept the disreputable act
from the gambler than they are ready to accept the generous
act.

The townspeople believe the town's having a gambler as

its founder has already diminished its reputation; thus,
they already resent Cozad, and when he does lose his temper
or displays too much pride in his accomplishment, those acts
only affirm what the townspeople believe about him in the
first place.

One townsman remarks about Cozad,

there's smoke there's fire--'"

(227).

"'Where
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The townspeople's lack of understanding of what Cozad
has done for them is best expressed in their changing the
name of the town from Cozad to Gould.

The petitioners who

sought the name change believed that naming the town after
the railroad magnate would gain some influence that the
Cozad name couldn't bring.

It is at this point in the

biography that Sandoz clearly comes down on Cozad's side.
Despite her descriptions of his pride and often unjustified
anger, she illustrates her admiration for Cozad by having
the Cozad citizens review guiltily v/hat he has done for
them:

"People came to look at the notice and v/alked

silently away, even signers of the petition requesting the
change.

Everybody watched for John Cozad's return from

locating settlers, for his return to the town that had cost
him so much in money, in thought and effort, in plain hard
work and sorrow"

(274).

Sandoz's juxtaposing this list with

the town's rejection of Cozad underscores the ambivalent
attitude the settlers have toward those people who brought
them into the new country.

Most realize the debt they owed

to such men, but debts also breed hostility, particularly
when the debt holder has a reputation that is already open
to attack.
Despite his great pride and aloofness, such rejection
hurts Cozad deeply.

In an episode,

for which Sandoz has

used information gained from an interview done with Sam W.
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Schooley, Cozad's close friend,* Sandoz describes Cozad's
hurt at the betrayal he felt from those friends and
neighbors whom he had helped for years:
"You sure don't get much credit for what you done, Mr.
Cozad," Sam said thoughtfully . . . "But I think things
will straighten out.

People have to get used to you,

to understand you."
"Some of them have known me all my life.

The Ertiles

who threatened to kill Mrs. Cozad's father are from my
home township, near Cozaddale.

Most of tnem I've known

for years, brought them out here when times were hard,
some at my own expense, helped them get land, financed
them for years--"

(285)

The community builder, like the prophet, is seldom
appreciated in his own land.

Cozad is facing the bitter

lesson of the proud individual whose altruism never bridges
the gap between his own idiosyncratic pride and those people
he seeks to help.

Cozad has done a great deal for his town,

but he has never been able to become a part of the town
itself.

Kis pride, his reputation as a gambler, and his

ability to have more and to do more separate him so much
from the ordinary individuals that even though he
successfully does work for the community, he can never
achieve the appreciation or recognition that he believes the

*Schooley later was appointed postmaster and got up a petition
to have the name of the town changed back from Gould to Cozad.
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community should accord his work.
In Cozad's case, the lack of recognition has turned to
outright betrayal, as the very people he has worked to help
turn from him and deny him even the acknowledgement of his
role as community builder.

Even after the town has decided

to change its name, Cozad continues to support it
financially by hiring men to do work that really isn't
necessary in building the bridge over the Platte.

He knows

that crops have been bad and money is scarce, so he creates
work to inject his own money into the economy.

But by this

time, after nine years, resentment against Cozad has built
to such an extent that even the poor, who need Cozad's
money, turn against him:
Work on the bridge moved along slowly, usually enough
new settlers to keep Sam Schooley busy.

It was a good

thing that he was a pleasant man, because his workers,
all tossed out of their old life one way or another,
included the troublesome and the difficult.

Even some

with hungry children made slurring remarks about the
bridgebuilder, whom they had perhaps never seen at all,
telling one story over and over, of a man who came to
the bridge for work.

John Cozad had none but he knew

the man's family was hungry and so he hired him to move
a pile of planks and then the next day ordered him to
carry them back.
"I ciuit!" the settler had shouted.

"I won't work my
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hindside off for a fool!"
The bridge hands seemed to think this was a fine joke
on John Cozad and if anyone remembered the man's
children were hungry, it wasn't mentioned.

(283-84)

Sandoz's rhetoric in describing the incident emphasizes her
belief in John Cozad as a builder.

He is a "builder" who

remembers hungry children and rather than give handouts
tries to create work so the man can preserve some of his
dignity.

That the workers don't understand Cozad or

appreciate what he has done for them is Sandoz's further
testimony that the builder's work cannot be understood for
its efficacy, particularly when the character of the builder
is not consistent with society's expectations of what a
builder should be.

What Sandoz says about her father she is

also saying about Cozad,

". . . a man of less impatience and

less violence could not have . . . stood alone . . . against
his entire little world.
but few of us"

Such ego, such courage is given to

(letter to Herbert Cushing).

Beside the antagonism of the townsmen ana settlers he
has brought to Cozad, John Cozad also faces the resentment
of the cattlemen who don't want to see the free range of
central Nebraska taken up by farmers.

The cattlemen had

found the Nebraska plains an ideal place for fattening up
their cattle on the long drives from Texas to the northern
rail centers.

So long as there was enough free prairie for

the cattle to graze on, the prairie grass was abundant
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enough to add bulk to the cattle who had lost weight during
the drives {Sandoz, Love Song 251).

Cozad's bringing in

farmers in the 1870s who plow the grass under and fence off
their fields forebodes an end to the cattle drives, the
cattle barons, and the cowboys:
It was among the cattlemen that the Cozad colony caused
the most concern, particularly among those who laid
claim to the range around the town because their herds
had passed through once or twice.

. . . Cowboys and

some ranch managers hanging out at the cowtown of Plum
Creek, or the road ranch at the new Plum bridge,
sometimes rode around through Cozad although the place
was dry as buffalo bones.

They spurred in arrogant and
■
' ' ■I
whooping, putting bullets into the hundredth-meridian
sign or the frame of Emigrant House going up.

Perhaps

hard times and the collapse of cattle prices that had
cut down the ranch jobs made the cowboys more anxious
to prove they were worth their wages in other ways.
(54)
Sandoz's description of the activities and motivation for
the cowboys is indicative of her farmer bias.

She saw the

romance of the cattleman, but she also recognized that the
cattleman was a divisive element and not conducive to
creating communities.

As the daughter of a community

builder whom Sandoz defines as heroic, her sympathies lie
with the people who build homes on tne plains and provide

r
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hope and sustenance to others.
Part of Sandoz's characterization of her father as hero
is in his defeating the powerful cattlemen, particularly
Will Comstock and Bartlett Richards, who attempted all the
tactics described above, including threatening Old Jules and
his family.

John Cozad's cattleman nemesis is Print Olive,

who wasn't as concerned about finding ways of legally
claiming the land as he was about driving off the settlers
who prevented his cattle from roaming freely on unclaimed
land.

After having been chased out of Texas in the 1870s

because of his propensity for violence and conflict, Olive
came to Custer County in central Nebraska rather than moving
to the ungrazed sandhill region "because, like in Texas, he
demanded conflict, murder"

(Sandoz, Love Song 252).

He soon

established in the county what was called "Olive law" when
"The settlers already there, and there were many, got orders
to kill no cattle, brand no mavericks and no calves, and to
keep their cattle off the grass, including that on their own
claims"

(Sandoz, Cattlemen 196).

Although Cozad and Olive never accosted each other
personally, Sandoz uses them to embody the conflict between
what she perceived as the greedy, murderous range hog who
sought by any means to increase his power and wealth and the
community builder who seeks to provide homes for others.
Although Sandoz has made clear by the time Olive enters the
story that Cozad himself is no saint, she continually
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reminds the reader that Cozad is doing good for the
c mmunity.

He is human, with human weaknesses, but he also

h.-3 the vision to build for others as well as for himself.
Olive, on the other hand, seeks to destroy to perpetuate his
ov;
"t

power and to satisfy what Sandoz describes as his demand
conflict and murder."
The conflict is essentially between community roles

rat.ar than individuals.
"hanging out an owl"

In what was termed by cattlemen as

(Cattlemen 254), Olive captures two

settlers who have been impounding Olive cattle under the
Nebr

;ka Herd Law.

He takes them to the county seat in Plum

Cree

a cattleman's stronghold, where he hangs them and

then

rns the bodies.

Labeled "Man Burners" by newspapers

across the nation, the Olive gang openly flaunt their
hanging out the owl because they know that they cannot be
convicted in cattlemen-controlled Custer County.
When John Cozad learns about the killings and the
burning::, he is infuriated because he recognizes that it's
not just the killings which are reprehensible, but the
consequent fear that pervades the community,

"'It isn't

punishment of rustlers they want but terror, to scare us all
off our land.

Half the women in the country will be crying

to get the .r men out, afraid they will be next'” (174) .
Because SanJoz has presented Cozad as a violent man himself,
she is careful not to have him explode against the violence
itself, but the consequences of that violence.

What is
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important is the maintenance of the community and the homes,
so Cozad attacks the terror more than he attacks the
perpetrators.
The key issue here then is not just the violent acts
themselves, hut the failure of law and order, forces which
Cozad knows are necessary for the perpetuation of the
community.

Cozad and the other members of the town have

sought to have the county seat moved from Plum Creek to
Cozad, not only because doing so would be a political
recognition of their community, but also because the seat of
judicial power would then be with the settlers and not with
the cattlemen.

Law is the antidote to the terror that Cozad

recognizes as driving people from their homes; thus, when
the Olives hang and burn the settlers with impunity because
they are outside the law, Cozad recognizes that there is no
guard against the poison of violence.

When the Olives are

arrested but with the understanding that they will not be
convicted, the Cozad citizens call for a lynch party to take
care of the matter.

Cozad objects vehemently because, as a

gambler, he has seen his share of lynchings, and also
because, as a man obsessed with keeping matters under
control, he knows that such violence would only add to the
terror and disruption rather than provide any solution to
it.
For Sandoz, the law is very important in keeping order
in the community.

Thus, as a means of showing how Cozad is
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the heroic builder, Sandoz emphasizes his concern for having
law and order in his community.

Such concern does not run

counter to Cozad's profession, but is more in line with it.
Because gambling was not illegal but was still often
considered immoral, Cozad found himself within the law but
not necessarily protected by it.
of lawlessness.

Thus, he knows the dangers

When he objects to the lynching, he does so

out of a personal repulsion to lynching because, as his
cousin notes,

"...

who would say how close the rope had

come to John Cozad himself in his thirty-five years among
gamblers . . . "

(178).

In describing Cozad as a community

builder, Sandoz is not only arguing that he is a good man
despite his gambler's background, but also that his
gambler's background has taught him why a good, orderly
community is necessary.
However, Cozad eventually is defeated by the very
strengths that brought him to Nebraska.

He has built this

community for others and for himself, but he has not been
able to build his own place in it.

His reputation as a

gambler, his violent temper, and his domineering attitude
that have made him see himself as the only person who can
keep the colony together have created animosities that
eventually alienate Cozad to the point where his own town
rejects him.
Alfred Pearson moves into the Cozad area along with the
other colonists brought in by John Cozad, but since Pearson
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is interested in ranching rather than farming, he has his
numerous children also file on homesteads to gather as much
land as possible for cattle grazing.

Described as “two

bullheads,“ Cozad and Pearson clash early when Pearson sides
with the cattlemen, even chough he owns no cattle when he
first settles.

The animosity between the two grows as they

argue about the location of the bridge on the Platte and
Pearson's running his cattle on Cozad's land.

Like the

other settlers who have turned to ranching, Pearson also
objects to Cozad's bringing in more farmers forgetting “that
only a few years ago they were peppering range cattle with
rock salt or worse, often from a borrowed old double-barrel
ten-bore, owing Cozad for the very land under their feet"
(227) .
Sandoz's description of the final confrontation with
Pearson becomes her statement on the community's inability
to accept its founder.

Instead of using the account given

by the Dawson Co. Pioneer, which says that Cozad started the
fight and Pearson merely defended himself, Sandoz uses an
account much more sympathetic to Cozad:
. . . [Cozad and Pearson] agreed on a price and terms
of the lease [for Cozad's hayland].

Then A1 Pearson

began to shout that Cozad owed him money for work he
had done long ago.
"You know you were paid long ago, and on top of that
your stock has eaten a thousand times the amount in my
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hay flats.

If you deny this you are a liar.”

"If you claim that I owe you money you are a damned
liar!As though waiting for this opportunity, Pearson drew
his fist back and struck out.

Cozad . . . ducked back

and stumbled into the packing boxes . . . Pearson
pounced upon him, pounding him in the face, kicking him
as he struggled to get up.

Finally the colonizer

managed to stick a foot out.

Pearson half tripped, and

when he came up there was the flash of a naked knife in
his hands.

John Cozad saw it, grabbed under his

greatcoat, and as the knife was raised against him he
fired without aim.

The bullet struck the man's head as

with a blow, jerking it back.

The knife clattered

among the boxes as he staggered and went down, a
hand to his cheek, blood streaming between fingers.

. .

"Run for the doctor!" John Cozad ordered the people
hurrying up, coming from everywhere, friend and enemy
alike, murmuring, everybody standing off.

(290-91)

The last phrase is the key to Sandoz's description.

As

Cozad calls for a doctor to help the injured Pearson, the
community stands off, abandoning Cozad, who has made them a
part of his dream.

In this comment, the incident reflects

Cozad's whole endeavor in Nebraska:

he has attempted to

provide a living for people, they have turned against him,
he has fought back, and at the end, they leave him alone.
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However, John Cozad is not alone.

Despite his

community's rejection of him, Cozad has his family, who
remain loyal to him in spite of his temperament and
reputation.

Although Sandoz has presented Cozad as someone

with many of the same virtues and vices as her father has,
Cozad's relationship with his family is not that of Sandoz's
father.

Old Jules considered his family as tools to be used

in fulfilling his dreams.

For Cozad, his family is a part

of his dream.
Theresa Cozad is as much a part of Cozad's ideal
community as is the big white house and the flourishing
stores and mills.

When he pictures his town, he pictures “a

fine home for his family, a home finer than anything his
wife could have dreamed even in the romantic fancy of her
Southern girlhood, back before the war.

He would display

her like a diamond set by Tiffany's . . . "

(7).

His

perception of his wife as an object is not as cold as it
first appears; his intention is rather to present her as a
part of that finer side of his life which he desires so
much.

He does love his wife and seeks to provide tier with

the riches and comforts he feels that the wife of a fine
gentleman should have.

When he returns from his scouting

trip to Nebraska, he greets her with the acknowledgement
that she will share in his dream for a home, "'Jewel of the
Platte, I call it, for my Theresa in our new home' he
murmured into her ear . . ." (14).

Theresa's response
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acknowledges her husband's regard for her, ‘

. the wife

of John Cozad was no less happy for the knowledge that the
burning in his eyes was as much from the new dream he bore
as from his love"

(14).

Thematically Sandoz needs a working marriage.

For the

marriage to be as unequal as that between her parents would
make John Cozad into a self-serving gambler whose motivation
is his own ego rather than concern for his family.
Theresa's love for her husband is necessary also as a motive
for her accompanying him to Nebraska and standing by him
when the world turns against him.

That he is able to hold a

woman of Theresa's standing and character is indicative of
his innate goodness, a quality necessary to illustrate how
his reputation as a community builder deserves more credit
than his reputation as a gambler.

Cozad's ambitions

run high, both for his family and himself, and he recognizes
that to fulfill his ambitions he needs that family to help
him by providing him with a legitimate base as a family man:
He had signed the contract with the railroad to locate
the town here; he owned much of the land ibore the city
would spread, enough to make him ;.r.d r.is r rily
wealthy--help give his sons everything a

rr:

as high as he was going could give them.
No matter how far a man's fancy might war-

.

climbing
"heresa.
river

town or mining camp, it was only his lega. Wife v?ho
could bring him the credit John J. Cozad must have.
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While he had known freer women, more seductive, and
some who made him feel more overpoweringly passionate
for a time or two, it was very easy to imagine the fine
bearing of the handsome Theresa in the velvets of a
senator's wife.

(51)

Cozad's motives with Theresa are not above reproach.
using her for his own ends.

He is

However, Saiiaoz mitigates such

a calculating move by stressing that Cozad's dreams are for
his family as well as himself.

When he sees himself as rich

and famous, he sees his family with him.

In short, his

dreams are not purely egotistical self-fulfillment but are
meant for others as well.

If Cozad is using his family, he

at least wants to carry them with him as high as he goes.
Cozad's relationships with his sons is more problematic
than his relationship with his wife because he is far more
dictatorial with them than he dares to be with his wife, for
whom he has an innate respect based on her character,
beauty, manners, and position as the mother of his children.
His wife is his present respectability; his sons are his
future.

He sees in them the possibility for the honorable

life which he has been unable to achieve himself because of
his profession as a gambler.

Thus, he is determined that

they will not fall into any of the dangers that drew him
into u profession that has been lucrative but damaging to
his pride.

His belief is that if he can build up a

respectable life, filled with enough wealth so that his sons
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can fulfill their own dreams, they will not have to face the
attacks on pride and reputation that he has had to fight his
entire life.
Both boys have been trained well as John Cozad's sons.
They have been taught not to ask questions, not to be
emotionally demonstrative, and not to argue with each other
or with their parents.

Both are very conscious of their

father's volatile temper and obey him instinctively to avoid
being the object of his wrath.

When Cozad leaves town to

search for more settlers or to earn more money, he can
safely leave his farm and hotel in the boys' hands, knowing
that they would do nothing to discredit him.
However, unlike the Sandoz children, the Cozad boys
love their father.

They obey him not only out of fear, but

out of respect and affection as well.

They understand,

because he makes clear to them, that what he does is for
them as well as for him.

Even when he punishes them, the

punishment is not so much out of anger as out of his fear
that their lives and pride will be as subject to attack as
his has been as a gambler.

For example, Cozad doesn't

punish Robert for having been caught at a faro game held
surreptitiously in the stable in Cozad since he understands
that Robert was tricked into attending tne game.

However,

he does punish Robert for c^nnKin.- the.- gambling „s a
desirable way to make money.

Cozad knows what his

profession stands for, and ): *. will punish his sons just to
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keep them from it.
Sandoz's description of the boys' relationship with
their father is far different from her description of the
relationship between Old JuJes and his children.

Because

her father was so abusive to his children, Sandoz tends to
back off from fully developing that side of her father's
character.

She does not have that difficulty with Cozad

since she is no longer writing a straight biography but a
narrative that depicts the life of a community builder as he
seeks to redefine himself and offer a world in which his
sons can define themselves reputably.

Thus, Sandoz

manipulates the relationship between Cozad and his children
to emphasize his effect on their growth, particularly on
Robert's growth into the artist.
In delineating the relationship between father and
sons, Sandoz has clearly divided the sons into two distinct
camps, a division made, in port, on her research into the
Cozad past.

Johnny Cozad is clearly aligned with his

mother, who supports John Cozad because she loves him and
wishes to see h.is dreams fulfilled but who also finds life
with Cozad on the. frc.uH.sr very difficult.
a similar relationship with his father.
father, but he wants another life.

Johnny Cozad has

He loves his

When Theresa Cozad is

most unhappy, she turns to Johnny because she knows that
Johnny is most in sympathy with her.
women in the community,

She tells the other

"'With Mr. Cozad away so much, I do
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lean on Johnny--'.

. . Then perhaps because Robert v/as

there, passing the little sandwiches, she added,

'And his

brother too, of course'’ (146).
In aligning Johnny with his mother, Sandoz provides
herself with the means of concentrating on Robert, who is
clearly connected to his father.

After all, Sandoz is much

more concerned with the artist Robert Henri's5 development
than she is with Johnny mainly because of her own
identification as an artist.

Sandoz strengthens her

connection to Robert Cozad particularly by linking him as
definiteiy to his father as she connected her own
development to her own community-building father, thus
making the artist a part of this process of building.
In large part, the story of John Cozad is told through
the eyes of Robert Cozad, whom we see mature as the
community matures.

Sandoz, as she does in her other works,

will change the point of view, but the commentary on the
action is given mainly through Robert Cozad's eyes.

In such

a way, Sandoz makes her relationship with Robert Cozad even
more intricate in that

5

i using Robert Cozad to tell the

story, she is employing the artist himself as tne medium for
her use of his artistic technique.

Robert's analysis of the

characters and action is her primary method of foregrounding

5Robert Cozad changed his name to Robert Henri after the
family left Cozad, Nebraska. For purposes of temporal continuity,
he will be referred to as Robert Cozad up to the point where the
name change occurs.
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the figures on that mystic, indefinite background.

In

essence, Sandoz illustrates the child Robert using v/ords in
the same manner as the adult Robert used oils for creating a
work of art.
Robert's relationship with his father is very much an
element of that artistic technique.

Because of his father's

profession which requires that the children do not talk
about what little they do know of their father and his work,
the background from which Robert arises is as mystical as an
Kenri painting, both to Robert and to the rest of the world.
Questions are discouraged because the answers are either
uncomfortable or provide too much dangerous information
about John Cozad that could be accidentally spread by the
slip of a child's tongue.
slips bacl

For example, when John Cozad

into Cozad, after being assaulted by some cowboys

he had defeated in poker, Robert and Johnny know he lies to
them about his explanation for his bruises, but they also
know enough neither to press for a real explanation or to
respond to others who quiz them about their father.

When

Robert has read about his father’s having been attacked in
Cincinnati and he wishes to run to his grandmother for
comfort, he knows not to because "he knew they must never
spread the father's business around, not to anyone"

(65).

Instead, Robert comes to draw a picture of his father
from the vague background of overheard comments and cautious
observations, much in the same manner that Sandoz comes to
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understand Old Jules.

For example, Robert realizes the

perpetual danger for his father when he overhears his mother
say, "'But John, you might be killed any day, any hour--'"
(26), and he understands also how dangerous his father can
be to others when he hears a man say as John Cozad walks by,
"'That's a murderous man . . .
(16).

a violent and murderous man'"

From these comments that serve as dark spots in the

background of his love for his father, Sandoz, through
Robert, not only paints a picture of his father, but she
also starts forming a picture of the developing adult that
comes from those carefully structured silences, colored by
the father's association with violence.
In setting up the close relationship between father and
son, Sandoz describes the physical similarity as well as the
similarity in character and vision.

Even at seven years

old, Robert resembles his father in looks which Sandoz ties
to character,

"the same thin temples, the dark glossy hair,

the short chin, and the same intensity of eye.
of the Cozad excitability"
grows as Robert gets older.

(14) .

He had some

The physical similarity

When he is fourteen and the

family is seated around the table, the similarity is such
that the boy's face becomes a mirror of the father's.

Once

when Robert is looking at a picture of himself and his
father, he notices that he has his father's eyes and comes
to realize that because of those eyes, he views the world
with his father's vision as well as his own.
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This shared vision is another specific link between the
two.

John Cozad has looked at the Nebraska prairie and seen

an ideal community, "a new Canaan . . . free of stone or
heated desert wind, free of war or disputes of rivaling
peoples"

(156) .

Robert also sees the future imaginatively,

a place where people laugh and work together.

When Robert

Cozad adopts the name Robert Henri, Sandoz links that name
change with the shared vision of the father and son because
like Henry Cozad, John Cozad's father, John and Robert Cozad
have a perception of a better life that gives them "the
power and the vision to build in greatness"

(97).

Both men also share a concern for others, a quality
necessary in a Sandoz hero.

Just as John Cozad starts the

bridge-building project to provide income for the settlers,
so does Robert also have compassion for others.

Once when

he and his brother are out riding, they discover a family
who has nothing to eat.

Robert takes his own money and buys

food for the family, and like his father who "in a fury . .
. whipped [the grasshoppers] off" his clothes and laid plans
to help the people, Robert reacts to the grasshoppers who
impoverished the family he helped.

"Since then grasshoppers

flying always brought up those little skeletons he saw in
the dugout that day, the sunken eyes, the wrists like
sticks, and a fury rose in him” (148).

Both the father and

the son's anger at the grasshoppers is a part of their anger
at whatever impedes the success of their vision for
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themselves and for others.

They know that fury at the

grasshoppers will not drive the insects away, but they also
cannot escape the anger they feel when the ideal that
motivates them is obstructed.
Despite the similarity in physical appearance, vision,
and character from which the vision arises, the two Cozads
differ in one significant aspect, their temperaments.
Whereas violence burns deep in John Cozad and erupts
instantaneously at any real or perceived slight, Robert
Cozad prefers spontaneous laughter.

Instead of drawing sad

and violent pictures, Robert prefers those drawings that
illustrate people having fun and enjoying each other's
company.

'When Robert assumes the business management of the

Cozad land, he tries to make it fun, and when the work
becomes parcicularly strenuous and his grandmother expresses
her concern for him, Robert simply states,
hardships as fun.

"'I take

I even hate to see Sunday come along'”

(250) .
John Cozad's temperament has been built by his attempt
to retain pride in the face of the attacks on his
disreputable profession.

Thus, his perception of the world

is colored by his need to continually defend himself at any
slight.

Robert, on the other hand, has a different

perception, one based more on how people and situations fit
together, rather than on his own subjeccive involvement with
those people.

He is much like Sandoz, who said that she
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often felt more of an observer and interpreter of the world
than as someone who has taken an active part in events
(letter to Scribner).

John Cozad and Old Jules are very

much a part of the events around them; as world builders,
they have involved themselves so intensely in events that
everything that is said end done is perceived as including
them.

Such sensitivity to the world is more likely to

produce the violent temperament of the two men since they
create and react to events rather than record and interpret
events as do their two artist children.

As noted before,

Sandoz is aware that the volatile temperaments of John Cozad
and Old Jules are necessary for their roles as the
independent individuals who can stand against the ordinary
world and thus build where others say nothing can be built.
The fathers are the creators of that indefinite background
which the children, as the artists, come to clarify through
their interpretations that reify the vague elements into the
specific characters and actions that they depict in the
foreground of their works.
Through Robert Cozad, Sandoz illustrates the kind of
perceptive quality that is needed by artists for them to
become the observers and interpreters of the world around
them.

When a photographer comes to Cozad, the man tells

Robert that the secret to understanding individuals is in
concentrating on their eyes.

Such a lesson is particularly

important to the budding artist in Robert, who was seeking

lie
whatever chances possible to learn more about how artists
capture the individual in their work.

Robert is told by the

photographer that "'you would naturally approach portrait
painting by thinking about the eyes'” (216).

The eyes then

are the synecdoche for the soul:
. . . Robert found himself looking at people, even
horses, in this new way, starting with the eyes, but
now seeing much more besides.

Even Tabby blinking in

the spring sun in Mrs. Gatewood's store window had a
new fire . . .

He caught a sort of inner burning in the

eyes of his father, and a cool remoteness in the farfocused ones of the older, the hard-working cowboys . .
. or perhaps a wavering and a weeping if they were real
old-timers and had faced too many years of wind.

(217)

Sandoz not only is describing Robert's lesson about
perceiving individuals, but she is also describing her own
lesson.

When she first introduces Old Jules, she uses his

eyes to represent the total of his character,

“They were

gray, and glowed at a luscy story well told, withdrew in
remote contemplation of the world.and the universe, or
flashed with the swift anger and violence of summer
.lightning"

(Old Jules 4).

In the same way that the eyes serve to represent the
soul of the individual, so are the artists the means to
understanding humanity thtough their interpretations of it.
Without the eyes of Robert and Sandoz, their fathers and
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their roles in building the world would go unrepresented.
Just as the community builders work to build the hoop o£ the
community, so the artists work to interpret the significance
of their work and of the hoop as well.
Sandoz uses the interrelatedness of the father and the
artist in depicting the growth of the artists' dreams out of
the fathers' dreams which gradually die away to be
superseded by those dreams of the artist/interpreter.

This

passing of the dreams is less apparent in Old Jules than it
is in Son of the Gamblin' Kan where Sandoz can more
objectively analyze how the child as the artist completes
the community builder's visions by drawing the droams into
focus on the background created by the parent.
As stated previously, John Cozad seeks to create his
community in part to help his family fulfill their goals
without having to face the difficulties that beset him as a
child.

Thus, his desire in the community is also to provide

enough material assistance that his sons can pursue their
dreams.

However, as he becomes more intricately involved in

maintaining the community through his own land development
efforts designed to provide employment and sustenance for
the other farmers, he comes to depend more and more on his
sons to handle the business ends of those developments.

As

a result, in trying to maintain his own dreams as a
community builder, he risks sacrificing his sons' personal
dreams by making them so devoted to his work that they have
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no time left for their own.

Unlike Old Jules, who believed

that his family were the natural tools for his work, Cozad
wants his sons to be free to follow their own dreams, but
like Old Jules, Cozad also feels his work comes first.
Thus, when he offers to send Robert to school, he qualifies
that offer,
have to see.

"'Well, Son, I hope to work it out, but we'll
You have done very well here with the hay and

the managing--'"

(249).

But Sandoz knows that the artist will come out.

Having

lived through the experience with her father, Sandoz
understands the needs of the builder for hands to help him
in his work, but she also understands the needs of children
to escape the parents' bonds and carry on with their own
lives.

Unless children escape and learn to act and live on

their own, they can never be builders themselves.

If the

sacred hoop of the community is to be perpetuated, then the
children must learn to carry on the society in the roles
which they have sought themselves.

These lessons come from

the children's examining the parents and their strengths and
weaknesses and then adapting their own lives and society
around what they have learned.

Since Sandoz believed that

people could learn from past mistakes, children become
integral to her works because it is only through children's
ability to take over societal roles that any modification of
society can take place, if the children can separate
themselves enough from their parents to objectively see
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where weaknesses do lie.
Robert is a good example of the child who learns to
objectify his relationship with his parents sufficiently
enough to break with them but not to reject them.

Even as a

child, Robert observes that his father's reputatior as a
gambler to whom women are attracted interferes v/ith his
family's happiness.
himself.

"'I must grow up fast,' the son told

'I must grow up fast'"

(120).

Years later, when

further rumors about John Cozad and women abound, Robert
realizes how John Cozad has hurt Theresa Cozad and made her
live a lie before the town and her family:
. . . Robert had the sudden suspicion that [his mother]
knew, that [these women] had been a recurring
circumstance of her life with their father.

The

possibility of this shocked the son's whole web of
affection, his whole neat pattern of values that he had
thought so final and finished.

Suddenly instead of

being content with the work he did and with what he
knew, considering it pretty much all that was important
. . . he felt suddenly shallow and mean and ignorant of
even the plainest events right before his eyes.

(257)

In this lesson about his father, Robert learns an important
lesson for the artist:

the surface is not all that exists.

He has seen only the strong, dominant father, who has been
the heroic builder.

Now he faces his father's weakness and

the unhappiness which that weakness has caused.

His piccure
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of his father is tainted by that knowledge, but at the same
time the picture is more complete.

Now John Cozad is no

longer the unassailable figure whose pride has separated him
from Robert through fear as much as through respect.
Because Robert learns how human his father is, he comes
much closer to John Cozad, particularly when John Cozad is
at last forced to leave the area after his fight with
Pearson.

Because Robert knows that his father is not

perfect and is subject to weaknesses, Robert can overcome
his fear of his father's pride and reach out to help him.
As Robert takes his father to the edge of town to avoid the
lynch party forming against him, "Suddenly the seventeenyear-old son felt a great pity well up within him, like a
flood filling in all the bridge.

. . . this was something

that made the son feel protective, fatherly, wanting to
shield this man who was never so precious, so beloved as at
this moment"

(296-97).

Robert Cozad finds that he can love

his father most when his father needs him most.

When the

child breaks away from the parent by becoming the protector,
the child becomes the new builder and society's hoop is
renewed.
Sandoz illustrates through John and Robert Cozad's
story the various roles that builders can assume.

The

builder doesn't only create a community; he also inspires
others to build for themselves.

John Cozad's dream of a

successful community in Nebraska did come true, although not
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for himself.

However, the settlers remained and prospered,

and the sons for whom Cozad builds assume the roles of the
builder just as John Cozad assumed the role from his father.
Johnny becomes a well-known Philadelphia doctor, and Robert,
as an artist and teacher, serves as the inspiration for the
school of art that, in words reminiscent of Sandoz's
definition of good literature, stood for truth and reality
rather than artificial beauty (Flanagan 292).
Like his father, Robert Henri has built a new world in
which others can grow and prosper, but unlike John Cozad,
Robert Henri recognizes that the community must be allowed
the freedom to move and prosper on its own.

Thus in

describing Robert Henri the painter, Sandoz describes true
builders, the individuals who are strong enough to build for
others and also strong enough to allow others to build for
themselves:
. . . John Cozad admitted that Robert was all the
magnet his father had ever been, drawing the young
illustrators of a Philadelphia newspaper into painting,
and firing their deepest resources into flame.

His

humor, his fondness for intellectual horseplay, seemed
important in this, perhaps most important in glossing
over his domineering, his drive and force that
compelled the young artists to see what he saw, outside
and within themselves, even though he insisted that
each one must paint in his own way, each one must see
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what was great in his native American tradition and
take from that.

(330)

In this description, Sandoz is acknowledging the power of
the community builder who builds homes and turns loose a
creative power that continues to build as long as the
imagination can see ahead for the self and for others as
well.

Chapter IV:

The Keepers of the Hoop

Although most of Sandoz's works illustrate the breaking
of the sacred hoop of community and the need for its
restoration, her Native American works stand as the
strongest illustrations of that theme.

Crazy Horse and

Cheyenne Autumn are her major works that explore the theme
of the breaking of the sacred tribal hoop as the white world
in search of land and of power destroys the tribes and their
culture.
Because of her childhood in western Nebraska and her
father's relationships with the Lakota there, Sandoz herself
became interested in the history of the Lakota.

As only a

toddler, Sandoz recalls an experience with a Sioux warrior
who had earned his name Bad Arm at the battle of the Little
Big Horn.

Having wandered away from her house, Sandoz is

picked up by the Sioux and brought home.

Laverne Harrell

Clark says that from then on, "Sandoz' emotional identity
with the Indian began, for in this, the first impression
made by a Sioux upon her, she recognized the kind
understanding and concern of a fellow man for her"
from Indian Hill" 7).

("View

In an experience several years later,

while she is gathering wood for the cookstove at home,
Sandoz meets an old Sioux dancing at the site of the grave
of Conquering Bear, a great Sioux leader.

As before, the

Sioux treats the child with friendship and tells her a story
about Moon-Woman's having to gather wood.
117

In his
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consideration for her, a young, white child, whose family
lived on the land once prized by the Sioux, Sandoz
recognized the beauty of the Sioux philosophy:

"'He was a

scarred old warrior come to the burial place of a chief
killed by white soldiers.

Yet he could call a barefoot

child of these whites, a stranger,

"granddaughter", and tell

her a story to dignify the detested task of wood bearing'"
(Clark,

"View From Indian Hill" 9).

What Sandoz discovered in her continual study of the
history and culture of the tribes is that in this philosophy
is the definitive metaphor for her belief in individuals
seeing the wholeness of the human world, an outlook which
Sandoz recognized as "'the essence of the ancient philosophy
of the Sioux, and the foundation of the deep sense of
responsibility which each Sioux feels for each member of his
community'"

(Clark,

"View From Indian Hill” 9).

Thus, Crazv

Horse and her narrative Chevenne Autumn about the Cheyenne
flight from the Indian Territory in Oklahoma are centered
around that metaphor.

In these works, Sandoz illustrates

how the tribes' dedication to the entire community of the
tribe rather than to individuals' personal glory and power
creates a world where people are more important than things.
Sandoz goes on to explain in these works how the tribal
society is destroyed through two means:

a physical

destruction resulting from the white world's belief that
human beings can be sacrificed for material goods and
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individual power and, secondly, the Indians' seduction into
that white world where individual power and goods are more
important than the existence of the tribe.
In 'writing these biographies of Crazy Horse and the
Cheyennes, Sandoz follows much the same format as she does
with her biographies of Old Jules and the Cozads.

She does

extensive research of her subjects, and then she combines
that research with a fictional style that allows her to
utilize extensive dialogue and description of the interior
experience of the principal characters.

Through this

method, Sandoz analyzes the factual information in terms of
her concept of heroes as individuals whose special gifts are
used in the service of the community rather than for
personal interests.

Thus, her biography of Crazy Horse is

not a biography of the warrior who leads the battle against
Custer, but a biography of the heroic leader who is set
apart from the rest of the tribe through his spiritual and
intellectual gifts that are used in his attempt to maintain
the culture and existence of the tribe rather than to
fulfill personal ambitions.
However, Sandoz's thematic purpose in writing her
biographies does not negate her attention to facts.

In

doing the research, Sandoz not only pored over innumerable
government documents pertaining to the United States'
relations with the Native American tribes about whom Sandoz
is writing, but she also spent many hours interviewing
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whomever she could find that had some contact with her
subjects.

Her purpose was that facts would so substantiate

her analysis of the biographical subjects that her work
could not be dismissed as unauthenticated.

Helen Stauffer

says that Sandoz “often remarked [that] every quality of
character and even the thoughts of the individuals must come
from historical sources"

(Mari Sandoz 147..

The resulting works are thus a combination of Sandoz's
factual description of the environment in which her subjects
lived and an analysis of that environment's effect on the
subjects and their reciprocal effect on it.

In describing

her work on Cheyenne Autumn, Sandoz contemplates three
possible approaches:

one is a strictly historical account

of what led up to the flight and the flight itself; a second
is a story of the flight only, without providing any
background for the Cheyennes' reasons for the flight; the
third, the one she chose, Sandoz describes as an artistic
approach, a "recreation of time and people"
notes.

(Handwritten

Publications and Manuscripts, Box 15).

Helen

Stauffer, in analyzing Sandoz's biographical style, aptly
describes Sandoz's method as fusing "science and imagination
to fulfill the biographer's mission, to perpetuate a man as
he was in the days he lived"

("Mari Sandoz and Western

Biography" 5).
As with her earlier subjects, Sandoz is not seekina to
idealize Indians and to represent them as a 'romantic
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eighteenth-century idealization of the noble savage dreamt
up by a drawing-room theorist"

(Lowe 21).

Instead, through

combining the subject with the environment, a task she does
as she says without "'preconceived notions'"

(Lowe 21),

SandOi. presents the individuals as they really are, complete
with all the strengths and weaknesses necessary to comprise
individuals who are still set apart from the rest of the
community through their vision and their need to extend that
vision to the rest of their people.

1

The

ery title of Sandoz's narrative Crazv Horse:

The

Strange Man of the Oglalas indicates this thematic purpose
of describing the man of vision.

Sandoz uses the term

"strange" in the Native American sense, to describe
individuals who are set apart from the rest of the tribe in
some special way.

Black Elk agrees with Sandoz as he

describes Crazy Horse as "a queer man.

Maybe he was always

part way into that world of his vision"

(Neihardt 72).

This

.living in the world that is more vision than reality may be
strange for the ordinary individual, but Sandoz does not
write about ordinary individuals.

Instead she concentrates

on those people who have extraordinary strength of character
and vision to explain how these characters interact wich
their environments to create a better world than one
dominated by selfishness and violence.
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In describing the strange man of the Oglalas as the
visionary warrior, Sandoz introduces him as a child, who
already is set apart from the rest of the children through
his character and his physical difference.

Unlike most of

the Oglalas, Crazy Horse has light skin and yellow hair for
which he is given his boyhood nickname Curly.

He is small

and lean, growing, but still young enough that the tribe
regards him more as a boy than a man, although he has
already killed his first buffalo.
Being physically different from the rest of the Oglalas
sets Crazy Horse apart from the others from the time he is a
child.

But he is more than just different from the Oglalas;

he is strange, a quality that arises from his character far
more than from his appearance.

Sandoz describes Crazy Horse

as a quiet boy, who listens to his elders and,
uncharacteristic of the other boys, thinks before speaking.
He also has a strange attraction to the natural world, as in
his love for storms which "made him feel hot and alive and
filled with sacred, things unknown"

(18) .

Sandoz uses this

description of Crazy Horse as an unusual boy to better
illustrate the development of the visionary out of the
environment which has nurtured him and laid the basis for
his character and his dreams.
Sandoz places her introduction of Crazy Horse in the
midst of the incident in which Conquering Bear, the Oglala
chief, is killed over the capture of a cow that strays from
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some Mormon pioneers passing along the trail on their way to
Utah.

Because Sandoz is describing both the times of Crazy

Horse and the individual himself, she uses the incident to
depict the growing hostilities between the whites and the
Oglalas as whites move into the Oglala land and become more
tyrannical as they demand more and more land from the
Oglalas.

Prior to this incident over the cow, relations

between the Oglalas and the whites have been peaceful,
although the Oglalas have "seen the white man's wheel tracks
and his guns drive the game away, his stock eat their grass,
his breath scatter disease among them so thousands died"
(5).

In an effort to keep peace, as the soldiers move in to

protect both whites and Oglalas, the Oglalas, under
Conquering Bear's guidance, have been compromising and
willing to move to the forts in exchange for goods that are
to replace the products for which the Oglalas have depended
on the buffalo.
There is also a personal connection between Sandoz and
Conquering Bear.

After Conquering Bear is killed, the

Oglalas build his death scaffold in what became Old Jules's
orchard.

When Sandoz grew old enough to understand the

story of Conquering Bear, she became intrigued with the old
chief and the story of his people, which eventually led her
to Crazy Horse and the role of the true chief, one who was
not selected by the whites, as was Conquering Bear, and one
who put the people before his own interests, a quality that
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Conquering Bear did have.

Laverne Harrell Clark describes

this identification with Crazy Horse
Bear as

"a

through Conquering

thought process . . . taking place in Mari that

came about so naturally she was not even aware of its
beginning.

With the presence of the past alv/ays on the face

of the land about her, she was starting to feel emotional
identity with the Sioux leader"

("View From Indian Hill* 8).

However, Conquering Bear's death has more impact on the
story than cnly as an inspiration to Sandoz.

The death is

the turning point in the Oglalas' relations with the whites
and the turning point in Crazy Horse's own life.

What the

Oglalas learn from the murder is that the whites cannot be
trusted to act either honorably or wisely.

L t . Grattan

comes into the Oglala camp of several hundred warriors with
thirty soldiers and some cannon and threatens to open fire
if his demands for the arrest of the two Oglala who
butchered the cow are not met.

When he does shoot and kills

Conquering Bear and two other Oglalas, several hundred
warriors retaliate, killing Grattan and his men.
Grattan is the kind of person Sandoz considers
villainous because he is willing to sacrifice others for his
own self-esteem.

He believes that with his guns and his

authority as a white soldier, he is so invincible that when
he enters the camp, his first words are
you!

an arrogant *'Hey,

You infernal red devils, come out here!'"

(24).

Like

Custer, he is capable of acting neither wisely nor honorably
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because his own ego clouds his reason.

Thus, he leads

himself and his men into a virtual slaughter and destroys
any peace existing between the Oglalas and the whites.
Sandoz also uses Grattan's attack to describe Crazy
Horse's realization of dangers to the Oglalas when he sees
his people at war with the v/hites for the first time.

Crazy

Horse is only a child when he learns the whites are his
enemy and can't be trusted, so as he looks at a dead
soldier, at "this enemy of his people, his Indian blood rose
like a war drum in his ears, swelling hot.

For a moment it

seemed he must kill, kill whites, many of them to make his
heart good after what this man and the soldier chief had
done . . . "

(29) .

However, unlike the blood of the other

young warriors who run off to plunder the surrounding white
settlements, Crazy Horse's blood cools fast and with the
cooling comes the realization that "There would be trouble
from ail this killing, perhaps a great war, and he must be
with his people to help"

(29-30).

This sense that his people might be in trouble is
compounded when Crazy Horse sees the dying Conquering Bear.
In a scene rife with symbolism for the Oglala future, Sandoz
describes Crazy Horse as he sees "the wounded man . . .

or

what must have been the man but looked like a skull from the
prairie with the yellow skin still on it, the eye holes
almost as deep and empty, and all around the smell of death*
(41).

For Sandoz, being a visionary is very' much a part of
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the heroic individual, but the vision is not alv/ays
pleasant.

Sandoz, in establishing earlier Crazy Horse's

ability to put his concern ahead of his own glory, also
establishes Crazy Horse's ability to see in the dying nan
the deaths ahead for the Oglalas.

The odor of death is not

only that for an individual, but the smell of decth is all
around.
Black Elk, in his conversations with John Neihardt,
talks about his cousin Crazy Horse's boyhood vision.
Sandoz's places her description of this vision coterminous
with Crazy Horse's seeing the dying Conquering Bear.

Sandoz

does not clarify whether the vision in reality occurred at
that point, but thematically the placement underscores Crazy
Horse's visionary quality, since he understands that what he
has seen is sacred, and he seeks to find an interpretation
through a vision.

It was not unusual for young men to have

such visions, but those occasions were usually directed by
an elder (Powers 60).

In this instance, Crazy Horse decides

himself that he needs to find answers to the perplexing
signs he has just seen.

In a description that resembles

that of Christ going into the wilderness to battle the
devil, Sandoz depicts Crazy Horse going up into the
mountains where to spend three days without sleep, food, or
water in an attempt to contact the sacred world for an
interpretation of the signs given him at Conquering Bear's
death where Crazy Horse smelled death all around him.
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Crazy Horse has his dream, hue as happens to the young
Jesus who goes to the temple, when Crazy Horse's father and
Hump, the warrior who has adopted Crazy Horse, find him,
they scold him for going off without telling others.

This

connection of Crazy Horse to Christ is intended to emphasize
Sandoz's contention that Crazy Horse is the true visionary
who, like Christ, understands that he has some special role
for his people, although he is still a child.

But because

his father and Hump treat him like a child when they find
him, Crazy Horse does not tell them his dream yet.

He knows

that before he can share his vision, he must be at one with
the interpreters, and until they recognize that his vision
is an adult's vision, he cannot be one with them.
Prior to his sharing of his vision with his father and
Hump, Crazy Horse has three more experiences that illustrate
for him the need for his people to keep away from the whites
and remain loyal to their own traditions.

The first occurs

when traders bring alcohol into the camp, and Crazy Horse
sees drunken Oglalas becoming crazy and killing each other
over old angers that would never cause Oglalas to turn
against each other without alcohol.

The disorientation and

lack of physical control caused by alcohol destroy the
solidarity of the community.

Normally, an Oglala works for

all Oglalas and takes care not to violate the sanctity of
the community by disrupting it with loud talk and internal
fighting.

However, when the traders bring the alcohol, the
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Oglalas who know about the deleterious effect on the
community's health hide away in their tepees or even leave
the village while the drunken Oglalas stumble through and
tear apart the village:
. . . [There was] swearing in the white man's words
because there were none strong enough for this in
Lakota . . . And in all the clutter many men, and some
women too, lay as they had fallen, faces to the sky,
their mouths open, many showing hurts from the
fighting, cut by clubs and knives.

And over them hung

a stench that seemed worse than that of death.

(50-51)

Crazy Horse understands that this drunkenness is a kind of
death since the alcohol separates individuals within the
community and also separates the tribes from their culture.
As he watches the Oglalas try to come together after the
debauchery and killing of the night before, he senses the
true evil of the alcohol:
It was not only the things of this day, which one could
see, that were bad, but worse lay under them, like
black water under ice--the chiefs running after the
white men, pushing for favor and power with them,
selling them the daughters who should become the
mothers of great men of the Lakotas, giving them the
blood and the hearts of their young men to be spilled
by the whiskey.

Honor and the good place that come

from a life of work done for the people seemed slow and
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hard . . . (53-54)
The second experience that Crazy Horse has before he
has his vision interpreted is when he discovers Little
Thunder's camp ravaged by General Harney's men.

There were

rumors that several Indians had actacked a mail train, and
General Harney was out to revenge the attack.

Little

Thunder advocated peace among the whites and was
instrumental in bringing the young warriors under control
after the death of Conquering Bear.

However, that Little

Thunder had nothing to do with attacking a mail train or
sending out any force meant little to General Harney who
attacks first and doesn't bother to ask questions later.

He

does halt the rape and slaughter of the women and children,
but only after many have been killed.
When Crazy Horse comes across the slaughtered village
on his way home from visiting relat ’■•es

1 discovers that

the people killed are also his relatives, he at first
becomes physically ill, then angry, and then cold,

"as a man

is cold when planning a fight years ahead, waiting, thinking
how he would make it come out . . . "

(77).

At this point,

the dream vision that Crazy Horse has had following
Conquering Bear's death returns to him:
And as the young Curly stood there with the roar of the
storm coming in over the prairie, the sky and the
ground and all the things between were suddenly
something he had seen before, something holy and of the
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world behind this one.

Now the dream he had at the

cottonwood a year ago was with the boy once more, not
as a dream but as a vision of the sacred circle of the
earth around a man riding through gunfire and thunder,
a vision pointing a way young Curly must follow.

(77)

As before, Crazy Horse realizes that his vision is tied up
with the death of his people.

He is at the center of the

sacred circle, and with that knowledge, he knows that he
must lead hi. people, despite the dangers, to keep the
sacred circle whole as long as he possibly can.
The third experience Crazy Horse has that leads him to
the interpretation of his vision is his time with the
Cheyennes fc .lowing the attack on the Little Thunder band.
While visiting his mother's people, Crazy Horse observes
.•'.•nnc o*
courage"

(95).

n.ide to give the people strength and
What he particularly assimilates is the

Cheyenne unity which comes from their performing the
ceremonials together, and he wishes for that same unity for
the Oglalas, who are divided into many different bands:
He was thinking of the Cheyenne ceremonials he had seen
and the great surging of power through the people that
seemed to come from the earth and the air into them.
If this could be brought to others, to the Lakotas-ahh-h, if some man could make the great circle of the
Teton Lakotas as he had seen the Cheyennes today, of
one body, one heart beating!

. . .
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But perhaps nothing could be done so long as those
who were the little rivers would not bring their
strength together, for without them there could be no
great streams.

(96)

In all his experiences leading from his vision, the one
common factor is his seeing the need for his people to be
one people, working and living together.

If his people are

to resist the powers of the white man, the center of the
Oglala hoop must be reestablished with such strength that
the people who have drifted from the hoop can be brought
back into its unity.
When Crazy Horse finally reveals his vision to his
father and Hump, he has had the time and the experience to
mature enough to accept their interpretation of his dream.
In Oglala culture, the young man who had a vision was
instructed to consult with a practitioner, a sacred person,
who would offer an interpretation.

Although Crazy Horse

does not follow the prescribed formula for the vision quest
since he pursues the vision on his own initiative, he still
seeks the advice of a sacred person, in this instance his
father who is a medicine man, for an interpretation to
determine if his vision is valid and will prepare him for
his role as a warrior in the Oglala culture.

William K.

Powers, in Oglala Religion, says that "if the vision
signified potential power in the novice, he would be
instructed to learn the practices of the sacred person,
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under the tutelage of his mentor"

(62).

Sandoz presents Crazy Horse's vision after these
experiences because she wants to present the dream in the
context of the tribe's need for a leader to serve as the
center of the sacred hoop.

Thus, when Crazy Horse returns

to his own tribe and to his father, the sacred person who
can serve as interpreter, the background has been
established for the reader's own comprehension of the dream.
By making the readers interpreters themselves, Sandoz draws
them into the sacred hoop of the Oglala tribe making the
author, reader, Crazy Horse, and Oglala all of one
community.
The vision itself and the interpretation illustrate the
danger of being the individual at the center of the hoop.
In the vision, Crazy Her-

sees a man on a horse riding

through a world that he recognizes is "not like the world
the boy knew but the real world behind this one, the sky and
the trees in it, the grass waving, but all in a strange and
sacred way"

(104).

The horse changes colors, but the man

remains constant wearing light blue leggings, white buckskin
shirt, no paint, one feather, and a small brown stone tied
behind his ear.

The man rides by his enemies with the

bullets and arrows evaporating before they touch him.

The

vision ends with a thunderstorm fading away and "the people
closer around him, making a great noise, some grabbing,
grabbing, while over him flew the small hawk with red on his
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back, making his killy-killy crying"

(105) .

As we read the vision, we know that the man on the
horse is Crazy Horse, and we know that he must lead his
people by being constant to his tribe and his culture.

We

also can see the danger for Crazy Horse in the enemy bullets
flying past him and in his own people seeking to hold him
back.

However, to make the vision a communal one, Sandoz

through Crazy Horse's father explains the vision to fulfill
the unifyii.j ritual of the vision quest, a task necessary to
keep Crazy Horse loyal to his traditions.

In his

interpretation, Crazy Horse's father stresses the constancy
ar.d the danger and power of the person who becomes the
c mmunity'

center:

At all time he must do as the man [in the vision] did,
dress like him, have a hawk over him, and the small
stori' ■.ehind his ear.

He must be the first in the

fighting, as the man was, and in the leading of the
people, and he must do these things although often the
road would seem dark and dangerous, the right way not
clear.

It would take much thought, and much trusting

in the power of his vision, for it is only from the
very high hill of death that all the rivers can be seen
to run to the salt sea.

(106)

Although the vision and the interpretation are a part of the
process of forming the great hoop which unites the Oglalas,
the vision also points to the tribe's dissolution as the
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Gglalas hold back the man who is the center of that hoop.
Such a procedure iy indicative of the differences in
i h<-> f i l l i iirnK t h a t

nepaiate the visionaries Jules Sandoz and

John Cozad from the visioric\ry Crazy Horse.
which Old Ju l OH and Cozad mat

hi m

in an

The world m

individualist if

cine

in which the dreamers interpret their visions themselves
and, thus, act out those dreams much more personally.
Neither Jules's nor Cozad's dreams for their futures are
inspired by a tribal society for which they are responsible
merely through their roles as members of that tribe.

Thus,

their dreams are visions inspired by their own singular
ambitions for themselves.

For them to expand their dreams

to include others is a singular act of their own wills and
not one derived from their cultural background.

As a

result, when the communities included in their dreams fall
short of the dreamers' expectations, Cozad and Sandoz react
angrily as individuals whose egos have been insulted by the
failures of the others whom they have consciously included
in their visions.

Their reactions arc idiosyncratic ones

based on their understanding that their dreams are
essentially private ones in which they have included others
by their own choices.

A second key difference between the visions of Old
Jules and Cozad and Crazy Horse's vision is the differing
relationship to surrounding environment, outside of human
beings.

For Old Jules and Cozad, the environment is a force
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to be used in the material fulfillment of their dreams.
They do want to build communities for others, but in the
process of doing so, they see the environment as something
to be adapted to that dream.

The land is not an extension

of them, but a force outside of them to be molded into what
they envision it to be.

Old Jules may appreciate the beauty

of the country around him and decry farming techniques that
affect the quality of the land, but this attitude is for
something outside himself, a thing that is his to use in
terms of his solipsistic vision.
On the contrary, the Lakota concept of the sacred hoop
sees the unity of all things, environment as well as
individuals.

Paula Gunn Allen says of the Lakota:

. . . these people acknowledge the essential harmony of
all things and see all things as being of equal value
in the scheme of things, denying the opposition,
dualism and isolation (separateness) that characterise
non-Indian thought.

. . . the non-Christian tribal

person assumes a place in creation that is dynamic,
creative, and responsive.

Further, tribal people allow

all animals, vegetables, and minerals (the entire
b.lo l a ,

In w h o r l : )

Mi» ?nme o r

oven

great or

p r i v i loans.

The Indian participates in destiny on all levels,
including that of creation.

(5)

As a result of this belief, the visionary process for Cracy
Horse is entirely different.

His original motivation for

^

T

1M
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the dream is his belief that visions are sacred and link the
natural world in which the Oglala exist to the supernatural
world in which exist the creative powers that rule the
universe.

Because the Lakota believe that all things are

interrelated, Crazy Horse's vision is not just a vision for
the Lakota people, but for all the universe.

It links Crazy

Horse to the earth, the sky, and the four directions, making
him a part of what influences them and them a part of what
influences him.

Black Elk's description of Crazy Horse's

vision underscores that unity:
. . . Crazy Horse dreamed and went into the world where
there is nothing but the spirits of all things.

. . .

He was on his horse in that world, and the horse and
himself on it and the trees and the grass and the
stones and everything were made of spirit, and nothing
was hard, and everything seemed to float.

...

It was

this vision that gave him his great power, for when he
went into a fight, he had only to think of that world
to be in it again, so that he could go through anything
and noc be hurt. . . .

They used to say too that he

carried a sacred stone with him, like one he had seen
in some visic ., and that when he was in danger, the
stone always got very heavy and protected him somehow.
(Neihardt 71)
The stone in the description represents the linkage between
all things that unite Crazy Horse to the universe.

It is
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the spiritual earth itselt protecting Crazy Horse as he
envisions himself as protector of the earth in a symbiotic
relationship that extends to all things that work together
to fulfill their mutually creative powers.
Because Sandoz is concerned with the human community,
she particularly stresses how the dream is a tribal
experience as much as it is an individual experience.

Thus,

Crazy Horse does not see his vision as only an individual's
ambitious vision of the future of his people; he sincerely
believes that it is a sign from Wakan Tanka, the supreme
spirit of the Lakota people, that he is to carry back to his
people.

Black Elk also describes the visionary world as

"the real world that is behind this one, and everything we
see here is something like a shadow from that world"
(Neihardt 71).

Therefore, when Crazy Horse has his vision,

he enters a spiritual world with a distinct purpose of
carrying back what he has in his vision to the entire tribe.
There is nothing singular in his vision; it is by nature
communal.

Thus, any failure in the tribe to follow his

vision is also his failure because the individual can never
be divorced from the group to whom the spiritual world has
directed him to carry his vision.
The symbolic nature of Crazy Horse's vision is a part
of the unifying visionary quality of the Oglala culture.
The dreams of Old Jules and Cozad are literal dreams because
they are purposeful constructions of their minds; the dreams
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must lead his tribe, even though that leadership is
personally dangerous and continually threatened with
failure.

What Crazy Horse's father deduces about the needs

of the tribe is what Sandoz has established that Crazy Horse
can meet as an individual who both leads the tribe and
contains all that is worthy within the tribe.

He

exemplifies the dialectic of the true leader, one who is
alone as a leader but who must always work for the
community.

As advice for the future leader, Crazy Horse's

father says to him,

"'It seems there are many sacred things

happening to you, my son . . .

It is hard to tell what they

will bring, but it seems they will be good things if you
work alone . . . and do not try to carry anything back for
yourself'" (115).
Working alone is not to be defined as a separation from
the tribe.

Instead it is his reliance on his personal

vision for his inspiration and leadership.

Although no

Oglala can work alone as a leader, since such leadership is
counter to the Oglala culture, an Oglala works alone if he
does not rely on others to do what he sees needs to be done.
He relies on himself to serve the tribe, although he is
himself conscious that others work for the tribe.

Such

self-reliance is related to the leader's rejecting honors
and prizes that would enhance his own glory.

His glory

comes from his singular vision and his devotion to that
v i s i o n .

14 0

However, Sandoz cannot realistically make Crazy Horse a
perfect human being, or any sacrifice he makes for the tribe
loses its importance as a human act.

Thus, she humanizes

Crazy Horse through her description of his romantic
disappointment with Black Buffalo Woman, whom he loves, but
who marries No Water, a more affluent and powerful warrior
at the time.

Although Crazy Horse knows that he is to do

nothing for his own satisfaction, he spends several days
agonizing over his lost love and then goes out alone and
kills two Crows, whose scalps he brings back to camp.
Because he has violated his vows to serve only the tribe, he
believes that his medicine is weakened by his act, and he
sets himself apart from any warrior activity as a punishment
for his selfishness.

Sandoz would argue that his belief is

true because his medicine relies on his belief in himself,
that he is special to the tribe, chat the tribe depends upon
his remaining true to his word.

When he betrays that vow,

then his belief in himself is weakened, and he cannot be the
strong leader that his vision has told him that he must be.
Therefore, it is only when he renews himself through another
vision that he can rightfully restore himself in his own
mind to the role of leader of the tribe.
This regeneration occurs when he goes out into the
winter snows and feels that the snow cannot touch him.

He

sees it gathering on the others around him, and then "there
was a bolt of the winter lightning, a thundering that was
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half wind, and the snow whirled over him again . . . "

(141) .

When he tells his father of the experience, 1 is father
interprets it as a sacred thing "going back t.a the old, old
days, for the thunder was always a strong help of the
people, but given to a very few by the winter storms, which
were like those of the summer, killing too, with their
smothering snows, but bringing all the new life of the
spring that was coming"

(141) .

When Crazy Horse has this

regenerative experience, it connects him to the old v/ays and
powers that existed when the tribe was strong and ruled the
Plains.

For Crazy Horse, such an experience is indicative

of his growing leadership to bring the old traditions back
to his people.

He realizes that the tribe is in danger of

falling away and breaking apart as their battle against the
white men's soldiers and culture destroys the u, .ty of a
tribe whose power lay in its loyaity to its individuals and
to the binding forces of tradition.
But visions and regenerative experiences alcne do not
make a warrior.

Before Crazy Horse can be a leader of his

people, he must prove himself as someone strong enough to
protect and provide for them.

As a result, Craz. Horse as

an Oglala warrior must fight the Oglala enemies ai : hunt to
provide food for the tribe, and he must fulfill tl se duties
always with the tribe's welfare and not his own gl.ry
foremost in his mind.

For example, when the Oglala raid

their traditional enemies the Crows for horses, Ci nr.v Horse
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i Idfrt Ihn rrsnr uu.-u-d nr the raiding pal ly to prot ect there?
warriors collecting the horses.

In this

role,

tie presents

himsell as someone who is more concerned with preserving
others' lives than as someone seeking to enrich himself with
more horses.
When there is word of soldiers coming into their
country to fight, Crazy Horse participates in raids because
he knows that such fighting is necessary to protect not only
the physical body of the tribe, but also to protect the
tribe's self-esteem, which is necessary to the preservation
of the tribe's identity as Oglalas.

When Colonel Chivington

slaughters the peaceful Cheyenne camp at Sand Creek, Crazy
Horse joins the wars against the whites because he has seen
that peace does not preserve the tribes since the whites
make no distinction between peaceful and warlike Indians.
All that peace treaties had brought to the tribes is
dependence upon whites for food and a loss of their
t -ditional ways of caring for themselves which has made the
tribes the cohesive unit defined as Oglala.
As a warrior, a quality that sets Crazy Horse apart
from the other warriors is his ability to see the need for
working together in battle against the whites rather than
each warrior seeking individual coups and scalps.

When the

Lakota gather together outside a fort to enact some revenge
for the slaughtered Cheyenne, the tactic is to lure the
soldiers into an ambush, but the other young warriors, men
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of Crazy Horse's age, spoil the plan by charging the
soldiers before the soldiers fall into the trap.

Crazy

Horse is troubled because he sees in the spoiled attack plan
a selfishness in that "The young men of today knew only of
raiding for horses and scalps and coups for themselves,
nothing of fighting for the people"

(153).

When a similar

battle plan is spoiled again by over-eager young warriors,
Crazy Horse is angry because "He knew they must learn to
work together or be lost . . . "

(166).

The need is to

return to the old-time war party where each warrior knew his
role and would wait his time to fulfill that role in battle
because to be too anxious for his own glory meant that more
warriors would be killed and the tribe endangered.
Crazy Horse's concern for the tribe and his bravery in
battle, best expressed in his always assuming the most
dangerous position both to protect the others and to help
control the outcome of the battle, is all a part of his
vision for himself as the center of the tribal hoop.

By

following the dictates of his vision, Crazy Horse gives
himself a special medicine that makes him believe that so
long as he does what the vision asks, follows the symbols of
the vision as they are interpreted by his father, he will be
invulnerable since he is strengthened by the Supernaturals
who respect his traditional ways.

What Sandoz sees as

important in Crazy Horse's belief is in his confidence that
the vision is from the Supernaturals and unites him with the
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strengths of all things through which the Supernaturals
exist.
Combined with his own belief is the tribe's belief as
well in the holiness of the vision that puts Crazy Horse at
the center of their tribe.

This tribal confidence in the

vision is necessary, or the tribe would not follow Crazy
Horse because the Oglalas believe that the center of their
hoop must have had contact with the Supernaturals.

What

gives the Oglalas power is their religious belief that the
Supernaturals have communicated to them how to live and how
to be powerful.

Thus, any leader must be an integral part

of that religion, because "If things did not go well it was
not due to supernatural spite or anger or temptation but
because the individual or the people and their leaders were
out of tune with the Great Powers"
Sioux 107).

(Sandoz, These Were the

Crazy Horse draws his strength from his belief

in his vision, his culture, and his tribe, all qualities
necessary for the warrior who would lead his people in a
battle for their continued existence.

To lose their belief

in themselves and their traditions eliminates the basic
sense of solidarity which Crazy Horse realizes the tribe
must maintain in their fight against a force that is
superior in numbers and arms.

For Sandoz, the

visionary's power is a belief in this universal tie to all
things.

If individuals believe that everyone is a part of a

universal community, then selfishness and a destructive
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will-to-power that destroys human relationships can be
lessened.

In this sense, Crazy Horse's vision is similar to

that of Old Jules and John Cozad, because they, like him,
believe that for individuals to be strong, there must be
community and the desire for individuals to v/ork toward the
sustenance of that community.
The greatest honor that can be extended to an Oglala
warrior is the honor of being a shirt-wearer, a position
given to those warriors who put the tribe's good before
their own.

Crazy Horse is selected because "it v/as well

known that this one never worked for himself"

(17 5) .

Such

unselfishness is necessary for the true leader of the
Oglalas who know that because they live so closely together
in their tepees and village, the people must show respect
and concern for each other and have leaders who exemplify
that respect and concern.

The duties of the shirt-wearers

are duties Sandoz ascribes to anyone who would be a leader:
They would head the warriors in camp and on the march,
see that order was preserved, no violence committed;
see that every one among the people had his rights
respected.

For this they must be wise and kind and

firm in all things, counciling, advising, and then
commanding.

. . . never must they take up arms against

their own without thought and council, always with
caution and justice.

Man living alone can do as it

pleases him; if he lives among others he must bow the
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head to the good of all.

Without strong leaders to see

this is done, the people will fail, the nation break up
into small, defenseless bands.

Man is a selfish,

passionate, and half-savage thing, and without
discipline and restraint becomes lawless and dangerous.
(176)
Although the words in the book are Sandoz's, they are based
on her research into the Oglala culture; thus, they are not
just her manipulation of the shirt-wearers into the role of
the true hero.

Instead they represent for Sandoz a society

which does have the proper goals of self-sacrifice and
respect that leaders need if they are truly to serve the
people rather than to use the people for the leaders' own
political and material gains.
Standing in contrast to Crazy Horse is Red Cloud who is
not honored by being named a shirt-wearer.

Red Cloud, one

of the most famous of the Oglala chiefs, is more villain to
Sandoz than he is hero because instead of putting the tribe
before his own glory, he acts for himself.

Sandoz describes

Red Cloud as a jealous, petty man who would sell himself to
the whites for a pile of cheap goods.

When Crazy Horse is

named a shirt-wearer, Red Cloud angrily leaves the camp
because younger men than he are honored.

While several

bands of Oglala fight the whites, Red Cloud moves tribes to
the agencies and signs peace treaties which he says bind all
the Oglala.

For Sandoz, Red Cloud stands for everything
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that destroys the sacred hcop of the people:

self-

centeredness. cowardice, and greed, as illustrated when she
describes his response to moving the agency after his trip
to Washington,

"...

[Crazy Horse's band] heard that [Red

Cloud] was net against the moving but angry because he had
not been paid to allow it done"

(270) .

Sandoz's description of Red Cloud is based on her
conception that the Oglala warrior sold out his tribe for
his own material gain and power.

In hove Song of the

Plains, Sandoz relates an incident when Red Cloud is in the
middle of a fight between Oglala tribes:
The commotion spread.

Suddenly the agency was thick

with whooping, painted Indians, the few whites cowering
behind their barred doors, more and more Sioux riding
in from the camps around, shooting, swinging war clubs.
Long animosities between the Oglala factions began to
break into the open, between the Loaf-About-the-Forts
and those who felt they were sold out by Red Cloud, and
from back when Red Cloud, in a drunken fit, had killed
the chief of another band.

(196)

There are two aspects in this description that are
particularly damning for Red Cloud:

he has been drunk and

he is at the middle of the splitting of the Oglala tribe.
Sandoz's emphasis for her heroes is on their unifying
ability, the belief in the sacred hoop of community.
Because Red Cloud has been divisive and has sacrificed his
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tribe for his own glory, Sandoz refers to him as a "sold-out
chief" and a politician who causes "the great hoop of the
people [to be] scattered and broken"

(Crazv Horse 230).

That Sandoz is comparing Crazy Horse and Red Cloud is
clarified in her description of each warrior's involvement
in the Fetterman battle.

Prior to the battle, Red Cloud has

walked out on peace negotiations because the whites would
not pay enough for the land they v/anted.

He angrily returns

to the Ogialas and puts out a call for a war against the
whites, one which Crazy Hoise gladly joins.

At this point,

Sandoz emphasizes Red Cloud's reluctance to fight as she
gradually replaces him with Crazy Horse as the leader in the
war, although history regards Red Cloud as the chief warrior
ir the battles surrounding Fort Phil Kearney (Brown 118
142).

Sandoz makes this switch subtly by gradually phasing

Red Cloud out of the story as she leads into a description
of the Fetterman Massacre (Battle of Fort Phil Kearney)
where she depicts Crazy Horse in his first important battle
as a shirt-wearer.

Sandoz's intention is to stress that the

hero must remain loyal to his people, and for Red Cloud to
surrender himself to the whites is a type of treason for
Sandoz, so she is not likely to give him credit even when
credit is due.
During the Fetterman Massacre, Crazy Horse acts as a
true shirt-wearer.

He takes on the dangerous duty of being

the decoy to lead the soJdiers out of the fort and up to the
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warriors waiting in ambush.

The plan, originally devised by

Red Cloud, is one that makes the warriors work together to
defeat the soldiers.

This war against the soldiers is for

the tribe's survival, so instead of charging out separately
to count coup and steal horses, as the warriors are wont to
do when they attack other tribes, the leaders of this attack
use military tactics that will maximize the enemy deaths and
minimize the risk to the warriors.

In a war for survival,

the need is to reduce the enemy's number or morale and not
to demonstrate bravery'.

In adopting this realization, the

Oglala are able to destroy Fetterman's eighty-one troops and
eventually lead to the temporary abandonment of Fort Phil
Kearney.
This victory over Eetterman is Crazy Horse's one great
victory as a shirt-wearer.

When the battle is over and the

Oglala are counting their ora losses, Crazy Horse discovers
his closest friend has been killed,

"But Crazy Horse did not

cry for this man killed by the whites so deep in their own
country.

His heart was cold and black with an anger that

could not be made good until many more of the white men died
like those scattered naked up there on the ridge"

(204).

Such personal anger is counter to the philosophy of the
shirt-wearers who are to do nothing for themselves but act
only for the tribe.

Because his misplaced anger makes his

medicine bad, very little is done for the tribe who suffer
from a harsh winter.

Sandoz has so intricately linked Crazy
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Horse with his tribe that when something is bad v/ithin Crazy
Horse, it is bad within the tribe.

Several white men are

killed, but as they are killed, more move into the Gglala
territory and scare more Oglala into the agencies.
Consequently, the tribe's hoop continues to fragment, and
Crazy Horse is powerless to act because he is so caught up
in his own anger.
Crazy Horse is a human and subject to human weaknesses,
as Sandoz would admit about any of her heroes.

Like all

humans, he gets angry and seeks revenge, and like all
humans, he is subject to the human need tor love.

Crazy

Horse tries to forget Black Buffalo Woman when he becomes a
shirt-wearer and devotes himself to his tribe's needs rather
than his own, but following the Fetterman Massacre and the
subsequent bad winter, his attentions turn back to her when
he becomes depressed at hearing that cr.e of the Oglala's
great warriors Man Afraid is contemplating signing a peace
treaty.

After a successful raiding party against the Crows,

Crazy Horse thinks of the happiness he had felt as a boy
when he saw Black Buffalo Woman, and forgetting his tribe's
needs, he goes to her and she leaves her husband for him, as
is legitimate in Oglala society.
The effect of Crazy Horse's act is to break the Oglala
hoop even more than it has already been broken.

Black

Buffalo Woman's husband No Water comes after Crazy Horse and
shoots the warrior.

Such an attack of one Oglala on another
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is especially evil since the power of the Oglala depends
upon their internal harmony.

Crazy Horse's disruption of

this harmony does great evil to the tribe.

He recovers from

the wound, Black Buffalo Woman goes back to her husband, but
the unity of the tribe has been affected forever since Mo
Water's band has separated itself from the Oglala led by
Crazy Horse.

The tribe realizes this evil and takes Crazy

Horse's sacred shirt from him because he had broken the oath
"by acts endangering the peace of the people"

(248) .

Crazy Horse's removal from the society of shirt-wearers
is very much a part of Sandoz's thesis about the warrior.
Unless he is truly human and capable of making mistakes that
threaten his status as a hero, he cannot be the kind of hero
that Sandoz sees is necessary for a community.

Suffering

humiliation through his own misdeeds is necessary for Crazy
Horse for him to understand the needs of his people.

When

he is the cause of tribal discord, he can better understand
v/hy the tribes must work together in their struggle to exist
in face of the growing encroachment of the whites on their
territory and their lives.

When Crazy Horse steals Black

Buffalo Woman, he is acting much like the whites who steal
land from the Oglala, and when her husband retaliates in
anger, No Water is acting as the Oglala act against the
whites.
However, unlike the whites, Crazy Horse sees the
results of his theft--the further breakup of Oglala unity.
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What Sandoz would have had the whites learn is a similar
lesson:

by stealing the Ogiala land, they have endangered

the sacred hoop of all human community.

As noted earlier,

Sandoz saw the selfish drive for material goods, the kind of
selfishness which brought the whites to slaughter the
Indians to steal their land, as having replaced the symbolic
ideal of community as the center for the sacred hoop of
humanity.

What Sandoz would have from all humanity is the

sense of shame and humiliation which returns Crazy Horse to
the ideals of his vision and his tribe.

The title Sandoz

gives to Book Three of Crazy Horse, "A Man of the People,”
is indicative of the kind of humans that Sandoz sees who can
go through the fires of evil and humiliation and emerge
stronger than when they entered.
The key to Crazy Horse's emergence from his personal
hell is marriage, a communal act wherein one individual is
committed to another.

Crazy Horse's friends and family

arrange this marriage to Black Shawl because they know that
the loss of his shirt and of his brother, who is killed by
whites while Crazy Horse is involved with Black Buffalo
Woman, has made Crazy Horse a lonely man, obsessed with the
need to avenge his brother and to restore his tribe to the
unity his own rash act has endangered.

As a warrior, Crazy

Horse will traditionally express himself through battle to
appease his anger over his brother's death and the tribe's
internal warfare, but he cannot always be fighting because
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"a man does not live well from this alone"

(254).

Therefore, Crazy Horse agrees to the marriage to appease hi.
family and friends and to ease his own troubled mind "with
the strange and good feeling of a man for a lodge because
the woman moving calm and easy about it is his own"

(255).

Through her description of Crazy Horse's domestic life
with Black Shawl and later with their daughter, Sandoz
symbolizes the need for normalcy in the tribe's life, even
when such a life is impossible.

What Crazy Horse wants is

normal, day-to-day life as the Oglala have traditionally
lived it, but with the arrival of the whites to the Oglala
terx'itory, such a life becomes increasingly impossible.

The

peace that Crazy Horse finds in his own tepee with Black
Shawl is reminiscent of the words of Old Jules who looked
out on the Nebraska sandhills and pictured "a place of
orderliness, with sturdy women and strong children to swing
the hay fork and the hoe"

(Old Jules 19).

Just as Jules has

looked forward to a normal life on the prairie, Crazy Horse
looks backward to a life that he knows is rapidly fading:
And what was there for the children of the Lakotas?
Crazy Horse and his brother warriors could die fighting
on the plains but it seemed that their sons must surely
rot on the white man's islands that they called
reservations, their daughters become the pay-women
without pay of the whites.

And as he thought of these

things he looked over the fire towards Black Shawl
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moving heavily about her work.

(265)

Old Jules is a hero because he has a dream for others that
he can work toward fulfilling because such a dream is
possible.

Crazy Horse is also a hero because he has a dream

for others that he knows is worth working toward, although
it is clear that that dream can never be fulfilled.

The

success or failure of the dream is subordinate to the dream
itself and the dedication of the hero to that dream.
When Crazy Horse's daughter is born, she is
particularly precious to him because of the precarious
status of the Oglala people.

For Crazy Horse, she
4 "

represents the future of his people, as he wishes that
future could be.

He doesn't care that she is a daughter and

not a son because in her he sees "'a new daughter for the
Oglalas, and she shall grow up a great mother of the people,
and everybody shall stand in wonder before her sacred ways
and she shall be called They Are Afraid of Her'" (268) .

The

strength of any community lies in its children because they
are the community's future.

In Sandoz's family, Old Jules

sees his children as a work force to carry out his plans;
for Crazy Horse, his daughter is not so much a work force,
but a spiritual force in which the soul of the people can be
embodied.

Such differing perceptions of their children is

consistent with the types of dreams of each man.

Old

Jules's dream is a concrete dream of solid homes and
productive farms that require hard-working children, while
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Crazy Horse's dream is a spiritual vision of the
perpetuation of the sacred hoop of his people which requires
children who stay true to the sacred ways that make up the
essential strength of that hoop.

Thus, when Old Jules looks

at his children, he looks at their physical capabilities;
when Crazy Horse looks at his daughter, he sees the
spiritual person through which the sacred hoop of the tribe
can be maintained.
The death of Crazy Horse's daughter is not just a loss
of a beloved family member for him; it is also a blow to his
own hopes for his tribe.

From the beginning of the book,

Sandoz has put Crazy Horse in a position where he could see
the depredations of the whites on the Oglala.

What makes

Crazy Horse heroic is his continual attempts to fight
against those evils, although he has seen through his vision
that his attempts to unite the Oglala against the whites
will only lead to his own death.

Thus, when his daughter

dies of whooping cough, Crazy Horse sees the death as both a
loss of his daughter and one more defeat at the hands of the
whites:

"Ahh-h, another of the white man's diseases.

Was

there no end to the bad things he sent against the people,
not only in the noise and heat of battle but in the quiet
darkness of the lodge, striking straight as an arrow through
the heart"

(285).

After mourning his daughter, Crazy Horse

goes out to kill any whites he can, but the loss this time
has been too great and he can find no satisfaction because
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"in this sorrow it did not ease his heart to kill"

(287).

Three dead white men cannot balance out the loss Crazy Horse
feels since his daughter's death is not just the physical
loss of life.

It is a spiritual loss for Crazy Horse

because in her bringing a spiritual unity to his own life,
he saw the possibility of a spiritual unity for the Oglalas
as a tribe.
A flash of the unity Crazy Horse knows is necessary for
his tribe comes in the great Sioux encampment of 1876 at the
Little Big Horn when Crazy Horse joins forces with Sitting
Bull.

Prior to this gathering, the year had been difficult

for the Oglalas.

The decline in the numbers of buffalo; the

ravages of disease; and the splitting of the tribes into
several groups, some of whom went to live with Fed Cloud on
the reservation, have left the Oglalas both hungry and
dispirited.

However, when survivors of a soldiers' massacre

of a peaceful camp of Cheyennes come for help to the
Oglalas, the warriors realize that there is no compromising
with the whites by being peaceful or going to the
reservations.

Therefore, what is normally a peaceful

gathering of the various Sioux tribes from the Great Plains
turns into a council for a unified war in which the warriors
would act together as an army in what Crazy Horse sees as
"'a war of killing, a war of finishing, so we can live in
peace in our own country'"

(315).

Again Crazy Horse's words are his wishful thinking in
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the face of what he already knows are hopeless odds.

He

believes that the Oglalas must remain true to their
traditions and their land as long as they possibly can, and
to aid them in doing so, he will lead them as long as he
can.

However, he knows from past experience and from a

spiritual sense gained through his visions that the Oglalas
are doomed.

Thus, while the warriors gather together

excitedly to go out against the white soldiers, Crazy Horse
feels "a heaviness as of something dying.

Who could say if

another Lakota war party would ever circle the camps like
this?"

(316)

There are two important battles conducted from the
large gathering along the Little Big Horn.

The first

battle, called the Battle of the Rosebud, occurs a week
before the Custer massacre when Crazy Horse leads the
combined tribes in a battle against General George Crook.
What is significant about this battle is that the Native
American warriors defeated the soldiers by using tactics
normally employed by the American soldiers.

Rather than

charging into the soldiers' guns, the warriors lured the
soldiers forward into a long string and then fell on the
soldiers' weak lines.

Such maneuvers put the soldiers into

disarray, and eventually led Crook into retreating far to
the south and away from where he could aid Custer when he
came to the Little Big Horn (Brown 276).
What is important for Sandoz is Crazy Horse's success
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at leading the warriors in the necessary manner to achieve
success in battle.

He combines warriors accustomed to

fighting to exhibit their own bravery into a fighting unit
that enables them to defeat forces despite the American
soldiers' superior armaments.

When the warriors start

falling back, Crazy Horse rallies them with reminders of
their sacred duty in preserving the tribe:
friends!
(319).

Be strong!

"‘Hold on, my

Remember the helpless ones at home!'"

The overriding goal for Crazy Horse, and the

overriding concern for Sandoz. in her hero, is his devotion
to the helpless ones, his dedication to serving others
rather than to his own glory.

Because his vision for others

is so strong, he has been able to lead the warriors into
fighting for the tribe's survival and not for their own
glory.
The victory over General Crook is also important
because it is a true victory against a capable general, who
knows how to conduct a battle.

Crazy Horse has defeated

American soldiers before, but this victory is one in which a
tactician battled a tactician.

Sandoz emphasizes the

importance of this victory as she describes Crazy Horse
thinking over the battle and its importance to him and the
warriors:

"It was the biggest thing the Lakotas had ever

done against soldiers who really came fighting, not just
sneaking like coyotes through canyons, trying to keep from
being seen” (322).

In emphasizing the defeat of General
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Crook, Sandoz points out that Crazy Horse is not just a
spiritual leader whose visions give him a sense of
invulnerability, but he is also a physical leader who has
the strength and intelligence to lead his people.

She

realizes that a hero cannot be an abstract leader, but he
must be able to actively help his community as well.

With

the Americans' superior armaments balanced by the superior
number of Lakotas and Cheyennes, the battle comes down to a
question of .leadership, and in this battle, Crazy Horse
defeats Crook.
The Battle of the Little Bighorn is not such a test.
Custer's ignoring the warnings of his scouts, his blundering
movements, and his arrogance create a battle situation which
is stacked heavily in favor of the Indians.

The soldiers,

even with their superior armaments, are so vastly
outnumbered that victory on their part is impossible.

In

her last book, The Battle of the Little Bighorn, Sandoz
places the responsibility for the massacre squarely on
Custer's shoulders:
As for Custer's plan of battle, there is little to be
said about that.

The wide and worn trail should have

warned so experienced a man that there were probably
six to eight warriors for every trooper he had.
warriors on fresh horses, fighting on their own
terrain,

for their homes and families.

Further,

Custer's scouts had tried to warn him of the great
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annual gathering up ahead and surely he had heard of
the summer conferences at Bear Butte, so long a matter
of common knowledge.

(175)

.In making Ouster rather than Crazy Horse accountable for the
defeat, Sandoz is delineating the differences between the
two men, both military leaders and both directly responsible
for their soldiers' lives.
In her description of Crazy Horse's reaction to the
battle, Sandoz stresses that the important factor in the
battle is the preservation of his tribe; he fights because
it is necessary to protect the women and children ar.d
sorrows over the loss of life,
to the ridge of the dead.

” ...

Crazy Horse went back

By now they were stripped, lying

naked . . . looking so pitiful, so helpless.

It made him

feel bad for them, so many and dying so foolishly.
they have to come shooting the people?"

(Cr a

r v

Why did

Hors. 330).

However, when Sandoz describes Custer's purpose in the
sfcle, she contrasts Crazy Horse's leadership qualities
.civ Custer's impatience, self-centeredness, and his
willingness to risk his men for his own chance

o win the

Democratic Presidential nominatdo..:
Well, old Ulysses S. had his round, and now it was
Custer's turn.

He had listened to the suggestion

several times in the fulsome praise of newspaper and
railroad owners.

Now the sense of destiny that often

appears in youths intolerant of discipline and
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restraint was upon him, a sort of desperate destiny. .
. . Custer was very well aware that no one voted
against a national hero.

(Battle of Little Biohorn

181 - 82 ) .
By setting up this opposition between Custer and Crazy
Horse, Sandoz sets up the opposition between the whites' and
the Lakota worlds.

In the white world, a leader arises out

of his ability to sacrifice others for his own interests, as
Custer was hoping to do if he succeeded in destroying the
Sioux.

In the Lakota world, a leader is the person who is

willing to sacrifice himself for the interests of the group,
as Crazy Horse does in following his vision which he knows
will lead to his own destruction.

However, Sandoz does not

intend that because the Native American world has a more
humane attitude toward leadership, that world will prevail.
She knows that the driving forces of ambition and
materialism are so powerful that unless the forces that seek
to promote community over individual ambition a/.e united,
those forces cannot win because any fragmentation is usually
a result of those selfish drives for power.

Although there

is strength and constructiveness in the heroic self
sacrifice for the whole community, such constructiveness is
doomed, particularly when the world where self-centeredness
is rewarded is physically stronger than the communitycentered world.

Helen Stauffer says that Sandoz’s purpose

is "to show what happens when greed causes men to desire
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something a minority owns . . .

in this case land . . . The

Indians, unprotected by anyone outside, suffered the lot of
such minorities anywhere in the world.

She called this book

a part of her study of man's inhumanity to man"

("Mari

Sandoz and Western Biography" 4) .
Thus, despite the overwhelming victory of the Sioux at
the Little Bighorn, Crazy Horse realizes that the victory is
fleeting:
As Crazy Horse looked back over the summer he saw that
it was as some of them had feared--thcit the victory on
the ridge was a black one.

It was not: only that their

ammunition was used up and that the whites were angry
and shamed, but that somehow the people were afraid,
unable to scatter as they must before the soldiers
came, wanting instead to sit together in some hidden
canyon, more like rabbits that have been long hunted by
dogs than a conquering grizzly that has ju^t destroyed
a powerful enemy.

(336)

Once the massacre was complete, Crazy Horse knows that they
have had their last -• vti fight because ti e killings would
only inspire the whites to send more soldiers to avenge the
deaths of Custer and his men.

In a scene ^hat is a reverse

of Old J lies overlooking his victory over the cattlemen.
Crazy Horse overlooks Deadwood and sees the futility of
trying to rid his country of whites:
. . . Crazy Horse slipped away from the camp alone, and
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by daylight he was looking down upon the big town of
tents and shacks the whites had made, seeing how very
many of them there were, with women and the young ones
along, like people come to stay.

...

He had killed

many in these few days, more than after the whites shot
his brother, young Little Hawk, but here it v/as less
than one palmful dipped from a flooding stream.

(337)

Old Jules is a part of the flooding stream of whites coming
to the Indians' land; thus, it is appropriate that Sandoz
should create this parallel picture of the two overlooking
the valleys:

Old Jules, the white man, in victory and Crazy

Horse, the Native American, in defeat.
This realization that the tribe is near defeat, despite
the important victories over both General Crook and Custer,
is indicative of Crazy Horse's ability to see beyond his own
self-interests tc acknowledge the needs of the tribe first.
Crazy Horse alone could go on fighting until l’°. is finally
killed in an honorable way for a warrior.

However, he knows

that for him to abandon the tribe is to forsake his own
vision and his dedication to the values that are requisite
in a leader of the Oglala.

Therefore, when he sees the

people disheartened, he goes out to seek a renewed vision
that can guide him in these times when his old vision of the
warrior impervious to the enemies' bullets no longer is
applicable since the means and the energy for fighting have
been lost in the drive to escape the soldiers seeking
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revenge for Custer's death.

But there is no new vision.

Eventually when an elder seeks him to bring him back to the
tribe, Crazy Horse tells him that he must stay out until he
can do what is right:

"'Uncle,' he said, 'you notice the

way I act, but do not worry.

There are caves and holes for

me to live in, and perhaps out here the powers will help me.
The time is short, and I must plan for the good of my
people'"

(359).

The times of the old warrior vision have

past, and as the good leader v/ho recognizes that his vision
is gone, Crazy Horse turns to his own mind to find some
answers.
Because Crazy Horse does not recognize himself as
defeated by the whites, he refuses to formally surrender to
them.

Instead, his arrival at the agency is the arrival of

the leader who sees whac must be done to meet the basic
needs of the community.

Sandoz will not allow her hero the

ignominy of defeat, particularly since the Oglala themselves
have never acknowledged that Crazy Horse has been defeated
(Stauffer,

"Mari Sandoz and Western Biography" 4 ) .

Thus,

when Sandoz depicts the arrival of Crazy Horse's band of
Oglala, they come in dressed in full regalia, stately, and,
as one soldier describes it, "'This is a triumphal march,
not a surrender!'"

(361).

Their triumph is in the

recognition that peace is necessary for the preservation of
the tribe; thus, when the Oglala come in, they are chanting
"the peace song of the Lakotas"

(361).

War would mean the
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destruction of the tribe, and to do what Crazy Horse sees as
necessary for the preservation of his tribe is a triumph of
his own vision in which he sacrifices himself for his
people.
Crazy Horse's arrival at the reservation provides
Sandoz another chance to set up the contrast with Red Cloud,
whom Sandoz sees as a Native American antithesis to Crazy
Horse, Sandoz's conception of a truly honorable man.
Because Red Cloud goes to the agency so much sooner than
Crazy Horse,

for Sandoz he has given in to the seductiveness

of the materialistic and ambitious qualities represented by
the whites.

Such a contrast is represented when Sandoz

describes the meeting between Crazy Horse and Red Cloud when
Red Cloud is urging the hostiles (those Oglala who up to
1877 refused to come to the agencies) to come in:
It made the headmen feel good, Crazy Horse alone
sitting silent, wondering about this sudden welcoming
from Red Cloud.

The Bad Face had not been anxious to

have them come in before--pretending to be working for
it on top, but underneath burrowing like a mole to make
the path rough.

Perhaps it was because Red Cloud had

nothing to lose now that he came to call them in.
Nothing to lose or very much to find.

(364)

The rhetoric describing Red Cloud is very negative.

He is a

"burrowing mole" who has made the way for the hostiles
"rough."

By bringing in the hostiles, he is exhibiting his
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power and seeking to gain influence from the whites.

In

contrast, Crazy Horse stands "alone," a thinker who doesn't
act without first contemplating the effects upon his people.
Nine pages later, Sandoz describes Crazy Horse and Red Cloud
in one sentence that underscores the basic differences
between the two:

"But Crazy Horse was busy working for a

home for his people, disappointed that not even the soldier
coats they put on to please White Hat worked, not knowing
about his promise to help put Red Cloud over all the
Oglalas" (373) .
Red Cloud represents all the problems that the Oglala-and all Indians--encounter as they come into the
reservations.

Sandoz sees him as self-serving, seeking

power for himself rather than peace and prosperity for his
people.

Thus, Red Cloud serves as a symbol of the

destructive influence of the whites on the Native American
culture.

Instead of staying loyal to the goal of the Oglala

warrior and seeking the good of the tribe before his own
personal ambitions, Red Cloud succumbs to the belief that
his own power is more important than the overall power of
the tribe.

Sandoz symbolizes his having become disconnected

from the Oglala traditions in a description of Red Cloud in
his home:

'. . . the Bad Face went angrily to his lodge,

where the new white chickens of his wife roosted on the top
of his bedstand and on the case that held his war bonnet.
Here he sat a long time, his pipe cold . . . "

(371).

The
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war bonnet has been reduced to a chicken roost, and his
pipe, the symbol of the Oglala's special relationship with
the Supernaturals, is cold.
Sandoz uses Red Cloud as a symbol of the human weakness
for personal ambition, but she also places blame for the
erosion of the Oglala culture on reservation life as well.
Throughout the book, Sandoz has had Crazy Horse observe how
important the traditional activities of the Oglala are to
the tribe, and when they come to the reservation and no
longer live as they have been living, the traditional
solidarity of the Oglala breaks down, and dissension rather
than the usual communal attitude disrupts even the quotidian
activities common to the Oglala:
. . . it was bad to live so close together, not only
for the smelling of the camps that were not moved but
here, with nothing for the people to do, there was too
much talking, scheming, and quarreling--not quarreling
loud and before the lodge as the whites did, but in
silence, behind the blanket and in the darkness of the
breast.

(370)

The Oglala tribal traditions had been derived from their
living closely together.

The tribe was nomadic not only to

follow the buffalo, but also because human sanitation
demanded that the camp be moved regularly.

Amity was

maint-^ned through activity which stressed that everyone
must consider the entire tribe since to quarrel upset the
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peaceful balance necessary for people who lived so closely
(Sandoz, Story Catcher 92).

Therefore, when the tribe is

moved permanently on the reservation and deprived of their
traditional nomadic activities, the very social structure of
the tribe breaks down, and what was an amiable co-existence
becomes filled with strife.
Crazy Horse's duty as the head of his band is first to
see that the people's basic needs of food and shelter are
met and secondly to see that his people remain true to their
Oglala tradition since to forsake those traditions is to
forsake their identities as Oglala.

Crazy Horse finds his

first duty made difficult by the whites' not fulfilling
their promises to provide adequate food for the people.

He

knows that if the people don't have adequate food, they
cannot concentrate on the spiritual world, that side that
deals with the traditional roles and individuals' relations
with the Supernaturals and the land.

As Crazy Horse thinks

about the brave women of the Oglala, he remembers that it is
"true that a people is never whipped until the hearts of its
women are dust.

But what can they do when there is nothing

for the children to eat?"

(378)

To attempt to keep the traditions alive, Crazy Horse's
band conducts the ceremonial dances "done in the old-time
way by the northern people"

(379) .

That Sandoz refers to

the ceremonies as a part of the past indicates how much the
Oglala have already lost in their move to the reservation.
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During the dances, the whites from the forts and surrounding
settlements come to watch, as if the ceremonies are mere
entertainments and not the religious experience that they
are meant to be.
more insidious.

However, their purpose in watching is far
In These Were the Sioux. Sandoz describes

how the whites eventually banned the ceremonies because "the
tribal organizations and what gave them their unity and
power--the Sioux religion which permeated every act of the
Indians---had to be destroyed"

(112) .

Crazy Horse sponsors

the sacred Sun Dance because he realizes that very fact-without the religious ceremonies and traditions, the Oglala
will cease to exist.
In the attempt to keep his people together, Crazy Horse
wants an agency separate from that agency assigned to Red
Cloud, who sees Crazy Horse as a threat to his own power.
Crazy Horse's emphasis on maintaining the ceremonies and the
Oglala traditions of hunting for the helpless ones are a
threat to the whites who see him as a danger because he
wishes to make the Oglala self-supporting and independent of
the v/hites' rations.

For Red Cloud and the other agency

Oglala, Crazy Horse is dangerous because his insistence on
Oglala independence threatens their own status with the
whites, v/ho may see them as dangerous as Crazy Horse and,
thus, reduce the pov/er and gifts the white men have granted
them.

For Crazy Horse, Red Cloud is in the pay of the

whites, and because working against people for money is an
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alien concept in the Oglala tradition, Crazy Horse sees the
agency people as having become strangers:

"Truly, there was

no understanding these pay-money white people, or the
Lakotas either after they lived among them"

(386) .

What

Sandoz is describing is the lure of material goods that has
drawn the agency people away from their own traditions and
their own people as they sacrifice the unity of the sacred
hoop for white men's pay.
Although Crazy Horse ceases to trust the Lakota who
have lived on the agency for some time, he refuses to create
enemies out of them.

Sandoz uses this refusal as another

means to show the differences between Crazy Horse and the
whites.

When He Dog, Crazy Horse's friend, follows the

soldiers' orders and moves into the Red Cloud camp although
Crazy Horse refuses to do so, He Dog asks whether his moving
will make him Crazy Horse's enemy.

In an answer consistent

with Sandoz's presentation of the Lakota emphasis on unity,
Crazy Horse says,

"‘I am no white man,

. . . They are the

only people who make rules for others and say:

"If you stay

on one side of this line it is peace but if you go on the
other side I will kill you all."
room, my friend.

There is still plenty of

Camp where you wish'"

(390) .

As a

traditional Oglula warrior, Crctzy Horse will not disrupt the
unity of either the tribe or a friendship through petty
arguments, particularly when the whole existence of the
tribe is at stake.
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It is Crazy Horse's determined devotion to his tribe
that brings about his end.

To have Crazy Horse suddenly

turn into a violent man, lashing out at everyone who
obstructs his leadership, would be inconsistent with
Sandoz's picture of the leader whose people are more
important than his own glory as a warricr.

Thus, because

Crazy Horse will not create a disturbance, one must be
created for him through rumor and fear.

The Red Cloud

faction manipulate translators and rumors in such a way that
Crazy Horse is continually under suspicion.

Such suspicion

is combined with the ambitions of Lieutenant William Clark,
whom Sandoz describes as "a little man trying to play big
before [the other officers], perhaps planning to play big
before Three Stars [General Crook] too"

(394).

This

amalgamation of fear, rumor, and ambition turns Crazy Horse
into a war-mongering savage who seeks nothing more than "to
fight until every white man was killed"

(394).

Crazy Horse,

however conscious he is of the rumors, tries to remain above
them and talk "quietly about a little thing like a hunt for
the people"

(395).

Such manipulation of rhetoric

underscores Sandoz's method of depicting Crazy Horse through
a contrast with the whites.

Crazy Horse is an honest man

who seeks only the good of his people, while the whites use
lies that "come out of the white man places as rattlesnakes
crawl out of a rotten sandstone bluff with the spring*
(394) .
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In bringing Crazy Horse to his death, Sandoz never lets
the reader lose sight of the visionary in Crazy Horse.

He

knov/s from his first vision that he will die fighting for
his people, but he knows also that such a fight may not be
in battle where the Oglala warrior hoped to die for his
people.

Crazy Horse's boyhood vision told him that he was

impervious to the bullets in a battle, but it did not tell
him that he was immortal.

Instead it told him that he would

die from some means other than battle, and in a dream, he
foresees his own death through the death of a spotted eagle
who falls to the earth with an iron knife under its wing.
Such dreams are indicative of the Oglala holy man, whose
visions, even of his own death, are a sign of his power
(Powers 63).

Consequently, Crazy Horse's dreaming of his

own death is a sign of his continual contact with the
Supernaturals who have not abandoned him, even though he has
been forced to abandon the warrior's traditional role to
save his people.

Sandoz uses the vision to accentuate Crazy

Horse's service to his people, a devotion that continues,
even his own death arises from that devotion.
The plot to kill Crazy Horse is devastating for the
warrior because it so clearly represents the division of the
Oglala people.

When he is informed that the friendlies,

among whom are Red Cloud, Red Don, Little Wound, American
Horse, and Three Bears, are helping the whites to arrest him
and take the village, Crazy Horse says,

"'All my old
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friends--'"

(398).

He suffers even more when he learns that

Young Man Afraid, a friend of his youth, has joined the
plot.

Such a conspiracy of one group of Oglala against

another shows the disjunction of the community, which before
was solidified around the Oglala traditions of truth and
camaraderie:
Now the face of the Oglala grew very sorrowfc!.

Even

the friend of his boyhood in this, and because of a
story told by a man who got it from one who got it from
a lodge-listening brother.

Three tongues away . . .

It

would indeed have been better, Crazy Horse saw, if he
had dropped his robe out in that north country than to
bring an old friend into such a shameful plan.

(398

99)
The sense of brotherhood is so strong in Crazy Horse that he
regrets more the shame that lying has brought to his tribe
than he regrets the plot against his own life.

Crazy Horse

would rather be dead than to be a reason for the loss of
these traditions.
When the end finally comes for Crazy Horse, it comes
out of his sacrifice of himself for the safety of his
people.

He leaves the Red Cloud agency to take his sick

wife to her relatives, and when soldiers and friendlies come
to arrest him for leaving the agency, he agrees as long as
he can move his people where they will be safe.

He asks to

be protected, but he knows that when he leaves, he leaves to
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die.

In a paragraph describing the ride to Fort Robinson,

Sandoz symbolically summarizes Crazy Horse's life and hrs
relationship to his traditions, his people, and the land
which he has loved:
Once he sent his horse fast over the top of a little
hill, the scouts charging after him, as he had
expected.

He was not running away, he told them, just

riding ahead to water his horse.

But all the rest of

the trail he remembered how it was to be alone that
small time beyond the hill, with the earth, the sky,
and the four great directions free about him as these
things had been all his life until he let the swee*,talking of the agency people bring him to the white
man's island.

Then the scouts had come v/hooping over

the rise, their guns in their hands, so once more he
rode among the agency Indians, but back behind the
ambulance, as the officer ordered.

(405)

Crazy Horse has been alone, the strange man of the Oglalas,
most of his life, but in his separateness he has also been a
part of the land and of the true Oglala tradition.

In that

one brief dash, Crazy Horse is back again in his unifying
vision, a part of all things, the earth, the sky, the four
directions, the spiritual world in which Crazy Horse is
again the center.

But he is betrayed by his own people and

brought to the whites where he must follow their orders and
walk behind everyone.

As in his vision, his own people grab

‘i

.
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his arms and hold him back, preventing him from saving them
from their own destruction.
Because Crazy Horse is a savior figure for the Oglala,
Sandoz's description of Crazy Horse's death is parallel to
the death of Christ.

Like Christ, Crazy Horse is betrayed

by his friends who hold him while the soldier stabs him.
Also like Christ, Crazy Horse forgives his enemies by
turning them into friends,

"‘Let me go, my friends,' he

panted, ‘You have got me hurt enough'"

(408).

The parallel

continues with the “early darkness" that falls upon the
country as Crazy Horse lies dying on the floor of the office
of the guardhouse.

Like the disciples, most of the Oglala

disappear after the stabbing, with only a few friends and
family members gathered to watch the dying warrior.
Helen Stauffer considers Sandoz's biography of Crazy
Horse as one of mythic proportions.

However, instead of

comparing Crazy Horse to Christ, Stauffer sees him as a
Greek tragic hero, fitting into Aristotle's definition.
Such a comparison is an apt one since Crazy Horse is not
perfect, unlike the mythic representation that Christianity
gives to Christ as the perfect individual.

His running away

with Black Buffalo Woman and the consequent loss of his
warrior shirt is evidence that Crazy Horse is human, unlike
Christ who is represented as God ("Mari Sandoz and Western
Biography" 10-11).

However, Crazy Horse's death is much

more a sacrificial death than the death of a tragic hero who

mmt • w i i m i i Minim
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falls through his own weakness.

Crazy Horse is not killed

because he has personally failed; he is killed because he
represents a unifying force for the Oglala people, and such
unity is dangerous to both the agency Lakotas and the
whites.
In either case, Sandoz has elevated Crazy Horse to the
level of the great white myths, not to challenge those myths
so much as to present the importance of Crazy Horse to the
Oglala through her use of allusions that the whiles can
understand.

Although Crazy Horse has lost his fight for the

Oglalas, he has been as loyal to his vision as Christ was to
his, and Sandoz uses the Christ imagery to set up the
parallel between the heroic quality of Christ and the heroic
quaixcy in Crazy Horse.

At the point of his death, Crazy

Horse remembers his mission for his people,
father,' he whispered.

'I am bad hurt.

“'Ahh,h, my

Tell the people it

is no use to depend on me any more now--'"

(413) .

The

Christian message is that Christ came to sacrifice himself
for his people.

Sandoz;s point is that Crazy Horse's death

is just such a sacrifice, even if a failed sacrifice.
Because of his willingness to sacrifice himself. Crazy
Horse is Sandoz's consummate hero.
tribe, his traditions, and himself.

He remains true to his
He combines the

qualities of the individualist who sees more than the rest
of humanity sees, but who altruistically directs his
ambitions for others.

He is a visionary who devotes his
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life to his vision in the belief that such a vision is
supernaturally directed and not to be altered by his own
human drives.

When he dies, he dies as a mythical character

who has seen his vision through to the end and whose regret
is that he can do no more for his people.
For Sandoz, this altruism is not sentimentality, but a
way of living which reflects Sandoz's philosophy of the
sacred hoop in which the individual works for the community
while concurrently sharing in the community's increased
strength.

Such a symbiotic relationship is the true nature

of community, although Sandoz likewise acknowledges that
this symbiosis is virtually impossible since the human
weaknesses of ambition, greed, and even lust continually
interrupt the process and break the sacred hoop.

What

Sandoz describes in Crazy Horse is that a strong individual
with the vision of a Crazy Horse has the ability to restore
the sacred hoop, but only for a time because one good person
cannot withstand the forces of the many who have given
themselves up to the destructive, egotistical forces of
ambition and greed.

However, as Sandoz reiterates in all

her works, the attempt is the heroic act, whether it be
successful or not.
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Sandoz's other major Native American work is not an
actual biography but a historical narrative of the escape of
the Northern Cheyennes from Indian Territory in Oklahoma and
their subsequent 1500-mile journey to their homeland in
Montana (Cheyenne Autumn vii).

Despite the work's not being

a biography of an individual hero, as her other biographies
are, Cheyenne Autumn still reflects Sandoz's basic thesis
about the priority of the community over individual
ambition.

In this particular work, Sandoz depicts how an

entire community works together in its attempt to preserve
its members in the face of overwhelming opposition in the
form of the whites and nature.
The narrative centers around the two tribal leaders
Dull Knife and Little Wolf who are the key instruments in
planning the escape from the reservation and in leading the
people on their 1500-mile trek.

When the two leaders work

together, the tribe is successful in their confrontations
with the whites and nature, but Sandoz also uses them to
illustrate how disunity is a source of defeat for the
Cheyennes because when the tribe splits between the two
leaders, Dull Knife's followers surrender to the whites and
are nearly annihilated when they try to escape a second
time.

The other members of the tribe, under Little Wolf,

are successful in reaching Montana because they remain true
to their leader and their resolves and do not trust the
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whites.
In researching her material for Cheyenne Autumn, Sandoz
used the same methods as she did for Crazy Horse.. Her key
method was to interview any surviving members of the trek or
descendants of survivors who had been told the story of the
journey by those people who participated in it.

As a

resident of New York, Sandoz also had access to numerous
historical records in nearby Washington and at the American
Museum of Natural History where she examined the notebook in
which Little Finger Nail made his drawings chronicling the
Cheyennes' journey (Stauffer, Mari Sandoz 174-79).
Also, as she did in researching Crazy Horse, Sandoz
familiarized herself with place to understand better the
environmental forces that influenced the action in her
narratives.

Such connections between individuals and

environment are a part of Sandoz's overall thesis that the
heroic individual draws his strength from his environment
and consequently returns it to that environment, a thematic
depiction of the forces that make up the sacred hoop of
community.

In the example of Cheyenne Autumn, Sandoz's

environmental study is particularly personal since the
valley where Little Wolf hid his Cheyennes during the winterwhile Dull Knife's band surrendered to the whites is very
near Old Jules's land where Sandoz grew up.

'Because of this

tie to the Cheyennes, Sandoz herself becomes a part of the
sacred hoop in her relationship through both place and her
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role as historian to the Cheyennes who are the subjects of
this narrative.

Through this connection, Sandoz draws

strength from the environment which also strengthened the
Cheyennes, and she gives tnis strength back to the hoop
through her narrative of the journey and her thematic
emphasis on the need for unity within the entire human
tribe.
Sandoz tells the story by combining chronological order
with flashbacks to present a background both for the
Cheyennes' coming to the Indian Territory and for their
subsequent escape from it and the whites' authority.

Sandoz

does not want merely to narrate the events which surrounded
the Cheyennes' return to their homeland in Montana; she also
wants the reader to understand the traditions and history of
the Cheyennes which make this return so imperative.

The

struggles they go through are not only because the agency at
the Indian Territory does not adequately meet the physical
needs of the Cheyennes, but also because the place itself
does not meet their traditional needs and is a constant
reminder of the murder and humiliations to which the whites
have submitted the Cheyennes.

Thus, their escape is both a

necessity for their physical preservation and a necessity
for the preservation of their cultural and traditional
identities.
This need to preserve themselves physically and
culturally is not just a manifestation of their innate sense
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of self-preservation; it is a part of their very philosophy
of life.

In her preface to Cheyenne Autumn, Sandoz

describes this philosophy as a belief in the united flow of
things, people, and place:
The old Cheyennes . . . had a rich and mystical
perception of all life as a continuous, allencompassing eventual flow, and of man's complete
oneness with all this diffused and eternal stream.

It

was a stream of many and complex dimensions, one in
which man, the tree, the rock, the cloud, and all the
other things were simultaneously in all the places they
had ever been; and all things that had ever been in a
place were always in the present there, in the being
and occurring.

(vii)

The Cheyennes did not believe that they could survive in
Indian Territory; therefore, to insure that the stream of
their unity with all places and things is eternal, they
leave the place that they see as endangering their physical
and cultural selves.

Since this belief in the unity of all

things is the nexus of Sandoz's thesis for all humanity,
their departure to preserve their unity is a consummate
heroic act.
As if she were writing a play--and in a sense her work
is a dramatization of the events--Sandoz introduces her cast
of characters and sets the scene before she begins her
narration.

Her two key players for the Cheyennes are Little
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Wolf and Dull Knife, both acting out of consideration for
their people instead of for their own self-aggrandizement.
Little Wolf is the bearer of the Sacred Chief's Bundle of
the Northern Cheyennes, -which carries “the highest
responsibility for the preservation of the people"
People and the Time” xv).

("The

He and his fellow chief Dull

Knife originally surrender to General Crook because they are
promised food and a reservation on their territory.
However, the promises are never kept, and the Cheyennes are
told they must go to Indian Territory.

Little Wolf agrees

because he is told that if the Cheyennes do not like the
reservation, they can return.

Despite his skepticism based

on the past record of the whites in dealing with the
Cheyennes, Little Wolf plans to hold them to their words.
Dull Knife is also an Old Man Chief who, as a young
man, was a famous Dog Soldier (a branch of the warriors
societies formed to protect the tribes), but who also had
believed for over thirty years that peace was the only way
to preserve the tribe from the whites.

Dull Knife has

trusted the whites, and "the promise of the officers in the
north was like iron, and so he was going home"

("The People

and the Time" xvi).
Because the Cheyennes are a tribal society, the two
chiefs alone cannot make the final decision.

Thus, the

other players, the rest of the tribe, are also important
figures.

From among them, Sandoz particularly singles out
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Wild Hog, another headman; the camp-finder Black Crane,
whose patience is a calming influence on the younger and
more hot-headed warriors; Black Coyote, one of the hot
headed warriors, whose anger is regarded as dangerous
because he allows his personal passions to overrule the
concerns of the entire tribe; Yellow Swallow, Colonel George
Custer's Cheyenne son; and Little Finger Nail, the
Cheyennes' historian and singer.

Sandoz mentions these

various people because she wants to stress that the chiefs
alone do not make up the Cheyennes' story.

They are a tribe

composed of a variety of individuals who fulfill a variety
of roles from the child Yellow Swallow to the patient wise
man in Black Crane.

In between are the rest of the men,

women, and children who make up the sacred hoop of the
Cheyenne family.
The whites who are the chief players in this narrative
are people who are not necessarily evil, but who act more
for their own interests than for the interests of the
community at large.

.Just as in Crazy Horse, the whites

stand in contrast to the tribal system where the individuals
are to subordinate their own interests to the tribe's
interests.

In the white community, as represented by these

military and government men, the general welfare of the
community, be it white or Native American, is less important
than the material welfare of whatever interests that seek to
exploit that particular region for individual gain.

John
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A. Miles, the agent for Indian Territory, is the sole non
military representative from the cast of white players.
Miles, as a Quaker, is less exploitative than other agents
who used their positions to gain control of goods intended
for the tribes and which some agents sold for their own
profit.

However, he also has little understanding about the

Indians and, despite his honesty, still abuses his role.
Sandoz says such agents like Miles are ineffective for the
Indians because "honesty was not the sole requirement for
dealing with the proud, independent element of a nomadic
hunting people suddenly pushed upon an agency with nothing
to do or to eat” ("The People and the Time" xviii).

His

inability to deal honorably with the Cheyennes is a
motivation in their escape since they do not feel that he
will do anything to redress the wrongs they are suffering on
the reservation.
The military men are characterized by their dedication
to hunting the Cheyennes down.

From General George Crook,

who encouraged the Indians to surrender to avoid his having
to kill them, to Colonel Caleb Carlton, who hunted down the
fleeing remnants of Dull Knife's band, the military are
depicted as men so devoted to their duty that they overlook
the inhumane acts that are a part of that duty.

Sandoz ends

the list with Custer who represents the least honorable of
all the characters.

When he is restored to command of the

Seventh Cavalry in 1868, after having been suspended for
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desertion of his post in 1867, Custer slaughters a peaceful
Cheyenne village to justify his reinstatement as a military
leader.

Sandoz finds that killing the Cheyennes out of a

sense of devotion to orders is condemnable enough, but to
slaughter people out of personal ambition is the greatest
evil against humanity.
In setting the scene for the escape, Sandoz explains
how post-Civil War economic conditions contributed to the
atrocities committed against the Indians, particularly the
Northern Cheyennes.

When a depression caused whites to look

atrocities committed against the Indians, particularly the
Northern Cheyennes.

When a depression caused whites to look

west to the seemingly empty country, the government saw the
land as an outlet for the dissatisfied and hungry.

To make

room for these people, the government ignored treaties that
guaranteed Native American sovereignty to the country and,
through force of arms, sent the tribes "to small restricted
reservations that were set up on land no white man would
ever want, at least not until oil and uranium were
discovered"

("The People and the Time" xx).

When the

corrupt Grant administration took over governance of these
reservations, conditions only worsened as agents used their
positions to substitute cheap goods and to sell the finerquality material to pad their own pockets.

As the western

tribes grew more helpless, Congress became more parsimonious
and cut appropriations for the reservations even further.
The Northern Cheyennes suffered greatly because they
were first asked to depend upon the Sioux and then in Indian
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Territory upon the generosity of the Southern Cheyennes.
The Sioux and the Southern Cheyennes gave what they could,
but their own appropriations were at starvation level, and
they had .little to share.

The only recourse the Northern

Cheyennes could see was a return to their native land in
Montana.

Thus, Sandoz opens her narration in closing her

introduction where she brings together the players and the
times:
But Little Wolf and Dull Knife knew only that there was
not a lodge free of sickness and the keening for death.
So the chiefs decided they must take the people home.
When they were told they would be whipped back by the
troops,, they started away, and some of them made it
through.

("The People and the Time" xx)

Sandoz opens her narrative of the Cheyennes' escape
with them in the Indian Territory of Oklahoma.

She doesn't

begin with a description of how the Cheyennes came to Indian
Territory because she is going to use flashbacks to
illustrate how Cheyenne culture and their attempts to have
peace with the whites have continually been thwarted by the
materialistic culture of the whites who value the gold, oil,
and wheat that the land can produce far more than they ' alue
the land itself or the people on it.

As she describes the

escape and the flight back to their homeland in Montana,
Sandoz incorporates these flashbacks into the story of the
flight to provide rationale for the Cheyennes' movements and
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to engender sympathy for the Cheyennes fro

the readers who

are forced to see injustice piled on injustice-.

In

utilizing this organizational method, Sandoz is paralleling
the Cheyenne perception of life that all events exist for
eternity along with the places and people involved i;. them.
Thus, when the fleeing Cheyennes pass by such places on
their flight north, Sandoz uses that opportunity to record
their earlier ties to that place, and often these ties are
connected to the whites' brutality against the Cheyennes.
The time in Indian Territory is the beginning of the
flight back to their homeland and also Sandoz's flight back
into the Cheyennes' past.

There are no cultural memories

associated with Indian Territory, so it becomes the starting
place for the trip into the future and into the past.

At a

council where the Cheyennes announce their intention to go
home, Little Finger Nail explains that Indian Territory can
only be a graveyard and not a place of cultural memories:
"‘If we die here and go to the burial rocks, no one will
speak our names.

So now we go north, and if we die in

battle on the way, our names will be remembered by all the
people.
place'"

They will tell the story and say, This is the
(30).

In telling the story of the flight, Sandoz is

making the cultural tie for the Cheyennes that they see as a
part of the eternal flow of life.

Therefore, in moving from

Indian Territory and into the land where the stories already
exist, she is taking the Cheyennes from the graveyard of
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their culture into the world whore th< r stories grant them
an eternity.
To cell those stories for the Cheyennes, Sandoz trios
net
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to recreate their

perception of life as it existed in th< .r language.

She

uses a similar technique in Crazy Horse "to say some of the
things of the Indian for which there oro no white-man words,
suggest something of his innate nature, something of his
relationship to the earth and the sky and all that is
between"

(Crazv Horse x ) .

Her motive is similar in Chevenne

Autumn, but the use of the language takes on an even more
thematic importance in that the language represents the
Cheyennes' belief in the eternal relationship of the place,
the people, and the action.

Sandoz describes her method as

a reflection of this relationship.
To convey something of these deep, complex, and
patterned interrelationships which I myself sense only
imperfectly, I have tried to keep to the simplest
vocabulary, to something of the rhythm, the idiom, and
the figures of Cheyenne life, to phrases and sentences
that have flow and continuality.

(Preface, vii)

An illustration of this method occurs in the first words of
the chapter describing the Cheyennes' departure fx'om Indian
Territory:

"Now it was the night . . . "

(13).

In that

brief phrase, Sandoz injects a sense or the present with the
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word "now" into the past "was" to illustrate how this moment
of escape for them is a part of the eternal understanding of
the Cheyennes from the past through the present and to the
future.
In a similar vein, Sandoz describes their escape as a
kind of battle that represents all the battles from the
past.

As with their wars in the past with ether tribes and

the whites, the planning has been careful and involved the
entire tribe with no leader making the final decision but
with all the warriors and people participating since the act
must be truly communal.

Scouts are sent out to watch the

soldiers surrounding the camp, and the people are organized
with the helpless ones, the women and children, between the
warrior societies whose duties are to protect them even at
the cost of the warrior's' lives.

The chiefs Dull Knife and

Little Wolf wear the ceremonial regalia designed to give
success to the warriors in battle.
However', there is one key difference between this war
and the previous wars--secrecy.

To win this battle, the

Cheyennes must make sure that the enemy doesn't know that it
is being fought until the battle is over and the people have
escaped.

Thus, the Dog Soldiers, the warriors who fight the

rear guard, cannot shout their victory and proclaim the
bravery that has given them the honor of being the last
warriors to leave the battleground, the last ones to count
coup, the last ones to face the enemy.

Because this escape
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is a battle for survival, the tribe's safety takes
precedence over the warriors' need to show personal bravery.
As a result, the secrecy of the present tactic combined with
the dependence on the old battle traditions becomes the
means for the tribe's future:
Behind Little Wolf came . . . [the] older Dog soldiers,
the warrior society whose duty it was never to start
until all the village was moving--a perpetual Cheyenne
rear guard . . . Now once more this was not just a war
party going out, where the warriors needed only to whip
the enemy or, if whipped themselves, to run and plan
revenge another day.

Now all the people here and all

those to be born so long as the sky stood over the
earth were given into the palms of their warrior hands,
to be saved or to lie scattered and lost forever on the
wind.

(1G)

In their devotion to the tribe's preservation as
Cheyennes, the people see that they must adapt their
traditions but not abandon them.

The secrecy is necessary

to save as many people as possible from death or capture at
the hands of the soldiers, but without the customary
protection of the warriors, the escape also would not
succeed, since traditions are the binding force behind the
Cheyennes and a reason for their flight to their traditional
homelands.

The people leave Indian Territory and the

reservation life not only to find food, but to find their
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identity as the Cheyennes who see the individual and the
tribe as one:

"It seemed better to follow those who lived

in the old Indian way, where everyone would have meat for
the coals if anyone did"

(17).

The traditions work before

and during the escape as a means of establishing the tie to
the future tribal members who cannot be Cheyennes unless
they live as the people did before, during, and after the
life in Indian Territory, a time when their identities as
Cheyennes have been jeopardized.
Still the escape from the reservation and the flight
north are not a guarantee that the Cheyennes will maintain
their identity.

The fragmentation of the tribe from their

capture and imprisonment on the reservations has caused the
younger people to forget the past traditions which have been
the source of the Cheyennes' solidarity.

Therefore, when

the tribe most needs to act as a single unit, the young
warriors impatiently demand to take the short, north route
through white territory where "‘There are more horses to
catch because there are more whites there, and more guns to
take'"

(26).

However, the two chiefs and the older warriors

also know that their numbers are limited, and to travel the
quick route is to risk being destroyed by those more
numerous guns.

The young warriors want revenge and glory,

while the older warriors want the tribe to continue to exist
as Cheyennes.

As Little Wolf tries to convince the younger

men of the need for secrecy, he realizes "that he must
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indeed work hard if the Cheyennes were not to fall apart now
like a sandstone struck by a great hammer"

(49).

Sandoz is not entirely unsympathetic toward the young
warriors, despite her obvious belief in the unity of the
community.

The young warriors' impatience grows from the

old traditions of counting coup, stealing horses, and
proving bravery through battle.

Reservation life has

eliminated the opportunities for becoming a traditional
Cheyenne warrior, but it has not eliminated the traditions
themselves.

Thus, the young warriors see in their flight

north the chance to fulfill their roles as adult warriors.
To have the older chiefs choose a route that minimizes such
opportunities is telling the young warriors that the
traditions of the past must be sacrificed for new traditions
that may save the lives of the tribe but simultaneously
destroy the old traditions that formed the basis of the
Cheyenne culture.

When Black Coyote, the hot-headed

warrior, cries out, "‘I say go the old way too!'"

(48), he

is referring not only to the north route, but also to the
old warrior

w ays

that do not call for sneaking through the

night and hiding at the sound of an enemy.
The conflict between the need to live the old Cheyenne
way and the need to preserve the people's lives so that they
can live the old way in their own country is complex.

The

two chiefs symbolize that complexity because they know that
the old warrior traditions are necessary to maintain the

EH
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tribe's solidarity since those traditions are what have
protected the tribe for centuries.

However, the chiefs also

know that those traditions are not effective against an
enemy who has superior arms and numbers.

Thus, the men who

have earned their own glory in the past must deny that glory
to the men of the present in hopes that there will be a
future in which the warriors can attain glory through
old battle traditions.
In Little Wolf, Sandoz sees such an individual -apable
of leading the entire tribe despite this conflict o:
traditions.

In her notes about the chiefs, Sando: nas

written about Little Wolf,

"Greatest of modern CL yennes.

. . Unusual combination of warrior and council
simultaneously.

Next to Crazy Horse most fear

Plains, both Sioux and Cheyenne say"

.

ief
ss man of

(Handwrit en notes.

Publications and Manuscripts, Box 15) .

For : .d ^, he is

the leader at the center of the Cheyenne hoc’ because, like
Crazy Horse, he can fight, but he also know,

that the

existence of the tribe must come first.

insistence on

H

secrecy during the flight is not a reject.!
past, but a recognition that new tactics
if the warrior past is to exist at all.

1 of his warrior
ust come into play

Like Crazy Horse,

he adapts to the situation without sacr> icing his identity
as a Cheyenne warrior.

Thus, his un-0”

.cnne-like command

to take the western route is a new wa- of doing battle in
the war to preserve the Cheyenne p e o p e and culture.
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Cheyenne solidarity is necessary since the soldiers
begin their pursuit in less than twenty-four hours after the
escape.

The great fear is that the soldiers will respond as

they did in late 1876 when the soldiers attacked the
peaceful camp in the Powder River country and shot
indiscriminately at the women and children, killing several
(Brown 291-92) .

Dull Knife and Little Wolf were at the

massacre, and as the two chiefs are plotting their escape,
Dull Knife remembers "all those left with their faces turned
up to the cold winter light that morning or, the Fowder"
(Cheyenne Autumn 7).

The soldiers had been so successful in

that attack because the young Cheyenne warriors had insisted
on a victory dance over some Crow scalps taken that day.
The chiefs spoke against the dance because they knew the
soldiers were near, but they finally agreed to honor the
young men's request.

As a result, the soldiers snuck up

during the night during the dance and attacked the village
in the morning.
To avoid a repetition of the Powder River massacre,
Little Wolf counsels the people to avoid the soldiers
whenever possible and to fade into the landscape to avoid
contact.

When the soldiers do find them and send a scout to

demand surrender, Little Wolf tries to avoid any killing:
"We will go peacefully if we can, not hurting anybody or
destroying anything of the whites on the way.
attack no one if we are not first molested.

We will
If the soldiers
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come shooting, we will shoot

back,

and if the white men who

are not soldiers fight us, we will fight them too."

(39)

As a heroic character, a man great enough for Sandoz to
compare him to Crazy Horse, Little Wolf is a leader who
analyzes all situations and acts carefully to avoid any
needless destruction.

Throughout her works, Sandoz vilifies

the senselessly destructive, and Little Wolf's philosophy
that his tribe's survival can only come if they avoid
killing and destroying, except for self-defense, is a
practical application of why unprovoked destruction is
ruinous to both the victim and the perpetrator.

Little Wo1f

knows that if the Cheyennes kill first, the whites have the
ability and the tendency to avenge those deaths many times
over.
The tactic for facing the soldiers is simple:
not to face the soldiers.

they are

Instead of openly attacking the

troops as they near the fleeing women and children, the
eighty-seven warriors play little decoying actions that make
their number seem greater.

During these attacks which pin

the soldiers down, the rest of the tribe slips away into the
night.

The warriors are told not to kill anybody because to

do so would only make all the soldiers angry, but they are
to circle the soldiers and frighten them into keeping their
heads down so the rest of the Cheyennes can move away.

The

ploy is successful in that the majority of the tribe gets
away and only three soldiers are killed and five Cheyennes

. .1
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hurt, one of them a little girl.

However, Little Wolf knows

that the deaths of the three soldiers are also a failure for
the Cheyennes because the deaths would be interpreted as a
major attack, and the soldiers would be more determined than
ever to wreak revenge on the Cheyennes.
One of the greatest dangers to the Cheyennes is the
failure to work together.

Village life has made them used

to living together closely, but the escape with its
consequent need for total cooperation and unity intensifies
the qualities of village life.

During a peaceful time, the

Cheyennes would quarrel with each other, and sometimes the
quarrels would result in physical blows being exchanged.
However, time and the freedom to come and go allowed the
peaceful mitigation of such angers, and if peace could not
be made, then the guilty parties were expelled from the
tribe and forced to live alone or join with some other
tribe.

Crime and violence were disruptive of tribal customs

that were based on the Cheyennes' communal lifestyle and
designed to prevent the disunity which was so destructive to
a society built on the concept of community in time, place,
and persons.
The circumstances of the flight erase the opportunities
for the orderly resolution of any intratribal conflicts.
The warriors have shown in their initial victory over the
pursuing soldiers that they can fight together, but the
stress of imprisonment on the reservations and the constant
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danger of their flight have their effect on the people as
illustrated in the total mental breakdown of Bear Rope.
When she is describing the council to plan the escape,
Sandoz emphasizes that the Cheyenne understand that Bear
Rope, sorrowed by his son's death, the destruction of his
village, and the move to the reservation, is sick, but
because the tribe must care for their sick, they take him
along, despite the danger to the tribe.

The danger is

realized when during the flight Bear Rope loses all control
of his senses and attempts to rape his daughter, who kills
him in protecting herself.
By entitling the chapter "The First Man Killed,“ Sandoz
stresses the importance of this incident.

Despite the

dangers from the pursuing soldiers, the death comes from
internal disorder.

Even though that disorder results from

mental illness, the act cannot be dismissed as such since a
warrior has been killed by another Cheyenne, a crime that is
normally punished by four years of ostracism from the tribe.
Sandoz describes the deliberation about what to do as
indicative of the quandary in which the new physical
situation of the tribe has put them when they must debate an
individual's rights versus tribal unity.

Little Wolf points

out that a Cheyenne who has killed another must be expelled
from the tribe for at least four years.

Dull Knife counters

that a woman is obligated to protect her honor, but Bridge
and Medicine Wolf, holy men, argue that the tribe must be
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protected from the darkness which the murder must bring upon
the tribe if they are daily to see the symbol of internal
disorder in the form of the woman who has killed her father.
Through these deliberations, Sandoz illustrates the
essential conflict within the tribe over the need to follow
its old traditions and the need to adopt new traditions to
fit the changing circumstances.

It is ironic that Little

Wolf, who has been most flexible in leading the flight, is
the first to remind the tribe of its traditional punishment.
He knows that to ostracize the woman would further weaken
the tribe's social unity, but he also understands that the
spiritual unity has been disrupted through the murder.

Dull

Knife, on the other hand, stresses the Cheyenne tradition of
a woman's keeping her honor, and he also reminds Little Wolf
of the new circumstances:

"Yet a woman was in honor bound

to defend herself . . . And how much [of what happened was]
because of the chasing whites who brought their sickness
upon Bear Rope, and all his loss and humiliation.

It was

enough to make a good man go down the violent road"

(58).

Sandoz uses the two chiefs as symbols for the
Cheyennes' two points of view in these new circumstances.
Little Wolf and Dull Knife each recognize that the tribe
cannot live in the traditional way, but they also know that
their traditions are the cohesive element that bind the
tribe into a unity.

Thus, in having the chiefs take

different sides in different circumstances, Sandoz reifies
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the internal tribal dilemma over the need for social unity
versus the need for spiritual unity when the two conflict.
She also illustrates the effect of the dilemma itself in its
drain on the emotions of the tribe who need all their
physical, emotional, and spiritual resources to succeed.
The debate is settled by the young woman Comes in Sight who
voluntarily withdraws from the tribal circle to follow them
at a distance, but that solution does not erase the effect
of the killing on the tribe:

"But the goodness of this

night was gone, and from many nights, from all the nights of
one young woman.

Before morning the scouts signaled more

soldiers close, and once more everybody got ready to run,
harder than ever now for there was blood upon the people"
( 58 ) .

As the Cheyennes get farther away in their flight from
Indian Territory and the dangers increase, the need for the
solidarity of the old traditions increases.

The village way

of life is one constructive method that uses the old
traditions to keep the people together.

Although the tribe

is constantly on the move and has no tepees, they still
function as a village whenever they can find a day or two of
rest, an important part of Sandoz's thesis that as long as
the village life remains, the people themselves remain
because they are still a community.

As in the old days,

there is "feasting from fire to fire, and gambling, too . .
. There was visiting and lovemaking and jealousy, yet even
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the old envies and hatreds were suddenly managed better,
more in the old way"

(71) .

This kind of village life is not

conducive to the need for secretive movement, but as the
last line says, it is necessary to renew the solidarity of
the Cheyennes following the disorder of the death of Bear
Rope and the separation of Comes in Sight and her family
from the main body of the fleeing Cheyennes.

When a scout

comes in and announces that the soldiers are only a few
miles away and the people must move again, the days when
they are resting become even more important because "it was
not decent for man to live so, in flight, always in flight"
(72) .
However, such moments of village life are only oases in
the desert storm of their flight from the soldiers, and when
the soldiers do arrive, the conflict between the traditional
ways of standing up and boldly fighting and the need to hide
and allow the people to escape again weakens the sense of
community.

When the Cheyennes have reached the middle of

Kansas, about 400 miles from their starting point, the
soldiers have them backed into a dry creek bed, at the
junction of Punished Woman River, and the warriors must
fight or be captured.

Little Wolf devises a plan whereby

the warriors will lure the soldiers into a narrow gully and
perhaps cause the soldiers enough harm that they will turn
back.

But the plan is foiled when a young agency warrior,

not trained in real battle, becomes excited at counting his

first coup and shoots too early, revealing the v/arriors'
location and the trap.

The soldiers, who outnumber the

warriors, then encircle the entire tribe and slowly destroy
the Cheyennes' few horses and whatever warriors their
bullets can reach.

When the end seems near, the remaining

warriors want to rush out in typical Cheyenne fashion and
sacrifice themselves to the soldiers.
Sandoz again uses Little Wolf as the symbol of the
conflict that exists throughout the tribe.

He knows that to

attack in the traditional way would mean the capture of the
entire tribe, but when some of the chiefs wish to surrender
to preserve the people's lives, Little Wolf also argues
against them because to sux'render is to lose the old way of
life entirely and turn from the Cheyenne ways.

Although

fortune steps in when the warriors kill the commander
Colonel Lewis, and the soldiers retreat, the conflict itself
is not resolved.

When the Cheyennes slowly gather together

to sneak away in the night, they have succeeded in saving
themselves from capture, but they have also left behind
several dead and the solidai:ty of a people whose traditions
would be firmly upheld in all situations.

What Sandoz is

illustrating is the terrible loss of b tving to sacrifice
their traditions to keep them.
When the other chiefs approach Little Wo f to discuss
surrendering to the soldiers, the Cheyenne warrior Black
Horse reminds the chiefs of the Sappa fight in 1875 near
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this site where they now are fighting.

This reference to

the past is carried on in the next chapter when Sandoz
flashbacks to that fight to emphasize the Cheyenne belief in
the continuity of time, place, and people.

The fight on the

Sappa also resulted from the Cheyennes fleeing the soldiers
who tried to chain fifteen warriors, including Black Horse,
to take them to Florida as punishment for capturing two
white girls.

When Black Horse manages to escape, the whole

tribe flees to a small hill where the soldiers attack with
Gatling guns.

After twelve people have been killed, the

Cheyennes manage to slip away but are pursued by the
soldiers and cornered again.

When Medicine Arrow, the

Keeper of the Sacred Arrows, carries a white flag of
surrender, the soldiers shoot him as well as several women
who also try to surrender.

After the soldiers have

succeeded in killing everyone, but those few who managed to
avoid being cornered, they burn both the lodges and the
bodies.

Sandoz completes the description of the massacre

with a quote replete with irony, "‘It is believed that the
punishment inflicted upon this band of Cheyennes will go far
to deter the tribe from the commission of such atrocities in
t e future as have characterized it in the past,' General
P pe wrote that spring"

(94).

Sandoz uses this flashback to remind the reader about
wl:

the Cheyennes must fear the soldiers and to foresee what

happens when the Cheyennes trust themselves to the whites.

i
5,
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When Little Wolf refuses to surrender, he has the past as a
logical reason for his decision:
Now it was three years later and the Black Horse who
had cried to see his people thrown into the fires on
the Sappa was fleeing through this way again, where it
was once more all of today.

Spotted Wolf, Brave One,

and many others along had been in the Sappa fight, and
all were relatives of those who did not get away from
the place now called Cheyenne Hole.

(95)

The past as illustrated in the Sappa fight is very much the
present for the Cheyennes both in their personal
relationships to the dead and also in their own future.
Sandoz uses these two battles to emphasize the circularity
of the Cheyenne philosophy of life and time, which, when
attended to as Little Wolf and Black Horse attend to it, can
physically preserve the people.
In juxtaposing her description of the fight on the
Sappa with the fight at Punished Woman, Sandoz emphasizes
the need for the Cheyennes to remember their past.

Because

all that happens in a place continues in the present, the
past is particularly instructive for the Cheyennes.

From

their remembrances of the past, they can find ways to deal
with the present, particularly when it so closely parallels
the past.

They have learned from past experiences with the

soldiers that the soldiers can't be trusted to honor white
flags or the non-combatant status of women and children.
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Therefore., when they are faced with the possibility of total
annihilation, the choice is to continue fighting and
fleeing.

In essence, Sandoz unites them v/ith the dead

Cheyenne of the Sappa in turning their thoughts back to the
time which they are facing again in the present.

By

choosing to run, they choose to save themselves and the
memories of the Sappa dead who have returned from the dead
through the Cheyenne belief in continuity of time and place
to save their relatives from a similar fate.
The paradoxical nature of the Cheyennes' flight
continues as they move north and steal horses from white
settlers to hasten their flight and their attempts to avoid
the soldiers.

However, as Little Wolf knows, and as Crazy

Horse knows following Little Big Horn, the thefts from the
whites only exacerbate the soldiers' anger and increase the
chances that the soldiers will attack savagely.

The

Cheyennes need the horses to move faster to avoid the
soldiers, but in stealing the necessary horses and in often
having to wound or kill the owners, the soldiers are
motivated to move faster against the Cheyennes.
These attacks on the white settlers are not only for
the purpose of stealing horses; the attacks are vengeance
for the massacre at the Sappa.

Black Horse exhorts the

young warriors not to forget the Sappa dead and leads them
on a two-day rampage that leaves nineteen men and one boy
dead and two girls kidnapped.

This revenge on the
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individual settlers troubles Little Wolf because such kind
of warfare is not typical of the Cheyennes who made war on
enemies who had warriors against whom to fight and earn
honor.

"This attacking homes with families in them,

scattered out alone, this seemed a poor, unheroic kind of
war” (99).

Revenge against enemies is part of Cheyenne

tradition, but making war on unprotected families is not.
To do battle against the innocent settlers is the same as
the soldiers doing battle against the peaceful villages, and
Little Wolf recognizes the hypocrisy in the Cheyennes'
claiming that such attacks are justified as vengeance.
Therefore, Little 'Wolf is not altering Cheyenne tradition in
speaking against these attacks; he is upholding it by
reminding the Cheyennes that honor is earned in battles
against warriors of comparable strength, not against
defenseless settlers.
Little Wolf also knows that these attacks will not go
unpunished.

His purpose is always to get the Cheyennes back

to their homeland, and he recognizes that these attacks will
only cause the soldiers to find the Cheyennes not only to
return them to Indian Territory, but also to punish them.
Little Wolf reminds the warriors as they move out that
"'Many good people will suffer for every piece of bloody
work you do'"

(99).

However, Sandoz combines this

description of Little Wolf's concern with his people with a
picture of his weakening leadership.

His having continually
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to compromise traditions with expediency has made his words
less powerful, and the young warriors become more difficult
to control as they observe Little Wolf's hesitancy.
warns them that they are jeopardizing thei.

When he

cube's

safety, he speaks "quietly, but without conviction"

(99).

Sandoz believes that traditions are the cohesive force for
the community, so she recognizes the dangers in Little
Wolf's having to compromise them to save his people
physically.

Whenever he denies the warriors their

traditional battle, he denies the Cheyenne traditions within
himself.

Finally, this denial comes to a point when he

cannot stand firmly against what is already an abomination
of their traditions:

revenge against helpless people.

Sandoz illustrates this division within Little Wolf when the
warriors return from the attacks on the settlers and he
learns of the kidnapped children.

Instead of using the

future tense to depict what Little Wolf will do, Sandoz uses
the conditional tense to represent the indecision in Little
Wol f :
. . . Little Wolf roared.

"We make no war on women)

I

should have killed those men for it--"
But the bundle-bearing chief had to stop his tongue,
suddenly like a man caved in, a man who had looked into a
great hole within himself.

(105)

The dissolution inside Little Wolf parallels the
dissolution in the tribe as they move north.

The few horses
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the warriors are able to capture are insufficient to carry
all the tribe, and the deaths of the whites do nothing to
invigorate the people who in the month since their departure
have become tired and hungry.

Now when the soldiers

approach and the people must run, they are physically and
spiritually enervated:
As the dust of the soldiers neared, a soft monotony of
crying and lament started among the people, a woman
here, another there, then old men singing too, their
voices joggled cries for help from the Powers, the
people as hopeless, as worn out as the horses that fell
and were left.
Now the few warriors there shook out the regalia left
to them, smeared their paint on hastily without plan,
and fell behind, between the troops and the fleeing
ones.

(110)

The tribe still acts like a tribe, but the driving force is
gone.

The warriors no longer have the time or the energy to

prepare themselves as true warriors, and the people's cries
to the Powers are not for courage but are laments, as if the
sorrowing for the dead has already started.
As the Cheyennes deteriorate physically, so they break
down as a tribe.

Little Wolf and Dull Knife have worked

together to get the tribe from Oklahoma into the Nebraska
panhandle, but their physical condition, the fear of the
soldiers, and the fight to keep the warriors ir. line to
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protect the people and not betray their whereabouts drives a
wedge between the two men.

Dull Knife, although once a

great warrior, has lost too much and now argues that the
Cheyennes should move northeast toward the Red Cloud agency
in South Dakota rather than trying to get all the way into
Montana.

When Little Wolf argues that to do so is to

surrender to the whites, Dull Knife angrily turns against
him and reminds him that the people are already dying.

The

warriors divide themselves according to their loyalty to
each chief, and the tribe is split.
At this point, the conflict within Little Wolf develops
into a conflict between his need to keep the tribe together
physically and the need to keep the tribe together as
Cheyennes.

At first Little Wolf demands that the tribe stay

together to fulfill their goal of getting north:
dividing cannot be!' he roared.
split.

I repeat it:

"‘This

‘I will not have the people

an Indian never caught is an Indian

never killed, and only together can we all get away!'"
(116) .

But this attempt is negated quickly as he sees the

people lining up on opposite sides to battle each other, the
ultimate Cheyenne sin.

To avoid this division of Cheyenne

from Cheyenne and of the Cheyennes from their strongest
tradition,

Little Wolf becomes the peacemaker because he

knows "that this last, worst thing must not come upon the
Cheyennes.

So he dropped his hand, defeated.

a little ways apart,' he said slowly.

‘I am moving

‘Let those who would
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go on to the north follow.

..."

(117).

In the morning,

Dull Knife and his followers are gone toward Red Cloud, and
the Cheyennes have physically divided, but their solidarity
as Cheyennes is maintained because when Dull Knife's people
leave, they remember their fellow Cheyennes and leave “a
little heap of ammunition and some powder, the parting gift
to those people who would still try to fight their way to
the Yellowstone"

(117) .

Unlike Crazy Horse and Little Wolf who maintain the
integrity of their visions, Dull Knife has lost heart.
Sandoz

makes it clear that his failure to stay with Little

Wolf is a serious mistake.

Throughout the journey from

Indian Territory, Sandoz has emphasized how the Cheyennes
are successftl when they work as a community.

Therefore,

when Dull Knife learns that Red Cloud cannot provide him
with refuge and will even turn him over to the soldiers if
they do get to his camp, his whole group loses the strength
that has gotten them so far.

Sandoz's description of their

defeat is rife with images of loss and the sorrow of the
lost vision:
It was a hard thing to see, this man rousing himself to
.

realize that all his plans for refuge had only been a
dreaming.

They looked into the earth, for no one could

speak the comforting words as Dull Knife slowly got up
and stumbled away into the darkness.

Here and there a

woman began to cry softly, and then that too was gone.
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(135)

Their capture a few days later is a natural conclusion to
the lost dream and the fractured community that results from
Dull Knife's inability to maintain his dream.
However, Sandoz doesn't condemn the old chief for
having lost his dream.

He has suffered much, and rather

than attack Dull Knife for giving in, Sandoz attacks the
w’ ites for having created the situation which has caused so
much suffering.

Even in defeat, Dull Knife and his people

have the nobility inherent in people who persevere despite
the pain.

There is no nobility in inflicting the suffering,

as Sandoz indicates when she sarcastically describes the
soldiers' futile attempts at finding the Cheyennes "who had
marched . . . through the organized force of the Army, much
of the way across flat prairie country that would not hide
the nakedness of a shedding rattler"

(123).

When the

soldiers finally do capture Dull Knife's band--mainlv
because of the efforts of the Sioux scouts--Sandoz
emphasizes the physical suffering of the Cheyennes while
stressing the armed might of the soldiers, whom she
characterizes as weapons rather than men.

Such flagrant

propaganda, however, is much to her purpose since she wants
the reader to identify with the Cheyennes and not with the
soldiers.

The Cheyennes are humans who want to go home; the

soldiers are barriers preventing them from doing so.
only when the soldiers acknowledge the sufferings

<^r

It is
‘
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Cheyennes that Sandoz grants them humanity, as when a
soldier, also cold and hungry, feels sorrow at the sight of
the cold, hungry, and tired Cheyennes.

He's not a bayonet

or gun at that point, but a man made so by virtue of his
recognition of the Cheyennes as sufferers.
While Dull Knife's band is imprisoned at Fort Robinson,
the humanity of the whites there is measured by their
understanding of the Cheyennes and their goal.

Sandoz

acknowledges these men by giving them names and emphasizing
their ability to grow in understanding as they learn of the
injustices to the Cheyennes.

Under Colonel Carlton's

command, the Cheyennes are treated well with their v/ounds
attended to and their bodies fed and warmed.

One officer

Lieutenant Chase is particularly kind, and when he learns of
the abuse the Cheyennes suffered in Indian Territory, he
doubles their rations and agrees to work for their purpose
of moving in with Red Cloud.

Sandoz also quotes George L.

Millar, editor of the Omaha Herald, who wrote to the
Secretary of the Interior that to return the Cheyennes to
Indian Territory "‘means starvation to them.

I implore you

for justice and humanity to those wronged red men.
stay ir. their own country'"

(173).

Let them

A local rancher named

Bronson befriends the Cheyennes and learns from them how the
army which had originally been sent as protection for both
whites and Indians soon turned to imprisoning the tribes on
reservations and killing those Indians who refused to go.
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In a later conversation with t idlers, Bronson reflects that
he "wasn't so sure old Dull Hi; :e hadn't bit into something
pretty fundamental, really a change in the whole concept of
the military"

(174) .

Sandoz's inclusion of specific whites who help the
Cheyennes reflects her overall

.intention that man's

inhumanity to man arises out of

mbridied selfishness.

When

individuals look outside themselves to the common humanity
of others and acknowledge others' needs as being as
imperative as their own, then there can be justice and
peace.

Even as early as 1931, Sandoz connects the

injustices against the Indians to the inherent injustices in
the social system (letter to William A. DeWitt).

That there

are people like Carlton, Chase, and Bronson is her optimism
that the human race is not entirely doomed.

As she

illustrates in Crazy Horse on a more specific level, she
generally illustrates in Cheyenne Autumn that the integrity
of the vision or the act is valuable even if the vision and
the act are ultimately overshadowed by the collective
selfishness surrounding them.
Sandoz does not overlook the collective selfishness of
the white society as she describes the captivity of Dull
Knife's band.

When Herald editor Miller calls for justice

for the Cheyennes, General Philip Sheridan complains about
too much sympathy going for the Cheyennes and the possible
effect of all Indians escaping the reservations if the
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Cheyennes are not returned.

Sheridan also supported the

policy for the destruction of the buffalo because he
believed that the extinction of the buffalo would do "more
to drive the Indians to reservations and off the land the
white man wanted than all the United States Army"

(174) .

Sandoz's use of Sheridan as representative of the unjust
policy against the Indians arises from his comment that
"'The only good Indians I ever saw were dead'"

<Brown 166),

a comment later paraphrased to "The only good Indian is a
dead Indian"

(Brown 166).

Sandoz extrapolates that attitude

into the wider policy of the government to explain why,
despite the humane efforts of individuals like Carlton,
Chase, and Bronson, the Cheyennes cannot hope co reach their
goal.

The power of a united government policy that is

motivated by selfishness and the lust for power is simply
too strong for a few individuals to defeat.

Even the

individuals cited for their humanity are divided by their
own loyalty to the army and, as in the case of Bronson, his
loyalty to his ranch, located on land that once belonged to
Indians.
However, these good people at Fort Robinson make for a
restful time for Dull Knife's band and allow them to recoup
their physical strength and begin to think optimistically
again about going to Red Cloud.

Because Carlton does not

see the Cheyennes as dangerous enemies, they are allowed to
resume some of their tribal traditions, such as some
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ceremonials and traditional forms of courtship.

These

moments are dangerous for the whites since they reaffirm the
Cheyennes' sense oi being a community and allow them to
unite in their determination not to return to the south.
Added to the Cheyennes' strengthening tribal sense is
the knowledge that they cannot trust the whites either to
let them continue living as they are or let them do as they
wish.

Thus, their time is not spent in quotidian

activities, but in continual planning and gathering against
the day when they must either break av/ay or die trying.
What few guns the soldiers couldn't find when Dull Knife's
people were captured are hidden away, and whenever the women
can, they smuggle in small quantities of food.
gestures are small, but they have two purposes:

Such
they

represent the Cheyennes' intentions not to be taken back to
Indian Territory and they represent the unity that
characterizes the Cheyennes' traditions of everyone working
for the good of all.
This unity is finally put to the test when Carlton is
replaced by a Captain Wessells, whom Sandoz characterizes as
a "busy-busy man"

(189) to describe his officiousness, a

quality that does not bode well for the Cheyennes who need
someone who acts out of consideration of others' needs
rather than acting out of his own belief that he must appear
busy.

When the Cheyennes refuse to return to Indian

Territory after Wessells announces that they will be sent
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back, he cuts cff their food and water.

By presenting

Wessells as officious, Sandoz has already indicated that he
is the type of person who would thoughtlessly do anything
just to show that he is doing something about a problem.

He

is not an evil man, but he is so caught up in his own
importance that he exhibits his power without considering
the human consequences.

He is what Sandoz would describe as

a weak man who is given power and who uses it
indiscriminately just to convince himself and others that he
is not as weak as he realizes that he is.
The two elements of the strengthening unity of the
Cheyennes and the officious Captain Wessells must by nature
come in conflict since any rebellion on the part of the
Cheyennes is seen as a threat to Captain Wessells' power and
ego.

Captain Wessells insists that he can force the

Cheyennes to go south, and the Cheyennes insist that he
cannot.

That Wessells has the strength of the U. S. Army

behind him while the Cheyennes have only their determination
and unity precludes a tragedy that Sandoz has pointed to all
through the book.

One reason her style has been so angry is

that she knows of the tragedy and she knows that the tragedy
results from man's inhumanity to man, a consequence of
individuals thinking and acting only for themselves and
without consideration of the harm they do to others.

The

Cheyennes are the heroes, not because they avoid the
tragedy, but because they act as a whole community thinking
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not just of themselves but of all time and all Cheyennes
from the past and present and for the future.

To submit to

Wessells would be to betray all the pain that they have
suffered prior to the time and to betray the future
Cheyennes whom the chiefs recognize cannot be Cheyennes if
they allow the whites to dictate where and how they will
live.
What enhances the heroism of the Cheyennes is the
suffering that Wessells forces them to undergo as he
pressures them to return to Oklahoma willingly.

When Dull

Knife first says "No" to Wessells, he cuts off their rations
and forbids the men to leave the barracks.

When the

Cheyennes remain adamant in their refusal, he cuts off the
supply of water with the only nourishment left to the
Cheyennes a little grain and tallow the women had hidden and
what snow they could bring in when they were taken outside
to relieve themselves.

When Wessells offers to remove the

women and children, the entire tribe refuses to answer him.

The tribe has made its decision at this point that the
tribe's suffering is not as important as the tribe's
existence as Cheyennes.

Sandoz uses Dull Knife's answer to

Wessells' demands that the Cheyennes return to recite the
history of the whites' involvement with the Cheyennes and
the continual betrayal of the promises made to th«_Cheyennes:
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"When you first came, you v/ere few and we spoke v/ell to
you, made you our guests, and gave you our game to eat
and warmed you in our lodges.

Even after you began to

push in everywhere, to kill the buffalo, bring sickness
to our villages, and come shooting our people in the
winter night, we still tried to hold our young men to
peace, the peace you had promised us so many times.

Do

this one more thing, you said, sell us some of your
lan:

and we shall have peace.

We gave you our land,

and the things you promised did not come, not to eat or
to wear or a place to live.

Many times you promised us

an agency, but you only took us far to the south
country, saying,

‘Go and see.

You can come back.'

Then when we were dying there, and sick for our home,
you said that was a mistake; that we must stay because
everything was changed.
is changed.

It is true that now everything

You are now the many and we are the few,

but we know that it is better to die fighting on the
way to our old home than to perish of the sickness. . .
."

(

191- 92)

Dull Knife's words are a description of Sandoz's heroes who
believe in the reconciliation of all peoples and strive for
such unity, but who also believe that an understanding of
individual differences is inherent in that reconciliation.
On the other hand, the whites represent what is villainous
in humanity in that instead of acknowledging differences and
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working toward a just peace, they have used their power to
destroy the Cheyennes for their ov/n selfish aims.
Sandoz leads to tv/o conclusions:

Thus,

one is that they cannot

trust the whites to preserve their lives if the Cheyennes
submit, and the second is that any further submission is a
general surrender of not only the physical bodies of the
tribes but also the spiritual sense of being Cheyenne.
The breakout of Dull Knife's band is an act of
desperation based on those two conclusions.

The Cheyennes

have no food, very few weapons, and little protection
against the January weather, so their determination to brave
those physical conditions indicates their lack of trust in
white justice.

Their insistence on carrying with them what

sacred items they have--a stone buffalo horn, a lance head,
and some old quill work--signifies their resolve to preserve
their cultural sense as Cheyennes.

They also combine the

two motives for their escape by using the physical
conditions as a spiritual connection to their old
preparations for war.

In their sufferings, they find their

identity as Cheyennes:
So it was like lying on the hill for the vision, the
dreaming, the exaltation.

None had eaten or drunk or

warmed himself . . . Now they were prepared for the
ordeal in the old, old way, and it was as if all the
foolish things had fallen from them and ahead was the
greatest thing in their lives, the greatest test of
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all.

(19G)

One hundred ar.•' hirty Cheyennes leave the barracks
with only forty-four of them warriors over the age of
eleven.

By the time they have gone a half-mile, twenty-two

of the warriors are dead.

By the next morning, although

sixty-five of the escaping Cheyennes have been killed or
captured, the other half have managed to elude the pursuing
soldiers and the whites from the surrounding settlements.
The fear of being sent back to Oklahoma, the mistrust of the
whites, and their need to be free drive the remaining
Cheyennes, hungry and unprotected from the cold, in a
desperate flight to Little Wolf, Red Cloud, or anywhere away
from imprisonment.
In this flight, Little Finger Nail comes to the same
conclusion that Little Wolf had come to in the flight from
Oklahoma:
die.

the Cheyennes must find a new path or they will

He sees their defeat not as a punishment from the

Great Powers for failure to observe the sacred rites or
because some Cheyenne women, whose faithfulness is believed
necessary to Cheyenne existence, had given themselves to the
whites.

Instead Little Finger Nail realises that if the

Cheyennes are to endure, they must find new traditions and
customs that will be both an extension of their old ways and
a new way of life that will accommodate life with the
overpowering white man.
Little Finger Nail presents the quandaiy that has beset
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Sandoz herself in Chevenne Autumn.

The old Cheyenne

traditions are good traditions in that they elevate humanity
as a whole above the individual.

However, these traditions

are not adequate protection against the individual
selfishness which dominates the white culture to the level
where a philosophy of human unity is poiverless against such
selfishness.

.Sandoz, like Little Finger Nail who knows a

new way of life must be found but who does not know what
that way should be, knows that the way lies through a
rejection of selfish honors and goods, a humanity "wanting
noth:ng for themselves, so their hands were always empty and
ready to receive the gifts that came for all"

(216).

Just as Sandoz sees a fellow artist in Robert Cozad
Henri, she also identifies with Little Finger Mail, the
singer and historian of the Cheyennes.

That he should have

the epiphanic realization that the Cheyennes must find a new
way is consistent with Sandoz's belief that historians are
the voices of the people, the definers of the human symbols
(traditions) which portray the story of the race (Sandoz,
Handwritten Notes, General Subject Files, Box VIII, 47).

As

the tribe's historian, Little Finger Nail has chronicled its
past and its traditions as they have been lived out in that
past.

Because he has seen how traditions and the past are

tied, it is significant that he be the one to see the
connection between the Cheyennes' history and traditions and
the intricate process through which those traditions are
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change,'. a process so intricate that neither he nor Sandoz
can voice it.

In a free indirect discourse that includes

her own desire with that of Little Finger Nail, Sandoz
describes his "pleading for a path of wisdom for even the
feet of the foolish young warrior that he was, pleading for
the gift of the eyes, to see what must be done"

(216).

However, such a gift is denied both Little Finger Nail
and Sandoz, who through Little Finger Nail's death
acknowledges her and humanity's own inability to find the
new way for people to live.

Little Finger Nail manages to

lead his people for thirteen days in their escape from the
whites, but eventually the sheer numbers of pursuers, the
physical weakness of the Cheyennes, and the help of Red
Cloud's Sioux scouts lead to the last confrontation when the
Cheyennes, holed up on a rocky knoll, refuse to surrender
even when surrounded.

The pursuers attack and kill all but

seven women and children.

Little Finger Nail dies in a last

futile attack on the whites, an attack designed not so much
to drive the whites off but to reaffirm his traditional role
as a Cheyenne warrior, a role that has lost its
effectiveness but not necessarily its meaning.

He dies as a

traditional Cheyenne warrior seeking to save his people and
as a historian whose drawings depict his role as a warrior
counting coup; however, his book with its pictured
traditions are symbolically pierced by the whites' bullets.
Dull Knife's tribe comes to a tragic end because he
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trusted the whites and did not remenb-: his .rib-_'s r.istor..
with them.

Little Finger Nail, the historian, knows as he

tries to escape with the small nroup c i people that history
has taught the Cheyennes that they must find new traditions
to meet the new circumstances that include white injustice.
However, Little Finger Nail dies while, ironically, Dull
Knife survives and makes his way to the Sioux where he is
told about the massacre of Little Finger Nail's band.
Unlike Little Finger Nail who realizes the need for a new
wisdom, old Dull Knife knows only that the old wisdom has
failed.

His people have been destroyed because "he trusted

to his old-time wisdom and the old-time reliance upon a
man's word, even the word of a veho [white]"

(246).

And now

he lacks the insight and the energy to find new answers for
his people.
After describing Dull Knife's defeat, Sandoz switches
back to Little Wolf and his band who have spent the winter
hidden in a small canyon near where Old Jules settled a few
years later.

The band has been able to survive because they

have used Little Wolf's new wisdom which has said that the
Cheyennes must remain hidden from the whites despite their
warrior tradition which calls for them to face the enemy.
However, when one of Dull Knife's band manages to find his
way to Little Wolf and tells them of the winter in Fort
Robinson and the deaths of most of Dull Knife's band, the
hot-headed Black Coyote and the other young warriors want
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revenge.

As Black Coyote steals horses and raids

settlements and small parties of soldiers, Little Wolf knows
that such senseless revenge will only } <-.•d £’.•<-■ soldiers to
them and cause their own deaths.

Like Little Finger Nail,

Little Wolf understands history and how history must shape
the future; Black Coyote allows his anger to consume him to
the point where he cannot rationally see history nor
understand why the old warrior ways are ineffective in
dealing with the vast power of the whites.
Still Little Wolf's band attempts to keep its identity
as Cheyennes just as they did on their trek out of Indian
Territory.

Although Little Wolf and the older chiefs such

as Black Crane and Old Crier abandon the old warrior ways of
raiding and attacking the enemy, they attempt to keep the
laws which unify the people and keep peace within the tribe.
These laws come into conflict with the warrior traditions
when Black Coyote defies the tribal council and steals the
soldiers' horses.

When Black Crane attempts to punish Black

Coyote for his dr. fiance, Black C: * te kills Black Crane and
is ostracized from the tribe for having killed a fellow
Cheyenne.

The traditions which are designed to keep peace

within the tribe are the good, strong traditions which
Little Wolf's band must maintain for them to remain
Cheyennes.

To abandon all that has made them Cheyennes

would be to destroy the tribe as effectively as staying in
Indian Territory would have destroyed them.

Abandoning the
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old warrior traditions is necessary to keep the people
physically safe from the more pov/erful whites, but keeping
the old tribal traditions of unity and sacrifice of the one
for all is also necessary to keep the people spiritually
Cheyennes.
Sandoz said that the real conflict in Chevenne Autumn
is "the struggle to save the young people who might
the Cheyenne nation"

(Stauffer, Mari Sandoz 247).

iiy on
Little

Wolf manages to save the young people and bring them to
their northern homeland, but he does so at a severe cost.
Not only have more than half of the Cheyennes who left
Oklahoma been killed, but the remaining Cheyennes have also
been depleted spiritually.

The attempt to find new

traditions to replace the warrior tradition is hindered by
the Cheyennes having nothing to do even in their northern
reservations.

The number of settlers and the railroad make

wild game scarce, and food and other necessities are
provided by the government at the fort.

The traditional

women's pastimes of dressing hides and beading are affected
by the scarcity of hides.

With nothing to do, the Cheyennes

spend their days idly and "talked over the glories of the
past and played games, gambled, and drank the bit of whisky
[sic] they managed so get now and then from the plentiful
supply around the post"

(271) .

The Cheyennes have saved the

children, but they have not saved the nation.
Little Wolf's decline represents the level to which the
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idle Cheyennes fall.

He gets drunk and kills a fellow

Cheyenne, thus committing the tribe's greatest sin.

Instead

of being punished in the traditional way of banishment, the
Cheyennes simply ignore him, and an army officer informs him
that he is no longer- >~V:r>f.

The old traditio

liich

unified the Cheyennes for so long and throughout their
dangerous trek have been replaced by new traditions, but not
ones from the Cheyennes themselves.

That a white army

officer metes cut Little Wolf's punishment symbolizes the
loss of the Cheyennes to the whites.

Their food, the

whiskey, and now even the law comes from the whites.
Little Wolf, Dull Knife, Little Finger Nail, and all
the Cheyennes who set out from Indian Territory are heroic.
They have good goals:
for their children.

a home for themselves and a future
To achieve these goals, they are

willing to suffer pain and loss.

When they work together,

they are successful; when they separate, they die.

Even in

the face of certain death, their thoughts remain on the
future and how the Cheyennes must adapt to fit into that
future.
However, the odds against the Cheyennes are too great.
They run the gauntlet of thousands of soldiers in their
return to their homeland, but they don't really find their
homeland.

Their noble quest is defeated before it is ever

begun because even though they physically return home, they
cannot spiritually return since their home isn't really what
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they have defined home as being.

It is now the whites' home

with their influences and even their laws.

Sandoz ends

Cheyenne Autumn sadly because the heroic people do not have
a heroic end.

Their noble traditions of tribe and family

are lost in an enforced idleness which does not allow them
to create new traditions.

Sandoz provides a fitting symbol

of the lost Cheyennes in her last description of Dull Knife
who is left sitting "silent, alone, without his pipe, his
hands hanging helpless between his knees, as helpless as in
the cold iron shackles of the whites"

(247).

Both Crazy Horse and Cheyenne Autumn describe the
destruction of the Indians by the whites.
happily.

Neither book ends

Crazy Korse is betrayed by his own people and

murdered by the whites; the Cheyennes are either killed or
spiritually stagnating on the reservation in their homeland
which is no longer their home.

In both instances, much has

been lost both to the Indians and to the whites.

The

Indians have lost their lives and their homes, but the
whites have also lost in that they have destroyed good
people from whom they could have learned much.

Stauffer

explains Sandoz's message by saying that Sandoz describes
"the loss the white civilization has inflicted upon itself
because of its discrimination,

[a] belief that America can

never be what it could have been, that it will always carry
on its conscience the sin of what it did to the Indians"
("Mari Sandoz and Western Biography" 12).

Sandoz recognized

.
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within the Native American philosophy of the sacred hoop lay
the essential metaphor for the human community which would
find its strength in working together for the good of all
rather than the selfish devotion of individuals to
themselves.
Old Jules understood this loss and passed this
understanding on to his daughter.

She honors that

understanding when she pictures Old Jules at the site of the
massacre at Wounded Knee:
From a hill to the north he looked down over the
desolate battlefield, upon the dark piles of men,
women, and children sprawled among their goods.

Dry

snow trailed little ridges of white over them, making
them look like strange-limbed animals left for the
night and the wolves.

Here, in ten minutes, an entire

community was as the buffalo that bleached on the
plains.

...

A deep pessimism held him.

There was

something loose in the world that hated joy and
happiness as it hated brightness and color, reducing
everything to drab agony and gray.

(Old Jules 131)

Chapter V:

The Community Breakers

In a way, Mari Sandoz's novels are a continuation of
her biographical works:

they illustrate the fight to

preserve the sacred hoop of community within a system that
respects greed more than it respects humanity and its need
for community.

However, unlike her biographies which use

historical personages from actual places, her novels are
fiction in that their characters and settings are
representations of reality rather than factually-based works
that depict actual historical occurrences.
In actuality, Sandoz creates characters that are more
character types than representations of complex reality.
They are intended to act predictably so that Sandoz can
illustrate that a certain character type will produce a
certain action.

Thus, a character who is materialistic is

exaggerated into a character whose dominant motivation is
greed to the extent that all other emotions, such as fear,
are a consequence of that greed.

In other words, if the

character exhibits fear, the fear is a result of the
character's fear of losing what he or she has obtained
through greed.

On the positive side, if characters

represent altruism, their acts result from charity, so that
when the characters must resort to violence, for example, it
is meant only to help others, not to help themselves.
There are dangers in this type of exaggerated
characterization.

One danger is in the reader's
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misinterpreting the representation as stereotyping and
seeing characters by their class, gender, or race, for
example, rather than by the motivating characteristic.
Thus, when Sandoz emphasizes greed in a Nebraska settler, as
she does in Sloaum House, readers may come to believe that
she is stereotyping all Nebraska settlers as greedy.
Sandoz's works flirt with this danger when she typecasts
certain elements of society, as she does in Capital Citv.
In this work, families and individual characters are used to
represent different parts of the city's nature.

Thus, v/hen

a young, upperclass man adopts racist attitudes, for
example, there is the danger that the reader will see Sandoz
as extrapolating those attitudes into the entire upperclass.
However, what Sandoz wants the reader to see is that the
racism results from the narrowminded conservativism of
society trying to maintain power, not from the young man's
being from the upper class.

Sandoz explains this method of

characterization when she says that her fiction is about
"the underlying forces operating in man and his society . .
. [including] the deep symbols by which man is moved and
driven"

(handwritten notes. Reference Files, 15).

Another danger is by creating a fictional world out of
a world actually existing in time and space, the author is
opening up the possibility of the setting being taken
literally as a realistic description of that time and place.
Thus, when Sandoz describes bigotry in The Tcm-Walker, which
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is set in Nebraska and Wyoming from the time of the Civil
War to the post-WWII years, the reader may tend to see her
as describing all Wyoming and Nebraska dwellers as being
bigoted.

However, her intention is to show that bigotry

results from fear of anything that is unknown and is a
universal trait and not characteristic of only Wyoming and
Nebraska.
Notwithstanding, the basic difficulty with Sandoz's
bocks lies in the conflict between her authorial intention,
which, as stated before, is to write allegories, and the
books themselves, which are better classified as
representational novels than outright allegories.

Because

she draws her characters and scenes from a real time and
place, the tendency for the reader is to see them in their
strict1'.* ^ '■‘■orical context.

For example, Sandoz drew upon

the Schwartz family, actual settlers in the Nebraska
sandhills, as examples for the Slogums in Sloaum House.

The

result of her using historical figures as specific models is
that the Slogums themselves become so individually realistic
that their allegorical intention becomes obscured.

However,

seeing the Slogums as realistic will not prevent the reader
from making a correct interpretation of Sandoz's theme,
which still remains, despite realistic characters and
places, a universal statement about the destructive effect
of greed on community solidarity.
Northrop Frye says such a thematic reading does create
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allegories out: of the work through the readers' taking the
specific, or realistic, elements of the work and expanding
them to a universal theme that holds true not only fcr the
characters within the work, but also for the author and her
society and the readers and their society as well

(53).

Sandoz reiterates this interpretation of the allegory's
arising out of readers' connecting the book's society with
the author's and ultimately with their own in an explanation
of her first novel Slogum House:
Because I believe the writer can best vitalise a locale
with which he is emotionally identified,

...

I chose

composite [sic] of all the preyers upon the great
trails west of the Mississippi., whether to Santa Fe, to
Oregon, California, or to the rangelands.

I made up

the Oxbow country [in Slogum House] and the people as I
did because I wanted to keep the story within my own
field, both professionally and as a human being.
However, the story is still the story of the ruthless
and their will-to-power . . . (letter to Jeannette M.
Shef ferd.)
In this analysis of her own work, Sandoz points toward a
thematic reading that would make a connection between the
will-to-power individuals in the book and those will-topower individuals in their own society through the mediating
factor of Sandoz's fictional society.
Frye's description of a thematic reading holds true

,

T
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particularly well for Sandoz because she intends that
readers should compare the society in the novel to their own
societies for a didactic purpose.

Throughout her novels,

Sandoz points out how human institutions, such as commerce
and government, exploit the particular human strengths and
weaknesses of the individual character so that readeis can
recognize such elements in their own societies.

Sandoz

describes how a society that revolves around materialistic
values is self-centered and destructive of community, and
oa-.crquently the society needs to reform those institutions
before the corruption is so total that reformation is
impossible.

Helen Stauffer, Sandoz's biographer, says that

Sandoz "believed that although there were ills, people, once
aware of them, could cure them . . . ” (Mari Sandoz 127).
Because Sandoz is being purposely didactic in her
novels, she gives the reader some idea of how this
reformation can be achieved.

The key is in the virtuous

characters continually striving to strengthen the sense of
'
community despite the strength of those individuals who seek
their own selfish ends and thus disintegrate community.
Thus, Sandoz can illustrate that perseverance toward the
good may be all that stands between the community and its
annihilation.

However, Sandoz also illustrates in her

novels that individuals must have the strength to persevere,
and when they do not, when they don't work toward
reconciliation, when they allow their own hurts to taxe

•Jfl
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precedence over the community's hurts, then hostilities will
prevail and the community v/ill be destroyed.
In her first novel, Sloqum House, Sandoz most
particularly shows the importance of perseverance as the
narrative moves toward a definition of real community.
However, in her second and third novels, Capital City and
The Tom-Walker, she becomes more pessimistic and seems to
lose hope that humanity can conquer its own greed and lust
for power, and, thus, she describes the move toward
disintegration.

However, she follows this novel with the

most optimistic of her novels, Miss Morissa, which shows the
community triumphing despite the forces stacked against it.
In other words, if we persevere along with Sandoz, we can
find hope that goodness is possible so long as a personal
sense of community overrides personal greed.

1

Sandoz's first novel Sloqum House was written in the
mid-19305 after Franco, Mussolini, and Hitler had taken
control of their countries and the concern for the rise of
fascism was dominating world politics.

In her biography of

Mari Sandoz, Helen Stauffer notes that Sandoz used several
sources for her story of the Slogum family's violent
takeover and domination of the Nebraska countryside around
them, but two sources predominate:

her childhood experience

of seeing people exerting domination by living purposefully
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off the resources of other people and the rise of fascist
megalomania in Europe (Mari Sandoz 112).

From these tv;o

sources comes a novel centered on Sandoz's key theme of the
destructive forces of greed and power, centered in one
individual, in conflict with the forces of creativity and
kindness that build and nurture community.
For example, in writing Slooum House, Sandoz draws upon
twentieth-century world history, particularly German history
as the model for her main character's takeover.

Sandoz had

read Mein Kampf and been deeply upset by it (letter to
Jacques Chambrun).

In Mein Kampf, Hitler explains how the

Aryans are, by nature, the superior race and therefore fated
to rule.

To achie\e their natural rights, what Hitler sees

as •’independence from the lower races,” Aryans must employ
whatever means are necessary:
For the realization of philosophical ideals and of the
demands derived from them no more occurs through men's
pure feeling or inner will in themselves than the
achievement of freedom through the general longing for
it.

No, only when the ideal urge for independence gets

a fighting organization in the form of military
instruments of power can the pressing desire of a
people be transformed into glorious reality.

(380)

However, before those means can be employed by even the
ardent advocates, conditions must be right.

\st

When Hitler

wrote this declaration of Aryan superiority in 1924, Germany

1
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was still subject to the Versailles Treaty which forbade
German militarization, but with the disintegration of the
European and American economies, individual countries became
too concerned with their own problems to keep track of v/hat.
was going on in Germany.

Thus, within a decade, Hitler had

come to power and was working toward negating the Versailles
Treaty and building one of the strongest military forces onearth.

Because the world refused to act as a united

community in solving its problems and in controlling
fascism, the Nazis moved into the political vacuum and
grabbed power.
In making her attack on fascism through a community
rather than national setting, Sandoz considerably simplifies
the definition of fascism.

In political terms, fascism is a

"totalitarian philosophy of government that glorifies state
and nation and assigns to the state control over every
aspect of national life"

("Fascism" n25).

Because Sandoz's

concern with fascism in Slooum House is primarily with the
person who rises to the role of dictator, a "will-to-power“
individual (letter to Watson Bidwell), she describes how the
dictators' greed and megalomania can be strong enough to
elevate them to power in societies which are dominated by
selfish materialism or have splintered into so many
different factions that society cannot unify its forces to
fight the dictator and instead allows disintegration in the
forms of vigilantism, labor troubles, racism, and overall
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social decay (Field).

Because will-to-power individuals are

willing to exert control through whatever means possible,
they step into the disintegration and assume dictatorial
power.

Thus, we have the central conflict in Sandoz's

novel:

the forces of the dictator's will versus the forces

which need to work together to subvert that will.
The conflicting forces in Slogum House are the powerhungry Gulla Haber Slogum, matriarch of the family, versus
the gentle Ruedy, her husband.

Their seven children, Haber,

Libby, Cash, twins Annette and Cellie, and tv/ins Fanny and
Ward, become the representatives of humanity which are
pulled from one side to the other, depending upon their
particular character types and their particular needs.
Sandoz is careful to include elements of both parents in the
children's characters to present the dual, conflicting
natures within humanity in general.

She wants to show that

although the Gullas may dominate the world for a time, the
Ruedys are there building and caring for the
family/community.
In Slogum House, Sandoz uses the family as a microcosm
for the human community.

Just as the family develops in a

certain way, depending upon the dominant individual within
the family, so a community will evolve depending upon the
dominant force within that community.

For Sloaum House, the

two types of families are Gulla's family, the Habers, who
represent the corrupting influence on family and community.
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and Ruedy's family, the Slogums, who represent the community
builders.
The Haber family is in the bottom stratum of the social
and economic culture.

Sandoz's description of them stresses

a primitiveness that she associates with lawlessness and
greed to underscore the innate inhumanity and ignorance that
goes with those individuals who seek to destroy rather than
to create community.

Their living conditions are primitive:

a dozen Habers live in a shack on the river with their chief
source of food whatever they can hunt or steal.

Their

father's primary occupation is drinking and building
privies; one son has been in the penitentiary; and, as
Sandoz puts it, "two of the daughters were in licensed
districts somewhere, one of them pretty enough for the
carriage trade"

(36).

The family takes what it wants as

when the Haber boys "dragged their women into the brush, and
then slapped their buttocks and sent them home"

(38).

Their

ignorance is expressed in their superstition as with the
mother and Gulla reading cards to aid in their decision
making.

Their innate cruelty is illustrated in one son who

would stuff dogs' ears with gunpowder and then light the
attached fuse.
The Habers represents Sandoz's description of evil.
They are embodiments of cruelty, dissipation, and ignorance
to show the kind of immoral maelstrom of biology and
environment that can produce a megalomaniac like Gulla.
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Sandoz does not want the Habers to be seen as products of
their environment since society alone has not made them
cruel or dissipated.

However, Sandoz does not completely

exonerate society either because ultimately she wants to
show that under certain conditions, the Habers' dissipation
and cruelty are nurtured as the means to achieving the
selfish ends of money and power.

Gulla succeeds because she

has the qualities demanded by society for the kind of
selfish success that she desires.
Gulla is, however, more than just Haber.

Were she just

a Haber, Sandoz could not move her out of the Haber
primitiveness into a world of power and money.

Therefore,

Gulla is Haber plus enough intelligence to realize that she
needs a Ruedy Slogum to rise to a higher level of society
where the money and power are.

She uses the Haber method of

seducing Ruedy in the bushes, but she uses this method with
intelligence to trap Ruedy into marrying her because she
realizes that if she is to rise in this world, she needs an
honorable man as a cover for her dishonorable acts.

The

other Habers are dangerous only to puppies and weak
individuals; they lack the intelligence to manipulate
society enough to earn themselves real power.

Gulla,

however, has that intelligence, and when she moves to the
Nebraska plains where the society is formulating itself out
of the disparate elements in the settler community, she has
the ability to manipulate it to her own ends.

Howard
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Mumford Jones calls Gulla,

"The incarnation of evil . . .

a

malevolent spirit released from a bottle in the Arabian
Nights, until her shadow fills the land.

[She has the]

selfish cunning of insatiable desire . . . ” (6).
Sandoz uses animal imagery, particularly pig imagery,
to stress Gulla's greed and lust for power.

Using the

stereotype of pigs, Sandoz describes Gulla as greedy, fat,
and capable of metaphorically devouring her young.

The

first description of Gulla refers to her "little eyes half
buried in the flesh of her broad face" and her having "the
padded feet of a heavy animal"

(11).

The land she chooses

to settle on in Nebraska is fittingly described as being on
a "hogback,“ and when she gets older, she is described as
having "soot-glassy little eyes almost lost in the gray
sausage loops of her flesh” (284).

This use of porcine

imagery is consistent with Sandoz's thematic purpose in
representing greed.

It also precedes Orwell's use of pigs

in Animal Farm, in which Napoleon is Gulla Slogum with four
feet.

Orwell's ending to Animal Farm could be used as well

in describing a view of Gulla at the height of her greed:
"The creatures outside looked from pig to man, and from man
to pig, and from pig to man again; but already it was
impossible to say which was which"

(128).

Although Orwell

is satirizing communist greed for power and Sandoz is
satirizing fascist greed for power, a pig is a pig is a pig,
even when the pig is a human.
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Sandoz's characterization of Gulla presented the author
with the difficulty described above:

creating a character

chat would not be misread as a specific example of a
particular group of people.
Nebraska,

When Slogum House appeared in

there were people who saw her as stereotyping

Nebraska settlers, particularly those in the sandhill
region, as Gullas.

However, Sandoz's purpose is net to say

that all settlers are greedy pigs; her purpose is to say
that those settlers who are greedy will act like Gulla.
That Sandoz was effective in her description is attested to
by the people from around the country who wrote to her and
said "that they knew Mari had been in their community, for
there could be only one person like Gulla, and she lived in
their vicinity"

(Stauffer, Mari Sandoz 121).

Sandoz develops Gulla's move toward domination in three
steps:

her domination of Ruedy, her domination of her

children, and her ultimate domination of the people and
country around her.

In each of these cases, Gulla first

uses manipulation to work the victims into her trap, and
then once she has them in her* trap, she uses them to her own
ends .
Gulla's manipulation of Ruedy into fatherhood and
marriage is necessary for her to have a start in her
movement toward power.

Her sense that she can be powerful

originates in a superstitious belief in her mother's
foi

me-telling; Gulla's mother "had seen in (the cards]
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that this daughter was to ride in a fine carriage of her own
and live in a big house for ten and thirty years, with many
to dc her bidding"

(36) .

However ignorant belief in such

superstition is, Gulla still has the cunning to make that
fortune come true.

First she recognizes that she needs to

remake her Haber image to achieve her mother's vision of
her, and secondly she recognizes that Ruedy, who has enough
quality to help her change her social image, is weak enough
to be trapped into marriage.
Sandoz dees not avoid the satirical reference to the
cliche "You cannot make a silk purse out of a sow's ear."
In a_igning Gulla with pigs, Sandoz is pointing out that
those people whose very nature is greed cannot remake
themselves into something else.

What she warns is that they

will try to erect a facade of respectability, but underneath
that facade is not a silk purse, but still a sow's ear.
Sandoz illustrates the ability to see through the facade
when she has Ruedy's family see the sow's ear and reject
Gulla's attempt to work her way into their society through
marriage to Ruedy.
Although Gulla cannot work her way into Ruedy's family
who disowns him because of his marriage, she does get seven
children from Ruedy and the legitimacy of an educated man as
her husband.

At this point, Ruedy's role as husband is

complete:

11a considered her family of seven and decided

it was enoucj1 tor her purpose and told Ruedy so.

He
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dressed, and went out to sit on the riverbank a long time.
Finally he filled his pipe and searched his pocket, but he
had no match.
(39).

So he plodded back to his bed with the boys"

Ruedy's movement from the marriage bed to the

children's bed is his symbolic relinquishment of power to
Gulla who has established a legitimate base through Ruedy
and now only needs time and place to make her power
effective.
The setting for Gulla is the same as in Old Jules, a
place and time when society and law are not fixed firmly
enough to prevent people like Gulla from stepping in and
ruthlessly taking what they want (Greenwell,
Fiction" 136) .

"Fascists in

The place is a fictional area of western

Nebraska with the topography and soil similar to that in Old
Jules's sandhills.

When Gulla arrives, much of the good

land has been taken, but power-hungry people, as Sandoz is
showing, do not need to start from the top; they need only
have resources and an appropriate time in which to work.
Gulla's resources are her seven children and a piece of land
that overlooks trails, hayland, and water; and the time is
the period when both cattlemen and farmers are fighting over
the country with "Gulla, dug in between the invading
homeseekers and the cowmen,
coming struggle . . . "

. . . ready to profit from the

(64).

Tn a normal community and family, children become the
ends for which the community or family works.

However, as
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Sandoz is showing in Slocum House, in a society where the
struggle for power and materialism predominate, children can
become a means rather than an end.
her in two ways:

Gulla's children serve

they legitimate her as the head of a

family and they serve her in her acquisition of power.
Dictators have no real power unless they have someone
beneath them; thus, without a family--or, on a more
universal level, without citizens--dictators have no power
because they have no one over whom to rule.

Children or

citizens become necessary solely as objects for power.
Operating under this tautology, a fascist society becomes a
society without a future because there are no plans for the
future generations effectively to assume power.

The future

is not for the citizenry, but rather for the dictators,
whose belief in their right to power negates a belief in
their own mortality.

The necessary end is stagnation and

death for the society.
Gulla's domination of her children, her use of them as
subjects rather than as future, leads to the same result of
stagnation and death.

Whenever one of her children attempts

to break away, as Ward and Libby do, she finds a way to call
them back into her fold:
The boy sick and the mother finding it out first,
getting him home, tolling her daughter, her cook and
watchdog, back to Slogum House like tolling a wild cow
into a corral by her calf.

But Old Gulla would have
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caught them somehow, even if Ward had n't taken
typhoid; caught them as Hab brought back unruly
critters who broke away from the herd, a rope around
the horns, dragged until the hide was bare and
bleeding.

ll31)

As long as her children remain useful to her, as long as
they represent her power, Gulla will keep them imprisoned.
To ensure that the children do remain within her
domain, Gulla will go to extreme lengths to the extent of
preventing marriage and parenthood, the strongest forces in
the perpetuation and growth of a society.

Her method of

controlling the independent-minded Libby is to make her so
ashamed of her family that Libby cannot marry Leo Platt, the
locator whom Gulla considers an enemy and through whom Libby
could escape.

When Ward becomes interested in a Polish

girl, Gulla manipulates the girl's family into beating 'Ward
senseless by telling the family that Ward was only seeking
the girl to augment Gulla's prostitution business.

When

Ward dies from consequences of the beating, Gulla's comment
is only,
me--'"

"'That's [another] gone what set themselves against

(318).

The children not only legitimate Gulla's power, but
they are also used to increase this power.

A fascist's army

must come from the citizenry, and since in Slooum House the
children represent the citizenry, the army must come from
them.

Hab and Cash, the two oldest boys, serve as the
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military might for Gulla.

She starts them out slowly by

having them carefully trained so that they can serve her by
being able to shoot straight and often; change brands on
"found" cattle; hide criminals so that their services can be
obtained through blackmail; fence in land and cattle using
wire and fence poles obtained through "Slogum purchase”
(theft); and intimidate neighbors by simply appearing
together carrying their heavy revolvers and Winchesters.

By

the time Gulla has established herself as a power in the
area, the boys have become so well-trained that they can
make use of others to do their work for them, as when they
have two criminals from the hideout murder a witness who saw
the Slogum boys stealing horses.

Gulla's military are her

key to success, for "While other settlers mortgaged
themselves to the ears for breaking ploughs, well material,
work horses, wire and posts, Gulla got all these things by
Slogum purchase wherever they were to be found” (44-45) .
Gulla uses the power of her sons to negate the power of the
other settlers in the country.

By theft, the sons deprive

the other settlers of material goods necessary to maintain
their homes; by intimidation, the sons deprive the other
settlers of the peace and future they hoped would come with
building a home and family; and by murder, they deprive the
settlers of their lives.
The problem with the military, however, is that
sometimes it can get out of control.

When Butch Haber,
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Gulla's ex-convict and puppy-torturing brother, comes to her
seeking protection from the law, Gulla gives him sanctuary
with the intention of using him just as she uses her sons.
However, Butch has the Haber amorality which is expressed in
random crv ilty.

As a result, Gulla can't control him, and

his excessive violence frightens even Gulla.

When Gulla

asks her military power, the sons and Butch, to scare Rene
Dumur, Annette's lover, into leaving her alone, Butch
maliciously castrates Rene, despite Cash and Hab's
objections.

The act itself does not bother Gulla, but the

idea that her military has not followed her orders does.

If

Gulla lets control of her sons slip to Butch, she loses her
physical force to uncontrolled excessiveness, which can
divide the forces themselves and also work to unite the
country against her and her army's cruelty.

Control is

regained by Butch's mysterious disappearance with both sons
regarding the other with suspicion.

Although she is not

responsible for Butch's disappearance, Gulla steps into the
power vacuum and reasserts her authority by implying that
she was the controlling force behind Butch's disappearance
and can make her sons disappear as well.
For Sandoz, the Butch episode is necessary to
illustrate the fascist's precarious dependence upon violence
as the means of control.

The violence must be controlled,

not because of sympathy for the victims, but because
uncontrolled violence can turn on the dictator herself.

In
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giving her sons a type of military status, Gulla also gives
her sons the power to overthrow her, so the only means of
controlling this power is to keep the members of her
military continually suspicious of each other and of
everyone else.

This control by fear can keep the military

from overreacting, so long as it does not fall under the
spell of a leader, like Butch Haber, whose sole purpose is
destruction.
This fear of vengeance for their violence which Gulla
has bred into her sons leads to their violent destruction.
Cash is killed in an automobile accident when he is trying
t' run down Rene whom he fears because of his part in Rene's
car

Jtion.

While fixing a windmill, Hab is accidentally

hanged when he refuses to put down his rifle because he is
afraid the rest of the country is out for revenge.

Neither

of the boys marries or has children; they are too busy
serving Gulla's destructive purposes to create anything of
their own and too

^arful of everyone to trust a close

relationship.
Gulla's twin daugh ers, Annette and Cellie, serve as
her fifth column through their work as prostitutes to the
important government officials in the area.
work is to subvert these offie

The daughters'

s and make them a part of

Gulla's organization through devotion to the two pretty
girls and through the possibility of blackmail.

County

officials keep the girls--and Gulla--infcrmed about when
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desirable land is available, and Sheriff Tad Green keeps the
Slogum boys' activities from being investigated too closely.
With the girls, Gulla must walk a careful line because she
wants to maintain a surface propriety while at the same time
she encourages her own daughters' prostitution.

Thus, Gulla

will euphemistically refer to the twins' customers as
"guests" and their activities for her as "plans for good
connections"

(53).

Gulla knows, as any leader knows, that

not everything can be obtained or held by force.

Sometimes

diplomacy is necessary, and a diplomacy that uses the
weaknesses and vices of the other parties is the most
effective tool of an unscrupulous leader.

However, for the

diplomacy to be lasting, it must at least appear to be
legitimate and proper so that those parties whose weaknesses
have been exploited can avoid having to admit to their
.,1 ■
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Gulla recognizes that appearance can be used to

replace reality when the reality is too unpalatable.
As prostitutes, Annette and Cellie are in a profession
that depends upon their physical attractiveness.

Once age

diminishes that attractiveness, the sisters' effectiveness
in Gulla's diplomatic manipulations is gone, and the girls
become useless since they have no other role in their lives
except that of Gulla's pawns.

Just as Haber and Cash's

violent ends were appropriate to their lives, so Annette's
and Cellie's later lives reflect the emptiness of the world
Gulla has created for them.

Cellie turns to food as a
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source of comfort, while Annette turns to

religion which

is empty of all substance except hypocrisy

In n scone rife

with t:H*» wnii'nrttti wli li which N p i i u Iu b t i «a«l o h -m i i 'I i hypoci lay,
Annette, who had slept, with innumerable u n i t I m l me n w h i l e
pel

tin i| h ei 1w i i m *< I n

pn\vui

a n d Wda.l i l l ,

reads

a loud

Bible passages at the dinner table to confront Haber and his
married mistress:
With a handful of bookmarks she searched the Bible
during the week for Sunday passages from Proverbs,
perhaps, or .Jeremiah, or Leviticus:

"And the man that

committeth adultery with another man's wife, even he
that committeth adultery with his neighbor's wife, the
adulterer and the adulteress shall surely be put to
death."

(315)

What is perhaps most significant in this passage is
Annette's inability to see her hypocrisy any more clearly
than she was able to see wrong in her mother's using her as
a prostitute.

For Sandoz, religious hypocrisy is just

another method to attract weak people like Annette, who can
move from being dominated by one force to submission by
another without ever realizing that the forces have changed.
The other children in the family, Libby, Ward, and
Fanny, are also Gulla's pawns, although less willing ones
than Haber, Cash, Annette, and Cellie.

Fanny stands in the

middle between the forces which openly support Gu.lla--Haber,
Cash, Annette, and Cellie--and Libby and Ward who try' to
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oppose Gulla or at least protect others from her power.
Fanny represents the idle rich who are given the advantages
of money and education with the hope of lending a
sophisticated image to a tainted system.

However, Sandoz

points out through Fanny that these advantages only enhance
the opportunity for dissipation in someone who is by nature
prone to living a profligate's life.

Thus, when Fanny

returns home, she returns with the reputation of a whore who
has spent her time leaping from bed to bed while living off
the money that was meant to turn her into a sophisticated
society woman who could enter any home in America.

When

Gulla discovers that Fanny has not become the "ideal"
society woman, she tries to use Fanny as she used the now
aging Annette and Cellie when they were young--as a
prostitute to corrupt Gulla's enemies.
not cooperate.

However, Fanny will

She sees herself as the fine

la d y

that she

is not, and she wants to play that role now that she is
where the differences between herself and good society are
not so glaring.

Thus, she becomes the social hypocrite who

chides Annette's desire for a double date with Fanny and two
local bankers with "'But do you know them well enough?'"
(246).
At the end of the book, Sandoz turns all three women,
Annette, Cellie, and Fanny, into symbols of hypocritical
leeches, strolling through a community ravaged by Gulla's
greed:
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Down the center of the walk, the crowd [of people
protesting the foreclosing of Gulla's bank on their
savings and their farms] parting for them, came Fanny
and Cellie and Annette in the mincing step of their
girlhood, their dark coats with fitch collars all
alike.

But Cellie's hat. was a little too small and too

bright a blue for her florid face and gray, curly bob;
Annette's a severe black over her long, straight,
reddish-gray hair, befitting her growing influence in
the church; Fanny's a modified Empress Eugenie, tilted,
and with a fluffy white feather along the curve.

. . .

Cellie giggled and colored to her frizzy gray hair and
Fanny smiled politely as became the cultured one.
Annette kept to the business of the Lord.

But

"Yes," she

said sweetly [in reference to a remark about a church
supper].

inn

"We hope to make a nice sum for the church."

\i )

Although iho women do not openly appear victims of their
mother, like their emotionally castrated brothers, the girls
have been effectively sterilized by Gul.la.
empty of meaning and community.

Their lives are

Fanny and Cellie have

interests only in clothes and social appearance, while
Annette's life is filled with her work for the church, not
the people in the church, but only the thing itself.
Where the Haber predominates in Hab, Cash, Annette,
Cellie, and even

Fanny,

the- Slogum side predominates in
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Libby and Ward, who don't have the Haber propensity for
violence and vice.

In Sandoz's world, they are the citizens

who are caught up in a totalitarian, or for Sandoz a
fascist, regime--and unable to escape because of their
loyalty to their country, if not to their government.

These

citizens are the ones who try to mitigate the evil effect on
others, but who must sacrifice themselves in their efforts
to do so.
Libby is the hard-working citizen who detests the work
going on around her, but participates in ways that she
believes may protect the family name and others from the
evil fostered by Gulla and the other children.

Her services

as watchman against the men coming to fight the Slogums are
more as protection for the enemy than protection for the
Slogums, and she stays to serve as cook and housekeeper for
Gulla in order to provide some protection and care for Ward
and even Annette and Cellie, whom Libby sees as Gulla's
victims.

However, despite her motives, in staying with

Gulla and collaborating with her, Libby is sacrificing
herself and her principles to the system which Gulla has
erected.

Libby cannot remain untainted so long as she aids

Gulla in her schemes, and because Libby realizes she has
been affected by her life with Gulla, she spurns the
happiness which Leo Platt, the locator and community
builder, offers her.

In Sandoz's representative fascist

world, Libby is the ambiguous center who represents hope for
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communit

in her sacrificing her own chances to escape to

protect as much as possible those victims around her, but
who also represents loss because in her remaining, she
continues to contribute, even if unhappily, to the
perpetuation of that world.
Ward, the youngest son, has a twofold role in Sandoz's
fascist state.

Ward is a victim because he is destroyed by

his mother's determination that he not escape her power when
he disobeys her and seeks happiness outside the family.

He

is also the representation of hope because despite the abuse
he receives, he maintains an integrity and gentleness that
are the necessary ingredients for sustaining human
community.

Sandoz takes Ward from a thirteen-year-old boy

who is delighted by birds and dogs to an adult whose last
years arc spent in trying to mitigate the evil his mother
has brought to his world.

In this process of growing up in

a world that does not acknowledge the innocence of
childhood, Ward overcomes the influences of his brothers and
mother who unsuccessfully try' to turn him into what they
are.
In Ward, Sandoz shows that not all the world is like
Gulla and her two oldest sons, despite sharing the same
environment.

Ward works on the ranch because he likes to

see the ranch managed well and growing, not because he
wishes for more money or power.

He enjoys working with

cattle and horses and crops and finds satisfaction in a good
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job done well.

Rather than destroy a community, Ward would

rather create a community.

When he is placed in control of

Gulla's renters, he tries to help them make their rent
payments rather than foreclose on them.

Instead of a gun,

he carries agricultural pamphlets to hand out to the
farmer/renters so they can improve their output.

He fosters

community rather than destroys it and is rewarded by the
admiration and love that Sandoz sees possible for humans in
a community.
Ward's death is an example of this dichotomy of
victim/hero that Sandoz gives him.

He dies from the

complications of the beating which Gulla arranged for him to
receive at the hands of the Poles, but his death is also an
occasion for the community to come together to honor someone
who has worked for them.

At his death, Gulla "talked some

of ingratitude and nursing a viper in her bosom" and stayed
away from the funeral.

However, the rest of the community

is there, united, with Pastor Zug, a community builder and
natural enemy of Gulla, who in his funeral sermon describes
a true hero of the community:
He had found in this youngest son of the region's most
powerful family a man adorned no better than the
poorest of his tenants, a man looking so tired and so
sick that it was as though he had not straightened his
body in ten years, yet he took no time for doctoring
and his money he used to hold a roof over many a head.
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He came from a house noted for arrogance and violence
even in an era where the exploitation of man and his
earth were commonplaces.

Yet Ward Slcgum rode daily in

kindliness among enemies without rifle or revolver,
without even the defense of a strong right arm or a
nimble tongue.

(320)

Sandoz creates in Ward a Christlike figure who sacrifices
himself for the good of the community and is thus honored.
However, through Ward, Sandoz also points out that such
honor can come only through great pain and loss when it must
coexist with the greediness of a Gulla.

Ward has earned

honor, but it can come only after his death.
Through Gulla's use of the Slogum children, Sandoz
ultimately describes the sterility in such a society where
the ends are not the perpetuation and growth of a world
community, but the perpetuation and growth of only one
individual or facet of that world.

Just as Gulla castrates

Ruedy by denying him her bed and just as she castrates Rene,
so she sterilizes her own children through her control and
direction of their energies toward the satisfaction of her
own greed for power.

The children are ultimately denied the

necessary support of the human community around them and,
thus, end their lives in stagnant old age or lonely death.
From Ruedy to her children to the people and country
around her, Gulla extends her power.

Through Ruedy she has

come into legitimate control of her land.

Through the
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intimidation of Cash and Haber, she has scared people from
challenging her "Slogum purchases."

Through Annette and

Cellie, she has controlled government maneuvering that would
challenge her power.

Through Libby and Ward, she has

maintained a well-managed home and ranch.

However, Sandoz

is not putting the entire responsibility for Culla's drive
to power on Gulla and her manipulation alone.

Instead,

Sandoz asserts that such a drive to power can come only with
the cooperation of a world that fosters such ambition
through its emphasis on materialism and its laws that
nurture that drive to power.
In using the Great Plains as her setting for her
discussion of megalomania, Sandoz takes specific aim at the
laws--or lack of laws--which determined the make-up of the
settlements of the West.

Sandoz asserts through Slocum

House that failure to carefully monitor the Homestead Laws
allowed people like Gulla to acquire vast land holdings, if
they could find ways to scare people--or cheat them--out of
their homesteads.

For example, when Gulla and her family

come to settle in Nebraska, not only Ruedy and Gulla file
for homesteads and tree claims, but also Libby and Haber,
although the two children are not old enough to do so.
However, because the law is so lax at this time, the filings
hold up, and Gulla has three times as much land as she
should have.

From there, she goes ahead and fences in as

much government land as possible, until she controls enough
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of the land and water to control access to both pasture and
irrigation.

Although this fencing is illegal, since

gcve, ment land was to be free range land, Gulla gets by
with her fencing because the law does not find it expedient
to stop her.

After all, the Slogum boys carry guns, Annette

has the sheriff for her lover, lawsuits cost money, and,
besides,

"land contesting was . . .

could play"

a game more than one

(187).

This abuse of land laws, Sandoz argues, is permissible
in a society that places more emphasis on materialism than
it does on justice.

When fraudulent land claims come to

court, the people with those claims will usually win because
they have enough money earned from their claims to afford to
go to court.

The result is that the claims are rarely

settled since the plaintiff cannot afford the court battle.
Eventually the landowner becomes large enough to control the
juries through either bribes or threats, and, thus, the law
seemingly has no control over him or her.

At the turn of

the century, when Theodore Roosevelt said that the fences on
government land must come down and the land would be opened
up for farmers, cattle raisers like Gulla bribe their way
into filing on much of the government land early.

When

local people demand an investigation, the government moves
slowly while land grabbers work to take in yet more land and
power.

Eventually "only a few recalled that none of the

cattlemen, including the Slogums, had been much on getting
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into court since the government took a hand"

(260).

Eecause

rich landowners have purchased the local government, there
is little or no way legally to stop those landowners from
increasing their power even further.
The effect of this centralization of power in the rich
is the poverty and frustration in the rest of the community,
a situation which Sandoz sees embodied in the Depression
which she describes at the end of Slocum House.

As Gulla

acquires more land, she acquires more money and eventually
takes over the banks who control the mortgages on the
farmers living around her.

When the Depression hits and

farmers cannot meet their mortgage payments, Gulla evicts
them from their farms and sends them on the road or charges
them such high rent that their ramifies .-ire left starving.
In a walk through Dumur, the fictive town in Sloqum House,
Gulla's husband Ruedy, sickened by what she has done, sees
the destruction of community and hope that Gulla's control
of land and money has caused:
He saw Dumur as but one village in a great nation that
was so short a time ago the land of promise, still the
richest of all the world, and yet paralyzed, all
activity halted except foreclosure and eviction and the
lengthening lines of those who had no roof and no
bread.

Through the gray fog of his helplessness rose

the words of Jeremiah:

"And I brought you into a

plentiful country, to eat the fruit thereof and the
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goodness thereof; but when ye entered, ye defiled my
land, and made mine heritage an abomination."

(331)

Sandoz believed that the world "was all one community"
(Greenwell,

"Fascists in Fiction" 140), and her argument in

Slogum House is that the destruction of that idea of
community through the centralization of power in an
individual is an abomination that will lead to the kind of
despair and destruction depicted in Ruedy's walk through
town.
As noted before, however, Sandoz does not leave the
reader without hope that community can somehow be sustained
in the presence of ruthless power.

In setting up her

microcosm, Sandoz does so through the entire Slogum family
to show that the destructive forces of greed are not the
only forces at work in the world.

Sandoz knows that she

must account for goodness because somehow the world has been
able to survive and communities and nations have worked
together.

She also wants to provide an example for what can

be done to restore the wholeness of the hoop by
counteracting the forces represented by Gulla.

Thus,

throughout Sandoz's novel, the character of Ruedy stands as
an example that goodness can persist, despite its continual
defeat at the hands of evil.
The title of the work Slogum House is indicative of the
conflict between Gulla and Ruedy because although the house
in which Gulla lives and rules is generally termed "Slogum
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House," it is the gentle Ruedy who is the real Slogum.
Ruedy is born into a genteel, educated, Swiss-immigrant
family, dominated by the Grossmutter, who sees to Ruedy's
upbringing.

In the Grossmutter, Sandoz has created an

antipode to Gulla.

Like Gulla, the Grossmutter is an

independent woman who works hard to create a successful life
in America.

However, her definition of success is not

material wealth and power, but her family's good name in the
community.

Thus, instead of using her material goods as a

means to dominate the rest of the community, she shares them
and teaches her grandson to do the same.

She also teaches

Ruedy a love for nature and the arts and a need to accept
responsibility for his own actions and for the care of
others.
But for Sandoz's characterization of Ruedy to work, he
cannot be another Grossmutter.

He has her consideration for

others and a need to maintain his individuality, but instead
of inheriting her strength and aggressiveness, qualities
necessary to deal with Gulla, he is dominated by gentleness
and kindness, apparent weaknesses in the battle cigainst
greed and the lust for power.

However, Sandoz is describing

a full war against the Gullas of the world and not just a
battle.

Thus, she ultimately shows that Ruedy's enduring

qualities can win out against Gulla if they are combined
with a strength that seeks to promote those qualities which
nurture community rather than destroy it.
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Ruedy's work to support the community comes in a
variety of specific ways.

When Gulla first brings the

family to Nebraska to homestead on as much land as possible,
Ruedy makes a move for independence and chooses his own land
rather than land that would augment Gulla's power.

He does

not openly oppose Gulla through his choice, but he does set
himself apart from her by choosing land that can be used for
farming rather than her choice of land to be used for
raising cattle and controlling water and roads.

Ruedy uses

his land for growing and. nurturing and, as his Grossmuf.ter
has taught him, he shares what he grows and has with his
entire family and with the rest of the community.
Sandoz's most striking example of the differences
between Gulla and Ruedy comes in the episode of the
castration of Rene.

On Gulla's side, the castration

represents the destructive capability of her army as she
attempts to keep the community from pulling her children,
her base of power, away from her.

However, the castration

does not work the way she wants it to because Ruedy refuses
to let the castration destroy Rene.

As he nurtures Rene

back to physical health, he also nurtures him back to
spiritual health by convincing Rene that he can still lead a
constructive life.

Rene does not surrender to his

castration and eventually becomes a successful rancher and
community leader who helps other victims by providing them
homes and work when Gulla has dispossessed them.

Rene never
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produces a family for himself, but he does aid in the
production and support of community, an act which Sandoz
sees as more necessary than physical reproduction.
Sandoz's use of point of view in Slogum House also
elaborates on the differences between Gulla and Rueay.

Her

roving omniscient narrator moves from character to character
to present the various motivations or responses to a scene,
often adjusting the type of discourse to fit the particular
character. For example, when Butch Haber's invasion of
Slogum House causes a split between Hab and Cash and drives
Ward and Libby to leave, S;naoz uses free indirect discourse
to describe Gulla's disdain for her children: " . . .

even

with Butch among them Cash was still a Slogum, caving in
like a sandbank under foot.

As for the young squirt, Ward,

he would come running back, tail between his legs, soon
enough"

(97).

On the following page, Sandoz presents

Ruedy's point of view, but in direct discourse with Libby:
"'Ja, you will go.

Long I saw it coming, and now

there is nothing more to hold you."
and happily too.

He spoke sadly,

"It must be good, out in the world--"

"Liebchen, Liebchen," he said over and over. "Ach,
what have I done to my children?"

(98)

In this particular scene, we can see the differences
between Gulla and Ruedy in two ways.
attitudes toward their children:

The first is in their

Gulla seeks to keep them
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with her to dominate them, while P.uedy sorrov/s over their
having to leave to save themselves.

The second way of

presenting their differences is in the mode of discourse
used for each.

The free indirect discourse in which Gulla

views her children is indicative of her refusal to talk to
them; they are objects to be used and not people with 'whom
to hold a discussion.

Ruedy, however, sees them as

individuals; thus, he talks to Libby and shares with her his
feelings for his children.
Although most of Sloqum House is devoted to Sandoz's
warning about the rise of the "will-to-power" individual
through her description of Gulla's rise to power and the
subsequent destruction of community, Sandoz gives Ruedy the
final say to point out how the Gullas of the world can be
defeated.

When Ward dies and Pastor Zug praises him for his

work among the settlers, he finishes the eulogy by praising
Ruedy,
(320).

"who walks humbly and beloved by his fellow man”
For Sandoz being beloved by one's fellow man is not

sentimental drivel; it is the source of community feeling
that is necessary to bring the world together as a
community, and it is significant that at the end of the
book, Ruedy has succeeded in bringing his family together in
his new home on his land and in helping to bring the
community together to fight the foreclosures on their land.
Ruedy, however, is not a solution in himself.

He

cannot be if Sandoz is to substantiate her thesis that the
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power to save a community must come from those who work
together for the preservation of the community rather than
those who work individually.

Ruedy is a good and gentle

man, but his gentleness also makes him too v/eak to battle
Gulla's obsessive struggle for v/ealth and power.

In

pointing out that Ruedy lacked the Grossmutter's
aggressiveness and strength, Sandoz is acknowledging the
need for those qualities to work hand in hand with
gentleness and kindness.

Thus, whereas Guila individually

dominates her family and community, Ruedy freely works with
others.
The strength that works with Ruedy to promote community
is represented in the characters of Leo Platt and Pastor
Zug.

These men, like Old Jules and John Cozad, are

community builders, eager to see the land shared with people
who need homes and a chance to make a living for themselves
and their families.

Like Ruedy, they show a concern for

others, but unlike Ruedy who helps individuals, Platt and
Zug work to strengthen the entire community through larger
efforts.

Guila initially defeats the efforts of Zug and

Platt to distribute the homesteads because the government
fails to monitor Guila and the other cattlemen in their
illegal filings and takeovers.

Zug and Piatt however do not

surrender weakly but rather continue to work toward getting
control of the government in order to defeat Guila and
return power to the whole community.

At the end of the
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book, Zug and Platt and their community are on the rise, and
Gulla is in decline.

Zug has rallied the dispossessed

farmers into a communal voice while Platt channels that
voice into a government action that puts a halt to
foreclosures.
Sandoz is fully aware that one small community cannot
produce an entire change in government policy, but she
expects the reader to see beyond the local situation.

She

wants the reader to understand that what Zug, Platt, and
Ruedy do are models for action that the entire world must
adopt to defeat the greed and lust for power which is
represented by Gulla's model for action.

Thus, at the end

of Sloourn House, the forces of the community are working
together to defeat Gulla because Sandoz wants the reader to
see that such a defeat could be possible when the community
works together rather than as separate individuals competing
against each other.

She will not give the community a full

victory over Gulla because that would be an ideal ending;
instead she gives the hope of a victory through a communal
effort that combines the strength and aggressive wrork of Leo
Platt for others with the gentleness and sincere love of
humanity of a Ruedy.

With Zug, Platt, and Ruedy, there is a

hope that the sacred hoop can be restored if the strong join
their hands togecher to form that hoop.
Slocum House stands as an example of the rise of the
will-to-power individual in a specific community.

In that
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manner, .it does fulfill Sandoz's purpose of dealing with
universal themes in her book, although it does not
explicitly represent the dangers of fascist dictators, like
Hitler, Franco, or Mussolini.

However, Sandoz did read Mein

Kampf and no doubt saw in Hitler's plans for domination a
model for Gulla's takeover.

Thus, Gulla can represent the

dictators who come to power through their manipulation and
domination of their fellow politicians,

the country's

citizenry* and finally the rest of the world, and Gulla's
story also can show how dictators ultimately pay for their
sins through their own annihi]ation, but at the risk of the
disintegration of the community.
Although there is no specific link to Hitler, we can
still recognize within her the greed and lust for power
which characterize Hitler, Mussolini, and those characters
which appear in Sandoz's later novels; but che connections
are strictly interpretive ones and not specifically provided
by the author, except through her comments provided outside
the novel, such as Sandoz's statement that "In Slocium House,
whether people see it or not,

...

I dealt with the

universal theme of a driving will-to-power and the means
always employed in its fulfillment, whether the ambitious
one be a Gulla Slogum, a Rockefeller or a Hitler” (letter to
Martin Nelson).

But the novel's not making any direct

reference to the fascist dictators extant in the time Sandoz
is writing her novel does not mean that the novel fails in
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Sandoz's purpose of v/arning her readers about the will-topower individual who destroys community.
However, Sandoz does make a more direct connection in
her later novels, Capital City and The Tcm-Walker, where
Sandoz's will-to-power characters move from seeking
domination of the family and local community to the broader
regions of state and country.

In such instances, Sandoz

creates characters that not only behave like Hitler, but who
also have a direct connection to Hitler or Mussolini through
specific allusions.

z
Sandoz's next novel, Capital City, also deals with the
abuse of wealth and power, but this time she does not center
that abuse in one individual, as she does in Slocum House.
Here the center of abuse is made more ambiguous through its
reification in individuals and institutions who are not so
blatantly evil.

Whereas in Slocum House the enemy is easy

to identify, in Capital City the enemy is more sinister,
although more pervasive, as Sandoz illustrates how this
drive for power and money is so attractively seductive that
it can take hold of people before they are aware of the
seduction.
The central character in Capital City is the city
itself, a metaphor for the egotistical force that gathers
power around itself while it ignores the rest of society.
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Sandoz saw in capital cities, such as Lincoln, a tendency to
use their positions as lawmaking centers to absorb power
into themselves and, by using that power, to siphon off
necessary resources from the rest of the state to create
cities that had no internal life of their own but only
existed because of legislators and, in the case of Lincoln,
the university (letter to Eva Mahoney).

Although she denies

Franklin is Lincoln, Sandoz described Lincoln as "the last
word in decadent middle class towns, sterile and deadening"
(Stauffer, Mari Sandoz 127).

For Sandoz, what should be a

symbiotic relationship between the capital city and its
state is a parasitic relationship because the capital city
does not give back to the state's citizens, but only lives
off the citizenry, drawing money through taxes and
legislative expense accounts while not returning anything
constructive to society.
Sandoz believes the parasitism occurs because, as the
seat of government, the city becomes the logical place for
most government agencies--in Lincoln's case, including the
university, the penitentiary, and relief agencies--and,
thus, most government money.

Eventually the city comes to

exist on government money which is collected from taxing the
rest of the state.

Extrapolating this relationship as far

as it will go, Sandoz could see the government living off
the rest of the state rather than contributing to the
state's welfare.

Even the other businesses in the capital
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city become dependent upon government money since most of
their trade comes from those people involved with the
government.

Such dependence upon government money leads, as

Sandoz argues, into a conservativism that closes more and
more tightly upon, itself to protect its source of income
and. thus, allows for less movement of money and power.

Old

Coot, a character from Capital City, describes this p r o e m s
as a prostitution of the state:
"Well, there she sits, our capital city, the damned
old prostitute--.
old parasite.

. . Nothing but a damn, bloodsucking

Don't produce nothing, just living off

the capital and the university--and through them got a
hand in every Goddamn pocket in the state.
and no giving.

A prostitute--and worse--"

All taking
(6)

The greatest danger Sandoz sees in the capital city is
its influence on the rest of the state.

Sandoz believed

that because of the capital's importance to the state, any
ideas or fears cultivated there would naturally affect the
entire region as they were disseminated through the various
legislators and government workers.

She illustrates this

point by setting the novel during the Depression when fear
and hatred are running rampant through the countryside as
unemployed, angry people come in conflict with people who
are prospering.

Because government money is pouring into

the capital city's relief agencies, money is more available
in that city, and, thus, the city's citizens are more
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capable of prospering than are the citizens in the rest of
the state.

This prosperity makes the citizens of the

capital city feel threatened by the homeless, unemployed
masses who wander thr ugh the state and the city.

The

inhabitants' reaction is to form conservative hate groups
that create a climate of distrust and violence throughout
the state as the haves are determined not to share their
prosperity with the have-nots.
Although the book's title suggests a specific subject,
the capital city, Sandoz, as in Slocum House, is going
beyond the specific to the broader subject of the use of
power to destroy community.

The capital city serves to

represent any force that seeks to live off others by
exerting its power over those others.

And, as with any

subjugating power, that power must live in constant fear of
its own destruction at the hands of its victims.

Sandoz is

arguing that this fear of destruction is what leads to a
type of dictatorial government that only breeds more fear
and more destruction because the leaders must continually
fear their own fall from power.
According to Sandoz, this cycle of fear and destruction
is engendered by the concentration of material wealth in
only a few hands.

In Capital Cltv, Sandoz illustrates this

concentration of wealth with the Hammonds, Wellses, and
Blacks, headed by women referred to as the town's
"arandmothers" who represent the old money in Franklin, the
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mythical capital city of Kanewa, a name derived from Kansas.
Nebraska, and Iowa (Stauffer, Mari Sandoz 125) and the
Tyndales who represent the nev; money.
The means by which the old money was attained shows the
tainted quality of that money, even though it is the most
important factor in determining social position.

The

Wellses' money comes originally from a livery owner, Joe
Colmar, who, by favoring the right people, got the contract
for hauling stone for the capitol building.

He then

invested in saloons where most of the workers spent their
pay checks.

To aid in his saloon business, he later added a

brewery acquired in a crap game.

He supplemented his wealth

by marrying the madam for the local carriage trade
(prostitution ring) who had "picked up" some bank stock and
cultured mannerisms.

Their daughter Susan married a real

estate speculator, Colonel Welles, who specialized in shady
land dealings and horse racing.

o insure the family's

prosperity, Susan took over her mother's bank and brought
the family to the forefront of Franklin society.

Susan's

son Cobby Welles seeks to escape his family social position
by running away and marrying into the lower class, but
eventually he is forced into the bank business.

When his

wife succumbs to the corrupting influence of great wealth,
Cobby turns to various mistresses and finally suicide.
The Blacks also looked to the saloon trade for their
fortune.

Josina Kugler Black, who sits proudly as one of
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the city's grandmothers, was once considered one of the
prettiest bar-maids in town and very effective in bringing
in business to her German immigrant father's saloon.

She

later married the local business magnate who ran the town's
hardware, vehicle, implement, and coffin stores.

Their

daughter married a statehouse banking department workei who
became involved with gangsters, racketeers, and prostitutes
and eventually had to be bought to leave town.

His wife

remained behind and "worked in various community drives and
helped keep the Women's Democratic Club right-thinking and
lined up for the anti-labor, high-tariff senator, John
Bullard"

(43).

Sandoz's satire in describing the Wellses' and the
Blacks' rise to social prominence is blunted in her
description of Hallie Hammond, daughter of George Rufer, a
community builder, like Old Jules, John Cozad, and Leo
Platt.

Rufer established the town of Franklin originally as

a mecca for free thinkers "who had come west not only for a
better living but for a better place to live"

(46).

Rufer

founded the university and started "a free, fighting
Republican paper that stood out against all organized graft,
whether land speculators or the later railroads with their
bribery and the monopolistic rates"

(46).

His daughter

Hallie follows him into his radical politics, but her
marriage to the department store magnate Michael Hammond
stifles her political voice, and eventually she settles into
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a conservative stance more consistent with her social
position.

Ultimately she joins the conservative committee

for defense that drives out some of the finer but more
radical professors from the university, which her father had
founded.
Hallie Hammond serves Sandoz as an example of the
subversive quality of wealth and social power.

The Wellses

and the Blacks start out with corruption within their
histories, but it is only when Hallie marries into wealth
that she falls into the same conservative attitudes that
Sandoz describes that the wealthy adopt to protect their
wealth.

However, Sandoz does account for the father's

influence and leaves Hallie Hammond feeling a need to follow
her father's radical ideas but also believing her social
position can be used more constructively to help others if
she maintains a conservativism that is more palatable to the
rest of society.

With Cobby Welles, she represents for

Sandoz that element in wealthy society that is unhappy with
what money has done to them but who are still attracted
enough to what wealth has brought them that they cannot
escape its conservative influence.
The Tyndales, who represent new wealth in Franklin,
play much the same role as Hallie Hammond and Cobby Welles.
Their money is gained legitimately through hard work and
smart investing as Samuel Tyndale expands from his single
gas station into several gas stations and other businesses
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as well.

As new money, the Tyndales do not have the social

status of the Wellses, Blacks, or Hammonds because their
money was originally made outside Franklin, and Tyndale's
family background indicates radical business practices.
Sandoz, however, makes two important points about wealth
through the Tyndales.

The first point is that not all

businessmen are bad businessmen, as long as they remember
that ordinary workers are the real source of their wealth
and treat those workers with respect.

The conservative

element in the city sees such radical business practices as
destructive to "right thinking and prosperity"

(53); thus,

Samuel Tyndale is treated with disdain in Franklin for
working with labor unions to settle contracts and for
cutting prices so that ordinary workers can purchase his
merchandise.

Tyndale learned these business methods from

his father, and Sandoz's rhetoric used in describing
Tyndale's father illustrates how old Samuel Tyndale is her
idea of what a businessman should be:
As [old Samuel Tyndale! saw it now there were two
things to be done in the modern world of machine and
monopolistic controls.

A man might hang onto his

factories, his mines, his mills, take advantage of all
his growing power to leech the masses, and thereby
produce poverty, a shrinking market, and increasing
unemployment until the hungry mob broke his door.
man could give his employees a growing stake in his

Or a
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venture, increasing their purchasing power as his
output increased.

(55)

Samuel Tyndale's source of wealth stands in sharp contrast
to the Blacks' and Welleses' sources in particular, since
their money originally came from alcohol, which Sar.doz saw
as ruinous to the community because it led to family neglect
and physical destruction.
The second point that Sandoz mores through the Tyndales
is similar to the point that she makes through Hallie
Hammond:

wealth is seductive and can change people without

their realizing change is taking place.

Although Samuel

Tyndale continues to practice the sound business methods of
his father, he becomes a rampant social climber,
particularly at the urging of his wife, who longs to be as
socially prominent as the Wellses, Blacks, and Hammonds.
When the Tyndales lived outside Franklin, they worked with
all levels in building the community.

However, now that

they have acquired great wealth and moved into the capital
city, they want to join the exclusive upper class, and to do
so, they begin to adopt its conservative values which aim to
preserve the upper class's power and money.

Thus, the

Tyndales object to their daughter Mollie's dating the
middle-class, hard-working, intellectual Burt Parr, from
their old home town, and prefer that she socialize only with
the upperclass youth, whom Sandoz characterizes generally as
being dissipated, lazy, and attracted to "rightist groups,
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patterned on the fascists of Europe, who called themselves
Black Shirts, Silver Shirts, or Tan Shirts"

(Stauffer, Mari

Sandoz 128).
This last point goes back to Sandoz's fear of the rise
of fascism in the United States or in any society
(Greenwell,

"Fascists in Fiction" 134).

Her descriptions of

the upperclass families, as specified in the Wellses,
Blacks, Hammonds, and Tyndales, are intended to show how
right-wing dictatorships become an almost natural outgrowth
of the accumulation of wealth and power, particularly in a
parasitical setting, such as the capital city, whose
existence, Sandoz argues, is contingent upon its being able
to control its source of sustenance.

Sandoz's setting is in

the heartland of the United States, considered the bastian
of democracy and equality.

However, as Sandoz has shown in

all her books from Old Jules to Slocum House to Capital
City, wealth and power are far more attractive than
equality, particularly to those people who acquire the
wealth and power.

Sandoz goes on to argue that once in

power, the need to perpetuate that power becomes so strong
that any measure to retain that status becomes acceptable.
Hence, the decline into the terrorist tactic of intimidation
through violence.
Sandoz's right wing terrorist groups in Capital Citv
closely resemble the Nazi Brown Shirts (Sturmabteiluna--SA)
in the philosophy behind their organization and in their
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tactics and leadership.

In Mein Kamof, Hitler refers to the

organization of these political groups as spiritual in
nature, but "the defense of this spiritual platform muse if
necessary be secured by strong-arm means"

(534).

Hitler

then gives three criteria which should be followed in the
formulation of the S.A.:

1) Its members should be trained

as athletes with special skills of defense to be used in
protection of the movement; 2) its members should wear
distinctive uniforms, and march openly; and 3) its membership
should be used to battle all opposition to the movement
(546-53).

Of course, Hitler's purpose was domination of the

continent of Europe (if not of the entire world)

(Hitler

612), and his S.A. were being groomed for the overthrow of
the German government and the rest of the world.

Sandoz is

not claiming that the capital city has Hitler's direct aims;
however, she is asserting that any monopoly of wealth and
power can lead to similar tactics in its efforts to preserve
its monopoly.

That Sandoz believed such a move was possible

in the United States is made clear in a letter written to
her publisher Edward Weeks shortly after Hitler's invasion
of Poland when Sandoz says that she "got the distinct
impression of an almost hysterical admiration for Hitler"
from some people in Lincoln.
In Capital City, the fascist element is characterized
by the Gold Shirts, whom the parents of its members consider
to be a kind of well-disciplined Boy Scout troop.

When
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Hallie Hammond questions the influence of the Gold Shirts on
her ward Jamie, the judge's response is that "It was gccc
for the boys, good discipline, building mental and physical
efficiency . . . •' (304) .

The rest of the city is more

cognizant about the Gold Shirts' real purpose which is to
terrorize anyone the Gold Shirts feel has violated their
subjective, undefined rules.

Begun as a social organization

of upperclass young men desirous of being with "their own
kind," the Gold Shirts rapidly move from marching in parades
as representatives of the upperclass youth to terrorizing
anybody who threatens that upperclass existence.

Sandoz

illustrates the danger in allowing these young people to see
violence as an answer when a Gold Shirt murders two innocent
children because one is a refugee from the re-publican side
in the Spanish Civil War and the other is Jewish, both
representing groups that capital city residents see as
radical.

That the Gold Shirts are a thinly-disguised

version of the Nazi Brown Shirts is evident in Sandoz's
description of their leader who has "a mustache like half a
fuzzy red caterpillar stuck under his nose, and a loud
arrogant mouth . . . "

(291) .

In both Slogum House and Capital Citv, Sandoz points
out the disastrous effects of the drive for wealth and power
on the community's children.

Gulla Slogum destroys her

children to appease her own greed, and in Capital Citv. the
parents also use their children to perpetuate their power.
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Just as Gulla trains Hab and Cash as her army of
intimidation, so the young men of Franklin, are encouraged to
join the Gold Shirts, and just as Gulla prevents her
daughters from marrying men of their own choosing, capital
city sons and daughters are guarded against involvement with
people not of their social standing.

The result is a closed

society where the young people find their emotional release
in violence and dissipation or die trying to escape.
Sandoz is writing about the dispossessed in her novels,
and young people of both sides, the haves and the have-nots,
become a class of dispossessed themselves in that they are
deprived of a productive future.
energies to loving,

Instead of directing their

family relationships and work that will

enhance their own and others' lives, these children's lives
have been consumed by their society's prejudices and
consequent stagnation.

As noted before with Slocum House,

children represent hope for the future and the world's
community.

When children are dispossessed of their future,

however, the world's community also becomes dispossessed of
the future.
Sandoz uses a similar technique in Capital City as she
does in Slocum House in respect to point of view.

There is

an omniscient narrator who moves in and out of the
characters' minds to present different viewpoints.

Sandoc

stresses each character's motivation for action to emphasize
that the characters are dominated by a particular motivation
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which represents a particular role in Capital City society.
For example, Margaret Tyndale, Samuel Tyndale's wife, is
motivated only by her desire to be a part of the elite upper
class.

Using free indirect discourse, Sandoz moves into

Margaret's contemplation of her daughter's relationship with
Burt Parr:
Margaret Tyndale patted her swirl-shingled reddish hair
as she sipped her benedictine.

She v/ouidn't stay in

Franklin under these circumstances, not with Samuel
able to buy and sell any two of the whole lot, and her
Mollie prettier than all the rest together.

That's

where the trouble was . . . They weren't making the
most of the girl, letting her go around with that
country high-school beau of hers.

Burt was a nice boy,

and Samuel was fond of the Parrs from way back, but a
girl married her husband's station and the Parrs were
just German farmers, pauper German farmers.

(59).

As in Slogum House, Sandoz alternates the use of free
indirect discourse with the use of an omniscient narrator to
add flexibility to the point of view; however, unlike in
Slogum House, Sandoz does use a unifying character through
whom to observe the various aspects of the city's nature and
provide a subjective, unified commentary from both an
observer and a participant.
Hamm Rufe, the rebellious son of Hallie Hammond, who
has been among the social elite but who has rejected that
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world in favor of political rebellion, has seen both sides
of the conflict betv/een the haves and the have-nots.

He

understands the seductive forces of money, having seen them
at work in his mother and the rest of the ruling society in
Franklin, but as a political rebel, he has also come to
understand the side of the unemployed and the dispossessed.
He best understands why the one side is determined to
maintain itself at any cost while the other side is ready to
explode in anger as it sees itself more and more separated
from wealth and power.
Hamm's role as a former journalist is important in
Sandoz's using him as a unifying character.

As a

journalist, Hamm can be expected to be more objective in his
observations and, thus, become a more reliable narrator than
other characters, such as Margaret Tyndale, whom Sandoz has
constructed to act in a prescribed manner based on a limited
point of view.

When Hamm looks at Mollie and Burt, he sees

tv/o young people who love each other but who have terrible
obstacles to overcome if they want their relationship to
last.

When Burt comes to Hamm for advice on how to handle

Burt's secret marriage to Mollie, Hamm offers support to the
marriage, but also a cautionary note that reflects his
knowledge of the social pressures on the couple:
"Well," he comforted,
man.

"you still seem to be a married

And every day of delay means just that much more

chance of the family getting used to the idea--"

But
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seeing the boy's face he fell silent . . .

At the door

he put his or . across the young s) snider.

"Moilie xs

the one you must think of," he said.

(223)

However, because Hamm is also in-oJved in noth sides of
the social conflicts within the city, he also personally
represents the destructive element of this conflict as it
tears him between his love for his mother and his brother,
who took over the Hammond store, and his political and
social loyalties to the dispossessed.

When Hamm returns to

Franklin, under the disguise of a badly scarred face that he
got from participation in a labor demonstration, he does so
because he "knew something of the background, something of
the capital city and its domination of the state” (121) .

He

also use his return to be near his mother and watch her
without having to hurt her through his rebellion against the
society for which she now stands.

This proximity to his

mother and brother is painful to Hamm because he loves his
family and would like to be with them, as at the time his
brother's wife commits suicide and Hamm "found it hard not
to go to his brother, to stand without clutter of words
beside him in this bad time.
so, no pain made easier . . . "

But nothing would be mended
(187) .

However, the chasm

created between the society represented by the Hammonds and
the rebellion against that society now represented by Hamm
Rufe makes reconciliation seem impossible to him.
The key word here is "seem" since Sandoz, through Hamm
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Rufe, is explaining that both sides of the conflict between
the haves and the have-nots are at fault because those who
have property view those who have been dispossessed with
fear, while the dispossessed view those who have kept their
possessions with jealousy and anger.

Hamm Rufe believes

that he cannot go to his family because they will
automatically reject him as a threat to the capitalistic
values which they represent.

However Sandoz also shows

through Hallie Hammond that the values that Hamm has come to
adopt are not entirely dead within her.

She attempts to

work within her social position to help others who have been
hurt by the Depression.

She contributes her support to the

local co-op, she speaks out against the activities of the
Gold Shirts, and she takes in Jamie to prevent one young man
from falling into the dissipation which the other young
people of Franklin have found as an answer to their lack of
inner-direction.

Since Hallie Hammond represents a part of

the world that has sold itself to materialism, Sandoz will
not give her any dramatic rebellions against her class.
However, Sandoz does create small movements to indicate that
the possibility of reconciliation does exist, if only the
two sides can recognize that possibility.
In Slocum House, Sandoz presents a hopeful alternative
to Gulla's destructive drive to wealth and power through the
characters of Ruedy, Leo Platt, and Pastor Zug, who are in
ascendancy at the end of the book.

Capital Citv. on the
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other hand, does not provide such a hopeful alternative.
The characters that can best see the destructiveness of the
capital city society are either parasites themselves who
live off government relief organizations or rebels who are
too weak to be effective enough to fight the forces that are
dragging the society toward a right-wing dictatorship formed
out of the fear of a rebellion of the dispossessed.

Sandoz

is pointing out that neither the owner class nor the
d is p o s s e s s e d can work effectively toward community

reconstruction in a society dominated by parasitism:
. . . perhaps the midwestern capital cities were not
only parasites, but poisonous parasites, insinuating
their paralysis into the bodies of their states to
affect the sons of the Joseph Pahrs [Parrs] out on the
far rivers as well as those of the George Rufers within
their limits.

(235)

This paralysis has grown from the belief that either some
other force from outside the community will take care of
everything or the parasitism has grown to the point where
nothing can be dene.

In a letter to Eva Mahoney, Sandoz

says about Capital City, "Out of parasitism grow certain
attitudes, certain inadequacies, certain fears, I believe,
and therein lies my book."

Hamm is caught up in this

paralysis in his own inability to work with his mother and
brother.

Rather than approaching them to find out if there

is hope for personal reconciliation, Hamm remains isolated
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because he believes reconciliation is impossible.

Rather

than acting, he assumes that the chasm between himself and
his family cannot be breached.
Hamm's separation from his family is representative of
the separation within the community itself.

Neither the

owners nor the dispossessed are capable of action because
the owners believe that the dispossessed cannot give up
their violent anger and jealousy and the dispossessed
believe the owners cannot give up their privileged position.
Sandoz does not place the entire blame for this separation
on the privileged upper class. Because the dispossessed also
become parasites on the capital city, she also attacks them
for their inability to work constructively toward
establishment of a whole community of all citizens.

Sandoz

also attacks those people, like Hamm Rufe, who would be
rebels, but who can't quite find the energy to sustain a
fight that would free the city from its parasitical
relationship to the capital and the university.
The character of Coot represents the dispossessed
worker who spends his energy in standing on the corner and
criticizing the system around him.

He is the character who

identifies the capital city as a parasite, but he also
reinforces that characterization by living off the city
himself by collecting his welfare and living rent-free in
the hills on the edge of town.

The Coot is an astute

observer of the people around him, but his observations
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don't lead him to any kind of action.

When the Gold Shirts

burn out the shacks where Coot and the other dispossessed
live, the next day Coot and his cronies are back in town
leaning against the wall doing nothing.
Like Hamm Rufe, Abigail Allerton is a rebel who can't
quite find the energy to rebel completely.

When Allerton,

a university history professor, writes a book that describes
the unethical political activities that went on in the local
Frontier House hotel, the city elite first praise her for
bringing fame to Franklin.

However, when Franklinites

actually read the book and find that it brings infamy and
not fame, she is vilified and accused of aiding and abetting
"International Jew bankers and Jew Reds . . . "

(152) .

Instead of fighting the injustice of these attacks, A.llerton
quietly resigns from the university.

Like the Coot,

Allerton critically observes the problems in the capital
city and finds it impossible to act openly toward settling
these problems.

She finally becomes the "persecuted

underdog to an increasing number of middle Franklinites, who
had the parasite's contempt for the institutions that kept
the city alive"

(158).

Capital City is in large part a novel about political
and economic division that is reflected in tnose personal
divisions as illustrated in Hamm Rufe's conscious separation
from his own family or even in Abigail Allerton's conscious
separation from the university.

However, those personal
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relationships are overshadowed by the stronger divisions in
the political factions.

Through the Senatorial and

gubernatorial elections, Sandoz illustrates how the
inability to unify a community socially and economically
results in the rise to power of the faction devoted to
domination and hatred.
Sandoz presents two separate elections to illustrate
her point that the governorship of the Midwest state is a
more powerful position than that of being senator because
Midwestern senators in Washington were often dominated by
Eastern members of Congress who had the numbers to control
legislation (Sandoz, handwritten notes, Reference Files, Box
15).

Sandoz believed that Congress was not equitably

divided, and members from the Midwest were at the mercy of
Eastern members who, Sandoz believed, were out to suck the
Midwest dry of capital.

Thus, the governor of a Midwest

state had more power because he was subject only to those
people who had the same regional interests.

She also

believed that the governor who resided in a capital city,
such as Franklin (or Lincoln or Bismarck,

for example),

exerted more negative influence than did politicians outside
the state.

In a 1939 speech, Sandoz said,

produces nothing tends to become parasitic.

"A society that
Thus, capital

cities which are not also centers of production tend to
become corrupt.

This is important to the well-being of

society as a whole, for the men who have charge of
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government must work in this environment and are bound to be
influenced by it" ("Social Workers").

Although Sandoz

considered the Senate position important, she argues in
Capital City that the governor's position is mors
influential and more corruptible and, thus, more open to
people who wallow in corruption.
In John Bullard, the incumbent senator, Sandoz depicts
the typical middle-of-the-road politician who jumps on
whichever side he thinks will get him elected.

Bullard is

originally elected by the farmers and workers as a mildly
liberal Democrat who, after only a month in Washington "was
already talking high tariff, anti-farm and labor
legislation"

(97).

By the time he is up for re-election, he

has lost all popularity with the people who elected him, but
he has picked up some support among the businessmen of
Franklin,
material.

"some hopefuls who saw him as potential dictator
He was a little man, with a little man's gnawing

ambition for power.

He was unscrupu)ous about promises and

had a good, sound loyalty to folding money--just what the
country needed"

(98).

In contrast to John Bullard, Sandoz presents Carl
Halzer,. a farmer from outside the city.

Halzer is also a

labor leader who attempts to arouse the working cJass, both
the employed and the unemployed, into a political force to
fight the upperclass's growing conservative lock on wealth
and power.

As a legislator, Halzer managed some success in
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saving irrigation projects for the fanner from the v/ealthy
"when he saw the conniving of these representatives of the
people to hamstring their one hope for irrigation, to keep
water from their drouth-bleached fields, and eventually to
make millions for the industrialists from the swift-running
streams . . . "

(36).

However, because he despises the

capital city mentality, Halzer leaves and only returns when
he sees farm and labor so exploited that his sense of
justice calls him back.
altruistic.

Like Leo Platt, Halzer's goals are

His own farm is free of debt, so he openly

risks his own wealth and life to work for others.

When he

decides to run for the Senate, Halzer spends most of his
time and money working for farm and labor relief programs
rather than campaigning for himself.
What is significant for Sandoz in Halzer's character is
his work to unify the disparate groups of farm and labor.
As Sandoz showed in Sloqum House, her heroes are people like
Leo Platt, the Reverend Mr. Zug, and Carl Halzer, who
sacrifice themselves and strive to unite people in
constructive causes.

Unlike Hamm Rufe who is afraid to re

unite with his family or Abigail Allerton, who easily admits
defeat and resigns, Halzer is a continual worker who sees
the need for unity among all those "getting a raw deal"
(74).

In keeping with her definition of a hero, Sandoz

manipulates her rhetoric in describing Halzer’s supporters
and their opponents in big business to clearly show who are
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her heroes and who are her villains:
A long cirne the farmer looked up at the lean jaws, the
grim mouths of these men who had been out on strike for
over four months, fighting the business men's combine,
and their gun-packing thugs, both the police and the
hired press against them.

He looked into the sunburnt

faces of the farmers who had seen a lifetime of
discriminatory rates and legislation, capped by ten
years of depression, drouth, hot winds, and
grasshoppers.

Their eyes were narrow and unblinking :n

the lantern light, narrow and unblinking from all the
long spring mornings they hopefully planted the earth
into another sun.

(75)

In associating Halzer's supporters with spring mornings, the
earth, and the sun, Sandoz associates them with nature, the
source of life.

In associatino fh<= businessmen's combine

•with guns, thugs, and "hired1’ press, Sandoz associates them
with destructive violence.
The differences between John Bullard and Carl Halzer
represent the divisiveness which Sandoz sees as pervading
society.

As Sandoz depicts the personal divisions in Hamm

Rufe's family and the Tyndale family and economic divisions
between the owners and the dispossessed, Sandoz also depicts
a political divisiveness that leads to chaos through the
decay of the democratic society that Sandoz said could lead
to the Dark Ages of fascism (handwritten notes, General
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Subject Files, VIII, 49).
Slogum House,

As happened with Gulla's rise in

when the social forces in Kanewa become so

fractured, the will-to-power individual, in the form of
Charley Stetbettor, steps in and takes advantage of the
dissolution.
From her first introduction of him, Sandoz makes clear
Stetbettor's position as the will-to-pcwer character that
she has depicted in Gulla Slogum, although she emphasizes
even more with Stetbettor the fascist tendencies of such an
individual.

In her initial description of Stetbettor,

Sandoz describes a person much like Gulla; Stetbettor uses
an astrologer to predict his own success and believes
strongly enough in astrology to work toward fulfilling its
prophecies. However, he

± 'i

even more dangerous than Gulla

because his ambitions are greater and affect a broader range
of people:
Old Charley Stetbettor had drifted into Eordow up on
the Wakoon River about thirty years ago.

At first he

plugged around at anything, mostly horse doctoring,
carrying a madstone for snake bite, hydrophobia, or
whatever came up.

On the side he practiced hypnotism

and healing by laying on of hands, particularly among
the poorer farm women.

In the twenties he went in for

Klan activities, began to do a lot of public talking
about God and American womanhood and got out an anti
Semitic, anti-Cathclic smudge sheet.

He scattered no-
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fund checks around and even sold a little oil stock.
Never more than one jump or two ahead of the sheriff,
somehow he managed to set up a radio station to
advertise his cures and his prejudices . . . (71-72)
In her picture of Stet.bettor, Sandoz underscores his playing
on the public's superstition and his own lav/lessness.

By

doing so, she is not attacking the individual but the
society which fosters this kind of politics.

People who are

ignorant enough to believe in a patent medicine man and
faith healer and who overlook theft are susceptible to being
exploited by the will-to-power individual who can manipulate
this ignorance, combined with fear, enough to engender his
own rise to power.

Such manipulation is how Sandoz sees a

country decline into fascism, a point she makes clear
through Stetbettor when she compares him to Mussolini:

"He

was bald down to the ears, his face as pink and smooth as
his head, his head thickening over the stocky body that was
so short he liked his picture taken from below, like
Mussolini" (72).
When Stetbettor first declares his candidacy for
governor, he is considered radical and crude by the first
families of Franklin; however, as dissension grows among the
poor and unemployed, Stetbettor becomes prominent in Kanewa
through his ability to convince the conservatives among the
rich and working class that the country's economic and
social evils are the workings of Jews, communists,
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foreigners, the unemployed, union members, and any other
group which he defines as unAmerican.

Stetbettor's ability

at playing on people's prejudices and fears is so powerful
that he can attack his opponent by linking him to communism
through his opponent's wife's name:
. . . looking towards the wings, and dropping his voice
as though with caution, he told [the crowd] he was
going to say what might make him the first casualty of
the Jew-Communists.

He was going to say what no one

else dared say--that if Dunn Powers got into the
governor's chair, there would be an Esther, Esther
Powers, ruling over the fair womanhood of this state.
"And where did you hear the name of Esther before?"
he demanded dramatically of the confused faces before
him.
where.

"From the Bible at your mother's knee, that's
There she is, Esther, the tricking Jew husband

stealer, the lewd seductress of a noble king!" pointing
to his cartoonist's drawing of a beak-nosed, evil-eyed
witch.

(324-25)

By turning the crowd's anger against specific humans,
Stetbettor turns their anger away from the real problems
which exist within the structure of the society, not within
any particular individuals.

And by creating concrete human

enemies against whom the crowd can direct its energy,
Stethettor knows that he will never have to face the real
questions of economic and social discontent.

He also

2 94

recognizes that the crowd itself, steeped in superstition
and fear, doesn't really want to ask the serious questions
themselves.

Such an attitude goes back to Sandoz's point

about parasitism which fosters a mental laziness that makes
hatred much easier than self-examination.
Unlike Carl Halzer, who seeks power to help society,
Stetbettor seeks power for himself and does so through
advancing social decay, or dividing society rather than
unifying society.

For example, when Franklin is hit by

scandal involving a back-alley abortionist, the town is
divided over what they consider as immoral abortions and the
fact that prominent names are involved with the case.
Stetbettor takes advantage of the uproar by coming to town
and luridly describing the abortionist's work, which he
attacks as immoral and unAmerican.

He works the crowd up

into a fever pitch with the aid of Klansmen, Gold Shirts,
Crusaders, and American Liberty party members who brag,
"'When we get to working together we'll have the whole
caboodle in the palm of our hands . . .'" (197).

Their plan

works as Stetbettor's purposeful sensationalizing leads to
an even greater breakdown of society into which he and his
forces can step to allegedly restore law and order out of a
chaotic situation of their own construction.

When obscene

letters, peeping Toms, and rapes follow Stetbettor's speech,
he points to social decay and the need for more stringent
controls in order to ensure a moral environment.
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Through her descriptions of her heroes and villains,
Sandoz is continually emphasizing that a society that takes
its time to work together to reunite during a time of
decaying social structures when the will-to-power
individuals step in can maintain a democracy, as she
illustrates in Sloqum House where the farmers unite and work
through the democratic system to fight against the forces
that are driving them from the land.

In Capital Citv.

however, with the public so divided against each other, the
democratic system breaks down into such turmoil that voters
elect people so dissimilar that they cannot work together,
or they elect people, like Charley Stetbettor, who
manipulate the system so that he can take absolute power
under the auspices of restoring order to a system which he
has purposefully disordered.

In explaining Sandoz's

description of political turmoil in Capital Citv, Harry
Hansen says,

"She shows a community bleeding from many

wounds because no one of those in control has learned that
the good of a few is never the good of the whole and that
leadership which seeks communal welfare must always be
unselfish."
At the end of Capital City, Carl Halzer has been
elected to the Senate and Charley Stetbettor has been
elected governor of Kanewa.

Although it would seem that

Sandoz is providing some hope with the election of Halzer,
she isn't doing so, because in leaving Charley Stetbettoi in
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Franklin, the capital city, she is leaving him v.’here she
considers he will most affect the ordinary citizen.

Carl

Halzer in Washington will be trying to work for his people,
but in doing so, Kanewa is left to the mercy of Charley
Stetbettor, who will use capital city parasitism and fear to
every extent.

His first act as governor is characteristic

of his whole intent:

he institutes martial law under the

supervision of the Gold Shirts to put down labor strikes
rather than talking with the union leaders to achieve a
peaceful settlement.

The result is a riot in which Hamm

Rufc is killed while trying to save his mother who is
attempting to stop the riot and negotiate with the strikers
at the Hammond Department Store.
disarray:

Sandoz ends with all in

Hamm Rufe never achieves a personal

reconciliation with his mother, Carl Halzer is leaving the
state, and Charley Stetbettor is in firm control with his
forces strong enough to keep everything in disorder so that
voters will see the need for his strong forces.

3
In Sloqum House Sandoz describes how a society that,
manages to maintain community sense can fight against willto-power individuals.

In Capital City Sandoz describes how

a society that fosters parasitism and ultimate corruption
can so fragment that will-to-power individuals and their
consequent forces can finally dominate.

In The Tom-Walker.
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Sandoz's third novel, she deals with a society's
disillusionment as it sees how incapable it is of fighting
against those destructive forces of greed that seek to
destroy individuals and their communities.
Sandoz uses ex-soldiers from three generations of the
same family as the central figures in The Tom-Walker.

As

each man returns from war, he finds a country more and more
fragmented and frightened as each war--Civil War, World War
I, and World War ll--leaves the country more in the hands of
the greedy who use the disruptive influence of the wars to
fatten their purses and increase their power.

In all three

of her first novels, Sandoz centers on a world in flux from
social changes that result from historic movements:

the

settling of the sandhills in Sloaum House, the Depression in
Capital City, and wartime in The Tom-WaIker.

These changes

in 'which individuals rise and fall on the economic chain
produce a sense of insecurity in the society so that people
become suspicious and easily frightened of others,
particularly people different from themselves, and, thus,
the sense of community, the unity of the sacred hoop that is
necessary for survival, is destroyed.
Each of Sandoz's soldiers is physically harmed in seme
way by the war, and Sandoz uses these physical disabilities
as a means for setting the characters apart from the rest of
society into which they would normally fit.

These

separations from society function in two ways.

The first
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way is to show that each of the characters, who through his
sensitivity as someone both inside and outside the
community, becomes more capable of seeing the flaws in that
society as he tries to adjust to a world in which he no
longer quite fits.

The second way is to illustrate how each

of the characters, although sensitive to his position in
society, feels alienated from his world and reacts against
this alienation by lashing out at others rather than
constructively working to reconstruct a world in which he
can fit.
Sandoz opens the book with Milton Stone who returns
from the Civil War after losing his leg in Sherman's march
through Georgia and finds a world far different from the one
for which he had believed he was fighting.

Just as the

Civil War divided the country, so has the war divided the
soldier from his family and ultimately from his ideals.
When Milton Stone left to fight for the North, he did so
believing that he was fighting for the escaped slaves he and
his friend would see running frightened across the fields on
the north side of the Ohio, for his fiancee Lucinda who
promised to pray for his safety, and for his family who were
struggling to make a living raising chickens and finding
work wherever possible.

Milton left determined to be a good

soldier and become a hero who would live up to his family's
good name.

However, when he returns, Milton has been as

broken as has everything that he thought fine and good about
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th e w o r l d he l e f t .

Milton's world has turned upside down since he left for
the war.

His family has become rich by investing in

industries that sold to both the North and the South cheaply
made guns that would blow up in the soldiers' faces.
Instead of living in a gatekeeper's lodge at the bottom of
the hill, the family has moved into the empty mansion at the
top of the hill, a fact that Milton sees as part of the
mysterious turmoil of the war:
Maybe it was because [Milton's mother] Sarah's brother
got to be a shyster lawyer and was appointed to a
Senate vacancy that she made it to the Sherman's party;
that and the family of her son's intended, as she
called Lucinda.

Or maybe it was the war, mixing and

miggling bricks and straw' like a tornado in a tub.

A

lot of things were miggled when Yeller Weskit George
was loose, and his blackleg friend, Eph Dix, an ass
sitting colonel right here in Cincinnati.

They helped

get a lot of good boys shoveled under on the way to the
sea with the arms they shipped south by the boatload,
while a poor meachin little man like Preacher Goodwin,
paddling his dugout over the river to a night-dying,
got shot as a gun runner.

(8)

For Milton, the war has left a world where good people are
shot for helping others while those people who connive to
cheat others are rewarded with Senatorships and officers'
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commissions for desk jobs where they are allowed to further
cheat others.
Milton's reaction to this new world is to eventually
escape from it.

After succumbing to his parents' pressure,

he marries Lucinda and for a time tries to live in his
parents' world,

However, he no longer fits into that world
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When his mother arranges for him to study

medicine under an up-and-coming doctor who extorts
exorbitant fees for quack procedures, Milton leaves the
doctor after a short time to study under a family
practitioner who puts the good of his patients ahead of his
own greed.

Finally, after Milton and Lucinda's children are

stillborn and they adopt Milton's father's illegitimate
child, Milton packs up his family and leaves in disgust for
the West where he hopes that distance will lead to a
separation from the corruption that he sees pervading all
elements of society.
Sandoz's title The Tom-Wa.1 ker refers to a man on stilts
who takes giant strides as he moves over the ground.

The

one-legged Milton becomes the tom-walker as he adopts an
iron pipe for his peg leg and soon becomes proficient enough
with its use that he can spin around like a top and turn
cartwheels on his pipe leg.

However, he is not a legend; he

is a human being who, like the other anomalies in the East,
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vault into the Great Plains to seek their fortunes in a
country new enough for them to become a part of its
creation:
To Milton the whole difficult time since he left the
hospital, all the misery and confusion everywhere,
seemed somehow tied in with the loss of his leg.
Everything done blind and foolish:

the expensive

rubber leg Sarah sold for five dollars; the soldiers
faunching around to get started again, keep alive; the
thousands pulling out West--all makeshifts, awkward as
his peg leg.

Like his tom-walker, as those who saw him

vault puddles and picket fences called it.

(69)

These makeshifts, these tom-walkers, who are leaping west
are

Sandoz's Old Jules-inaividualists who are seeking a

place in a world where they can help themselves and others.
Milton becomes a creative element in the new world.
Through his work as a traveling peddler of household items,
farm tools, and patent medicines, Milton helps the new
settlers, many of them displaced soldiers like himself,
create homes for themselves and their families.

He also

provides them with medical advice and care that he learned
from his time as a medical student under the family
practitioner.

As a typical Sandoz hero, Milton often will

not take pay in exchange for his work or medicine, as when
he gave away his mosquito repellent to people in the South
during a yellow fever epidemic.

As an individualist, Milton

u u :

seeks to make his own way in a hostile world, but also as
someone who has felt the pain of being outside society, he
tries to build a society in which individualists can fit.
However, where Milton is most famous is in the legends
which come t o s u r r o u n d him and bin pipe leg.
always
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Plains, which she called "Tail-Tale Country" because

its unfamiliar .inhabitants sad i.upuyiciphy led to
exaggeration (Love Song to the Plains 86).

Although she

admired the imaginative quality of these legends, she also
saw them as dangerous because they provided an unnatural
escape from reality and created heroes where heroes really
didn't exist (Love Song to the Plains 207-08).
This dichotomous attitude toward legends is indicative
of Sandoz's approach to Milton's character and, as stated
earlier, her definition of the heroic character.

Milton, as

a realist who sees society as an individualist, is very
cognizant of the inanity of the legends surrounding him and
merely laughs at people who believe them.

However, Milton

is also seeking to construct a society into which he can
fit, and, thus, he takes great delight in collecting the
stories from the newspapers and reading them to whoever will
listen because they represent to him his special place in a
society.

Thus, the legends represent Milton's character

vhile providing a model for Sandoz's own dialectical
approach to fiction and to individuals' roles in society.
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Although Sandoz saw the danger in legends getting out
of hand, as v/ith Custer and Buffalo Bill Cody whose heroics
Sandoz believed were supported more by legend than reality,
she does not let that happen with Milton.

He is her kind of

hero, one who can let fictional legends be built up around
him, but who also is a hero in his own sense in that he
works for others as well as himself.

One of the clippings

which his wife is proudest of refers to truly heroic acts:
THE IRON-LEGGED MAN FROM THE MISSOURI
There was a great man abroad on the North Table last
week, with thunder in his voice and an iron leg to
ground the lightning or flash out and rip the daylight
from around your head.

It is said he can hit a ball so

it never comes to earth, and has catbirds slipping
through his hair like through a plum thicket and bears
roaring in his whiskers.

We don't know, but we know he

has the gift of Hippocrates in his heart and hand, for
he saved three lives in one hour up there last week.
(114)
Like Sandoz's real life heroes Old Jules and Crazy Horse,
Milton Stone goes beyond legendary creation to the true
heroism of saving others' lives.
Such heroism becomes extremely important as the West to
which Milton sought to escape comes more and more under the
influence of the same greedy powers that corrupted the
society he left behind in Ohio.

Just when Milton and the
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other Civil War veterans feel that they are getting a new
foothold in society, the large companies from the Eastern
states step in and persuade Congress to lov/er tariffs on
imported grain so that the farmers cannot make a living and,
consequently, neither can Milton, who reduces his prices as
much as possible to help the farmers keep afloat while still
maintaining himself and his family.
The villain in The Tom-Walker is the same villain in
all of Sandoz's novels:

greedy self-interest.

Instead of

seeking to help the entire country become prosperous, large
Eastern companies used the economic and political turmoil
after the Civil War to pad their own pockets with as much
money as possible until there was so little money left
circulating that even the large companies began to falter
and lay off workers to reduce costs to preserve profit
margins.

Sandoz particularly felt that the South and the

Midwest suffered at the hands of the Eastern companies who
would become powerful enough to control economic interests
c’
nroughout the country by controlling Congress and
speculating in foreign industry and goods so that what money
was in the country was soon leaving.

Milton observes that

the economic situation is bleeding him and the other Western
settlers dry:
. . . maybe the nation had been morally, even
economically, unhealthy ever since the war.

True,

there were more millionaires, and even a short rally
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from common folks in the Eighties, but what followed
now was like a relapse into black vomit, with the Wall
Streeters up to their old tricks:

collecting deaconed

apples, big ones, for the knobby buckshot loaned;
cleaning out the nation's treasury the same way, and
Congress upholding them.

(124)

Consequently, those efforts by Milton and the other veterans
and settlers to work together to create a world in which
they can feel comfortable are continually defeated as the
government for which they fought serves the few rather than
the many.
As in her other books, Sandoz does not neglect the area
of personal relationships and how economic stresses affect
those relationships.

In Sloqum House, Gulla's greedy

ambition to control the counties around her forced her to
prostitute her own children to the extent that they become
incapable of forming lasting relationships outside their
family.

In Capital City, the separation between Hamm Rufe

and his family represents the fractured society which needs
to reconcile to proceed, but which finds such reconciliation
impossible because of pride and mistrust.
In The Tom-Walker, the relationship between Milton and
his wife Lucinda is affected immediately upon his return
home when he finds the society for which he thought he was
fighting profiteering from the war.

Their marriage is made

a part of that profiteering as Lucinda, who has hidden
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herself when she sees the one-legged Milton, agrees to marry
him because her parents point out the economic benefit to
them of an association with the war-rich Stones.

Thus,

Milton, who is sickened by what his family and country have
become, never really trusts her, even though he goes through
the marriage himself to save his family the embarrassment of
having their son rejected by someone financially less well
off than they are.
The distance between Milton and Lucinda is compounded
when Lucinda loses the twins at birth and she is told that
she should never bear children again at the risk of her own
life.

Thus, she too becomes maimed.

However, any mutual

affection they feel is more pity and natural concern for
another human rather than romance so that the relationship
between Milton and Lucinda exists only out of social and
traditional pressures to stay together.

When the two

unofficially adopt Milton's father's illegitimate child,
their relationship is strengthened to the extent that each
now has someone for w’hom to feel affection, but they still
have no real attraction to each other.

When Milton and his

family move to the Great Plains, their relationship is
strengthened more through financial reasons than through
personal ones.

Lucinda depends upon the money that Milton

makes peddling goods to the settlers, and Milton depends
upon Lucinda to provide him with a base of operations which
he can use to resupply himself and to physically rest from
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the rigors of his job.
In Milton and Lucinda's relationship Sandoz reveals the
effect of a society corrupted by greed and power on a family
that bears the results of the corruption although they are
not the means of it.

In having Milton and Lucinda marry to

appease their families' greed for money and power, Eandoz is
illustrating how a marriage born out of corruption can never
be a true marriage of affection so long as the corruption
still exists around them.

The couple comes to represent the

fractured society, the fractured hoop, just as Hamm and his
mother d i d in Capital City.

Just as Milton and L u c in d a need

to overcome their mutual distrust and see the need for
accepting and believing each other for a successful
marriage, so must the opposing forces in society move from
divisiveness to mutual trust, to produce a constructive,
viable community.

At the center of this conflict is a fear

of each other arising out of their separate physical
disabilities.

Milton's fear is that his lost leg has made

him a monster in Lucinda's eyes, and Lucinda's fear of dying
in childbirth prevents them from finding comfort and
wholeness i! ~'ach other.
unstable socia

Exacerbating these fears are the

and economic conditions in which they find

themselves, conditions that breed prostitution and violence.
Sandoz sees prostitution as one of the characteristics
of a greedy society.

In Sloaum House, Gulla uses her

daughters' prostitution

manipulate information out of
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important people; there it is a means to fulfilling greed.
In Capital City, Sandoz uses prostitution as a symbol of the
corruption in the young idle rich who employ prostitutes as
entertainment.

In The Tom-Walker prostitution becomes the

last resort for the disillusioned, like Milton, who turn to
illicit affairs to find escape from their own emptiness and
fear.

In all three of her novels, prostitution is a symbol

of society's breaking apart because it represents selling
oneself for profit and in the process losing that self so
that prostitution becomes a symbol for separation because
prostitutes lose their own self-esteem, wives lose husbands,
and the act of sex loses any connection with love.

Sandoz

sees prostitution as the result of a greedy world where
sexual relationships are used for power, entertainment, or
escape and not for creation or love.
Milton goes to prostitutes because he wants their
dispassionate attentions.

He does not have to fear their

reactions to his lost leg because he has paid them for their
services and not for their affections.

They are the escape

he believes he needs from society which he believes has
rejected him.

Before she loses the babies, Lucinda also has

a brief affair with a former boyfriend who is now a kind of
male prostitute who makes his money living off rich women.
Like Milton's visit to the prostitutes, Lucinda's affair is
an escape from their marriage of convenience and Milton's
consequent mistrust of her.

Neither Lucinda nor Milton has
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been able to find emotional satisfaction in each other or in
the world around them; thus, they turn to the empty passions
of prostitutes to provide themselves with physical
satisfaction to appease the emptiness caused by their mutual
mistrust and a world which is more concerned with money than
relationships.
Milton and Lucinda cannot find happiness with each
other until they recognize the worth of the other.

They

must establish a relationship with each other themselves
rather than trying to live with the relationship foisted
upon them by their parents and society.

Such a relationship

finally occurs when Milton is confronted by the father of a
young girl he has impregnated while he was out peddling his
goods.

When Lucinda provides satisfaction money to the

father, Milton realizes the hurt he has caused her.

At the

same time, Lucinda realizes the harm she has caused her
marriage in refusing to sleep with Milton.

They both

realize that happiness with each other lies in their working
for the other and not thinking only of the self:
At last Milton looked up, his face shamed.

"There

don't seem to be a Godamighty thing a man can say.

. ."

Setting the cup down carefully to steady herself,
Lucinda answered him, holding back her knowing about
[prostitute] Dolly Talbor and many other things,
not laying blame on you, Milton," she said,
to understand that.

"I'm

"I want you

You never got much from anybody
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except an empty pants leg.

I failed you too, even that

day on the hill watching the marchers [unemployed
veterans].

It was a fine sight but meanly I wouldn't

give you that much satisfaction.

...

I haven't even

been a friend to you, Milton--and no wife at all."
(137-38)
Milton's shame and Lucinda's acknowledgement of her ovm
failure to make Milton happy are Sandoz's message that human
happiness must lie in communal relationships.

When

individuals live entirely for themselves, their lives are
cheated by their own emptiness and by the harm they do to
others.
Sandoz uses Milton and Lucinda's marriage as a
microcosm of post-war society.

When the war is over,

returning veterans come back to citizens who have no
conception of the experience that these soldiers have been
through.

Rather than seek to understand that experience,

the country adopts a "business-as-usual" attitude and tries
to force the veterans back into a world that is now alien to
them.

The veterans react by attempting to escape through

whatever means possible, unorthodox behavior, wanderlust, or
vice, leaving those people who are emotionally tied to the
veterans confused and hurt and seeking escape as well.

It

is only when the two sides, the veterans and the people they
return to, come to acknowledge their failure to understand
each others' pain and seek reconciliation through an attempt
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to alleviate that pain can the society move toward
wholeness.
Lucinda and Milton arrive at such a point, and their
reconciliation bears fruit in their son Marty, who
represents a new wholeness for both of them.

Lucinda has

been able to give birth without dying or losing the baby,
and Milton finds himself regenerated in Marty:

“A son; he

had a son, small and scra’-m.y as a new-hatched crow bird, but
he was strong and full of fight and whole--sound and whole,
with two good legs
so” (140).

and before God and man he would keep him

For the first time in her novels, Sandoz has

used childbirth positively, as a token of rebirth for the
community, even a community of two.

In Sloauin House,

children mean resources for Gulla to use in her pursuit of
money and power, and in Capital City, children become pawns
in the struggle between the haves and the have-nots.

In The

Tom-Walker, however, Marty is a sign of reconciliation, a
blessing whose wholeness is satisfaction enough for his
parents.

Rather than a tool to be used to preserve a

decadent past, Marty .is a hope that the sorrows his parents
faced would never be his.
In Sandoz's world, the sins of the fathers are not
necessarily visited upon the second and third generations,
but the sins of society are.

When Book II of The Tom-Walker

opens, Marty is on his way back from the first world war.
In Book I, a fellow veteran warns Milton that big business's
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foreign investments would only lead to trouble in Europe
because "'Where the U. S. dollar goes the uniform has to
follow'"

(119).

The prophecy holds true, and despite

Milton's determination to protect his son, Martin does
follow in his footsteps because he can't change the world
sufficiently to keep Martin safe from the greed and anger
which has soured Milton's life.
Like his father, Martin returns from the war to a world
far different from the one he left.

Just as Milton's father

had changed while Milton was away, so Milton has changed
while Martin was away.

The old radical, who spoke out so

vehemently against the profiteers from the Civil War, now
believes in big business and anti-labor laws whereas Martin
has just returned from a war for which he sees big business
as responsible.

When Martin can't find a job, he argues

with his father who insists the unemployment is the fault of
"foreign agitators, the Reds and IWW's"

(152).

Martin's

reaction is to do what his father did in 1865 and for the
same reason:

he takes the next train westward because "a

man gets fed up on all that talk in the newspapers, shut
away in a hospital, and keeps thinking that the home folks
won't be sucked in" (152).
Martin's disillusionment at his father and his
country's being "sucked in" is no different from Milton's
anger at his father's joining the war profiteers ana
indicates Sandoz's contention that wars are the period of
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turmoil _n whir.r> “he greedy and power-hungry seek to pad
their own purses.

What disturbs the returning veterans

particul rly is the failure of the people who stay home to
prevent such manipulation of the v/ar to greedy purposes.
Just a: Milton cried out against his father's use of the
war, so Martin cries out against his own father's inability
to see that the situation has been repeated.

Although, as

Charley Powell pointed out thirty years prior to Milton, big
business is the cause of such ravages, business has sold
Milton and the rest of the country on the idea that it has
protected the United States from the ravages going on in
Europe, and the country should continue with business as
normal.

Thus, when Martin returns home, he can only feel

anger at his father who is now "all for high tariff and
getting back to normalcy, cutting down on taxes on excess
profits and incomes.

That means more hard times for us and

more money for the big bugs to buy up Congress"

(152) .

Martin finds further disappointment in his return when
he disc vers that Nancy, the woman he has planned on
marrying, has married someone else while he was gone.
Nancy's rejection of Martin comes to represent to Martin all
of the country's rejection of him.

On his return home, he

is disappointed by his father's conservative attitude toward
big business, his country's failure to provide him with
work, and now his girlfriend's personal rejection of him.
These disappointments are Sandoz's representation of the
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unfairness Chat, veterans experienced on their return home.
They have postponed their own lives to go to war, but the
rest of the country has gone on with "business as usual" and
ignored their sacrifices of time and body.
the returning veterans,

Sar.doz said of

"First we send them out to die for

our mistakes of the post-war period, then we give them no
homes, and now no future"

(letter to Mamie Meredith).

Like Milton, Martin also sacrifices his body to the war
when

his lungs are burned in a mustard-gas attack.

Although his impairment is far less visually obvious than is
his father's, it is no less debilitating physically and
mentally.

When he returns from the war, Martin finds that

he cannot do the hard physical labor on the railroad at
which he had been employed before the war, and the time
Martin has spent recovering in the hospital has also left
him mentally drained and feeling less than whole as he faces
a world he's not prepared to meet:
[The] gassing brought him home like a wind-broke old
crc-.,v it, to find nothing the way he expected, not his
father, or Nancy, or the country.

It was like a stomp

in the crotch with heavy Heinie boots and an endless
march under full pack with no falling out at the
roadside, no falling out and no end.

(211)

Martin's disability is more internal than external.
Milton, whose injury is more severe than Martin's, managed
to exorcise many of his post-war demons in his struggle to
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adjust physically to his lost leg.

Martin, however,

finds

the only way to exorcise his demons is by taking his anger
out on everything around him.

Because Martin cannot come to

grips with his nightmares or his disappointments, he lashes
out at whatever troubles him.

When he learns that Nancy has

married another man, Martin takes out his anger on the first
living creature near him:
And when the ragged little dog came running after, to
smell his heels in friendliness, Martin whirled and
kicked him in the belly with the expertness of an
infantryman taking out a Heinie.

In sudden exultation

he ran after the dog, kicking him again and again,
until he lay a helpless and broken lump of hide and
bone . . . (148)
When Milton gets angry with the world, he cries out against
the government and society rather than striking out blindly.
However, Martin has a cruel streak in him that is
exacerbated by his anger and bitterness and causes him to
torture whatever is more helpless than he is so that he
feels a momentary triumph over something that he can
physically defeat.

The feeling is momentary, however, and

the resulting guilt makes Martin suffer even more.

After

his attack on the dog, Martin stands "alone on the treeless
plain under the far wind-streaked sky, and feeling nothing
except that his clumsy shoe seemed to be striking something,
something soft and yielding, like the helpless side of a
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little dog"

(149).

Martin's viciousness is triggered by an

insensitivity that causes him destructively to reify his
ar.ger and hurt.

Combining this means of dealing with

disappointments with his war injury and his nightmares,
Sandoz depicts a man who is capable of cruelly hurting
others, although he has no intention of doing so.
Sandoz is not without awareness that there are people
in the country who have a sensitivity toward the returning
veterans.

She knows that not all fathers have changed like

Milton has, and not all women are Nancys; there are people
who have stayed at home that have known the pain of the war.

When Martin gets on the train to flee the hurt Nancy
has caused him, he meets Penny, who has suffered as a
civilian by losing her fiance in the war.
heroine like Libby in Slocum House.

Penny is a Sandoz

They don't waste their

emotions in idle chatter or shallow tears; rather they
remain strong in order to care for others and ease hurt.

A

Sandoz heroine is also not a dependent female who needs a
man to fulfill herself.

Instead the woman is pointedly

independent but willing to share her life with a man she
loves, so long as she does not have to surrender herself and
her independence to that man.

A Sandoz heroine will endure

suffering, however, to hold her family together because, as
with all Sandoz heroes, the community is more important than
the individual.
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Thus, Margin finds in Penny a woman with whom he can
resume his life without having to surrender his feelings of
injustice at the hands of Nancy, his father, and his
country.

Penny acknowledges that Martin has suffered, and

she is willing to help him through his sufferings.

She

doesn't give him sympathy because that would tell him that
he is beneath her.

Instead she gives him the opportunity to

work with her in building a life for each other on the dry
Wyoming plains, a place that, will help heal his injured
lungs and that will require work enough for them so that
they can lose their sorrow in hard, creative work.
Once Sandoz has Penny and Martin settled on their
homestead, she again turns to the post-war breakdown of
society.

On the first night that the two spend on their new

place, they are awakened by members of the Ku Klux Klan who
insist that Martin join them or they will destroy his farm.
When Martin chases them off, they continue to harass him by
cutting his fences and chasing his livestock.

Sandoz saw

the rise of the Klan as indicative of the fear that pervaded
the country and which was strengthened by the corruption
within a government that failed to rectify the disparity
between workers and big business.

Instead of putting blame

on the government, ordinary workers were convinced that the
disparity arose from the influx of "non-American" workers,
such as "mackerel-eaters" and people named Stein (172).

The

Klan then steps in and exploits this fear to expound its own
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agenda based on racial superiority, a belief that Sar.doz saw
as "an admission of a sense of inadequacy in open
competition with the individuals of a given race” (letter to
D. F. Ksraka).

For Martin, the Klan is no better than the

Germans he had fought in the war, people out to destroy
others just to enhance their own superiority.

Nathan L.

Rothman says that Sandoz's describes the Klan's rise as "the
beginnings of American fascism

.

(18).

Adding to the decay exemplified by the Klan is the
corruption within the Harding administration and the
breakdown of the League of Nations.

To Sandoz, Harding

represents the quintessential sell-out of the ordinary
worker to big business.

High tariffs damaged foreign trade

by closing off foreign purchasers who could not afford
American goods because they could not sell their own goods
in America, a situation which led to lay-offs in American
industries.

Anti-labor sentiment led to government approval

of management's attacks on labor unions and labor
legislation, as when the Attorney General stepped in to stop
the strike that resulted from the Railway Labor Board's
approval of a 12% reduction in wages.

When a government-

appointed commission reported on the pitiful living
conditions in mining towns and "recommended various federal
controls over the mining industry,

. . . Congress and the

Administration ignored the report"

(Blum et al 623).

Such

activity is particularly distasteful to Sandoz who viewed
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greed "the most devastating force in the world"

(“Dear Mary

Love").
Two areas of the Harding administration that Sandoz
particularly attacks in The Tom-Walker are the corruption in
the Veterans Administration and the Teapot Dome Scandal.
One reason Martin is angry is that the corruption in the
government which promised help and pensions has allowed that
money to be stolen by greedy officials:
There was talk, too, of corruption in the Veterans'
Bureau, hundreds of millions being stolen, while
hospitals were overcrowded and new ones stood
unfurnished and empty.

. . . Now Harding vetoed the

Bonus Eill, saying the nation couldn't afford it.
"...

Can't afford to make up a little of the jog

between thirty dollars a month for getting shot and
killed, and the two, three hundred a month for staying
home."

(179)

Added to Martin's bitterness over the Veterans' Bureau
scandal is his anger about the Teapot Dome scandal, which
Sandoz uses to represent government incompetence and
manipulation by big business that is determined to get as
much out of the government as possible.

When Secretary of

the Navy Albert Fall secretly leased naval oil fields in
Wyoming to large oil companies, marines were sent in to
protect those secret leases from the protesting smaller
companies (Blum et al 625) .

Martin is offered a job with
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one of the large companies, but he refuses it, despite the
need for the money he could earn:
goddamn outfit?

"'Working for that

I'll take to cooking mash at a still

first'" (193) .
Sandoz's greatest disappointment in the post-war United
States government is its refusal to join the League of
Nations.

As stated before, Sandoz believed in a world

community, and the League of Nations was to her a step in
the right direction because it meant the world working
together rather than continually competing v;ith big business
getting all the profits.

Sandoz expresses this concern in

Martin's disillusionment with a country which has rejected
him and his fellow veterans and the League of Nations which
could save others from having to go to war by keeping an eye
on the greed which caused the wars:
All the last year Martin got more and more uneasy about
the peace, America out of the League but the uniform
scattered to hell'n gone--Joey lost around Vladivostok
somewhere, Benny with a cousin on the Rhine, others
from Nicaragua to China.

And where the Springfield

wasn't ready, capital was pushing in and no telling
what day the soldiers would come shooting.
entanglements!

No foreign

No, none that could be watched; none

with responsibility.

(179)

Martin's disillusionment with Harding reaches its height
when Harding dies and the funeral train passes near the
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Stones' home.

At first Martin reacts as a soldier to the

passing of his commander-in-chief and stands at attention,
but "next he remembered the stinking eggs the poor devils in
the hospitals had to eat, the junking of the League and all
he had given his lungs for, and kids like Slim who fell
running through the mud.

Spitting over th

stepped on the gas . . . "

(198).

As she did with Milton and Lucinda,

car door he

undoz illustrates

with Martin and his family the fragmenting effect of a
society that widens the gap between the forces that
monopolize money and power and the forces that experience
the effects of that monopoly.

These effect:.; are

particularly destructive in people like Martin who lose
control of their tempers and take their frustrations out on
others whom they see as weaker than they.

Sanaoz is frank

in her attacks on greed and megalomania, but she also points
out that humans themselves are subject to weaknesses which
allow them to be manipulated.

Ruedy allows Gnlla to use him

and the children to further her power, and Hamm Rufe is too
quick to judge others to see the chance for reconciliation
with his mother.

Sandoz is by nature more condemnatory of

the society, but she also deals realistically enough with
human nature to allow for human weaknesses as having a
responsibility in the fragmentation of society.
Martin's weakness is his uncontrollable anger.

The

more disillusioned Martin becomes with the government, the
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angrier he becomes; and the angrier Martin becomes, the more
he takes out his anger and frustration on his family and
farm animals.

When Penny and Martin are married, her father

gives them a buckskin horse whom Martin resents almost
immediately because the horse prefers Penny to him.

One day

when Martin has heard in town that tariffs are up and
Harding is breaking strikes, he returns home and when the
horse snorts at him, Martin blinds the horse while beating
it on the head with the bridle.

From then on, the horse is

afraid of Martin, a fear which causes Martin to turn on the
horse whenever it shows fear and Martin has had a
frustrating day.

Martin's treatment of the horse angers

Penny who has grown up on a ranch and realizes the
dependence of ranchers on their animals.

Martin also

resents Penny for having more knowledge about animals than
he has, so consequently the anger is constantly smoldering
beneath their relationship.
Although Penny has suffered from the war through the
loss of her fiance, like Lucinda she realizes the need to
get her life going personally again.

Thus, she is more

concerned with the ranch animals, crops, and family duties
than she is with the failures in the Harding administration.
Sandoz does not criticize this attention to personal
domestic problems, but she is also illustrating how life
goes on much more readily for the people who have stayed
home during the war.

Having not experienced firsthand the
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horrors of war, these spouses are not as concerned or
frustrated by the world at large but are more concerned with
their own worlds of family and home.

The veterans, on the

contrary, cannot separate themselves from the war and the
fear of another war and, thus, find great difficulty in
adjusting to a society and family that have "veered off at
an angle the boys can't follow"

(Rogers).

For Martin, who

takes out his frustrations on his family, this seeming
apathy to government corruption and the fear of war makes
him even angrier at his family, whom he feels cannot
understand him.
Martin's anger against his family is expressed in
several ways.

One method is to leave his family for several

days as he tries to find escape from a society in which he
does not fit.

Like his father, he seeks out other women,

particularly Nancy, who fulfills Martin's judgment of her
that she was "always working a man up, any man that came
along"

(155).

Martin's relationship with her is safe

because he is not responsible for her and can leave her when
he v/ants without feeling guilty.
Martin also uses these days away from his family to
peddle moonshine, a practice which he sees as a rebellion
against both the government and Penny with her legitimate
pursuits on the ranch.

When Martin returns home with new

cars and a mink coat for Penny, he is expansive and generous
because he has defeated both the government and his family
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on what he sees as his own terms.

However, such conditions

cannot last because his money and his escape are based on
illegitimate sources that are, according to Penny,

"a bad

and lawless business for any man, particularly one with no
security in himself"
Sandoz's point:

(223). Penny's point is exactly

unless the individual can find an answer

within himself, he can never adjust to a society he finds
has abandoned him.

Sandoz uses Martin's arrest for drunk

driving to illustrate the futility of random attempts to
escape society:

"'Last night when I was a little high,

somebody reminds me that Wilson's dead, and I got roaring
drunk and run off the road in the chase, just a little
chase, like I got away in a dozen times . . . '" (224) .
Perhaps Martin can escape his bitterness a dozen times, but
he can't escape forever.
Martin also resorts to mental abuse to take out his
frustrations on his family.

One of the amusements Penny has

adopted in her life on the ranch is to collect various
specimens of the flora and minerals in the area.

At first,

she shared her finds with Martin, but one day after
Harding's funeral and when it was already clear that
Coolidge was not going to help the small farmer or worker,
Martin turned on her:

"He didn't give a good goddamn what

any of the son of a bitching stuff Penny dragged in was, and
he wouldn't have any whore-running, tail-teasing woman
showing off what she knew around him!"

(199).

At such times
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of frustration with the world around him, Martin's abuse
also extends to the children, whom he chastises for playing
loudly or not working hard enough.

Eventually Martin's

children start to avoid him, and when they do, he lashes out
at whatever is handy.
avoiding him,

"Perhaps Martin guessed they were

. . . for suddenly he put the young mare into

a hard run and wouldn't let her take a smell of the sanded
ice of the crossing, whipping her until she took it in a
frightened leap, and slipped to her knees"

(245).

Martin's physical abuse of defenseless animals and
people is his most heinous crime.

When words defeat him and

he can't run away, he blindly lashes out at whatever is
nearest him that won't fight back but will suffer.

When

Martin hears about attacks on veterans and their families
who are protesting pension cuts in Washington during
Hoover's administration, he stews about the injustice of the
attacks for hours before responding with the same kind of
injustice:
Even if he were strong as before the war for democracy,
his hands were empty against a bunch of bastards who
would gas a helpless man's kid to death in his own
arms.
It was evening before he could strike a blow to
relieve himself, lifting the manure fork against Milton
[Martin's oldest son) when the boy came running around
the corner of the barn chasing Sniffer.

In a sudden
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fury the father cracked the fork down on the boy's
shoulder, exhilaration roaring in him like a match in a
thistle pile, and as Milton cried out and went down,
the man sprang on him, the fork lifted, as the boy's
face turned up white and twisting in terror, his hands
digging into the manure, his feet pushing foolishly.
(258)
Martin has learned the exhilaration of physically punishing
others in the war, and in this sense he has never returned
from the war.

He has no concrete enemies to turn on now, so

he turns on anything that can feel pain.

His sense of guilt

following such attacks is real, but it is not strong enough
to prevent him from further attacks when he is possessed by
a blind rage that can only be appeased through physical
attack.
Sandoz ends Martin's story with such an attack.

Martin

has been called to the bedside of his best friend Benny
Green, also a veteran.

On the way home, Martin becomes so

depressed over Green's condition, which Martin blames on all
the forces stacked against the worker and veteran, that when
the horse goes lame from walking on a poorly-shoed hoof,
Martin furiously attacks the horse and proceeds to file the
horses' hooves in such a manner that the hooves painfully
split all the way up into the horse's feet:
An excitement like battle rose in Martin.

Astride a

foreknee he bore down, driving the rasp into the black
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hoof time and time again with the fury he used to put
behind his bayonet.

His hat fell off, his dusty hair

slid down over his whitish forehead, his whisker-rimmed
mouth working, but he knew nothing beyond the
exultation running through him.

(262)

Penny, who has been hunting prairie hens, sees his attack on
the horse and mercifully kills the animal.
the discarded gun and aims it at Penny,

Martin picks up

"the woman who had

seen all his humiliation and his failure since the day he
came west to Nancy"

(263).

However, Martin can't shoot her

because she refuses to acknowledge his threat:

"the woman

was calm, free-walking, not looking back at all, as though
he had no gun, wasn't even anywhere in the world, and
suddenly he was drained, empty, his arms limp"

(263).

Martin puts the gun down and walks away from the ranch, so
defeated that he can't even turn on others now.
Sandoz uses Martin's last episode of anger to point out
the difference between

him and Benny Green.

Martin has the

potential for being a Sandoz hero, but he is so encumbered
with his personal anger that he can't act for the community.
Benny Green, however, is a Sandoz hero because instead of
using his frustrations at his country against his family and
farm, he reacts like a Leo Platt and finds a constructive
outlet for his anger.

Rather than complaining about

problems, Benny tries to solve the problems by going to
Washington to demonstrate with the veterans and by seeking
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to help the displaced, even though he has very little of his
own to care for his family.

In this instance

Martin is

called to help Benny, who has been at a farm foreclosure
sale trying to help the farmer by getting people to low bid
on the team of horses so the bank wouldn't find it
worthwhile to sell them and the farmer could continue
working.

Having been weakened by other activities in

support of displaced workers and farmers, Green becomes so
sick that Martin is called in to help get him to a hospital.
Sandoz's intention in her story is not just to
illustrate the woes of returning veterans, but as in her
other works, she is illustrating that there is a solution if
individuals can work with others.

Thomas Bledsoe points out

that Sandoz finds fault with people like Martin who seek
personal escapes in drinking, other women, and abuse of
wives, children, and animals.

These individuals find no

satisfaction in their lives because they escape instead of
constructively work toward a solution, as do Benny Green,
Leo Platt, and Carl Halzer, and because people like Martin
do not "take their places in the great mass movements
against economic and political injustice, these movements
cannot reach their full, effective strength"

(Bledsoe).

The third generation of Stone men to go to war, young
Milton Stone, returns from World War II with a bullet near
his heart.

As each of the Stone men has returned from war,

their wounds have been less obvious physically but more
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debilitating.

Once old Milton Stone adopts the iron pipe

for his leg, he is capable of hard work without any real
physical danger.

Martin, however, never fully recovers from

his gassed lungs and because of his weakness, always resents
his strong wife Penny who is capable of doing the work that
he can't.

Young Milton's danger is more acute.

If he

overworks or even gets too overwrought, the bullet near his
heart can move into it and kill him.
Sancoz uses the Stone's men's wounds to represent the
growing dangers that face the country following each war.
Just as the wounds that plague the Stone men are
increasingly dangerous to their existence, so the wounds
facing the country when each man returns are increasingly
dangerous to the country's existence.

When old Milton

returns, the country is still capable of tom-walking over
its problems of supply and demand by directing energies
toward the West which still has the space and materials to
meet the needs.

When Martin returns, the country is running

out of space and, like Martin, is not capable of recovering
the equanimity in wealth that is necessary to provide for
the well-being of its citizens.

Instead, there is too much

wallowing in self-interest and self-destructive anger.

Each

war has sapped the country's strength, and with no
concentrated effort to restore that strength, the country
emerges weaker all the time.
In the two previous sections of the book, Sa.ndoz has
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been dealing with the problems that the country has faced
following the wars.

In each instance, she has demonstrated

how widespread greed and the lust for power have imperiled
the healing process which the country and the world must go
through

i

avoid another war.

Sandoz has illustrated in The

Tom-Walker that WWI resulted from the government's failure
to control big business's greed so that when overseas
markets were tapped to exhaustion, power-hungry Germanytried to step in and take over during this period of flux
and turmoil.

The United States became involved in the war

only when Woodrow Wilson saw the danger to the world
community.
For Sandoz, WWII is a result of the United States'
rejection of Wilson's plan for a true world community in the
form of the League of Nations.

She believed that the League

of Nations could have prevented the political and economic
confusion which allowed for Hitler and Mussolini's rise to
power by getting countries to work together in a world
community that was aimed at equitable distribution of wealth
and power rather than the distribution left to the mercy of
greedy businessmen and politicians who are in the pay of the
businessmen.

For Sandoz the failure of the formation of a

v/orld community meant the continued cycle of fear and
mistrust which manifested itself in nationalism and racism.
Sandoz uses Billy Sherman, a Jew in The Tom-Walker, to
explain v/hy racism is a natural outgrowth of isolationism:
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"In Russia when times got bad the Czar's henchmen
whipped up pogroms to give the people a little
bloodletting and lootery, and in America when the
pressure got heavy the bloodletting and thievery was
against the Indians, their land stolen because that was
all they had.

Now that mush-mouth Hoover stands up

there in Washington talking his more permanent peace
while the boys he's talking for whip up nationalism and
racism all over the world--Seep Creek, New York,
Germany, where that Hitler's Nazis are howling it
through the streets on our money while the French
soldiers are being withdrawn from the Rhine."

(242)

Each time war is not followed by a true reconciliation of
the opposing sides, the soldiers, and the citizens back
heme, Sandoz says that the hostilities will be renewed even
more violently.

When young Milton returns from the war,

he finds himself in the same position in wh .ch his father
and grandfather found themselves when they returned.

The

country has gone on with its business while young Milton has
been fighting, and because he has not been there to keep up
with the country as if. has moved forward, he finds that the
life he expected to return to no longer exists.

Unlike old

Milton and Martin, young Milton is already married and
educated in a profession when he leaves, so he believes that
his return will be easier than the ones his father and
grandfather faced.

However, what he finds is very nearly
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what they found; only this time there is no place to which
he can escape as they found they could escape to the West.
Just as old Milton and Martin found their families
changed, so young Milton finds his family far different from
what he had left.

Martin has returned to the family, and

young Milton's parents and his brother have settled down
into a solid conservativism that has resulted from their
nice wartime profits.

Martin, who would become so angry

over the manipulations of big business and conservative
politicians that he could find satisfaction only in hurting
others, now has settled into a bland acceptance of what the
doctors told Martin was "reality."

Young Milton realizes

that the cycle is complete for his father,

"So his father

had had to accept it after all, the point of view old Milt
offered him on his return, and Hiram and old Sarah to Milt
before that.

It was almost like the day he had to watch his

father walk down the Argonne [WY] road"

(294).

However, it is the changes in young Milton's wife Hazel
which most affect him.

He left a young, pregnant woman who

was scared enough of his leaving that she couldn't tolerate
watching him get on the plane.

He returns to a self

confident mother who has taken care of their daughter,
finished her law degree, and become prominent enough in the
political world to be a campaign representative for the most
powerful senator in the country.

Milton feels useless

around her, and when she tells him to stop acting like "'a
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professional vet, a bum,'" he responds,
a house-broke, woman-kept bum . . .

"'That's what I am,

(315).

Sandoz began work on The Tom-Walker in 1944 and finally
had it published in 1347; thus, she is chronicling in the
last section a period which, for her book, is in the future.
She is writing prior to the formacion of the United Nations,
Truman's election, the Marshall Plan, and the Korean War.
Her intention, however, is not accurately to predict what
would happen in the post-WWII years; instead, she wants to
predict what could happen in that time period if the country
did not pay attention to the dangers of a post-war period.
She uses the post-Civil War period and the post-WWI period
to illustrate how the country grows more self-centered and
less tolerant after each war (Rothman 18).

As business

profits grow with the magnitude of the war, Sandoz argues so
will intolerance of those people who have not been partaking
of those profits.

Just as in Capital City the rich are

fearful of the poor and dispossessed in the Depression
years, so Sandoz argues are the rich who profit from the
wars fearful of the veterans and refugees who have been
dispossessed by the war.

Thus, by the postwar years of

WWII, Sandoz believes the intolerance will grow to such an
extent that people will be willing to exchange their
freedoms for the promise of security for their riches.
Whereas Sandoz has been describing the post-war years'
sacrifices of the worker to big business following, the Civil
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War and WWI, she assumes a prophetic role for post-WWII as
she predicts that the final decline for America will be into
a fascism similar to that in Sinclair Lewis's It Can't
Happen Here, except that in Sandoz's time, the new leader
has a terrible new weapon. In short, Sandoz says Charley
Stetbettor will become the fascist savior, only this time
he's a savior armed with an atom bomb.
Sandoz links the rise of Senator Potter to the Stone
family through young Milton's wife Hazel who has been caught
up in the political enthusiasm which Potter engenders.
Potter is a consummate politician who knows that to rise to
power he needs to promise security to the people with money.
Thus, he offers tax breaks to the rich, government-funded
programs to the middle class landowners, and threats to the
"unemployed bums" and "pension hounds" who wander the
country looking for work after the war.

He presents himself

as the heroic answer to the Red scare that lurks behind
unions and veterans' groups seeking fair wages and pensions.
Thus, Hazel sees herself as a kind of soldier for America,
working for Potter who "would determine the survival of the
American way of life, usher in the era of American Destiny"
(328) .
Sandoz uses Milton and Hazel's relationship to
represent the divisiveness in the country.

Hazel can't

understand Milton's disillusionment with the government, and
Milton can't understand Hazel's enthusiasm for Potter, who
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she believes represents the American solidity that saved the
world from Hitler and the Japanese.

And just like the two

sides of the country that can't reconcile their differences,
neither can Hazel and Milton seem to come together.

Rather

than discuss what is dividing them and try to find a point
on which they can agree, they avoid their disagreements and
eventually each other.

When Hazel goes to Washington with

Potter, Milton runs to Denver to seek consolation with other
veterans.

Like his father, Milton can't find the energy to

do more than get angry over his frustrations; he doesn't try
to change Hazel's or others' minds by openly protesting the
attacks he recognizes that Potter is making on workers and
the poor.
Although Potter is a United States Senator, Sandoz sets
up his takeover through a weak President whom Potter has
pushed into office.

Daunce is seemingly a perfect candidate

for the ambitious Senator because he has a background filled
v/ith corruption.

He was

. -llmer Gantry-type evangelist who

married the daughter of a
army contracts in W W I .

mberman who got rich through

.aunce takes up his father-in-law's

profession and becomes so famous for burning out the bonus
marchers in the Hoover era that he is elected to the Senate
where he called "Pearl Harbor a Roosevelt trick with
camouflaged American bombers, and demanded immediate
invasion of Canada and Mexico"

(329).

When he's elected, he

adopts a pious attitude and leaves the dirty work for his
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followers who soon clear the nation "of such foreignisms as
the Wagner Act, the SEC, and Social Security"

(330).

Sandoz uses as a metaphor for the post-WWII period a
sock trick that Milton performs for children called the
portable, extradimensional hole. In the trick, Milton pulls
a sock over his hand and, after grasping objects with the
sock, manipulates it so that the sock and all the objects
mysteriously disappear, only to reappear somewhere else,
such as in a child's pockets.

The sock is the government

and power, with the c i t i z e n s and their goods and freedoms
the objects that the sock takes into its grasp.

Although

the freedoms and goods remain visible for awhile, they are
eventually consumed by manipulative powers that also
disappear to reappear in someone else's power.

Sandoz says

that American democracy can disappear in a similar manner
through an illusory trick whereby power is transformed and
shifted without anyone's understanding of what has been
done.
Sandoz illustrates how the illusion works with Senator
Potter who gradually convinces the country that American
destiny lies in the country's turning its back on workers
and the land itself and supporting big business that will
keep the country safe from radicals.

The key to the

illusion is always to create a climate of fear so that
people like Charley Stetbettor and Senator Potter can
promise security and provide proof of that security by first
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creating a disturbance and then putting down that
disturbance.

Potter's method is to get a General Wage

Adjustment bill passed that lowers wages by twenty percent,
thereby causing strikes which he can put down with military
force.

As the strikes become more severe and the workers

become angrier, Potter increases the force and the rhetoric:
The few scabs at the radio stations called it a Red
uprising and reported the movements of the army like
armor going against an invader.

Instead of the pistols

and gatlings against the Pullman strikers, or the tanks
and gas against Benny Green and the bonus marchers, it
was spitting BAR'S and flame-throwers this time, with
the Chief of Staff hitting the coal country from the
air, strafing the fleeing thousands, his publicity
corps and the head of the Industrial Guards along.
(344)
Sandoz would argue that she is not being too extreme in
her prophecy because the past has given adequate examples of
extreme measures used against strikers and marchers.

Her

purpose is also to show what can happen if the country
continues to allow its wealth and power to be more and more
centralized after each war.

Thomas Bledsoe notes that

Sandoz is warning the country that with people elected to
public office who are willing to use deadly force against
strikers and marchers, there is the possibility that these
public officials will use whatever means necessary to
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establish their power, including the atom bomb.
At the end, Sandoz takes Senator Potter and the country
to the edge where Potter uses possession of an atom bomb to
gain control of the country through blackmail.

Hazel

becomes aware of Potter's growing violent extortions that
have made it possible for him and his pals to gain control
of most of the country's military and resources, including
oil and grazing land in national parks, and she warns the
Stones that Potter is dangerous.

Eventually when Milton

joins her in Washington, she has become frightened enough of
Potter that she asks Milton to kill Potter on the day that
Potter plans to take over the country through atomic
blackmail.

Milton, however, does not have the strength of

character to do what is necessary, and Potter, who explodes
an atom bomb over the ocean, takes power by threatening to
explode bombs over American cities.
Milton discovers that he can be cured of his war
injury; the bullet next to his heart can be removed.
However, Milton also discovers that the country cannot be
cured of its war injury; Potter, the metaphoric bullet,
enters America's heart and destroys it.

As in Capital Cltv.

Sandoz illustrates that the improbable can happen if the
corruption is allowed to go too far and fear takes over
entirely.

Rothman says of the ending of The Tom-Walker that

Sandoz says that the United States may be too late, and "the
Jeffersonian, Emersonian,

free-thinking and solitary-
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thinking democrat is doomed in a world of corrupt
organization"

(19).

However, Sanaoz is not saying that her

atomic bomb scenario will happen, but that such a blackmail
could happen if the country does not alert itself to the
dangers of extremism and work together with the rest of the
world to avoid that extremism.

If Milton can have the

bullet removed from his heart, then so can the world remove
its bullets, if it only becomes aware that the bullets can
be removed.

4
Sandoz's last novel Miss Morissa takes a sharp turn
from the pessimism of The Tom-Walker.

The same theme of the

need for maintaining community is still there, but the
intense political and social conflicts of Sloaum House,
Capital City, and The Tom-Walker are not the basis for Miss
Morissa.

Instead, the novel turns from Sandoz's universal

concerns to center on realistic personal relationships as
they develop in the continually changing society of the
pioneer west.
How individuals function in specific relationships is
the key to how the community on the whole can form.

Sandoz

does not mean that it is necessary to have romantic
relationships with others to be community builders, but she
does say that before communities can be built, people must
learn to adjust to each other individually, as illustrated
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with Jules and Mary in Old Jules 01 John and Teresa Cozaa in
Son of the Gamblin' Man.

It's only when Jules realizes tha:

it has been his work and Mary's that has built their
community can he find real satisfaction with his work.

Also

Crazy Horse becomes stronger once he has entered a nurturing
family relationship with Black Shawl.

Having lived in a

family where individual relationships were constantly ir.
turmoil and having gone through a failed personal
relationship herself, Sandoz has come to see that
relationships must work in two Woys:

one, each individual

must be granted a certain level of independence in which to
develop her or his own strengths and, two, the individuals
must also recognize that working together, combining those
developed individual strengths, creates the strongest forces
for creativity.

The sacred hoop of community cannot exist

without the strong bonds of the individuals in that
community as they jcin strong hands to form the hoop.
For her main character in Miss Morissa, Sandoz creates
a woman doctor who has come to the Nebraska sandhills to
recover from a broken engagement with a man whose family
rejects her because she is illegitimate.

Saridoz's choice of

a profession for her heroine is in line with her interest in
medicine given her by her father.

Doctors are important in

Sandoz's social scheme because they save lives and work
toward the physical and social health of a community.
Sandoz's emphasis on her father's medical work in the

Thus,
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community and her respect for Dr. Walter rteed, who sr /ecJ
Jules's life, are utilized in her creation of the novel's
heroine who becomes a tribute to medical workers.

Sandoz

also drew upon the history of Dr. Mary E. Quick who
practiced in northwestern Nebraska and was one of the most
respected citizens in the sandhills.

In a historical

article Sandoz had clipped out about Dr. Quick, Sandoz
underlined the words "lovable, superior ability, wonderful
strength, rendered wonderful service to pioneers in west end
of county"

(Edwards).

For Sandoz, such qualities are the

necessary ones for true heroes, people who put others ahead
of themselves.
However, Sandoz, as she did in the earlier novels, does
not create a character without flaw.

Morissa Kirk's flaw is

similar to the flaws in the Stone men; she allows her
emotions to rule her judgment to the extent that she reacts
impulsively rather than reasonably and, thus, will sometimes
hurt rather than heal.

Her reaction to her fiance's

breaking off the engagement is to leave her practice and
studies in Omaha and run to northwestern Nebraska.

Although

her reaction is not particularly serious to others, it also
indicates her tendency to flee rather than to work things
out for the better.

When she arrives in the sandhills, she

becomes upset with the prejudice against a woman doctor and
the pervasive violence and immediately plans to run again.
What she does react against are evils, but for Sandoz, the

I
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solution is not to fly from those -.viis r :*■

find a way to

get rid of them.
However, the key term in looking at Morissa's
impulsivenc > is "sometimes" bc.rjv.se Sandoz does not always
condemn Morissa's impulsiveness since it arises out of a
basically good heart.

On the first day when Morissa arrives

at _be sandhills, she sees a man drowning and impulsively
grabs the nearest horse and crosses the flooding river to
save the man.

She reacts as a Sandoz doctor, one who sees

others in pain or danger and tries to alleviate that
condition, even at the risk of her own life.

Martin Stone

reacts impulsively and cruelly when he becomes angered at
injustice; Dr. Morissa Kirk reacts impulsively, but also as
a doctor who has an innate concern for others.
When Morissa Kirk is reacting against personal
problems, her tendency is to flee; however, when she sees
problems in others, she reacts as a doctor to heal.

Morissa

Kirk is much like Hamm Rufe in this sense; Rufe can see and
suffer from all the injustices of the dispossessed people
around him, but when it comes time to deal with his own
family, he turns away.

Sandoz uses Hamm Rufe's personal

separation from his family as a metaphor for the separation
in society between the haves and the have-nots.

However,

Capital City is designed to illustrate the larger world
through the individual relationships of its characters.
Miss Morissa does not have that universal aim.

Sandoz is
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concerned, as she always is, with social, political, and
economic evils, but in this never, che personal
relationships are more central to her purpose, so Morissa's
flying from her own problems is not representative of
society's fleeing from difficulties, but a more realistic
representation of personal dilemma.

Thus, for Morissa to

achieve happiness, the change need only be within her and
not within society.
The society in which Morissa is working is comprised of
the early settlers of the Nebraska sandhills in a fictional
town located west of Sidney on the Platte River in a time
prior even to when Old Jules would have arrived.

The main

occupants of the area are a few ranchers who are taking
advantage of the open range to feed several thousand head of
cattle, soldiers stationed at nearby Fort Robinson, a few
store and saloon owners, and several thousand gold miners
v/ho pass through on their way to the recently opened Black
Hills.

The only women are the few ranchers' wives. Native

American women, and prostitutes.
society is transient,

Because most of the

the society is in a constant state of

flux, leaving room for all sorts of individuals to make a
mark.

Morissa is Sandoz's idea of the kind of people needed

in a community in flux, people who work to build rather than
destroy, people who seek tc. share their lives rather than
the social villains who seek to dominate others for their
own selfish ends.
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Sc’ i .

does not forget to people her novel with the

appropriate number of those social villains that inhabited
the previous novels, but the villains in Miss Morissa are
far less broad in the scope of their villainy.

Instead of

monomaniacal land grabbers, fascist-oriented dictators, and
greedy big businesses, Sandoz presents a society of petty
villains who are not so much villainous as annoying.

For

example, there is Fly Speck Billy whose crimes range from
occasional stage-robbing to horse theft to the incidental
murder, usually of another small-time criminal.

Doc

Middleton also makes a reappearance in Miss Morissa, and he
is as gentlemanly here as he was in uid Jules and Son of.
Gamblin' M a n .

--

When he steals one of Morissa's horses, he

kindly returns the animal with apologies, although he also
sees "no wrong in taking others' horses, particularly from
the Indians, taking their means of hunting, of hauling wood
and water--stealing the one thing that made their lives
endurable at all"

(210).

The chief source of villainy is the attraction of easy
money that can be made through theft rather than through
honest work.

Sandoz v/ants to point out that the kind of

people attracted to this money are the small-time criminals
who really deserve no more attention than the mention that
they get from Sandoz as petty criminals, but whose careers
are made much more attractive through the exaggerated
importance given them.

For example, in a description of the
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demise of one such criminal, Sandoz uses a rhetoric that
blatantly and sarcastically points out that the proper
reward for such a criminal is buzzards, flies, and a sack:
. . . Morissa heard that one of the Sam Bass gang was
shot trying to hold up the Cheyenne stage and left
beside the trail.

At Cheyenne the guard discovered

there was a reward on the dead man's head, a thousand
dollars, some said two, as one of the holdups who
killed the driver of the currency coach outside of
Deadwood in March.

The guard rode back, located the

body under a plum thicket by following the buzzards and
the August flies, cut off the head, and carried it in a
skin sack to Cheyenne but the reward had been
withdrawn.

(139)

One of Sandoz's purposes in using the small-time
villain is to deflat a the overbloated reputations of such
western characters as Buffalo Bill Cody, Wild Bill Hickock,
and Calamity Jane by associating them with the petty
criminals.

In Miss Morissa, Sandoz does not openly accuse

Cody of criminal activity; however, she does connect him to
"a lot of dispossessed roadagents, general hideouts from the
law, and a few discouraged miners and scouts" who were
attracted to an organization called the Montana Volunteers
who promised "$125 each for Indian scalps.

Buffalo Bill

Cody heard about the Volunteers and hurried up the trail to
join them for the publicity"

(81).

Sandoz deflates Wild
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Bill Hickock's reputation by noting that on the day he was
killed, the lynch mob seeking Hickock's killer was diverted
by the entrance into town of a Mexican carrying the head of
a Native American who was rumored to have possibly been in
the group that killed Custer.

Instead of hunting down

McCall immediately, the crowd took up a bounty for the
Mexican because, as a bartender tells Morissa,

"'Indians are

Indians, and there's no shortage of gunmen . . . It's this
Indian bounty that I don't like, this paying fcr
human scalps.
savagery--'"

I had hoped we were beyond that kind of
(92).

Sandoz's using a Native American to upstage a man like
Hickock is indicative of her attitude toward the myths
created around the Indians and the western heroes like
Hickock and Cody.

For Sandoz, the reputation for bravery

and sacrifice belonged to the Native American, but "When the
noble child of nature was turned into the bloodthirsty
savage, the white man of the region became the romantic
figure, standing stalwart and tall upon the prairie, no
matter what his stature elsewhere . . . "
207).

(Sandoz, Love Song

Sandoz saw the reputations of petty men like Hickock

and Cody as arising partly out of the need to make the
Indians appear to be savage to justify their destruction to
appease the greedy appetites of the whites for the Indians'
land.
Sandoz, however, has a different intention in
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destroying the myth of Calamity Jane.

Calamity Jane is one

of the few women associated with the west whose name is
remembered, and Sandoz is disturbed that a woman of Calamity
Jane's caliber should be the representative of heroic women.
Instead, Sandoz argues that women like Dr. Mary Quick are
the true heroes; therefore Sandoz pointedly debunks the
Calamity Jane myth in a book in which a woman doctor is the
hero.

While Sandoz describes Morissa Kirk as saving lives

and working tov/ard the establishment of an honest community,
Calamity Jane is working as a drunken prostitute and petty
thief in Deadwood.

Sandoz furthers the comparison by having

Morissa and Calamity Jane come from the same Missouri town.
Whereas Calamity Jane is born into an established middleclass family, Sandoz makes Morissa illegitimate to
illustrate how people's social positions at birth do not
determine their success, but their own initiative and human
sensitivity are far more important.

As high as Morissa has

risen, Calamity Jane has fallen through prostituting herself
for the sake of a little money and immediate sensual
satisfaction.

Thus, Sandoz is particularly concerned with

debunking the Calamity Jane myth since the myth has turned a
sow's ear into a silk purse, or, putting the process into
Sandoz's literary environment, made a Gulla into an Eleanor
Roosevelt whi1e the Morissas, Libbys, and Dr. Quicks go
unacknowledged.
Using Morissa Kirk as a realistic heroine, Sandoz is
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through saving lives and building a community.

When Morissa

finally does establish her practice in the sandhill country,
she quietly works at saving lives and building a home for
herself and a medical service for the community.

She

delivers babies, removes bullets, sets bones, and prescribes
medicine for illnesses.

Her reputation is enhanced by her

dedication and by her expertise in helping others.
In illustrating Morissa's expertise, Sandoz did
extensive research into medical practices and remarkable
cures of the times.

Thus, Morissa's most prominent case in

which she mends a broken skull by replacing the crushed bone
with a silver dollar beaten flat, actually did happen.
Sandoz does not want Morissa to be a miracle worker; Sandoz
didn't particularly believe in miracles.

However, she does

want to illustrate what for Sandoz is truly heroic action-
arriving at a difficult solution that saves lives rather
than destroys them.

Thus, she disparages the mythical

heroes of the day as "the most irresponsible, the most
violent of men"

(Love Song 208) and makes a hero out of a

woman doctor who cries when something doesn't go her way but
who keeps trying anyway.

In her private notes on medical

practice, Sandoz copied a quote from Dr. Walter Reed tnat
would describe Sandoz's perception of a true hero:
"In what does life consist?
philosophy?

What is the true

Is it to win the applause of the rabble or
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to sit in high places?

Do we not arrive nearer to true

happiness in striving to accept what divine wisdom
allots to us, doing all we can to assist our fellowmen
in being happy?"

(typed notes, General Subject Files,

V, 44)
Morissa Kirk represents that individual, flawed, but who
seeks to overcome her flaws to help others to find
happiness.
As Sandoz has illustrated in her previous books, an
individual is not meant to deal with life's difficulties
alone.

She has always emphasized that individuals need to

work together to find happiness for themselves and the
community.

In Miss Morissa, Tris Polk is Morissa's

necessary complement.

The two meet almost immediately upon

her arrival in the sandhill region when she grabs his horse
to ride across the river to save the drowning man.

He

acknowledges her bravery and expertise and makes every
effort to help her become established as a doctor in the
community.

His willingness to overcome any prejudice

against a woman doctor and his recognition of the
community's need for her make him a Sandoz hero from the
start.

He introduces her to the community, provides her

with transportation to various cases, and even helps care
for the children left in Morissa's care when their mother
dies.

As two strong, caring, but independent people who see

the need for cooperation, Morissa and Polk's impending
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marriage becomes a logical conclusion.
Polk very much resembles Leo Platt in his willingness
to help others at his own expense, although he is not as
idealized as Platt was.

Instead of being like Platt, a

farmer who helps the other settlers in their battles against
the large cattlemen, Polk is a large cattleman v/ho seeks to
preserve the range and, consequently, his way of life.
Thus, despite his willingness to help out in times of
natural disasters and accidents, he is also willing to let
his men tear down the houses of settlers who have
homesteaded on the open range.

He defends himself by saying

that he is trying to save the settlers' lives by scaling
them out before the more desperate cattlemen have them shot,
but he also acknowledges that he does so for purely
materialistic reasons: "'I don't like it . . ., but we
drifted into this protecting our range, our investment'"
(170).

He is a good man, but like all real human beings, he

is not perfect.
can't change.

Yet his imperfections do not mean that he
His flexibility in accepting Morissa and his

own anguish over what he sees has to be done to protect the
range indicate that he sees the unfairness in what he is
doing and, if reasonably convinced, can change.
However, Morissa has already been characterized as
impulsive.

Thus, her rejecting Polk when she learns of his

men destroying the houses of settlers is no surprise.
impulsive reaction in this instance is similar te the

Her
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illogical reactions of Martin Stone; instead of thinking
ahead about what she is doing, she reaches out blindiy--not
to hurt others as Martin does, but to establish a
relationship with someone other than Polk, without
considering the consequences to herself.
The person Morissa grabs onto is a representative of
that petty criminal group out of which came Doc Middleton
and Wild Bill Hickock.

Eddie Ellis is a store clerk with

big dreams of riches and glory, but a character v/ho can't
see any way of achieving them outside of taking them from
somebody else.

He is handsome, young, and plays upon

Morissa's maternal and nursing instincts.
with his attentions and his needs.

He flatters her

When he is seriously

injured while stealing horses, Morissa takes him into her
home to nurse hiir back to health.

He ingratiates himself

even more into her feelings when he threatens to kill
himself if she sends him away from her and back East to his
family.

He plays the child in order to become the lover.

Thus, when Morissa rejects Polk because of his treatment of
the settlers, she impulsively reaches out to Eddie Ellis and
marries him.

Instead of marrying the person who would most

complement her in her work, she marries the person who is
the most dangerous to her work because he is willing to
sacrifice her and the community to fulfill his own selfish
demands.
Sandoz develops the conflict between Ellis and Folk in
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broader terms than just a conflict between two men fighting
over the same woman.

As in all her other novels, Sandoz is

representing the conflict between the forces that seek to
build a community and those elements that seek to destroy.
Polk, although flawed in his viewpoint about the range
settlers, is still a builder in his attitude toward Morissa
and her medical work and in his ability to change.

Even

after she has married Ellis, Polk organizes a party to help
construct the hospital Morissa decides to build, and when an
acting troupe arrives with typhoid,
the patients.

Polk helps to care for

Because he is a decent man, he can work with

Morissa despite the differences between them.
Polk is also a community builder, a position he adopts
when he realizes the inevitability of the homesteading of
the range and decides to work toward making the country a
decent place for everyone to live.

At a Fourth of July

celebration, Polk, speaking before a gathering of farmers
and ranchers, praises the progress of the valley and calls
"'for a cleanup of the rustlers and outlaws,

for better

brand control, and for railroads and irrigation'"

(227).

Polk realizes that the future belongs to both farmers and
ranchers and ch-.

u.-i ..rea cannot prosper without the two

groups working together to try to conquer both the natural
failing of lack of rain and the human failing of
selfishness.
Eddie Ellis, on the other hand, cannot change, despite
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his marriage to Morissa.

Shortly after their marriage, he

announces his plans to join in a ranching venture v/ith horse
thief Doc Middleton, the source of the stock for their ranch
being

obvious.

He also sends back Morissa's two foster

children because, as he says to her,
boy.

"'I'm your curly-headed

Your time and love all belong to me'"

(174).

When he

buys a new buggy and race horse and unsuccessfully tries to
get Morissa to sign a paper mortgaging her home and land, he
threatens to kill her.
Morissa's marriage to Eddie is resolved when Ellis, in
his most egregious act of selfishness, tries to carry out
his threat to kill Morissa by burning down the hospital with
all the patients in it.

Although the patients and Morissa

are saved, the hospital is destroyed, and Eddie is killed
when a patient shoots at the fleeing arsonist.

Just as Polk

the builder is symbolized in his helping construct the
building, so Ellis the destroyer is symbolized in his
burning down the hospital.
Upon hearing about the burning of the hospital and
Ellis's death, Polk offers as Morissa's husband to help
rebuild the hospital.

Morissa does not clearly accept

Polk's second proposal despite having learned her lesson
about the goodness in Polk.

Her first concern is to rebuild

the hospital before she rebuilds her own life.

However,

Sandoz leaves little doubt that Morissa will accept Polk.
Polk's second proposal to Morissa is an acknowledgement of
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her work as a doctor and of his willingness to stand with
her in her work,

"'You must know in your heart that I am

ready to do anything that is within the power of a man, as
though I already stood proudly beside you as your husband—
'" (248).

The two come together to rebuild and to heal the

community,

to join hands in forming a hoop.

The novel, however, is Morissa's story and not Polk's.
Her acceptance of a decent man is her coming to understand
the changes within herself and others.

Sandoz drags her

through the painful lesson of marriage to Ellis to teach her
that she must examine people's hearts before impulsively
rejecting them because they have not always lived as she
would want them to live.

In this book, the message is a

personal one for Morissa who learns to doctor her own heart
as much as she learns to doctor the people around her.
However, the message is, as it must be with Sandoz, a
broader one for society as well.

Just as Morissa comes to

her knowledge about Polk and Ellis, so society must come to
a knowledge of what is good and evil in it and learn to
recognize and nurture the community builders and reject
those people whose selfishness seeks to destroy.
Thus, despite the romantic ending, Miss Morissa does
continue Sandoz's theme of the need for cooperative work to
overcome the forces of selfishness which seek to destroy
community.

However, Sandoz would argue that her ending is

not necessarily romantic, but a representation of the
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possible.

She has illustrated in Sloauin House that the

forces of good can overcome the forces of evil when society
joins together.

Although her messages in Capital City and

The Tom-Walker are that evil can win out when personal
grievances take precedence over community problems, in Miss
Morissa Sandoz shows that people can change and work
together once they realize where and in whom good and evil
lie.

Morissa, the good doctor, needs to recognize the

goodness in Polk and the evil in Ellis.

Once she has made

this recognition, she can achieve happiness through a
reconciliation with Polk, and together they can construct a
hospital which will help heal the community's physical ills.
Of her four novels, Miss Morissa ends the most
optimistically with Morissa and Tris Polk, the characters
who represent the forces that build a community, triumphing.
However, this book also takes place earliest in the
formation of the Nebraska sandhills region.

If looked at in

conjunction with the other three novels and Old Jules, the
optimism begins to dim as the novel comes to represent what
might have been if people like Morissa and Tris Polk were to
continue through the area's history.

However, as Slocum

House illustrates, the area's social and economic
fluctuations led instead to a Gulla, whose selfishness makes
Eddie Ellis's dreams childish.

Ruedy and Leo Platt are

making important moves toward uniting the community at the
end of the novel, but Capital City reveals that those moves
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come to nothing as society separates into the haves and
have-nots, and a fascist-like dictator takes power.

Sandoz

then broadens this movement toward fascism in The Tom-Walker
in which the atom bomb provides the necessary force for a
total takeover.
That Miss Morissa is her last fictional statement is
also indicative of Sandoz's beliefs in the virtues of che
pioneer settlers.

As she illustrates in Old Jules and Son

of the Gamblin' Man, the early pioneers, like Jules, John
Cozad, and Dr. Mary Quick, were community dreamers who saw'
the need for working together and building a community.
Helen Stauffer notes that Sandoz "seemed on occasion to
mourn for past times and other places.

. . . The pioneers

had belonged to a great generation of midwestern insurgents
who could not be bought or frightened from their vision, but
she felt that generation was almost gone, leaving no
spiritual descendants"

(Mari Sandoz 127).

Thus, Miss

Morissa is a novel of the lost dreams that the pioneers and
Sandoz had for the Nebraska sandhills and the world, dreams
corrupted by the greed and lust for power of later
generations.
However, Sandoz's books are fiction and conjectures.
She is seeking to illustrate that if materialism and the
drive for power are the nurtured elements in a society, the
society will destroy itself as it allows the selfish ego to
take over.

Her prophecies are prophecies only in that she
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describes what coaid happen in the world, not necessarily
what will happen in the world.

As noted earlier, Sandoz

believed that if the world were warned of the dangers, it
could work to rectify them.
her conjectures.

That warning is the purpose of

In a letter explaining her purpose in

Sloqum House, Sandoz sums up the rationale behind all her
novels:
The story is . . . the ruthless and their will-topower, and the decay that is inevitable when the hand
of the planner fails, for this is one thing that cannot
be perpetuated.

A good house, well-built, lasts many

generations but an evil house, whether it be a
government, a family or only a petty county political
machine decays as the hand that guides it decays.

But

that is not soon enough, for the time of man is short,
and justice must come today, or it is too late.
(Letter to Jeannette Shefferd)
Sandoz's novels are about that search for justice,
which, as she illustrates in Capital City and The TomWalker, cannot always be found if the world does not stay
alert enough to the dangers of greed and will-to-power
individuals.

For Sandoz, people like Gulla, Charley

Stetbettor, and Senator Potter remain threats so long as the
world does not recognize the need for builders and healers,
the only people she sees who can restore the broken hoop.

Chat

er VI:

Conclusion

All of Mari Sando 's works are about her belief in the
sacred hoop of community.

For Sandoz, society is strongest

when it works together for the good of all rather than being
fractured into separate elements with people working for
their own selfish ends.

As she illustrates in her works on

Crazy Horse and the Cheyennes, the social unit that believes
more in the sanctity of its members than in the material
worth of its possessions reduces the chances of jealousy and
power-mongering inherent in social units centered around
material gain.

When material gain and power are the focal

points of a community, the unit disintegrates into factions
which prey upon each other in attempts to increase their
power and wealth.

When the preservation of the unit and its

concomitant cultural elements predominate, as in the Native
American tribes, then the members of the community work
together and strengthen each other to the benefit of the
entire unit.
At the center of her belief in the community are the
Sandoz heroes who function as the holding forces within the
sacred hoop.

These individuals may be male or female, but

the predominant characteristic they possess is their ability
to see beyond the quotidian life and into the future.

These

heroes work for themselves and their community because they
are an integral part of the community which is also the
source of their strength as well.
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Old Jules and John Cozad
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prosper when they work for their communities which have been
formulated out of their imagined futures which include
specific pictures of a community.
This symbiotic relationship is the basis for the
maintenance and growth of the community as long as the
heroes do not allow their own egos to come between
themselves and the community.

When the heroes falter, the

communities must falter because of the complexities of the
relationships between them.

When Old Jules and John Cozad

begin to see their communities as personal reflections of
themselves, the communities rebel and the unity breaks down,
as it does when Cozad, Nebraska, turns on John Cozad at the
Pearson shooting.

Because Old Jules and Cozad see

themselves as the power source in the community, they fail
to recognize that their source of strength comes from the
community as well as from themselves; the result is a
breakdown of the symbiotic relationship.

As in the case of

Old Jules, the relationship is renewed through his children
and his own recognition of the value of the community.
Thus, the community can be restored when the heroes right
themselves.
However, as Sandoz illustrates throughout her works,
tne forces that obstruct the community can be stronger than
the forces of the heroes at the center of the community
hoop.

For example, Crazy Horse, Sandoz's greatest hero,

cannot defeat the materialistic forces of the whites who

both physically and spiritually destroy the sacred hoop of
the Lakotas.

Even Little Wolf, who manages to hold his

people together through the painful trek from Indian
Territory,

finally succumbs co the disintegrating elements

of alcohol and idleness as he surrenders himself to the
world of the whites.
The greatest examples of the community's disintegration
are presented in Sandoz'.

novels where she illustrates how

the will-to-power individuals can effectively destroy
communities because there are no individuals strong enough
to combine communal forces against the will-to-power
individuals.

Sloqum Ho

c does end with Ruedy and Leo Platt

combining to work against the ravages which Gulla has
perpetrated on the community.

However, she follows that

book with Capital City v;hich is set historically after
Slogum House and where the heroic forces are unable to
reconcile their internal differences, and the fascist-like
Charlie Stetbettor assumes control.

The Tom-Walker

continues this theme with Potter taking over the entire
country as he commands the destructive power of the atom
bomb, whereas Milton Stone, representative of the people
weakened by war, is unable to act against Potter.

Miss

Morissa provides a type of retreat from Sandoz's bleak view
of the future, but the point of view is more personal and
the setting more remote as Sandoz turns to the historical
period that precedes even the time of Old Jules and Son of
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the Gamblin' Man.
Sandoz considered herself a historian of the Great
Plains.

She has two integrated purposes in her histories:

the first is "to make a study of modern man's incumbency on
the great or high plains"

(handwritten notes, GSr, VIII, 47)

and the second is to record "man's fumbling through this
life,

. . . his stupidities, inanities, and brutalities"

(letter to Collier Young).

In fulfilling these purposes,

Sandoz records how humans build and destroy communities as
the modern age increases rather than decreases human
stupidities and brutalities.

For Sandoz, the accumulation

of wealth and power as whites gradually took over the plains
led to the disintegration of the sense of community fostered
by such communities as the Oglala and Cheyenne who
understood the need for a community's cooperation in
insuring survival.

The concept of the sacred hoop is

destroyed by the brutal and stupid drive for wealth and
power.
Sandoz is a combination of Robert Henri and Little
Finger Nail; she is both an artist and a historian.

She

creates detailed pictures of her world of the Great Plains
to chronicle how humanity has lived and moved through that
wor 3.

She wants us to see both the past and the future as

it arises out of that past.

In that purpose, she is the

center of a sacred hoop that unites time, place, and
community.

In The Story Catcher, through the words of Paint
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Maker, a tribal historian, Sandoz explains the importance of
her role and the role of all who would record human life:
"A recorder of what has been done is equal to the
greatest hunter, the bravest warricr, or even the holy
man . . .

To be such a historian, such a recorder, you

must learn to see all things, know how they look, and
how they are done.

You must see that the young colt

swims on the downstream side of the mother, behind the
wall of her body, and that the wind does not always
push the arrows of the just.

As the hills of one's

youth are all mountains, and the hunts all seem tat
after the meat is long eaten, so memory makes every man
the bravest in his long-ago encounters, and the enemies
faced in battle become very many as the warrior days
retreat.

The picture is the rope that ties memory

solidly to the stake of truth."

(157)
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